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PREFACE.

|HE instruments enumerated in this catalog, and described in the Manual, are all

of our own design and regular manufacture. Full supplies of Engineers' and

Surveyors' Instruments will be kept on hand. The demand is at times so great,

however, as to exhaust our supply. To secure an instrument in season, it is best to

order it from four to eight weeks in advance of its intended use. Instruments varying

from our customary designs, or those of rare inquiry, will be made to order only.

The graduations of circles and verniers, being sharp, clean cut and

easily read, are of rare excellence and in point of accuracy have no superior.

The optical qualities of our telescopes are in keeping with the fine

ness of every other part of the instruments in higher power permissible with greatest

illumination and sharpest definition.

The spirit levels ground and used by us are selected in degree of sensitiveness

so as to be strictly related to the whole character of the instruments.

The mechanical features of our instruments are of the most simple

and mechanically perfect design and the best that modern machinery and methods

pursued in a most modern plant, equipped and operated wholly for this purpose, can

produce.

A careful perusal of our catalog will convince that in the number of

styles, sizes, new designs, and in the adaptation of the various instruments to the work

for which they are intended, we offer instruments that only long training and a studi

ous care of the needs of the engineering and surveying profession in all lines of practi

cal application in the field, can produce.

We make no pretence at manufacturing cheap instruments — our prices are

as low as consistent with thoroughness of workmanship and the use of the best mate

rials. The aim of the firm in the future will be, as it has been since originally organ

ized by the senior member in 1871, to create an American industry in the art of mak

ing field instruments unsurpassed either here or abroad, bringing to the task the

judgment and experience of maturity, and the enthusiasm and zeal of youth.

Our full telegraphic Code, at back of this catalog, will enable to order

from a distance at small expense, and our patrons may rely upon being served as con

scientiously as if calling upon us in person.

We take this opportunity to thank our patrons for their confidence in the

past, and assure them that their future orders will be executed with the same care and

fidelity as heretofore.

C. L. BERGER & SONS.





DESCRIPTION

OF THB

Essential Features of Our Instruments.

Graduation.

This very important part of a good instrument we guarantee exact and accurately

centered, opposite verniers reading the same. The lines are straight, thoroughly

black and uniform in width. There are two double verniers in every transit to read

angles with great rapidity as well as to make four separate readings at every sight,

when extreme accuracy in the repetition of angles is required. The horizontal

circle is graduated from 0° to 360° with two sets of iigures, running in opposite

directions ( unless ordered differently,) und the verniers are marked A.and B . The

iigures are large and distinct, and to avoid mistakes in reading, the iigures of these

two sets of graduations, and those on the verniers, are inclined in opposite directions,

thus indicating the directions in which the verniers should be read.

Instruments intended for mining and mountain use can have the verniers so

placed that they may be read without changing the position of the engineer after

sighting through the telescope.
Glass covers protect the arc and verniers from exposure. For ease in reading

the verniers, we have added to most of our instruments two plates of ground glass,

which cast a very clear light on the verniers, in any position. We recommend this

addition to all of our more complete transits.
The graduations on our transits are either on brass and silvered, or else gradu

ated on solid silver. The former we can only recommend for the more ordinary

instruments, since imperfections in the brass or composition castings frequently

impair the graduations, and the silvering is apt to tarnish with time and exposure.

To graduate on solid silver adds $10 to the first outlay for the instrument, but its

many advantages, great permanency and smoothness of surface render it the only

satisfactory surface for fine graduations.

The Telescope.

All of its lenses are ground especially for us, by the best opticians. The teles

cope is perfectly achromatic, and designed to furnish a large, flat field of view with

high power and yet without loss of light. For this purpose the curves of all our

lenses are ground by special formulae. The telescopes show objects right side

up, unless ordered otherwise. *

The object-glass has a very large aperture, and is focussed by rack and pinion.t

but the eye-piece is focussed by simply turning its head to the right or left in an

improved screw-like manner.

By a method of construction peculiar to ourselves, we are enabled to guarantee

the line of collimation correct for all distances without making use of the very objec

tionable adjustment for the object-slide by means of inner rings, which time and

experience has proven to wear loose too readily, thus rendering this adjustment

worse than none at all.
The eye-pieces are thoroughly achromatic, and their lenses are mounted in such

a perfect manner (a method also peculiar to us) as to require no further adjustment

with regard to the axis of telescope.

*It should be remembered that the focal length of the object glass is limited in engineering instruments and
that a high power is obtained only at the sacrifice of light. To obtain the fullest satisfaction, telescopes intend
ed for close work, as in stadia measurement, etc., should invariably be ordered to be inverting. Th«
brilliancy with which objects appear in such a telescope, owing to the amount of light gained by
saving two lenses in the e"*-piece is very marked as compared with one of the same power an<^ focal length

showing objects erect.

tThis rack and pinion motion is now so Dlaced upon our telescopes that it is more easy of access by either

hand than when placed at the side, as shown in most of our cuts.
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The telescope of the transit reverses at both the eye and object ends, and is

thoroughly balanced when focussed for a mean distance.

The telescope of the wye and dumpy level is also balanced each way from the

center of the vertical axis when focussed for mean distance and with the sun-shade

attached to it. . .

Spirit-Levels.

The Spirit Levels used in our instruments are carefully ground, filled and tested

by us in person.

Those for the highest class of engineering work are sometimes provided with an

air chamber by which the length of the bubble can be regulated according to tem

perature. The levels for astronomical instruments have air chambers, and are rilled

with ether, but in field instruments ether is not admissable, owing to the high

degree of expansion and contraction in that fluid with changes of temperature.

For these we use a composition fluid that we have found to be more sensitive and

quick-acting than that used in instruments we have seen of other makers.

Our astronomical levels are so ground that a depression through one second of

arc causes a displacement of the bubble through about 55 of an inch. The curva

ture or sensitiveness of our levels for field instruments we adapt carefully to the

instruments and the kind of work to which they are to be applied. With too sen

sitive a level the position of the bubble would be too uneasy to work with, while

too low a sensitiveness would not reveal the full qualities ofan instrument. Persons

ordering instruments of us will confer a favor by stating for what purpose they are

intended, whether for water works, for railroads, or for general use, so that we

can use our judgment for their benefit.

Gradienter Screw.*

[Seepage S9]

This is attached to the clamp of telescope of all of our transits except the-plain

transit. This attachment was first introduced by Prof. Stampfer, of the Vienna

Polytechnic School. It does not add to the weight of the instrument, and once

used we have found it to be universally approved by our customers. By means of

it grades can be established, and horizontal distances, vertical angles and differences

of level can be measured with great rapidity. Indeed this attachment to an en-

fineer's transit is one of the most useful introductions in practical engineering,

t is so universal in its application to railroad and general work, that when once

used it will afterwardsform an indispensible part of an engineers outfit.

Fixed Stadia Wires for Distance Measurements.

We have specially devised an optical and mechanical apparatus for the purpose

of placing fixed, or non-adjustable stadia wires so accurately upon the diaphragms

of our telescopes that their distance apart will read 1' : 100' f on any leveling rod,

as with the gradienter screw, thus dispensing with a special rod.

It is well known that adjustable stadia wires are so apt to change their distance

apart with every change of temperature, that no reliance can be placed upon them

unless previously adjusted. With fixed stadia wires, annoyances of this kind are

obviated— they are reliable at all times.

As regards the degree of accuracy attainable by the use of fixed stadia wires,

experiments with our powerful telescopes, made optically as perfect as the most

advanced optical and mechanical skill enables us, warrant to say that with some

experience and proper care the results obtained will approximate and even equal

those obtained by chain measurements. The price for this accessory in any new

instrument is only $3.00, but if inserted into a telescope sent to us for that purpose,

we must charge $10.00. We advise to order both the gradienter screw and the

fixed stadia wires, as each in itself, separately or jointly, will prove of great value.

* Stampfers Gradienter attachment for leveling instruments, as introduced by him in the year 1838 (see
Bauernfeind's Vermessungskunde)j is, however, mechanically more complicated as compared with our own
As to simplicity of design and manipulation, we believe, our Gradienter Attachment, as applied to our transits

» unequalled.

t In all stadia work, the instrument constant, which is the distance from the center of the instrument to a
point in front of the object-glass equal to its focal length, must be added to every measurement, whether 100

or 1000 feet, and does not vary.
Instrument Constant for

Transit Nos. 1, 5 and 11 erect telescope 1.15 ft.
invert. 1.37

Transit Nos. !?, 3 and 6 erect " .94
" " " " *' invert. " 1.15

Transit No. 4 erect " .74

Transit No. 4 invert telescope .88 ft
Wye Level, 18-inch erect " 1.00 "

** " *' invert. " 2.14"
Wye Level, 14-inch erect " 1.41 "
Dumpy Level, 17% inch erect " 1.65"

Dumpy Level, 15-inch invert telescope 1.12 ft.

To find the Wire Constant. First lay off from the center of the instrument, the instrument con
stant, which is the distance from a point in front of the object-glass, equal to its focal length measured from
the center of the instrument. Then measure off 100 feet and place the rod truly vertical at this distance.

Determine the space on the level rod intercepted by the stadia wires. The difference between this read
ing and one foot willbe the wire constant, which may be plus or minus, and this constant must be applied to
every 100 feet measured, the amount varying with the distance measured.
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Tangent Screws.

These are made of Aluminum bronze, or phosphor bronze, and sometimes of ger-

man silver, and are provided with strong spiral springs of german silver, which take up

all the dead motion, no matter how long the screw may be in use, or how worn.

They are less liable to get out of order, by blows or accidents, than any of the ex

isting tangent screws, and require little or no attention on the part of the engineer.

Tl ;ere is no strain on either plate when the instrument is clamped, so that the levels

are unaffected. They are set and turned with the greatest ease, following the move-

meats of the finger instantaneously with mathematical precision, and do not scratch

the plate in revolving instrument. We confidently recommend this form of con

struction to those who have not used our instrnments. as the best possible ; super

seding the usual methods by means of two opposing screws, or ball tangent screw,

greatljinpointof convenience and accuracy, and equalling them in point of steadi

ness. By this construction we are also able to fit our upper and lower circle plates

so snugly that it is impossible for dust to enter between them. Our leveling instru

ments have the clamp and tangent screws so placed that they can be reached by

either hand with the same readiness.

The Compass.

The Compass circles are graduated to half degrees in quadrants from 0° to 90°.

The needles are made of superior steel, and tempered all over. A coil of fine wire

attached to the end pointing South balances the needle for our latitude, which must

be re-balanced if the instrument is used further north or south of this latitude, and

must be entirely reversed if used on the southern hemisphere of our earth. At a

cost of $10.00 a variation plate can be placed upon our surveyors' transit to set oft

the variation of the needle for any particular locality. A stationary pointer just

above the graduated ring at the South end, and protected by the glass-cover of the

compass, indicates the line joining the vertical plane of the line of colliinaiion of the

telescope. By means of a milled-headed nut, also at the South end of compass,

serving both as a handle and as a clamp-screw, the graduated ring can be turned

past this pointer towards East or West as the case may require.

If it is desired to set off the variation more closely than half degrees, say to min

utes, this can he done on the horizontal plate. First set the horizontal circle and ver

nier at zero of its graduation, then bring the needle to rest in the meridian — truly

North and South — clamp it there and turn off the desired variation by the horizontal

circle, release the needle and bring the variation plate zero to the new reading of the

needle.

Tripod.

The form we adopt for our instruments is an improvement over what is com

monly termed the " split leg " tripod, used extensively in Europe, which unites the

greatest strength and steadiness with the least weight. The tripod-head is cast in a

single casting, to avoid all small screws, as well as to attain greater stiffness. For

the legs we use the best fine grained white ash, taking particular pains that the

grain of the wood runs in the direction of the leg. They are still further guarded

against all possible accidents by having wooden tongs inserted at their top. When

folded, our tripod is better adapted than the ordinary form, for carrying on the

shoulder without irritating the place on which it rests. The good qualities of this

over the ordinary round leg tripod provided as that is with unyielding brass cheeks

to "tighten" the legs, are so great that there is but one opinion regarding its real

advantages, and we gladly bear the greater expense incurred in its manufacture. The

caststeel shoes have projections for the foot, to aid in pressing the legs into the

ground. Our levels and transits both fit the same tripod, and are of equal length.

Shifting Tripod.

We have also adapted to all our engineers' transits the shifting tripod or shifting

center, by which, after an approximate setting of the tripod, the transit can be

immediately brought over a point on the ground. This device we also attach to

our instruments with three leveling screws in a cost perfect and simple manner,

and without impairing their steadiness and portability.

Adjustable Plumb-Bob.

We furnish with all our transits a small brass chain and hook, which are

connected to the centers of the instruments. The cord of the plumb-bob can be

readily attached or detached from this hook, and by means of a neat, small and

simple device, (also furnished with every instrument,) the plumb-bob can be ad

justed over the ground at any height, with hardly any effort on the part of the

engineer.
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Illumination of Cross-Wires

For Mining and Tunnel Transits.

In our instruments this sometimes consists of a hole drilled through the transverse axis

of the telescope, and closed at either end with small glass plates, to prevent dust entering

the telescope. Then in the center of the telescope is placed a small adjustable reflector,

by means of which the cross-wires can be very readily illuminated in the mine or tunnel by

the reflection of the light of a lamp held in the hand or placed on a small table, which is

attached to the standard. This lamp is provided with a ground lens. While this method

is satisfactory, still the small mirror has to be placed at a point where the cone of rays

from the object glass is small and consequently it cuts off much of the best part of the

light, not to speak of the weight of the lamp and table at the side of the standard and the

heat imparted. This method is not thought to be of as good repute as it was formerly.

In all cases we would advise the use of our reflector, placed in front of the object glass in

a tube like the sun-shade. This arrangement gives perfect satisfaction. This may be used

in connection with an ordinary lamp or with the pocket electric lamp.

Arrangement for Offsetting at Right Angles.

A perfect line of sight can be had at right angles to the telescope by perforating the

telescope axis and covering the ends with glass plates as described in the preceding

paragraph. By simply sighting through the axis, offsets may be conveniently estab

lished without disturbing either clamp or telescope when the eye is brought close to

the instrument ; its application is, however, limited to even ground. To use it on an

uneven ground it is necessary to place the eye at a distance of twelve or fifteen inches

from the instrument. The head should then be moved until the eye is in line with the

openings of the transverse axis. An offset can then be aligned irrespective of the height

of the instrument.

Quick Leveling Attachment.

This we can apply to any of our Mining and Mountain Transits and Leveling

Instruments. It adds about 1 lb. to the weight.

Protection to the Object-Slide, &c.

A rain and dust guard for the object-slide is now furnished with all of our

telescopes, and to insure smooth working of the object slide and telescope tube

both are made of a non-friction metal. The graduation of the horizontal circle,

the centers and such other important parts that are liable to injury by the aetion

of dust and water in the tield-use of an instrument, are entirely protected.

General Construction.

In regard to the general construction of our instruments, the dead weight ii

removed wherever it is shown to be not essential to the stiffness of the instrument ;

but we have at the same time strengthened the parts most likely to be injured by

an accident or fall. Thus the base of the standards, the vernier plate and circle, the

parallel plates for leveling screws, the telescope axis, the flanges of centers, cross-bar

of level, etc., are made especially rigid and provided with ribs. Instead of finishing

the smaller pieces of an instrument separately and then joining them with small

screws, or solder, each screw orjoint being a weak place in an instrument, we have

adopted the opposite principle, (at an increased expense to us,) and aim to unite as

many pieces as possible in a single casting, which casting, by means of ribs is made

as light as consistent with strength.

We also call attention to the exceptionally hard bell-metal and phosphor bronze

used for our centers and telescope axis, which are long and unyielding, and the

remaining parts are of a composition metal, which is itself harder than hammered

brass, or red composition, used ordinarily for centers, etc. It is more difficult to

work, but we avoid the objectionable softer brass in its use. Experience has

proven that soft, or hammered yellow brass is unfit for a good field or astronomical

instrument, since it is more liable to fretting and yielding generally, and in the

hammered state its unequal expansion and contraction a. different temperatures

may be so marked as to impair the reliability of the adjustments.

Aluminum bronze containing 90% copper, is also extensively applied in our instru

ments on account of its great tensile strength.

Almuminum alloyed with small percentages of silver or copper must be used with

caution on account of its softness. (See Aluminum for Instruments of Precision,

page 27.)
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The Finish.

It is a well-known fact that the black finish has one objection. It absorbs the

heat readily, and therefore is apt to expand an instrument unequally, and thereby

deranges its adj ustments. We therefore consider it necessary to finish certai n parts

of an instrument in a bright but not glaring finish—including the upper plate, the

standards and the telescope in the transit ; the cross-bar and the telescope in the

wye level, etc. All other portions may be finished and bronzed before lacquering.

This finish gives a very fine appearance to the whole instrument ; it wears better

than black, and is in better taste.

Customers desiring to have their instruments finished entirely in bronze, how

ever, can do so by notifying us of their wishes.

Cloth Finish.

Sometimes Called Asbestos Finish from the fact that Asbestos Is used
in Connection with it.

It is so called because the parts of an instrument so finished have the feeling to

the hand of being covered with cloth of a very close texture,—there is no further

resemblance to cloth however.

The principle is borrowed from astronomical instruments, where it is necessary

to cover the surfaces with some non-conducting material in order to avoid disturb

ances in instrumental adjustments caused by suddenly varying temperatures.

We have adopted this principle with the view of securing the same results for

our finer transits, wye and dumpy levels. Some of these levels are sensitive to a

depression of a single second of arc.

Instruments finished in this manner heat up or cool down very gradually,

causing the minimum derangement of the adjustments, and being of a dark brown

color, this finish unites all the advantages of a bright finish with the convenience

of having a dark colored instrument to use in the sunshine.

As regards durability, it will not quite equal the bright finish, but is superior to

the bronze or black ; this fact, coupled with the ease with which it can be restored

at any time, leads us to recommend it in all cases where engineers do not care so

much for an elegant appearing instrument after a number of years, as for an

instrument in which every precaution is taken to avoid the influence of sudden

changes of temperature.

In finishing an instrument in this maimer, we are not obliged to polish its

surfaces so finely, and thus can offer our transits with standards finished in this

manner at $5 less than when finished in the other ways.

Packing.

In putting our instruments in theircases, none ofthein separate above the leveling

screws. They stand erect, and are ready for use upon unlocking the case.

The cases are provided with rubber cushions, to check severe jarring arising from

transportation over rough roads.

In conclusion, we wish to say that we aim to secure in our engineers'

instruments —

1. Simplicity in manipulation.

2. Lightness, combined with strength.

3. Accuracy of division.

4. Achromatic telescope, with high power.

5. Steadiness of adjustments under varying temperatures.

6. Stiffness ; to avoid any tremor even in a strong wind.

And we would add. that since all our leveling, tangent and gradienter screws

are cut with precision in our engine lathes, and then run through a size plate to

ensure uniformity and perfect smoothness, that we are able to replace any such

part of our instruments by mail. The spiral springs, and most other small parts

of the instrument, can be supplied in the same manner.
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Care of Instruments.*

Do not allow the legs of your tripod to play loose on the tripod head ; keep nuts

and bolts always well tightened up against the wood. Examine the shoes from time

to time, and sharpen them if necessary, also screw the shoes tight, if wear and tear

loosen them. Be sure your instrument is well secured to its tripod before using it.

Bring all four levelling screws to a seat before shouldering instrument. Let the needle

down upon its pivot as gently as possible, and allow it to play only when in use ; if too

far out from its course, check movements of needle carefully by means of lifter.

Never permit playing with the needle, especially not with knives, keys, etc. Be sure

to arrest the needle after use, and screw it well up against the glass cover before

shouldering the instrument.

As a rule the compass needle Is balanced as nearly as possible for the

latitude in which an instrument is to be used. If only a trifle out do not meddle,

inasmuch as one can do more harm to the pivot than a small error from non-balancing

would amount to, bat if the compass needle requires to be rebalanced

proceed as follows:

Remove the compass glass which is held down by a circular ring on top of the

glass, which may be removed by inserting the blade of a knife where the two ends of

this ring come together and prying gently upward. By means of a piece of beeswax

slightly softened, the compass glass may be readily lifted. Then raise the needle up

its entire length by means of the lifter and carefully remove it with a pair of tweezers.

When the needle is balanced it should be as carefully placed back with the lifter up

as before to retain the sharpness of the pivot. If the compass glass needs to be re

moved entirely, unfasten the two screws that screw the stud for the telescope tangent

screw to the standards. Don't remove the telescope from its wyes.

Do not clean the glass cover or the lenses with a silk handkerchief ; breathe over

the compass-glass and reading lens if one is used, after cleaning. Examine the but

tons of your coat with regard to iron that may be concealed in them, also beware of

nickel-plated watch chains, etc. To clean the object-glass and the lenses use a fine

camel-hair brash. If dust or sticky or fatty matter cannot be removed with the

brush, take an old clean piece of soft linen, and carefully wipe it off. Do not unscrew

the object-glass unnecessarily,— this is apt to disturb the adjustment of line of colli-

mation. The lens nearest the eye of eye-piece, as well as the front side of the object-

glass, need careful brushing -with fine brush from time to time.

If dust settles on cross-hairs and becomes troublesome, unscrew the eye-piece and

object-glass, and gently blow through the telescope tube, cover up both ends and wait

a few minutes before inserting the eye-piece and object-glass. Be sure to have the

object-glass cell screwed well up ayainst Us shoulder, and then examine the adjustment

of line of collimation (see adjustment of line of collimation). Do not grease the ob

ject-slide of telescope, or screws that are exposed to dust ; use a stiff tooth-brush to

clean slides or threads if dusty.

To take out the eye-piece, unscrew the screw at the end of the main tube, take

hold of the eye-piece and pull it out.

To focus the cross-hairs, take hold of the eye-piece cap and turn it in a screw-like

manner until cross-hairs appear distinct, and as if fastened on the object when the

head is being moved.

Should there be any fretting in the telescope slide, take it out, and endeavor to

smooth the rough part with the back of a pocket knife.

If the focussing slide seems to work too hard, everything else being right, "'t

is generally caused by the lubricant on the pinion hardening in cold weather, and the

same cause may also make the focussing slide work too freely in hot weather by soften

ing, i. e., when not staying in place when in a vertical position. If the slide moves

too freely it should be tightened by running out the slide to its full length, then apply

ing a screw-driver to the screw on top of the focussing screw and turning a very small

part of a turn until the required friction is obtained. If the slide works too tightly

ran in the slide, unscrew the top screw one turn, gently tap it by the screw-driver

handle to release it, and then tighten to the required stiffness.

To prevent the focussing slide from fretting, usually due to the inrush of air car

rying dust and grit when slide is being run out causing momentarily a rarefied space,

wrap a piece of chamois skin over the barrel in shape of tubular form and fasten by

means of rubber bands or sewing. In an emergency fine watch-oil may be used to

grease the slide should it continue to fret, until the instrument can be sent to the

maker.— In case of rain during non-use, place the telescope vertical, object end up,

and no water can enter the telescope.

Xever use emery in any form about any part of a Transit or

a Level, whether tangent screws, slides or centers. If anything must be used, a very

little powdered pumice-stone mixed with fine watch-oil is all that is advisable, and

after grinding, then clean thoroughly. The uninitiated are advised to do no grinding

" For additional suggestions see p. 14.
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-whatever. As a rule more harm than good comes to the instrument. It is only In

case of emergency that such heroic treatment should be resorted to. When cleaning

the slide and inside of main tube great care must be taken not to break the wires.

To focus the wires sharply turn the eye-piece slightly to the right or left

as the case may be. Remove parallax as explained on page 48.

To clean the threads of leveling or tangent screws when working hard, use a stifl

tooth brush to first clean the threads of all dust, then apply a little oil, and work

the screw in and out with alternate brushing to remove dirt and all oil until it

moves perfectly free and smooth.

Screws for the adjustment of cross-hairs should not be strained any more than

necessary to insure a firm seat; all straining of such screws beyond this simply

impairs the accuracy of instrument and reliability of adjustment.

When in the field always carry a Gossamer water-proof for the instrument in

your pocket, to put over it in case of a shower or dust cloud. On reaching office,

after use of instrument, dust it off generally with another fine brush; examine the

centers and all other principal movements to see if they run perfectly free and

easy, and oil them if necessary; also examine the adjustments. This will save

expense and many hours of vexation in the field.

Care of Centers and Graduation.

As the centers, the telescope axis and the graduations require greater care to

preserve their fine qualities, perhaps it is not amiss to say a few words concerning

their treatment.

Upon finding that the centers do not revolve as free as usual after exposure of

the instrument in an extremely hot or cold weather, they should be cleaned as soon

as time permits, and then proceed as follows :

Unscrew the milled-head nut at the extreme end ofthe cylindrical tube containing

a spiral spring, which is opposite the upper tangent screw. Do it somewhat cau

tiously, or the spring will fly out. Then unscrew a small cylindrical case, which

also has a milled edge, and which is at the bottom ofthe centers. This case contains

a small triangular spring to balance the upper weight of the instrument within a

few lbs. Be careful to keep the face of this spring up in its case, which is best

indicated by a bright point in its center. After unscrewing the nut attached to the

inner center, a gentle pressure upwards will lift the vernier plate out from the lower

part ofthe instrument. Take a fine camel hairbrush, and with it clean the gradua

tion, the verniers andthe inner part ofthe instrument,—but do not rub the graduation,

especially not its edge,—then take a stick of about the same taper as the inner center,

wrap some wash-leather slightly soaked in fine oil around it, and clean the insides

of the sockets as carefully as possible ; then remove this piece of wash-leather and

wrap a fresh piece without oil around the stick and clean dry. Proceed similar with

the centers and their flanges.

Before applying fresh and pure watch oil, however, care should be taken that

not a particle of dust or other foreign matter is left in the sockets, on the centers,

or on the graduation. This caution having been taken, the fresh oil should be well

distributed on all the bearing parts. It will be well to also examine the arm of the

clamp screw of the circle and telescope axis, and if necessary clean by removing

washer. After the instrument is thoroughly cleaned and oiled, the nuts and springs

screwed back to a. firm seat, the instrument must turn perfectly free and yield at

the slightest touch of the hand.

To remove dirt and oxyd that may have accumulated on the surface of a solid

silver graduation, apply some fine watch-oil, and allow it to remain for a few hours;

take a soft piece of old linen and slightly rub until drv, but without touching the edge

of the graduations. If, after cleaning, the solid silver surface should show alter

nately brighter spots, which would interfere somewhat with the accurate reading of

the graduation, barely moisten the finger with vaseline and apply the same to the

surface; then wipe the finger dry and lightly rub it once or twice around the

graduation. Avoid touching the edges as much as possible. Such cleaning, however,

must only be resorted to when absolutely necessary, and then only with the greatest

care, as it is too apt to reduce the minuteness of the graduation, and spoil its fine

appearance. If, after such cleaning, dirt and grease has accumulated on the inner

edge of the graduation and verniers, gently wipe clean before restoring the vernier-

plate to its place. Bemember, also, that the centering of the graduations of the

circle and verniers is a most delicate adjustment to make. These should never be

unscrewed from their flanges by anybody except a maker.
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Care of Telescope Lenses.

As dust and moisture, as well as perspiration from the hands, will settle on the

surface of the lenses of a telescope, it becomes necessary that they should be

cleaned at times. A neglect to keep the lenses free from any film, scratches, etc.,

greatly impairs the clear sight through the telescope. To remove the dimness,

produced by such a film, proceed thus : — Brush each lens carefully with a camel's

hair brush, wipe gently with a clean piece of chamois leather moistened with al

cohol, and wipe dry using a clean part of the chamois skin on every portion of the

lens, to avoid grinding and scratching. When perfectly transparent brush again

to remove any fiber that may adhere to the lens. The tubes in which the lenses fit

should be brushed, and if damp should be dried ; this done, restore each lens to

its original place as marked. To remove dampness in the main tube of the teles

cope, take out the eye-piece, cover the open end with cloth and leave the instrument

in a dry room for some time.

If an instrument has been exposed to a damp atmosphere, or water has pene

trated the telescope, moisture may settle between the crown and flint glass of

which the object-glass is composed. If such is the case expose the instrument to

the sun for a few hours, but if in the winter, leave it in a warm room some distance

from the stove, the moisture will then generally evaporate. However, if not suc

cessful, unscrew the object-glass from the telescope, and heat it slightly over a

stove or open fire. If a film settles between these glasses nothing can be done ex

cept sending the instrument to the maker. The two glasses form one lens only

and must not be disturbed, as upon their relation to each other the definition and

achromaticity of the telescope depends. Much depends also on the stability, with

which these lenses are mounted in their cell, as any looseness between them or the

cell will affect the adjustment of line of collimation. — Of course, if at any time the

object-glass has been unscrewed from the telescope, this latter adjustment must

again be verified before the instrument is used.

Additional Instructions concerning the Care of

Telescope Lenses, etc.

Ever since the introduction of the high power in the telescopes of geodetic in-

struments, now used by the best makers, complaints are frequently made of

the loss of light in such telescopes and of the hazy appearance of objects

viewed through them, the latter in particular when an instrument has seen service

in the field for some time. Now, while the loss of light is wholly due to the greater

power as compared with the low powers formerly in vogue, and to the use of erect

ing eye-pieces (see page 33), the "haziness" is produced principally by films

of dirt, settled on or between the lenses of a telescope, and becomes even more

marked as more lenses are used in a telescope.

Perhaps it is proper to say here, that when comparisons are made between low

and high-powered telescopes of geodetic instruments, other things being equal, the

first named, as a rule, will incite favor, because, as in spy-glasses, the image of an

object seen through them has a brilliancy never attained by telescopes of higher

power. But, whenever the results of stadia work, or fine levelling, as obtained with

the more powerful telescope, are compared with those obtained by a lower power,

it will be found that, though less brilliant, the defining power of a high-powered

telescope is superior to the other within the customary range of distances had in

the ordinary engineer's and surveyer's practice.

On the other hand, owing to the less amount of light with high powers, it is

necessary that the tine qualities of the superior lenses required for them should be

preserved, and on this account a more frequent inspection and a more careful

treatment of them is needed than when lower powers are used, — inasmuch as the

least impairment of these lenses by films, or dust, etc., will reduce the defining

power accordingly. A little extra care, as consequent upon the use of high-powered

lenses, is, therefore, imperative, but in so doing one is more than compensated by the

satisfaction of having a finer and more penetrating telescope.

To prevent an untimely settling of a film on the lenses of a telescope, and par

ticularly that apt to form on the inner surfaces of the lenses composing an object-

glass that has not been cemented together— such film being so fatal in an object-

glass because it cannot ordinarily be reached and without disarranging the cross-wire

adjustments—the treatment of an instrument should be strictly in accordance with

the instructions given under " Prevention better than Cure," page 21 , Unless these

conditions are complied with, the greater efficacy of a telescope composed of supe

rior lenses will be entirely lost.
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Upon finding that, after carefully cleaning the object-glass and the lenses of the

eye-piece, the telescope is not as clear as when first received from the maker, then

the cause of it is generally a film between the lenses of the object-glass — we take

for granted that the lenses are not scratched or otherwise impaired—but, as a rule,

it takes several years (with careful use sometimes many years) before such a film

has sufficiently developed to impair the transparency of these lenses. But when

ever it is found that a film has settled between them, then it is best, if the distance

is not too great, to send the whole instrument to its maker, and if this is not feasible,

then the telescope, at least, well and soft packed in a box, should be sent.

Cemented Object-glasses. — To prevent the settling of a film between the

lenses composing an object-glass, and to avoid disturbing reflections of light from

their inner surfaces, such films and reflections imparting to an object viewed

through a telescope the hazy appearance noticeable in high-powered telescopes,

we now, since 1889, cement these lenses together, so as to form one lens only. The

lenses so treated are more efficacious in many respects than when separated by

three thin pieces of tin foil, as has been the custom of nearly all instrument

makers up to date.

The cement, however, needs some five or six months to harden, and until it has

hardened sufficiently, an exposure to a cold atmosphere causing a greater contrac

tion of the metal cell than the glass, the lenses are very apt to warp, which may

lead to a distortion of an object, when viewed through such an objective.

The proper treatment of an object-glass freshly cemented is to keep the instru

ment, when not in use, in a room having a mean temperature of about 68° F., or

slightly above. The same treatment should be followed if it is found that the

image formed of an object is slightly distorted ; only in this case the temperature

in which it is kept over night should be raised to about 75° or 80° F. This treat

ment applies only to normally mounted objectives. If they are too tightly fitted

the lenses cannot be restored to their original efficacy without being attended to by

a maker.

Object-glasses that are cemented are very apt to show some specks, or, with ill

usage, cracks in the cement, but, unless the specks are very numerous, so as to

cover almost the whole area of the object-glass, the opacity caused by them does

not sensibly affect the efficacy of the telescope, and therefore need not disturb the

mind. Our experience is that the usefulness of an instrument is greatly enhanced

when these lenses are cemented together, and that a few specks that may appear

after an exposure from a sudden change from hot to a very cold atmosphere, or vice

versa, are a lesser evil, as compared with the ill effects produced by a film that in

time will settle between these lenses if separated by pieces of tin foil, or even when

brought in direct contact with each other, as such a film will have much the same

effect as a fog, in preventing vision.

When, after carefully cleaning the lenses of a telescope, the object-glass of which has

its lenses separated by pieces of tin foil, it is found that the image is not as clear as

originally, it is a sure sign that there is a film between its lenses, and that it has been

exposed to a damp or impure atmosphere, either by injudicious use in the field, or by

being left too long a time in the packing box, in which it is protected by cushions of

paper or shavings, both of which attract moisture, or by storing it away in its box in

such an improper place as a basement or cellar. Such film being noticed, it will then

be well to send the object-glass, or much better, the telescope, or, best, if the distance is

not too great, the whole instrument, to the maker, in order that the lenses may be

cleaned by him, and, if deemed advisable, be cemented. The slight expense incurred

of a few dollars will be more than justified by the advantage gained.

When the object-glass, or telescope is returned after the cleaning or cementing of

its lenses, the cross-wire, spirit level, and vertical arc adjustments of the instrument

will require a thorough verification before it should be used. In case the whole instru

ment has been sent to the maker, these adjustments are attended to by him. If the ob

ject-glass has been cemented, the telescope should be watched for a year to see that there

is no distortion of the image. If there is a distortion, it will indicate that the object-

glass has been too tightly fitted, of which fact we should be informed, as also whether

after cementing the object-glass the instrument retains its cross-wire adjustment the

same as before the cementing took place. If the cross-wire adjustments have to be

more frequently made than before the lenses were cemented, it indicates that the object-

glass is not tightly fitted to its cell ; and if such is the case it should be sent to us to be

more tightly fitted, after a lapse of about ten or twelve months, when the cement will

have sufficiently hardened to allow of a tighter fit of the object-glass in its cell.

In telescopes of very high power it is of as great importance to keep the lenses of the

eye-piece free from grit and films as of the object-glass. Therefore, whenever the tele

scope does not appear to be clear, the lenses of the eye-piece need most careful cleaning

(if necessary, every four weeks). The cleaning must be done by first wiping gently

with a clean piece of old linen barely moistened with alcohol and then wiping dry, using

a clean part of the linen on every surface of the lenses. (Please read the various

articles on this point on pages 13, 14, and 33, of our handbook and catalogue.) To re

move the eye-piece, unscrew the German-silver screw at the eye-end of the telescope. —

Of course, after cleaning, every lens must be put back in its tube precisely as marked,

and then the outer bearings of the eye-piece in the main tube must be greased with

tallow before the German-silver screw is restored to its place.
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Additional Suggestions Pertaining to the Care and Pro*

tection of Instruments in Field Use.

In fleld use, an instrument has to be necessarily exposed to the heat of the sun,

and to the action of dust and water; all of these, however, singly or combined, have

a tendency to affect its accuracy and endurance. While our instruments in particular

have been designed to guard against injuries resulting from exposure of this kind,

yet glaring abuses, such as to allow it to stand for hours in the hot sun, etc., without a

covering or shelter of some sort, may often lead to a permanent injury to its most vital

parts. To preserve the finer qualities of an instrument, viz., the telescope slide, the

lenses, the edge of the graduation and verniers, the centers, etc., any undue unequal

expansion of the different parts should be prevented. A bag thrown over the instru

ment when not in use, or any shelter that can be had, is to be recommended. While

in use, an umbrella or screen held over it will insure greater permanency of its ad

justments, and the results obtained will be more accurate and uniform than when

carelessly exposed.

To protect an instrument from the effects of salt water, when used near the sea

coast, a fine film of watch-oil rubbed over the exposed parts will often prevent

the appearance of oxyd. To remove such oxyd-spots as well as possible, apply

some watch-oil and allow it to remain for a few hours, then rub dry with a soft piece

of linen. — To preserve the outer appearance of an instrument, never use anything for

dusting except a fine camel's hair brush. To remove water and dust spots, first use

the camel's hair brush, and then rub off with fine watch-oil, and wipe dry ; to let the

oil remain would tend to accumulate dust on the instrument.

Lubricating, etc.—An instrument used in a tropical or semi-tropical country,

or during the warm season in a northern latitude, requires more frequent cleaning

and oiling than in the more temperate climes and seasons ; but so long as an instru

ment works well and the centers revolve freely, it is best not to disturb it. However,

if necessary, proceed as described under "Care of Centers, etc." A few additional

remarks we give here : Should the centers or the object-slide commence to fret, they

should be examined as soon as possible. Once commencing to fret, it grows worse rapidly

and oftentimes is then beyond repairing. Never use emery or emery-paper on them, as

this will cause everlasting trouble afterwards. After a thorough cleaning of the slide

and tube (taking care not to break the cross-wires), endeavor to smooth carefully

the injured parts with the back of a pen-knife, and barely apply enough tallow to

grease the surface of the injured part. If this does not remove the trouble, a little

scraping of the roughened parts on the slide, and, if accessible, on the inside of the

tube, may become necessary, and apply a mere trifle of finely-powdered pumice

stone moistened with oil. Replace the slide and grind a little by moving it in and

out; clean thoroughly, and with a piece of charcoal moistened with oil smooth the parts

thus ground on the slide. This process of grinding is a most precarious operation,

and generally requires the hand of a skillful workman; it should be resorted to only

in case of utmost necessity. Whenever permissible, recourse should be had to a

maker. These remarks apply equally to the centers.

The centers of a transit should always be lubricated with fine watch-oil only, and

after a careful cleaning; never apply fresh oil before thoroughly wiping off old

grit and oil. Rendered marrow is a most excellent lubricant for instruments made oi

brass and the many kindred alloys of copper and tin. In the varying climes of oui

northern latitudes this lubricant becomes rigid in cold weather, and an instrument so

treated will often become unmanageable in the field. Its application, particularly

to the centers of a transit, is therefore restricted to the warmer zones. The use of

watch-oil for the finer parts of an instrument, involving freedom of motion, is

imperative in our latitudes.

Many parts of an instrument, especially those whose metal compositions are

closely related to each other, may sometimes cause trouble if simply oiled. If they

begin to fret and grind, but are otherwise free from grit, etc., the judicious application

of a little marrow may prove very beneficial, but it should be cleaned off again as

much as possible. The rack and pinion motion and the telescope clamp should

always be greased with marrow, but the clamp, tangent and leveling screws, should

receivo as little of it as possible in the Northern States.

Vaseline, not having as great a tendency to rigidity under similar circumstances,

may prove an excellent substitute for marrow, and may often be applied to level-

centers, where watch-oil would not give the necessary rigidity in the uso of the mora
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ordinary instruments, but it must be renewed quite often. In the finer class ol

leveling instruments, the centers should be lubricated with oil only, as in transits.

, A great deal of annoyance is caused to the engineer if the eye-piece or the object-

slide of the telescope move too freely in their tubes, requiring a re-focussing of the

cross-wires and object at every revolution of the telescope in altitude. If the eye

piece can be retained in its socket, with sufficient friction to keep it focussed to the

cross-wires, no matter how much it may wabble otherwise, this imperfection (in old

instruments) will not lead to any inaccuracy, but if there is not sufficient friction to

keep it focussed to the wires, a little rendered tallow or marrow applied to its bearing

surfaces in most cases will remedy this evil. Wabbling in the object-slide, however,

leading to inaccuracy of collimation, or back-lash In its rack or pinion motion, can be

remedied only by a maker; but if the object-slide moves too freely in and out of its

tube only, this may be remedied by applying a little tallow to the bearing parts of

the rack and pinion, or by tightening the screw in the pinion-head. If not entirely

successful, a thin disk made of parchment, or a thin leather-washer, both greased

with tallow, and inserted between the flanges of the pinion-head and its socket,

will insure the desired result. — These latter remarks apply to transit and level

telescopes of the customary design. In telescopes, where the object-glass is mounted

permanently to the telescope-tube, the eye-piece tube, containing the cross-wires,

becomes the slide with which to focus the object. Its motion must be in a line

parallel to the optical axis. Any wabbling in this eye-piece slide would lead to in

accuracy in sighting through the telescope, hence it requires the most careful

treatment on the part of the engineer.

Care in the Use of Spirit-Levels.

Spirit-levels are very susceptible to the least change in temperature, as will be

readily seen by the difference in the length of its bubble in varying temperatures.

Hence, to guard against inaccuracies from this source, it is necessary that the

bubble should lengthen symmetrically from the center of its graduated scale (sup

posed to be made by the maker), and that both of its ends should be read. Suffi

cient time must also be allowed for the bubble to settle before a reading is made.

The fluid ordinarily used for levels is pure alcohol, and requires, according to

curvature, diameter and length of tube and length of bubble, from twenty sec

onds to one minute to attain its equilibrium. The composition fluid used in our

levels for field instruments requires only from five to fifteen seconds of time ; those

filled with pure ether, a few seconds only.

A great source of error in spirit-levels, however, increasing with their greater

sensitiveness, is occasioned by an unequal heating of the level-tube, as the bubble

will always move towards the warmer spot or end, thereby imparting to the instrument

an inaccurate position. This must be attributed to a changed condition in the

adhesiveness of the fluid in the level-tube, and not to a change in the form of

the tube itself. Therefore, to guard against inaccuracy resulting from sudden

changes of temperature, a spirit-level, while in use, should be protected from the

sun, and no part of it or its mounting should ever be touched with bare fingers ;

neither should it be breathed upon, nor the face of the observer come too close to

it. For this reason, in the finer instruments the mountings of our spirit-levels

are cloth-finished, and if the levels are detachable they are provided with wooden

bandies, as the case may require, and glass covers are placed over them whenever

deemed necessary.

If at any time during the progress of field-work a spirit-level has been improperly

exposed, it is best to cover it with a cloth for from five to fifteen minutes, before

proceeding with further work.

Mounting1 Spirit Levels. — To prevent any undue strain and change of

curvature in spirit levels used in astronomical instruments, they are mounted by us

In wyes, as shown in the cuts of these instruments, and are protected from injury, or

inaccuracy caused by the breath of the observer and other air currents, by a cover

of glass placed over them. Such a mounting, while most suitable for such delicate

levels, would, however, require constant attention and expose a spirit level to break

age in field instruments. To guard against this danger and to lessen the expense

and weight, the spirit levels for field instruments are mounted in a brass tube; but
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owing to the difference existing in the expansion and contraction of glass and brass

at different temperatures, a spirit level so mounted may sometimes become loose, in

volving inaccuracy and unreliability of adjustment. — Upon finding that the adjust

ment of a spirit level in an even temperature is not as stable as desirable, the level

fastenings, tube, screws, etc. should be examined, to see if any of them are loose. If

the trouble is in the screws, tighten them up; but if the spirit level can be shifted in

its tube by a touch of the finger, take it apart ; soften the plaster of paris in water,

and remove it with a sharp pointed stick of wood. Cautiously move the spirit level

with your finger, at first only a trifle to and fro, increasing the length of stroke little

by little, until it can be safely taken out without breaking; — clean thoroughly. Cut

pieces of white paper, of the width of the radius of the tube, and somewhat shorter

than the length of the spirit level, but longer than the opening in the brass tube, and

insert these of sufficient quantity at the bottom of the brass tube, to fill up the space

intervening between the glass and the brass tube. The uppermost layer of paper

should, however, be so wide, as to envelope the spirit level up to the opening in the

brass tube. Now insert the spirit level, taking care not to touch the glass ends that

are sealed up, and place the division or other marks, indicating where the level has

been ground to a true curvature, uppermost in the brass tube. The level must be

pushed in with sufficient friction to prevent slipping in the tube, yet not so tight as

to cause a crack at a subsequent low temperature, as brass will contract more than

glass. No part of the spirit level should touch any part of the metal tube. Now

prepare some plaster of paris with water, of the consistency of paste, and pour in at

each end enough to fill up the space between the end-pieces and the glass, stirring

it sufficiently to make a perfect contact by it and the glass and the brass, but leaving

the spirit level ends exposed. Now put the level together, and adjust as described

elsewhere.

There are other causes, such as centers and flanges that have been bent by falls,

etc., or that have been worn out—unequal expansion or contraction in different tem

peratures of the metals employed in the construction of an instrument, or a non

symmetrical lenghtening or shortening of the air-bubble at different temperatures— all

of which, singly or combined, tend to impair the adjustment of spirit levels on

instruments. Of these we will not speak here, as it requires a most thorough mecha

nician and instrument-maker to trace the cause to its proper source.

Being assured that the level is mounted as explained above, our advice is, not to

meddle too frequently with the adjustment of a spirit level. Though it may appear

to be out one day, it may be in perfect adjustment other days. It is the function of

a spirit level to indicate the changes taking place in an instrument, so that the

engineer may mako proper allowance and apply his corrections, as the character of

his work may require. The finer an instrument, the more sensitive the spirit levels

must be, in order to admit of corrections to arrive at closer results. As a rule, a

spirit level that does not indicate changes taking place in an instrument, is too in

sensitive for the character of the instrument, and in many cases entirely unfit fot

reasonably good work.

Replacing Broken Cross-Wires.

The cross-lines in our telescopes are bonafide spider webs (except where platl

num. wires have been specially ordered). In case they should be broken, they may

be restored in the following manner : clean the reticule frame of all foreign matter ;

Sut it on a sheet of white paper with the cutsVjn its surface uppermost. Prepare a

ttle shellac by dissolving it in the best alcohol and waiting until it is of the con

sistency of oil. From the spider's cocoon, (those from a small black wood-spider

preferred), which the engineer has prudently secured at some previous time, select

two or three webs, each about two inches long and of the same appearance. Attach

each end of these webs to a bit of paper or wood to act as weights, and immerse

them in water for five or ten minutes. Kemove one web from the water, and very

gently pass it between the fore-finger and thumb nails, holding it vertically to re

move any particles of moisture or dirt. Stretch the web carefully over two of the

opposite cuts in the reticule frame. Fasten one end by a drop of the shellac, — let

fall gently from a bit of pointed wood or the blade of a penknife. Wait a moment

for this drop of sheltao to harden. See that the web is stretched tight across the
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frame, and apply another drop of the shellac to the opposite cut with Its enclosed

web. Walt several minutes before cutting off the two ends of the web, and then

proceed in the same manner with the web which is to be placed at right angles to

this one.

Note. —The fine spider-threads used were tormerly taken from the cocoons of the small black wood-spider;
now, however, we obtain them from the cocoons of a species of spider found in Michigan. These threads are
almost opaque, and not apt to relax their tightness if properly placed on the diaphragm, and as they retain their
elasticity, they are preferable to platinum wires, which have a tendency to break, owing to their great brittle-
ness. The best spider-threads are those of which the spider makes its nest. These nests are yellowish-brown
balls, which may be found hanging on shrubs, etc. , in the late fall or early winter. The nest should be torn open and
the eggs removed ; if this is not done, the young spiders, when hatched,will eat the threads. The fibers next to the
eggs are to be preferred on account of their fineness and darker color. As it is important to get the proper kind
of spider-web, we subjoin an extract from a letter addressed to us on the subject by Prof. J. B. Davis, Uni
versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich., to whom we are indebted for our supply.

*• The species of spider of which I send you cocoons is not difficult to find in Ann Arbor— Lat. 420 2D7 N.

— as far as my experience goes, and is numerous on Beaver Island, out in Lake Michigan — about 460 N.— at
St. James. I have also always succeeded in hunting it in our Michigan woods, in places of concealment, — under
bark of dead trees, in cracks and holes, about old stumps, logs, and the like. It is especially partial to painted
woodwork. It roosts high, — the higher the gable the more numerous the cocoons ; but it is also found on fences
quite numerously, as I am led to think it is quiet rather than security this spider seeks. The body of the female
is three-fourths of an inch, I guess, long, and nearly half an inch wide across the abdomen. The male is about
the same length, but far slimmer. They are both entirely harmless. I never knew any one to get bitten by
either, and many persons in my observation have had them freely crawling over their hands, face and body.
They may be certainly gently handled without the least harm. They both (male and_ female) bear a plain
escutcheon design on the back of the abdomen; female much the more beautiful, — in browns. Colors all
brown and yellowish brown. The cocoon is a snarl of webs, and is attached under ledges of window-sills, cor
nices, projections of gables, and the like partly sheltered places. The color of the threads you have is of a light
corn-color, distinctly separating it from the white cotton-like cocoons so common everywhere. The threads are
silky, not like cotton. Of late years I keep one or two nice cocoons where they can be reached. You know one
can wrap them in a bit of paper and carry them in the pocket, or any such place, and they are always ready."

Prevention Better than Cure.

It cannot lie denied that instruments frequently meet with serious accidents

which, with a little care on the part of the operator, could be prevented. It cer

tainly does not betoken proper care to leave it standing unguarded in a street, road,

or pasture, or in close vicinity to blasting, or to expose it unnecessarily to the burning

rays of the sun, or to dust, dampness, or rain at any time. Such carelessness must

inevitably result in deterioration of the accuracy and efficiency, not to speak of the

durability, of an instrument.

It should be borne in mind that there are many parts of an instrument which, it

once impaired, cannot be restored to their original efficiency ; and when it is consid

ered that a conscientious maker bestows no little care, time, and expense on his

work in order to attain a high degree of perfection, such neglect seems like a

wanton waste of human energy and skill.

Legs of tripods, if fitting too loose or too tight, and dull shoes are frequent

sources of falls, and loose shoes tend to make an unsteady instrument. The test

of the proper degree of the tightness of the legs is this, that if the leg is raised to a

horizontal position and left free, it should gradually sink to the ground. If it drops

abruptly it is too loose ; if it does not sink it is too tight.

When taking an instrument from its box, it is not immaterial where and how to

take hold of it. To lift it by the telescope, circles, standards, or wyes is improper,

and while it may not be attended at once with any serious consequences, yet it may

sometimes lead to some permanent Injury, and it certainly is always fraught with

danger to the permanency of the adjustments. In handling, it is always best to

place the hand beneath the leveling base.

When mounting an instrument on the screw of its tripod, or screwing any of its

parts together, it is important to turn the part in the direction of unscrewing until it

is perceived by a slight jar that the threads have come to the point where they en

ter ; the motion may then be reversed, and the parts screwed together.

To secure an even wear of tangent and micrometer screws- they should be use4

equally on all portions of their lengths.
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Carrying an instrument in cold weather into a warm room, without the pro

tection of its box or bag, will cause a sudden exchange of air within the hollow

spaces, and carry with it dust and other substances through the minutest openings.

The vapor, also, that will thus condense on the metal surfaces, if it were not pro

tected, will have a tendency to settle a film on exposed graduations, making them

indistinct and difficult to read.

Failure to protect the lenses of the eye-piece and object-glass of a telescope,

when not in actual use, from the effects of moisture, dust, etc., by the covers pro

vided for them (eyepiece-lid and cap) will result in a more frequent settling of a

thin film, which, like the fatty substance left by the touch of the fingers, greatly

impairs the clearness of vision. That the too frequent cleaning of the lenses must

in the course of time be detrimental to their brilliant polish, and lead to a corres

ponding loss of transparency so essential to the proper working of a good telescope,

is apparent. Too much care cannot be taken to guard the lenses, and particularly

the inner surfaces of the lenses comprising the objective, against any film that may

settle on them. The ill effects of such a film are especially noticeable in high-pow

ered telescopes of first-class geodetic and astronomical instruments. In short, it

should be remembered that the slightest film, scratch, or dirt will, according to their

nature and location, impair the sight through a telescope, and often render it unfit

for accurate work. '

The glass covers protecting the compass, arc, and verniers from exposure need

very careful brushing and cleaning, the same as the lenses, as any scratch or film

will impair their transparency. If at any time the ground-glass shades should lose

their pure whiteness, by either dirt or film, and will not act as illuminators of the

verniers and graduation, take them out of their frames and simply wash them with

soap and water.

To prevent loss of magnetism in the needle of instruments provided with a com

pass : when storing away, allow the needle to assume magnetic North and South ;

then, by means of the lifter, raise it from the center-point against the glass cover.

If an instrument has met with a fall, bending centers and plates, etc., it should

not be revolved any more, in order to preserve the graduations from still further

injury, but recourse should be had at once to the nearest competent maker.

If the box or tripod should have become wet, they should be rubbed dry, and

the varnish should be renewed whenever found wanting.

Loose or detached resting-blocks in the instrument-box, or any looseness of the

instrument in them, are very detrimental to the instrument and its adjustments.

Cracks in the instrument-box, the absence of rubber cushions under it, worn-out

straps and defective buckles, hinges, locks, and hooks, should never be tolerated,

as the remedy is so easily applied by any mechanic. Such defects and imperfections

are known to lead to injury of the instrument.

The place where instruments are kept or stored away should be thoroughly dry

and free from gases. The placing of fused chloride of calcium, or caustic lime, in

an open vessel in the instrument-box is to be recommended where there is damp

ness ; and if the presence of sulphureted hydrogen is suspected, then, cotton satu

rated with vinegar of lead, placed in the box, will prove a preventive against the

tarnishing of solid silver graduations.

Transportation of Instruments.

During the progress of field work the more ordinary and portable transits and

levelling instruments, etc., can generally be carried on their tripods for ease and

dispatch. Nothing in the way of precise instructions, however, as to the best me

thod of carrying an instrument : whether on the tripod, in the arm without the

tripod— placing the hand beneath the leveling base — or in the box, can be sug

gested here. The nature of the ground, the surroundings, the size and weight, and

the distance to be traveled over, and last but not least the fineness of the instru

ment, will dictate to the engineer the best means of conveying it from point to point

in order to protect it from injury, and its adjustments from derangement.
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The ilner and finest classes of field instruments, such as those provided with

micrometer-microscopes, should always be placed in their boxes lor safe conveyance

— no matter how short the distance— for fear of improper handling, and because of

danger of unequal expansion, temporary as it may be, of such parts as would come

in contact with the body or fingers.

Carrying an instrument on its tripod without slightly clamping Its prin

cipal motions, will wear out the centers. When carrying on its tripod,

_, . , ( in transit, when placed on a line with its centers ;
clamp telescope j m ^hen h£nging down

When carrying an instrument in the box it is important that it be placed therein

exactly in the position and manner designated by the maker. Therefore, upon re-

oeivlng a new instrument, the first step should be to study its mode of packing, and

if necessary a memorandum should be made for future guidance and pasted in the

box. This will save time and vexation, as some of the boxes for field instruments

must necessarily be crowded to be light and portable.

Before placing an instrument with four leveling screws in its box, the foot-plate

should be made parallel to the instrument proper, and then brought to a firm

bearing by the leveling screws. The instrument must also be well screwed to the

slide-board, if one is provided, as is the case in most of our transits. Having put

the instrument in the box in such a position, that no part of it will touch the sides,

the principal motions are now to be checked by the clamp screws, to prevent mo

tion and striking against the box. Witn instruments not standing erect in their

boxes, but which are laid on their sides In resting-places, padded with cloth, speci

ally provided for that purpose, their principal motions must not be clamped until

the instrument has been secured in a complete state of repose in these receptacles,

so as to be entirely free from any strain. Care must be taken, too, that all of the

detached parts of an instrument, as well as its accessories, are properly secured

to their receptacles before shutting the box.

When shipping an instrument over a long distance it is commendable to fill the

hollow space between it and its box with small soft cushions made of paper, or of

excelsior or shavings wrapped in soft paper, taking care not to scratch the metal

surfaces, nor to bend exposed parts, nor to press against any adjusting screws.

For greater safety in transportation by express, the instrument-box itself should

*lways be packed in a pine-wood box one inch larger all around. For the ordinary

size of field instrument the packing-case should be provided with a strong rope

handle, which, like the strap of the instrument box, should pass over the top of the

case and through holes in the sides, the knots being within the case and strongly

secured. In cases where the gross weight of the entire package, as prepared for

shipment in the above manner, exceeds 40 or 50 lbs., then two men should handle it,

and two strong rope handles, one at each end of the packing-case, should be provin

tied. In order to check jars and vibrations while en route, the loose space between

the instrument-box and the packing-case is to be filled with dry and loose shavings.

The cover bearing the directions should always be screwed on and marked thus,

m large black letters :

THIS SIDE UP.

HANDLE WITH GREAT

Scientific Instrument.

Mr. George Brown,

• j6 West Street,

Value $ Cleveland,

Ohio.

From JOHN SMITH, Chicago, Illinois.
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The upper halves of the four sides also should have CARE' and KEEP

DRY ' marked In large letters on them. These precautions are indispensable for

safe conveyance while in the hands of inexperienced persons, as without them mes

sengers will often carry them wrong side up.

The tripod needs packing simply in a close-fitting box. If not placed in a box,

it often happens that legs or shoes are broken off while en route, or that the tripod

head becomes bent.

Many hundreds of instruments, packed as explained above, have been shipped

by us, travelling over thousands of miles, over rough roads, on stages and on horse

back; and the instances are so rare where one has become injured (and then only

through gross carelessness), that this mode of packing must be regarded as the

only proper one for conveying instruments of precision by express or other public

carriers.

Arriving at its destination, an instrument should not remain packed up with

cushions, etc., any longer than absolutely necessary. The atmosphere in such

boxes naturally must be close and often moist, and consequently has a tendency to

produce the ill effects by moisture mentioned in preceding paragraphs.

Some Remarks Concerning Instrument Adjustments.

The mechanical and optical condition of instruments used in geodesy, and- their

adjustments, although satisfactory when they leave the maker's hand, are liable to be

come disturbed by use. It is therefore of vital importance that the person using an in

strument should be perfectly familiar with its manipulations and adjustments. He

should be able to test and correct the adjustments himself at any time, in order to save

trouble and expense, as well as to possess a thorough knowledge of the condition of the

instrument. It is evident that if the character of an instrument is not properly under

stood or if the adjustments are considerably out. the benefit due to superior design and

workmanship may be entirely lost. Under these circumstances an instrument may

be little better than one of lower grade.

In the best types of modern instruments the principal parts are so arranged that

they can be adjusted by the method of reversion. This method exhibits an existing

error to double its actual amount, and renders its correction easy by taking one-half

the apparent error. Thus errors of eccentricity and inaccuracy in the graduations are

readily eliminated by reading opposite verniers and reversing the vernier plate 180° on

the vertical center and taking the mean of the readings , and by repeating the measure

ment of an angle by changing the position of the limb so that the measurement will

come on different parts of the graduation. The striding levels and levels mounted on
a metal base are readily tested by reversing their positionw' end for end. In the

transit plate-levels the adjustment is assured by turning the vernier plate 180°. Errors

of the line of collimation are detected or eliminated by reversing the telescope over

the bearings, or through the standards, as the case may be. In short, an instrument,

the important parts of which are not capable of reversing in one way or another, cannot

be examined quickly and accurately.

The adjustments of an instrument, and particularly those of its cross-wires, should

be taken up successively in a systematic manner. The proper way is to select a place

from which they can be conducted in succession without moving the instrument, as

none of the adjustments should be completed independently of the others. This method

is followed by the maker, and will save time and vexation. Any auxiliary apparatus

that may be available, such as collimators, etc., will be of great service and expedite

the work. One of the most important considerations in making adjustments (when

the same are greatly disturbed, as when new wires are to be inserted), is to place all

the respective parts in an approximate adjustment without introducing any strain

except what properly belongs to the action of the adjusting screws themselves. The

more natural the method, and the less internal strain introduced in bringing these ad

justable parts into position, the more lasting will be the final adjustments, provided the

instrument is otherwise in good condition.

It is important that all adjusting screws and nuts should fit truly on the surfaces

against which they operate, with only a mere film of tallow between them, so as

to insure a true metallic contact, and that they be brought to a firm bearing, yet with

out excessive strain. Opposing screws and nuts should always work somewhat freely,

so that one can feel when they come to a true bearing. A moderate pressure
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applied with an adjusting pin about one and one half inches long, and held between

the thumb and forefinger, will then make a perfect contact. For instance, after the

opposing capstan-headed screws of the cross-wire reticule have come to a bearing, it is

only necessary to give them each a slight turn, say from 20° to 30° (with the usual pitch

of these screws) in order to insure such a tightness that a moderate pressure of the

finger upon these screws, or an accidental gliding of the hand over them, cannot change

their relative position. On the other hand, if one pair of these opposing screws be

fastened tightly during the tentative process of adjustment, there will be, in all likeli

hood, at the end, an excessive strain exerted upon the pair of opposing screws at right

angles, which will make itself felt at any change of temperature, or whenever any

external pressure may be momentarily applied to them. It is but natural that these

continual changes in the resultant pressure must affect the adjustments in a like man-

ner. To obviate such changes the procedure should be as follows : —

Having placed approximately in position the principal wire of an instrument : viz.,

in a transit, the vertical wire in a plane perpendicular to the horizontal axis of revolu

tion, in a level, the horizontal wire in a plane perpendicular to the vertical axis

of revolution, the other wire should be approximately adjusted for collimation,

with the capstan-headed screws only moderately tightened. This accomplished, the

capstan-headed screws of each pair in succession should be unscrewed about one-

quarter turn, and again screwed tight the same amount. Now if the two pairs of

opposing screws have exerted no undue strain upon themselves, the telescope tube, or the

wire reticule, the principal wire will still be in the perpendicular plane ; but if the screws

have been used too much the wire will have slightly moved out of the perpendicular

plane. Therefore all four capstan-headed screws will have to be released again, say

about J turn, so that they may be moved simultaneously until the principal wire is

again in a plane perpendicular to the axis of revolution, and then each pair in succes

sion must be again tightened an equal amount. The adjustment of the wires for colli

mation must now be made in turn — the less important wire should always be taken

up first — by slightly releasing the capstan-headed screw away1 from which the wire

must be moved, and tightening the opposite screw the same amount, and repeating

this process until the adjustment is gradually perfected. If during this operation either

or both of these wires have become so much displaced that the capstan-headed screws

have to be moved more than a quarter turn, it would be advisable to slightly release all

four of them again, in succession, and commence anew.

It should be said here, that the force applied by the capstan-headed screws

cannot break or affect the tightness of the wires in any case, since the reticule, as

made by us, although very light in weight, is of a very stiff form. Too great pressure

exerted by the capstan-headed screws against the outer tube of the telescope may,

however, change the form of the main tube, thereby affecting the true fitting of the

object^slide, and creating friction of so serious a nature as to lead to the fretting of the

object-slide mentioned in other paragraphs.

In following the above-described course, the cross-wire reticule occupies a position

in the telescope free from any excessive side strain ; the result of which is found in the

greater permanency of these adjustments ; and although it may require a little more time

for an inexperienced person to make the adjustments in this manner, the satisfaction

derived from their greater permanency will more than recompense for the extra time

spent on them. The adjustments should be made at leisure, and should not be

meddled with, unless they appear to be permanently deranged; when, ordinarily,

the adjustments will merely require a very slight turn of the capstan-headed screws

and opposing nuts in the proper direction.2 Unequal exposure of the instrument to the

sun, or exposure to sudden changes of temperature, may for a time expand some

parts more than others, so that the instrument may seem to be slightly out of ad

justment. In such a case it would be better to stop temporarily and cover the

instrument with a bag to allow the temperature to become equalized, instead of at

tempting adjustments that would need to be repeated when the instrument is

again in a normal condition. The use of metals of different co-efficients of expansion

in the construction of corresponding parts of an instrument will naturally lead to a

1 We refer here exclusively to the more common instruments of American manufacture, where the
shoulders of the capstan-headed screws bear against the outer tube of the telescope, and where the adjusting
threads are contained in the wire reticule. In other designs where, as in most instruments of Continenta^
Europe, the capstan-headed screws are made to butt against the wire reticule, the capstan-headed screws
towards which the wire must be moved, must first be loosened. In the latter case this action is identical
with that of opposing nuts used for the adjustment of most telescope levels on American instruments.

* See foot-note on page 49.
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permanent derangement of adjustment ; such also will be the case when the temperature

of an instrument is greatly altered after the adjustments have been completed. A

similar result is caused if the bubble of a spirit level should not lengthen symmetrically

from the center of its graduated scale in varying temperatures. These imperfections,

however, seldom occur in Instruments of modern make (or if they occur, they are gener

ally caused because the principal constituents, glass and metal, are substances of

widely differing co-efficients of expansion), and are generally so slight in well made

instruments, as to be of little practical value, and may be overcome by adjusting the

instrument while at a mean temperature of an entire season.

If an instrument does not remain in adjustment a reasonable length of time, the

cause that leads to the trouble, such as a loose object-glass or cell, loose object-slide,

worn out screws or bearings, etc., must be found and remedied. If this is beyond the

scope of the operator the corrections should be made by an instrument maker.

Some Facts Worth Knowing.

The Line of Collimation.

The expression "Line of Collimation," usually defined vaguely in treatises on

geodetic instruments, generally means any line of sight in a telescope given by the inter

section of the cross-wires, whether they are in perfect adjustment or not. The term

" Line of Collimation," should, however, be confined solely to the line of sight defined

by the cross-wires when they are in perfect adjustment, with reference to the optical

axis of the object glass ; and any difference existing between the optical axis of an ob

ject glass and the actual line of sight as delineated by the geometrical axis of the instru

ment is the " Error of Collimation."

The principal optical axis of an object-glass is the line passing through the optical

centers formed by the curvatures and the thickness of the two lenses composing it.

Thus it will be seen that it is a well defined axis, giving direction to the light passing

through an object glass, and that, when the intersection of the cross-wires is placed in

its prolongation at the focus of the object glass, it becomes the axial or fundamental

line by and from which all measurements by telescopic sighting are made. It is the line

of collimation.

To make a good instrument, therefore, it is necessary that the outer circumference

of the lenses composing an object glass shall be truly concentric with the optical cen

ters. The aim of the maker is to so construct his instruments that this optical axis

shall be truly concentric with the geometrical axis of the telescope and that the latter

shall also occupy a normal position with regard to the geometrical axis of all other im

portant parts : upon this depends the proper working of an instrument.

In the larger geodetic and stationary astronomical instruments, the telescopes of

which are arranged only for distant sighting, this condition is readily obtained ; but it

becomes very difficult of attainment in the smaller geodetic instruments, since, owing to

the varying position of the focussing slide when set for different distances, the optical

axis may not always remain truly coincident with the geometrical axis of the telescope.

Hence in these instruments, carefully adjusted for distant sights, there is frequently an

error of collimation when nearer sights are taken. In the latter case the intersection

of the cross-wires remains no longer exactly in the optical axis, its displacement

being the cause of the error observed — disregarding momentarily the other and more

complicated features of different instruments, upon which the line of collimation also

depends.

In the Engineer's transit, however, the line of collimation must also lie exactly

at right angles to the axis of revolution of the telescope, so that when this axis

is placed in a horizontal position, the line of collimation shall describe a truly vertical

plane, whether the telescope be mounted in the centre of the instrument or outside of

the plates, or whether it be focussed for long or short sights. In the more common

instruments of this class, where the telescope is situated in the center of the instru

ment, the intersection formed by the line of collimation and the horizontal axis of revo

lution is also required to lie truly in the prolongation of the vertical axis of revolution,

so that there be no eccentricity between the vertical axis of revolution and the line of

collimation when sights are taken at objects nearer than 200 feet.

In transits of this latter type, and in which the above conditions are fulfilled, the

sights taken would at once define the true angle, and no reversing of the telescope

would be necessary, were it not for other reasons. On account of the necessity for

eliminating the eccentricity and error of graduation and verniers, as well as for eliminat

ing errors arising from an inaccurate adjustment of the line of collimation and of the
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adjustment of the telescope in the vertical plane, an instrument should be reversed and

an angle should be repeated. These remarks apply equally to transits made with the

telescopes in an eccentric position. If the line of collimation is truly at right angles to

the horizontal axis of revolution, the amount of the offset from the line through the

center of the instrument to the line of collimation will equal the eccentricity of the latter,

and will remain the same whether the sights be long or short. As a rule, however, the

small geodetic instruments of the latter class cannot be constructed with the same de

gree of perfection as those with the telescope in the center : and in consequence the

engineer using such instruments will have to rely upon methods of observing that will

eliminate all instrumental errors.

In the engineer's wye level the line of collimation must be truly concentric with

the object-slide and outer rings ; and it is also necessary that the telescope be well bal

anced from the center of the instrument, in order to project a truly horizontal line.

Difficult of attainment as the foregoing conditions may seem, it is proper to say

that improved tools, and a generally better understanding of the principles governing

a telescope and its relation to the instrument, have done so much toward the perfec

tion of geodetic instruments, that while it may not always be possible to make an

instrument in which the line of sight for both wires remains true for all distances, that

result can generally be secured, for at least the principal wire, without requiring any

other but the regular cross-wire adjustment

By the foregoing explanation it will be readily understood that it is of great im

portance to have the focussing slide of such a telescope truly fitted, in order that the

optical axis of the object-glass may coincide with the geometrical axis of the telescope,

whether this slide moves in the main tube and carries the objectglass, as is the custom

now in the smaller instruments ; or whether it moves in special rings provided for it in

the main tube at the eye-end, where it will contain the eye-piece and the cross-wires,

as is the case in all larger instruments. Any lateral motion in the focussing slide that

carries the object-glass or the cross-wires, will, therefore, derange the adjustment of the

line of collimation. However, it is equally as clear that a wabbling of a focussing slide

carrying an eye-piece which serves only the purpose of a compound microscope for

close observations of the wires and the image of an object, is of no account save that

such lateral motion may be so great that the obliquity which the optical axis of the

eye-piece may at times have with respect to the optical axis of the telescope, may cause

some parallax, if the wire and image under observation are not sharply focussed to

gether. In concluding, it may not be considered amiss for a full understanding of

this subject, to also mention in this connection, that any transparent substance, such

asprisms* lemses, or shade-glasses,introdxiced between the object sighted at and the

object-glass, will deflect the line of sight from its true course, unless such parts can

be made optically and mechanically perfect, which is rarely the case without elaborate

adjusting apparatus. The introduction of a lens or lenses between the object-glass

and wires, or that of a glass micrometer, will also have the tendency to deflect the

optical axis and affect the line of collimation. For this reason " Porro's telescope,"

which requires a lens between the object-glass and the wires, complicates the above

conditions of a measuring telescope ; and while it may prove of some value in stadia

measurements, can never be adapted for the engineer's transit so long as the proper

functions of the transit telescope, as explained above, are considered of the greatest

importance. The successful performance of an instrument should not be sacrificed

for the sake of some doubtful novelty.

The proper way of attaching prisms and colored glasses necessary to make sun

and star observations is to put them upon the eye-piece of a telescope. After the rays

from an object have passed through the object-glass and the plane containing the

wires, the line of sight as fixed by the object, optical axis, and the wires, cannot be

changed by additional refraction. The. best way, therefore, is to apply prisms and

shade-glasses between the eye and the lens nearest the eye.

Aluminum for Instruments of Precision.

In consequence of recent improvements in the production of pure aluminum and a

corresponding great reduction in its cost, we frequent!y receive inquiries as to the adapt

ability of this metal for the manufacture of engineers' and surveyors' field instruments.

We may be permitted to say, that while we were among the earliest advocates

of aluminum and its alloys for mathematical instruments (see Scientific American,

Feb. 1, 1868), we are not so sanguine concerning its adoption for the finest class of

* The object prism, so called, attachable to the object end of a mining telescope to aid in steep sighting,
from its position between the object glass and the object sighted at, must of necessity be of very limited useful
ness, since the slightest change of the prism or its mounting or a change of the position of the telescope itself or
of its object slide will almost certainly deiect the line of sight from its true course and give no satisfactory results.
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geodetic instruments, as these inquiries would warrant us to be. There are certain

advantages derived from the use of the lighter aluminum instead of copper and its

alloys,—the metals now employed for field-instruments ; but the disadvantages are

that pure aluminum, although very rigid, is nevertheless a very soft metal like tin,

and that, when alloyed with 10 per cent, copper, to make it harder, it becomes very

brittle, but when alloyed with 20 per cent, or 30 per cent, of copper, It becomes so

brittle as to break like glass. Therefore, we believe, in the present state of its

development it is not a suitable material for precision instruments.

An alloy of 95 parts aluminum and 5 parts of silver by weight has been found to

give good results, being more rigid and harder than the pure metal, and but little

heavier, while it is almost as resistent to corrosion, polishes well, and is said to

be better for graduation ; but, the fact that it contains silver, will, of necessity,

limit its use to the more exceptional class of work.

Very little is gained in the way of reducing the weight of an instrument by em

ploying aluminum bronze (90 per cent, copper and 10 per cent, aluminum). The

parts of instruments made of the latter metal might be easily reduced somewhat

in thickness on account of its greater rigidity as compared with copper alloys ; yet

to lessen the tendency to vibration, and also in order to withstand the wear and

tear of the field use of an instrument, such parts need a little more mass, or dead

weight as it may be called. It is then found that the weight of an instrument re

mains materially the same as ever. An exception to the rule may exist in the con

struction of the larger and stationary astronomical instruments, where aluminum

bronze may be used to a certain extent to advantage. Its adoption is, however,

restricted to non-revolving parts, since, when closely fitted into bearings made of

the softer copper and tin alloys, the friction and wear of these parts is so marked

that we would never think of substituting it for steel, bell metal or phospho"

bronze, or for any work requiring a smooth and accurate motion.

There can be no doubt that aluminum possesses great utility over brass in the

construction of instruments of minor importance. Sextants, reflecting circles, and

the more ordinary compasses,* parts of plane-tables, etc., can be made of it with

propriety. We have used it occasionally for many years, but for reasons already

stated above, we are not prepared to advocate its general adoption for instruments

requiring greater precision, such as the finer transits, theodolites, etc. It is only

in rare cases when a judicious use of this metal may be a necessity for the success-

ful construction of an instrument, as for instance in our new style of mining transit,

permitting of vertical sights up and down a shaft without the use of an extra side

telescope, where certain detachable parts of the instruments are mounted in an ex-

centric position, and unless such parts are made of aluminum they would require a

heavy counterpoise.

It is principally the indiscriminate use of aluminum that we would warn against.

We are aware that transits have been made of aluminum, but aside from their nov

elty as such, little or no merit can be claimed for them. To make this fully under

stood, it will be necessary to explain that all the finer bearings of an instrument

made of aluminum, such as centers, object slides, leveling and micrometer screws, etc.,

will have to be bushed with a harder and non-friction metal, to guard against friction

and wear and to obtain the close fitting of such parts, and permanency of adjust

ments so necessary in instruments of precision. Now, to make the principal

bearings of an instrument of different metals will have the tendency to weaken the

parts so treated, to make them less secure, and to render the adjustments more

liable to derangement on account of unequal contraction and expansion between

the two metals. It simply means, then, that the present high state of perfection

in geodetic instruments, which retain their adjustment in the varying temperatures

and climes of our zone, shall be abandoned, and we go back many years to when

the indiscriminate use of widely different metals often made an instrument entirely

unreliable, except when used in the temperature in which it was adjusted.

( Modern instrument-making has, however, already achieved great results in re

ducing the weight of field instruments. By improved designs and by the use of

harder metals In place of the soft brass, remarkable changes have been brought

about In the weight of instruments. They are no longer the heavy and formless

structures of soft or hammered brass as of yore, but are of the type and character

<»f a long-span steel bridge, as compared with an old-fashioned wooden structure.

Every important member of an instrument is now calculated with regard to its

strength, and the materials are particularly chosen for the part they are to perform.

• Commercial Aluminum, unless obtained from reliable sources, often contains a small amount of iron:
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Owing to the many improvements made in the designs, the use of better materials,

the application of specially designed tools and machinery, it is no longer necessary to

use large and heavy instruments. An instrument of about two-thirds the size and weight

of those made ten or fifteen years ago will now do the same cla^s of work. It is by these

methods that lightness has been gained, and to them we must look for advances in the

future. Unless the size of an.instrument is decreased, the resistance of its exposed sur

faces to wind pressure, causing sudden vibrations or tremor in the instrument, will of

necessity require a certain amount of weight to secure the needed steadiness, and if this

weight is not in the instrument proper, it will have to be in its tripod legs. This is

especially true in this era of high telescope powers and sensitive spirit-levels. What is

needed is that engineers and surveyors should have more confidence in instruments of

smaller size as made by the best makers.

Wherever less weight is ofgreat importance our patrons should not hesitate to order

our smaller Transits Nos. 2, 3, or 4, weighing 10K and 5 lbs. respectively, in preference

to a larger instrument made of Aluminum and divided to single minutes, but of equal

weight These small instruments are just as durable and capable of doing just as close

work as the larger ones. Being made of a like metal throughout, whose coefficient of

expansion* is lower, they will retain their adjustments better than larger ones made in

whole or in part of Aluminum. — Suppose an instrument is adjusted in-doors and im

mediately is taken into the cold atmosphere of winter : other things being equal, if the

coefficient of expansion of some parts differ the adjustments will very likely be

deranged. — Besides, the instrument being smaller, the boxes are likewise smaller, thus

reducing the weight and making it more portable at the same time. The same, in a

measure, can be said of the tripod, although it is against our convictions to use a lighter

tripod with a small transit than is used on the larger ones.

The only exception to the above exists In the Telescope, which, of course, being

correspondingly shorter in a small instrument, will have a smaller aperture and less

power. However, to secure the same aperture and power for Transits Nos. 2 and 3

(No. 4 being inverting), as for our Transit No. 1, with an erecting eyepiece, it is only

necessary to order an inverting telescope to attain these conditions.

There are other reasons why makers should be somewhat conservative in the adop

tion of aluminum as a material for the finer class of surveying instruments, but as they

relate principally to the treatment of aluminum during construction : graduating

process, etc., they may be omitted here. In conclusion we wish to say that the future

developments in alloying it as a base with other metals or combination of metals, will

be watched by us with due care, and that whenever such developments will warrant

their adoption in the various parts of instruments, we will only be too glad to avail

ourselves of any superiority such alloys may possess.

* The Ideal metalfor a Surveying Inrtrument is that "which has a coefficient ofexpansion equal to that of
its glass parti, so as to retain the adjustments in varying temperatures.

Coefficient of glass per linear foot, for i° F 0.000054 inches.
" " steel 11 *i 41 0.000076 *'

" " brass " " " 0.000125 "
" 1 aluminum per linear foot, for 1 3 F 0.000148 *'

Aluminum is farthest removed from the above requirements, steel or cast iron being nearest, and also
lighter and harder than brass ; and non-friction metals would be more generally adopted were it not for the uso
of the compass and the liability to rust in the field.

Repair of Instruments.

We are often applied to for correcting new and repairing old instruments made by other

makers. We will here remark, that as workmanship, material and construction of different

makers* instruments vary from one another, it is oftentimes impossible to repair them in an en

tirely satisfactory manner without going into an unwarrantably great expense, or without mak

ing such alterations as would practically make a new one. We will always guarantee in such

cases to put the instrument in as good order and adjustment as the character of its construction,

workmanship and material, the extent of damage and the general wear will permit, and that all

repairs are promptly and conscientiously made. The charges will be according to time con

sumed, and as low as is consistent with good work. Parties sending instruments should point

out in detail whatever parts they wish to have repaired ; but the best course to be pursued is to

have the instrument put in thorough order and adjustment, implying, as it does, that the firm

should make such warrantable repairs as will make it as serviceable as possible. This course is

always more expensive, but the most satisfactory to insure good work, and it is also the cheapest in

the end. — Our own instruments, whenever practicable, should always be sent to us for repairs to

insure fullest satisfaction. Much time nnd money is frequently saved by so doing, as we are in a
position to duplicate parts from stock on hand. In sending an instrument to us from a distance it

should be carefully placed in its box and then again in a packing box, as explained under " Trans

portation of Instruments," Part I., in order to conform to the rules of most of the large Express

Companies, which will admit it to single rates.
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Cross-section of spirit levels as used for instruments of precision (see

pages 7 and 38), interior surface showing the barrel form with curvature ground to

certain value of arc, diameter of arc depending on the degree of sensitiveness required.

Cross-section of spirit levels as above, but provided with an air-chamber

for adjusting length of the bubble for different temperatures as used in the leveling

instruments of precision and for astronomical work.
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The Level-trier.

Apparatus used in the manufacture of spirit-levels to fry the character and

approximate sensitiveness of the curvature ground in the jflas* tubes before they are

finally filled and sealed. Also to accurately determine the value of one division of level

in seconds of arc.
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General Remarks.

THE OPTICAL PART.

In the construction of telescopes for engineers' instruments, several difficulties

present themselves. To be portable, the telescope must be of small aperture, and

of short focus. To make it of short focus and yet retain sufficient aperture to give

the light necessary with the eye-pieces used, requires especial care on the part of

the maker, both in securing the true curves for the crowji and flint glass lenses,

which make up the achromatic object-glass, and in adapting an eye-piece which

will secure a flat field, with the least distortion.

Of the many forms of eye-pieces known, Messrs. C. L. Beboeb & Sons, after care

ful experiments with the formulas suggested by the distinguished astronomer, Sir

George B. Airy, and the late Mr. Kellner, of Wetzlar, (the two best formulas

known,) have adopted the latter. Mr. Kellner's formula employs four lenses,

mounted separately, and so arranged as to secure a flat field of the sharpest defini

tion, to the very edge.

The magnifying power of the telescope depends upon the relation between the

focal length of the object-glass and the focal length of the eye-piece, considered as

a si:igle lens : Thus—

" F= focal length of the object-glass.

£ = " " " eye-piece.

F
Then -r = magnifying power of telescope.

It is readily seen that the magnifying power may be increased or diminished by

altering the focal length £, of the eye-piece ; but if the maker increases the power

too much, since only a fixed amount of light can enter the object-glass, this fixed

amount of light is spread over too much surface in the field of view, and the object

seen is therefore too faint. If the maker gets the magnifying power too small,

then the engineer has a difficulty in pointing the telescope accurately. Some other

points in regard to the magnifying power will be referred to in the description of

the transit telescope. Messrs. C. L. Bebgeb & Sons, have found about twenty-four

diameters to be the most satisfactory power for their Engineers' Transit Telescope;

and for levels the powers increase in proportion to the size of the instruments.

Very much depends upon the optical part of any instrument, and very little has

been put into the hands of the practical engineer by which he may rigidly test it.

The following suggestions may be found convenient.

The telescope should come sharply into focus, and a very little movement of the

focussing screw, either way, should cause the image to blur. When it is sharply

focussed, covering any part of the object-glass without altering the focus, should

not alter the sharpness of definition but merely cut off light. The pencil of light

which enters the object-glass, should come out at the eye end. To ascertain this,

see whether a pointer which you place just in contact with the edge of the object-

glass, can be wholly seen In the small disc of light which you will notice at the

small opening of the eye end when you draw your head back some inches from the

telescope, and point the telescope towards the sky. If the pointer cannot be seen

up to the very edge, then the maker lias inserted a diaphragm which cuts off light

from the object-glass, and, very probably, to conceal the faults in making. In this
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case the real aperture ofthe telescope is found by moving the pointer over the object-

glass until its point is just visible, and measuring from the inner edge of the brasi

cell holding the object-glass to the pointer. Twice this distance subtracted from

the distance between the two edges of the brass cell, will give the real or clear

aperture ofthe telescope. The clear aperture, divided by the diameter of the small

circle of light at the eye end, when the telescope is focussed on a distant object,

will give the magnifying power ofthe telescope. Thus the clear aperture of a tele
scope, measured Dy means of a pair of dividers and a scale, was l1?t 35, while the

diameter of the circle of light at the eye end, was, 0°- 06. In this case, the magnify

ing power of the telescope was -jr- = 22.5 diameters.

Another way to determine the magnifying power, is to measure the angular

distance between two points with a transit, and then measure the same distance

with the telescope of which the power is to be ascertained, placed so that the tran

sit must point into its object-glass and see the same angular distance through the

second telescope inverted. Then calling the first angle A, and the angle as seen

diminished through the introduction of the second telescope inverted a, we have

the magnifying power of the second telescope - tan' $ —. Thus the angle sub-

tended by a window sash, several hundred feet away, was measured by a transit

instrument direct, and fyund to be, 1° 58' 50". When a Y level, previously focussed

on a distant object, w01* set before the transit, with its object-glass towards this

transit, the same sash was measured and the angle was found to be but 3' 30". In

this case, therefore,

n°58'50"\
tan. ( 2 I tan 0° 59^25"

the magnifying power ofY level= )j^o"\ tan.0° l^o"^34,0 diameters--

tan. (^—2-J

Or, for an approximation, a card cut one inch wide may be set up across a room

by the side of a measure graduated to inches. Then, the_number of inches on the

measure seen by one eye, covered by the image ofthe white card seen through thfi

telescope by the other *;ye, will give, roughly, the magnifying power.

It is difficult, without months of use, to fully test an instrument in all its parts ;

but in choosing an instrument the engineer should bear in mind that the making of

the transit andthe level are considered to be feats of mechanical skill. It should

be remembered that there is no machine so delicate that it can finish the essential

parts ofan instrument. The last stages in its making must depend upon the personal

skill of some mechanic, who has a reputation for that particular work; and we ar<!

sorry to add, that so difficult is it to secure the mechanical skill and patience re •

quired in the finishing of the interior parts, the only essential ones, and so easy is

it to add the lacquer and polish of the outside, that the market is full of instruments

sold at a price enough lower than the best makers can work, to seem to effect a

large saving of the first cost ; but such a saving is money borrowed at the highest

rate of interest, when the cost of annual repairs is considered. It is better at the

outset to buy of a maker who is noted for the conscientious accuracy of his work.

An imperfect rack motion ; a screw turned home on the wrong thread ; a wabbling

of the object-slide or eye-piece ; a slight space between the edge of the vernier and

the limb of the circle ; in fact, any mechanical defect, no matter how slight it may

seem, may be taken as a pretty sure indication that the work has been slighted in

other parts as well, and should have a strong influence in guiding the selection of

an instrument, in the absence of a test by work in the field.

Th.e Engineer's Transit'

In the first part of this catalogue, Messrs. C. L. Bebgeb & Sons, have pointed out

the peculiarities and improvements in this instrument, as constructed by them. In

speaking of the adjustments of these instruments it is well for the engineer to

remember that the construction is aimed to be such that if the telescope and levels

are carefully adjusted they may remain so for even a number of years to come, if

the instrument suffers no rough usage.
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it in the above cut, indicate conditions required in a perfectly adjusted transit.
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Description of the Telescope.

The object-glass is achromatic, being made of two lenses, one of crown and one

of flint glass. Both these lenses are made of the celebrated "Jena" glass (intro

duced about 1885), which has a greater index of refraction and power of dispersion

than known before this time. For the most part, that is, whenever the diameter of

these lenses is not too large, we — since 1889— cement them together so as to

make one lens only. In so doing the disturbing reflections from their inner sur

faces, and the settling of a film between them is prevented, besides securing to the

telescope an additional amount of light equal to about 8 per cent. The curvatures

are computed from special formulae, so that the telesco, e may have the largest

aperture possible with a short focal length.

The engineer will appreciate the slightest gain in the diameter of the object-

glass, since the amount of light received from any object varies as the square of

that diameter. Thus an object-glass 1£ inches in diameter will admit half as much

light again as an object-glass one inch in diameter.

The eye-piece, or ocular, as it is sometimes called, is the combination of lenses

used in the telescope with which the image formed at the focus of the object-glass

is viewed.

The simplest and most commonly used eye-piece in the telescopes of instru

ments of precision, where spider-threads and micrometers are used in making

measurements, is the Eamsden astronomical or positive eye-piece. It consists of

two plano-convex lenses, commonly of the same focus, placed apart at a distance of

two-thirds the focal length of either, the convex sides facing each other. It has

the advantage of being placed behind the focus of the object-glass. It is almost

free from spherical aberration, and gives a perfectly flat field of view, so that the

spider-threads can be seen distinctly throughout their entire length. Unfortun

ately it is not entirely free from chromatic aberration, that is, not strictly achro

matic, and therefore the Kellnerand Steinhell eye-pieces are frequently preferred, as

in them the chromatic aberration is sensibly eliminated, so that a bright object

viewed with a normal eye will appear achromatic, a condition as important in the

eye-piece as in the object-glass.

The Kellner eye-piece, also, consists of two lenses. The one nearest the eye, or

eye-lens, is a compound lens composed of crown and flint-glass, as in the objective.

Both are cemented together so as to make one, to prevent loss of light consequent

upon a ray passing from one substance into another. In its common form the eye-

lens is plano-convex, with the plane side nearest the eye, while the second or field-

lens is double-convex.

In the Steinheil eye-piece both lenses are compound, as in the eye-lens of the

Kellner. The parts of each lens being cemented together, they form two double-

convex lenses, and therefore it may be designated as an achromatic double eye-piece.

There are some deviations in the construction of the three eye-pieces mentioned

above, but mainly as to the proper curvature of the lenses and their proper distances

apart, depending as they do on the index of refraction and power of dispersion

of the glass used in the construction of the object-glass and eye-piece, but the

principle as above explained, by which an achromatic image is obtained, underlies

all of them.

The Eamsden eye-piece is generally preferred on account of its greater simpli

city and its flat field of view, which latter condition is more difficult to be obtained

with the Kellner and Steinheil eye-pieces in powerful telescopes of limited length,

on account of the somewhat larger field of view possessed by these eye-pieces.

Moreover, the compound lenses are liable to be affected after a while by opacities

caused by a crystallization, as it were, of the cement uniting the parts composing

them.

Objects seen through the above-mentioned eye-pieces are, however, inverted,

and telescopes so constructed are often objected to on this account. It neverthe

less is the most proper telescope to use where fine telescopic measurements must

be made, as the image is more brilliant than when the objects are shown upright,

and it requires but little practice to get accustomed to its use. The inverting tel

escope has some otheradvantages that should be mentioned here. The eye-piece

being shorter, an object-glass of greater focal length is obtained in the same length

of telescope, thereby favoring the conditions imposed to secure the best definition

where the telescope must be short and powerful. Any increase in the focal length of

an object-glass adds to the magnifying power in the direct way, without entailing

the loss of light consequent upon the use of an eye-piece made unduly powerful.

On the other hand, an increase in the magnifying power of the eye-piece magnifies

the least imperfection that may exist in the object-glass, and makes the cross-

wires appear too coarse.
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In practice, however, many engineers prefer the erecting or terrestrial telescope.

Such telescopes must be made with an eye-piece consisting of four lenses, as by

adding two more lenses, objects are shown right side up, as viewed with the naked

eye. In the construction of an erecting eye-piece the chromatic aberration can be

corrected by the two additional lenses required to secure an upright image ; but in

the case of short and powerful telescopes the difficulties presenting themselves to

secure a perfectly flat field of view are very great, and recourse must often be had

to a compound lens. In the Kellner terrestrial eye-piece the third lens, reckoning

from the eye, is therefore compound, and both parts are cemented together.

The Huyghenian eye-piece is ussed to a very limited extent in the more modern

telescopes of instruments of precision. It is most frequently met with in the

large telescopes used in physical astronomy, where objects are merely viewed, but

no measurements made. The field of view is large, but not quite flat. The amount

of light is greater than in the other eye-pieces. The eye-piece consists of two

plano-convex lenses with their convex sides facing the object-glass. The main fea

tures are, that in this eye-piece the second lens is placed between the object-glass

and its focus, and that it brings the image to a focus at a point half-way between

the two lenses of the eye-piece. The focal length of the second lens is three times

larger than that of the eye-lens, and they are placed apart at a distance equal to

one-half their combined focal length. The image is viewed by the eye-lens. It is

called a negative eye-piece, because the image is formed at a point between the

lenses.

The magnifying power of a telescope must be proportional to the aperture. If

the magnifying power is too high for the aperture, ordinary objects will appear too

faint ; and if the magnifying power is too low, the objects will appear so small
that the engineer cannot point upon them with sufficient accuracy. e

The magnifying power should be such that the least perceptible motion of the

bubble of a level, or change in the reading of the verniers, should cause sufficient

movement of the cross-wires over the object in the field of view to be readily notice

able. A higher power than this is worse than useless, since objects are less brilliant.

A lower power would not develop the full capacities of the instrument. Messrs.

C. L. Berger & Sons adapt, therefore, the magnifying power and aperture of their

instruments to the sensitiveness of the levels, and the fineness of the graduation.

In the telescopes of the instruments manufactured by C. L. Berger & Sons, the

main tube has a much smaller diameter than is usual in proportion to the size of aper-

cure. This is accomplished without cutting off any light derived from the object-

glass, since the pencil of light within the telescope is continually diminishing in

diameter until it comes to a focus at the plane of the spider-lines. The danger of

an increase of reflections caused by bringing the interior surface of the telescope-

tube nearer to this pencil of rays, is neutralized by the introduction of several more

diaphragms properly placed, and by the use of a specially dead black coating for

the Interior. By this method of construction the weight of the telescope is greatly

reduced compared with the large apertures used by them, and therefore there is

less wear on the horizontal axis of revolution, and less friction of the object-slide.

There is, also, on this account, less surface exposed to the wind, and the instru

ment is consequently more steady.

Concerning Apertures which are Abnormally Large in

Proportion to their Focal Length, for the Telescope

of Transits and. Levels.

Having shown in the preceding article the value of the large apertures adopted for

the telescopes of the instruments enumerated later in Part II, it seems but natural, in

the desire to gain additional light, for those unacquainted with the construction of these

telescopes to suggest an increase in the aperture of an object-glass given with a partic

ular length of telescope and size of instrument,— that is, to wish to go beyond what in

best practice must be considered the limit in diameter of aperture for a given focal

length. Good practice allows a ratio of from 1 : 10 to 1 : 12, — meaning that an ob

ject-glass one inch in diameter should have a focus of from 10 to 12 inches to insure

good light, sharp definition and giving the natural magnifying power of the telescope

and not one obtained by applying a too powerful eye-piece and causing undue loss of

light.
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In order to reduce the size and weight of field instruments and make them more

portable and efficient, modern practice has been to reduce this ratio very considerably

by adopting as short a foeal length as possible, and since the length of telescope is the

chief factor in determining the size of an instrument, as will be seen by an inspection

of the various instruments listed later on in this catalogue, the resulting optical and me

chanical conditions involved are of a most difficult and strained character. Were these in

struments designed merely forviewingobjects,asincaseof binoculars, operaglasses, etc.,

or for observing stars (which requires no change of focus), so that a short focussing

slide would be sufficient, the construction would be a comparatively easy task ; but

since these instruments are designed for purposes of engineering and surveying, where

angles between sighting poles and heights of measuring rods must be read at distances

which vary from 5 feet to infinity, involving a continual change of the focussing slide,

it is of the utmost importance that this slide-tube be of a length which is not only pro

portional to its diameter but also sufficiently long to insure an accurate movement in a

straight line coinciding with the optical and the geometrical axes of the telescope,

since any deviation in the motion of the slide-tube from a true straight line, whether

caused by an insecure short slide or by wabbling or fretting due to too much weight

at the object end, will directly affect the position of the line of sight and produce

inaccurate results.

Abnormally Large Object-Glasses.

The foregoing will show some of the difficulties attending the construction of short

telescopes having the largest apertures permissible for surveying instruments. These

difficulties are much greater where a short telescope has an abnormally large object-

glass. In order to accommodate the cone of light in this case the outer tube has to be

greatly enlarged and consequently the focussing slide is then too short and out of pro

portion to its diameter, and the greater weight attached to it such that it cannot be

depended upon for precise work. Furthermore such telescopes make an instrument

top-heavy, enormously increase the wear on the centers and on the axis of revolution

of the telescope, and greatly add to the surface exposed to wind pressure. To over

come some of these defects the focussing slide is often placed at the eye-end of the

telescope for certain classes of work where the conditions are more favorable, but this

is impossible in the regular engineers' transits, since the eye-piece must always

reverse through the standards, and this cannot be done when the slide is drawn out for

short distances.

So far only the mechanical features involved in this subject have been discussed,

but it may not be amiss to mention that a telescope with an abnormally large aperture

and having an abnormally short focal length very frequently lacks that sharp definition

that a smaller object-glass will give. Therefore it is at least questionable whether an

abnormally large aperture has sufficient advantage over the usual large aperture to

warrant sacrificing the longer object-slide, its greater precision and magnifying power

that are obtained when the focal length and the aperture have their normal relation.

It should be mentioned also that the special kind of glass required for the largest ob

jectives has not great power to resist the effects produced by moisture in the air,

moisture from the fingers, etc., to which it is liable to be exposed in field work.

Hence it follows that the use of such abnormal apertures should be restricted to

instruments for tunnel details or to plane-table alidades. In all cases where larger

apertures are desired, larger instruments with longer telescopes should be chosen, so

that the relation between focal length and aperture may be kept the same, and sharp

definition, good light and high power thus insured. For if, in a telescope of short

focal length, high power is secured by means of the eye-piece, the difficulty in focussing

the wires becomes very marked, and is likely to become a source of annoyance,

especially in the case of the very short eye-piece used in inverted telescopes. Further

more such eye-pieces also magnify every imperfection of the object-glass as well as of

the cross and stadia wires. This makes it difficult to procure wires of sufficient

fineness, and the increased danger of their breaking makes their use almost prohibitive.
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The Pancratic, or Changeable Power Eye-piece for the

Erecting Telescope

This feature/long in use in commercial articles such as field-glasses, binoculars, etc.,

can be applied, in case of surveying instruments, to eye-pieces of erecting telescopes

only, and is then desirable only in exceptional cases. Its use in a surveying instru

ment cannot be considered a distinct gain, since it complicates the mechanism of the

telescope— even in its simplest form — by the introduction of a greater number of

pieces, besides adding to the weight of the eye-piece. In practical use it requires one

more operation than the regular eye-piece, but unless a person is thoroughly familiar

with it, not infrequently two more operations are required when focussing on an

object. In using it the first operation will be to set the magnifying power, by means of

the movable lens, into the first position marked for it ; the second, to sharply focus the

wires ; and the third, to bring the object into view. Whenever the power has been

changed, by accident or otherwise, the wires will have to be brought again into focus

by moving the whole eye-piece in the usual manner. Owing to the greater complexity

of this eye-piece some of the lenses are not readily accessible for cleaning in the field or

in the office, so that greater care is required to preserve clearness of vision. These

lenses are likely therefore to be coated with a film after exposure, thus defeating the

very object for which they are designed, viz. , to give additional light by the use of a low

power. Moreover, when applied to a transit the focal length of the object-glass has to

be shortened by about one-half inch, thereby directly lessening the power unless the

height of the standards be increased, which of course makes the instrument more top-

heavy.

These are distinct disadvantages in a telescope. The power chosen for the tele

scope of a field instrument is generally the one best fitted for it and therefore should be

permanent. To make it changeable in order to reduce this power lessens the degree of

accuracy with which a measuring telescope can be pointed at a distant object, and will

thwart the intention of the maker, who harmonized the power of the telescope with

the sensitiveness of the levels and reading of the graduations. So, to reiterate, it is

the discerning power of a telescope, obtained by a normal aperture combined with a

sharp definition and high magnification of the object, that will make it possible to

quickly and accurately read graduated rods and see staffs at great distances. A low

power, therefore, would not reveal the capabilities of the instrument, and on this ac

count the desire is more often expressed to increase the normally large power as

explained above in order to read close at long range rather than to have it lessened.

The aim of the makers is to keep surveying instruments simple in design and free

from incumbrances, so that the observer's whole attention may be given to the work

before himi While we do not recommend the use of these variable power eye-pieces,

when desired they can be applied to the larger size transits and levels when made to

order.

The Graduations.

Engineers' transits have various graduations on their circles, according to the

requirements of the different branches of civil engineering. These various gradua

tions are read by opposite verniers, which may be either single or double. Ameri

can instruments have usually double opposite verniers, commonly reading the

circle to single minutes or to thirty seconds. For a higher grade of work, required

in the larger cities and on extended land surveys, they should, however, read to

twenty or ten seconds.

The customary graduations of C. L. Berger & Sons' instruments are as follows : —

The circle divided to half degrees, the verniers reading to single minutes, see Fig. 1.
" " " " twenty minutes, " " " " thirty seconds, " Fig. 2.
" " " » fifteen minutes, " " " " twenty seconds, " Fig. 3.
" " " " twenty minutes, " " " " twenty seconds, " Figs. 4, 5 and 6.
« " " ten minutes, " " " " ten seconds, " Fig. 7.
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To express the relation between the vernier and circle divisions, let d=the VUua

»f one division of the circle; d'=the value of one division of the vernier; d-d'=*

the least count of the vernier, or, in other words, the smallest reading ofthe circle.

n= the number of spaces of the vernier which correspond to (n—-1) spaces of

the circle.

We then have the three formulas ;

(10

(a.)

d

d—d'

d = d

(3.) d—d'-.

Thus, for example, suppose the circle was divided to 15', and it was desired to

read to 20". Here, d= 1 5'

d—d', or, the least count =20"

Then, by formula (1)

15' 15 X 60"

20" 20"
=48

Therefore, 45 spaces of the vernier must correspond to 44 or(« - 1) spaces of th*

circle.

Suppose again the arc to be divided to 20% and to be read to 30". In this can

we have

20X60
n gg 40

Therefere, 40 spaces of the vernier must correspond to 39, or (n — 1) spaces or

the circle. These are the graduations which Messrs. C. L. Berger & Sons usualij

adopt for engineers' transits.

The cut shows a portion of the circle and vernier, to illustrate the method of

reading to thirty seconds.

The lines marked 130, 140, and 150 denote 10° each. The shorter lines half way

between them denote 135° and 145°. The next shorter lines denote whole degrees,

while the shortest lines are one-third of a degree, or 20' apart.

The vernier comprises the upper series of lines. Of this series only that half

lying to the right of the vertical arrow, or zero, and having the figures 10 and 20

inclined in the same direction as the 130, 140, and 150 of the arc, is to be used in

connection with these figures. The vernier is double,—one half to be used with

one set of graduations ofthe arc, the other halfto be used when angles are laid off

in the opposite direction, and then the lower set offigures, 210, 220, and 230 are used.

It Is to be especially remembered that the figures on the vernier are inclined in

the same direction as the figures on the arc to which they belong.

To read the vernier, first note the whole degrees, and 2C spaces lying between

ue last 10 degree division and the zero division of the vernier.

Thus in the cut, using the upper line of figures, the zero of the vernier has passed



the 130° diyision, and moved on until it is between the Wt and 4C space beyond the

138° mark. The first part of our reading will thereiore be 138° 20'.

Second, look along the vernier, beginning from the zero point, and in the direc

tion in which the graduation of the arc runs, until one line of the vernier is found

which seems to be a prolongation of an opposite line on the arc.

Consider each of the vernier spaces between the vernier zero and such a line,

as equal to 30" of arc.

Add the number of minutes and seconds thus obtained to the first reading. The

result will be the reading of the circle.

Thus we notice that the vernier zero is a trifle over half-way of the distance

between the 20' and 40' marks of the arc.

And looking along the vernier to the right, we notice that the lines of the ver

nier gradually approach the lines on the arc until the twentieth line of the vernier

is precisely opposite a line on the arc. Of course, since each vernier space denotes

30", the alternate ones made a little longer in the cut will denote single minutes,

and on the vernier therefore the twentieth line would correspond to 10' 00", and

since our first reading was between 20' and 40', this vernier reading is to be added

to that first reading.

Thus, 138° 20'

10' 00"

13S° 30' 00" will be the reading of the vernier,

using the upper graduation.

In the same manner we proceed to the left in reading the lower graduation, in

which the figures are inclined to the left. Thus in the cut, we should find the zero

point of the vernier is beyond the 221° 20' mark, and the line of the vernier, which

is seemingly a prolongation of a line of the arc, corresponds to 1C 00". Then we

have 221o 20'

10' 00"

221° 30' 00" for the reading of the vernier, using

the lower graduation.

Practically, in reading the vernier, the engineer decides which line is in coinci

dence by the position of the lines on both sides.

He first notices, roughly, what fractional part of a space on the limb lies between

the vernier zero and the last graduation mark it has passed. This enables him to

look immediately to that part of the vernier in which the coincidence occurs.

Thus in the figure the vernier zero is about half way between 221° 20' and 221° 40',

the engineer therefore immediately looks about half way along the vernier and

finds the 10' 00" division to be the one sought.

When the graduation is to thirty seconds, the engineer will find that if he only

chooses, he can work to minutes with this graduation quite as rapidly as with a

transit graduated to minutes, by simply disregarding the shortest lines of the vernier.

The second vernier, which is distant 180°, or exactly opposite the one read first,

may also be read. Not so much to eliminate any eccentricity of the circle and ver

niers as to afford a valuable check upon the angle measured.

Greater accuracy in the measurement of any angle may be obtained by the

principle of repetition. In this case, before and after an angle has been repeated a

number of times, all four of the verniers should be read, and if, for example, the

graduations proceed from right to left, the left hand side of each double vernier

should be read as usual ; but iu the right hand side the line now marked 20 on the

vernier should be considered 0, and the arrow on the vernier 20. Then, with this

convention, only the minutes and seconds of the second vernier should be used.

But it should be here remarked that the repetition of angles is not now held in

such repute by our best engineers, as it was before the present perfection of the art

of graduating and centering the circles and verniers of engineering instruments.

The engineer who has not used them will find the ground-glass shades a great

convenience in reading the vernier. Thev are so placed as not to be readily broken,

and they shed a clear, white light upon the graduations.

Graduations on solid silver are much to be preferred to graduations on any

known brass alloy. The surface of the silver can be worked very plane, since it it

of uniform texture. The graduations can be cut with the utmost uniformity in

width of line and spacing.
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The Customary Graduations of Circles and Verniers

for C. L. Berger & Sons' Instruments.

Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 illustrate graduations in which the horizontal circles have two

rows of figures, from 0° to 380°, in opposite directions. The figures in the main row

nearer the vernier increase clockwise, and in the other row increase in the opposite

direction, so that angles may be read rapidly in either direction. Other figuring, such

as 0° to 90° to 0°, 0° to 180° to 0°, will be made when specially ordered.

The vertical semicircle is figured from 0° to 90° in either direction for reading angles

of elevation or depression, and the full vertical circle from 0° to 90° to 0". For astro

nomical work the vertical circle will be figured clockwise from 0° to 360° when spe

cially ordered.

Whenever a change is desired from the customary figuring, as given below, a diagram

should be sent with the order.

The size of circle appropriate with the various graduations and vernierswill be found

in the description and extras of instruments in the catalogue and are the ones recom

mended. A larger size of circle than the one enumerated with the instrument would

often prove of no value, while a smaller size may prove fatiguing to the eye to read.

The cuts below represent a graduation on a circle 13 inches in diameter.

Graduation Reading: to Minutes.

JS0 360

Fig. I.

Fig. 1' Circle divided into 30' spaces.

Double Opposite Verniers to Horizontal and Vertical Circles, also for arcs (29 spaces

into 30) reading to single minutes.

Note.—Sometimes when for want of space in some particular type of instrument a single read
ing folding vernier must be applied to a circle figured in opposite directions the single vernier has
its zero point in the center and extends ffl each way. In reading this vernier, proceed to the right or
left on the upper row of figures in the direction of the graduation used, and if the coincident line
is not found before reaching the 15' line, continue on the lower line of figures on the other half of
the vernier, so that the whole graduation from 0/ to 3C lies in the same direction.

Graduation Reading to 30".

Fig. 2. Circle divided into 20' spaces.

Double Opposite Verniers to Horizontal Circle (39 spaces into 40) reading to 80".
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Graduation Beading: to 20".

Fie. 3.

Usual Style of 20" Verniers for the Engineer's Transit.

Fig. 3. Circle divided into 15' spaces.

Double Opposite Verniers to Horizontal Circle (44 spaces into 45) reading to 20".

Note.— In figure 3 the lines on both the circle and the verniers are considerably closer than in
those of figure 2. For this reason it will be seen that this graduation is more fatiguing to the eye to
read. However this form is the only feasible one for the vernier opening when two rows of figures
with zero in center of vernier are required, as in general engineering work where angles are to be
read rapidly to right and left. For the best vernier for triangulation transits see figures 4 and 5.

Graduation Beading to 20".

Fig.4.

For the Engineer's Transit intended for Triangulation. Made to order only.

Fig. 4. Circle divided into 20' spaces.

Single Opposite Verniers reading to 20" (59 spaces into 60); two zero points to Ver

niers ; two rows of figures.

Note.—This vernier has wider spacing on the circle and on this account is more easily read to
20", but has the disadvantage that when an engineer wants double opposite verniers, as shown in the
verniers Figs. 1, 2, and 3, the opening of the vernier plate would have to be twice as long and there
fore too large for the superstructure of the instrument. It is desirable in such cases where an en
gineer wants a 20" graduation on above limb with two rows of figures to provide verniers with
two zeros, one at each end, as shown above, necessitating the inconvenience of first shifting the ver
nier plate from one zero to the other before angles can be read in the opposite direction.

This difficulty may be avoided, however, by using the 107 mark on the vernier as the zero point
and reading angles in either direction as explained under figure 6.

Graduation Reading to 20".

Fig. 5.

Usual Style Vernier for Transits Intended for Trlangulation. — Made to order only.

Fig. 5. Circle divided into 20' spaces.

Single Opposite Verniers reading to 20" (59 spaces into 601. One row of figures.
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Graduation Beading to 20".

A

J60

Fig. 6.

Folding Vernier. Made to order only.

Fig. 6. Circle divided into 20' spaces same as Nos. 4 and 5.

Single Opposite Verniers having one zero point in center with two rows of figures.

Note.—"With this style of single vernier angles maybe read to left or right. If angles are being
read clockwise start with the zero point under A and continue to the left until the 107 mark is
reached, then if no coincidence is found, continue by taking the W mark at the opposite end of the
vernier (right end) and reading toward the 20* mark. In reading angles in the opposite direction use
the figures which slope toward the right.

Graduation Reading to lO" (on a 7 or 8-inch Circle).

Usual Style of Verniers for Triangulation.

Fig. 7. Circle divided into 10' spaces.

Single Opposite Verniers reading to 10" (59 spaces into 60).

Whenever desired double opposite verniers can be furnished, with two rows of

figures on limb from 0° to 360° in opposite directions.

Note. — In cases where less weight and greater compactness and portability of instrument are
desirable, as in instruments often furnished to the Government for use in mountains and in the
tropics, a 10" graduation can be placed upon a 6% inch circle. The spacing however is very close,
and while this size of circle will give almost equally as accurate results, its reading must neces
sarily prove more fatiguing to the eye.

Graduation Reading to 5" on 8-inch Circle.

Sometimes it is requested to graduate an 8-inch circle to read to 5" direct, when the

circle will be divided into 5' spaces and the vernier 59 spaces divided into 60 parts. As a

rule this graduation is not desirable for vernier instruments on account of the close

spacing on circle and verniers which of necessity must prove inconvenient in usual en

gineering practice because of its greater liability to error in reading.
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Decimal Vernier Graduation.

For railroad work it is sometimes requested to graduate vernier A to read to

minutes or 30", as usual, and vernier B to read to yjjjth of a degree.

If the circle is to read to minutes, vernier A will be as shown in figure 1. A

decimal vernier for this graduation requires 49 spaces of the circle to be divided into

50 parts on the vernier, making a very long vernier, so that there is only room for a

single vernier in the opening of the vernier plate. This vernier would either have two

zero points as in figure 4, or would have the zero at the center, as shown in figure 6.

If one vernier is to read to 30" and the other to TJ5th of a degree, the circle would

he divided into 15' spaces, and the A vernier would be as shown in figure 9. The

decimal vernier for this graduation requires 24 spaces of the circle to be divided into 25

parts on the vernier as shown in figure 8.

The disadvantages of such graduations are, first, that the spacing of the circle is too

close for rapid reading, and second, that mistakes are liable to be made in reading the

verniers by confusing the 30" reading of vernier A with the T^th of a degree of

vernier B. Another disadvantage is that when it is desired to read both verniers,

A and B, as in repeating angles, this cannot be conveniently done with either of the

above arrangements. For these reasons the two verniers A and B, should have the

same graduation.

There are occasionally inquiries for transits provided with decimal vernier gradua

tion. These can be furnished when desired, but must be specially made to order. On

account of the great length of the double vernier, single opposite verniers of the fold

ing pattern (fig. 6) are the only feasible ones. Although objections are often raised

against them, still many engineers like folding verniers after becoming accustomed to

them.

Decimal Vernier Graduation.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Circle divided into 15' spaces.

Double vernier (24 spaces into 25) reading to hundredths of a degree.

Graduation Beading to 30".

On same limb with B vernier to read to lOOths of a degree as In Fig. 8, and A ver

nier reading to 30".

Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Circle divided into 15' spaces.

Double vernier A (29 spaces into 30) reading to 30". B vernier reading to lOOths

of a degree.

This vernier is not commonly used, but has the advantage that the double vernier

occupies only a short space.
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The Centers.

Quite as important as the graduation, is the exact fitting of what the makers

call the centers of the instrument ; i.e., the two vertical metal axis, about which die

circle and the vernier plate turn.

Both axes must be exactly concentric with the center of the graduated circle,

and the center ofthe horizontal axis of the telescope in any position of the instru

ment. The most sensitive level about the instrument should not show any displace

ment when the circle-plate is held, and the lower plate moved by the hand.

In the construction of the inner center, the hardest bell-metal should be used,

and for the outer center a red composition metal of the best quality. To insure a

true concentricity of the axis, and consequently of the limb and vernier, it is

necessary that they should each be turned in a dead center lathe, each about its

own axis. In fitting the centers, they should turn without the slightest play, and

yet with very little friction.

Messrs. C. L. Berger & Sonstake the precaution of casting the outer center, circle

and vernier plate in the same mould, to avoid any difference in the composition of

the metal.

The upper plate should not be hammered, since this would also effect an unequal

expansion of the metals in extreme temperatures, causing the vernier to read too

long or too short.

After the plates are put together, the vernier and limb should revolve in the

same plane, to avoid parallax. The space between the limb and vernier should

have the appearance of a uniform, fine, black line.

The Compass.

In running old lines, and as a check in running newones, the compass Is frequent

ly a very important part of the transit. Its needle should be tempered throughout,

and of hard steel, to retain its magnetism. It should be thin, and yet at the samo

time have enough surface to be strongly magnetic. It should bo swung upon a

jewelled center, and so nicely fitted that when at rest, with the instrument levelled,

the two extreme points should just clear the graduation of the compass box, and

read precisely 180° different in any part of the graduated arc. The pivot on which

it swings should be conical, and hardened so that it may swing upon a sharp point,

without having this point weak.

The needle should also be so sensitive, that when drawn from its pointing by

the outside attraction of a piece of iron held in the hand a foot or so away, it will

settle to the same reading several times in succession.

This sensitiveness depends upon the form and sharpness ofthe pivot, the strength

of its magnetism, and its bearing on the jewelled center.

If it should be found that a needle has lost its sensitiveness, it is probably not

so much owing to its loss of magnetism, as to a dulling of the pivot. Since this

may happen when the engineer is without access to the maker, and an instrument

otherwise be in good condition, it should be remarked that the pivot can be sharp

ened after removing the needle, by tak.ng a fine oil-stone, and while turning the

instrument with one hand, grinding the pivot, with the oil-stone in the other ; being

careful to incline the grinding surface about 25° to the pivot. The pivot is origi

nally turned and sharpened in a lathe, and in grinding by hand, great care should

be taken to preserve its conical form.

The two extreme points which lie next the graduation, together with the point

of suspension, should lie in one straight line.

The center of gravity ofthe needle should be as far below this line as possible.

The quivering of a needle so constructed is not annoying, since the center of its

quivering motion is in the line through its two extreme points, which are, therefore,

stationary.

To determine whether the transit itself has any iron in it to disturb the needle,

it is a good plan, after setting the instrument so that both compass-needle and

vernier reads 0°, to go round the circle, setting the vernier ten degrees ahead each

time, and noting whether the compass-needle also describes an arc of precisely ten

degrees. If it does not, there is some local attraction.
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The graduations on the compass box should begin at the North point, and run

90° in both directions ; then decrease to 0° again at the South point. In mine

transits a second continuous row from 0° to 360° starting at North is placed on

the compass ring. Other figurings are made especially to order. In order that

the needle reading may indicate the direction of the telescope, the line joining the

zeros of the ordinary compass ring must be in the same vertical plane, with tha

line of collimation of the telescope ; and the letters denoting the cardinal points,

East and West, must be transposed; i. e., when the letter N is towards the North,

the letter W should be towards the East. Of course the needle indicates magnetic

north, and in the case of instruments unprovided with means of setting off the local

variation of the needle, all the readings of the needle must be corrected for thig

local deviation.

Spirit-Levels.

The spirit levels, as regards their sensitiveness, should be in strict keeping with

the optical power, and the graduations of the instrument, but the quality should be

of the best. A level-bubble should move uniformly over the same distance, when

the telescope is made to point on two objects alternately, differing slightly in alti

tude, by the leveling screws alone. In change of temperature the bubble should

lengthen symmetrically from the center ; andno matter what its length, it should

move quickly, without any of the hitching, which is caused usually by a little dirt

introduced when it is filled.

Of the three levels attached to the complete transit, the telescope level is tins

most sensitive. It should be sensitive enough for ordinary leveling, such as good

railroad work. The level in front, or at right angles to the standards, should be

sensitive enough to make a line plumb by it to any height ; while the third levf1

on the standard is used in leveling up the instrument, and to establish the ze**

point for the vernier correctly when vertical angles must be measured.

The test of the fitness of the various levels for the capacity of the instrument

should lie in this : that after carefully bi-secting an object in the field of view, in

such a position of the instrument that all the levels can be read, and then slightly

deranging them all with the leveling screws, the bi-section will be accurately made

after restoring the levels to the exact position they before occupied, by the leveling

screws alone.

Leveling Screws.

Messrs. C. L. Berger & Sons usually cut their leveling screws with 32 threads to an

inch provide the usual four screws in opposing pairs. The plates once set firmly

apart by tightening two ofthese screws on the same side, the leveling of the instru

ment is easily accomplished by turning the two screws of an opposing pair so that

both thumbs shall move toward each other (when the bubble will go toward the

right), or both thumbs away from each other, when the bubble will move toward

the left. Instruments intended for triangulation, i. e., reading to 10" or less, should

however be supported on three, instead of upon four screws. In this case the in

strument is rapidly leveled by bringing one level parallel to two ofthe screws, the

other level will now be at right angles to it. Level both levels at the same time

by turning one of the screws to which the first level is parallel and the screw

which is at right angles to this level. Of course the instrument may now be

reversed to guard against non-adjustment of the levels.

Three Leveling Screws versus Four.

To the student of the progress inEngineers' field instruments, the question often

presents itself as to the comparative merits of an instrument provided with three,

over one having four leveling screws. It should be here remarked that the greater

portability existing in instruments provided with four leveling screws still com

mends itself to all using the more customary class of instruments. However, the

finest class of field instruments, requiring spirit-levels corresponding to the fine

ness of graduation, cannot be advantageously manipulated with four leveling

■crews. The results thus obtained would be little better than those obtained with

a more ordinary instrument. To insure the full benefit of a finer instrument, such

as used in triangulation, the maker will prudently apply three leveling screws,

mounted on a basis larger then is usual in instruments with four screws. So, while

four leveling screws have the advantage of greater compactness and less weight

three screws have the advantage for closer setting, giving better results. The

maker will therefore adapt either the one or the other kind to his instruments as

kht1 cise may rpquirp.
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Quick Leveling Attachment.

[For illustration seepage 126.]

As all devices of this kind detract more or less from the stability of an instru

ment, it seems they never have been regarded with much favor by the engineering

profession at large. There are cases, however, where the use of such a device, in

a mountainous country, or in underground work of a close character, becomes very

desirable. Messrs. C. L. Berger & Sons' device, unlike devices of a similarkind form

ing a part of the instrument proper, consists of a coupling with a ball and socket joint

which can be screwed between the instrument and tripod. As this intermediate

piece forms no part of the instrument itself it can be readily attached or detached

at will, thus adapting the instrument to the circumstances and to the class of work

in hand. For this purpose the threads of this coupling or quick-leveling attach

ment, and those of the instrument and tripod are identical ; and as all their transits

and levels with four leveling screws are interchangeable on any of their tripods,

one such coupling is sufficient for an engineer's outfit. In fact one extra tripod

permanently provided with this quick-leveling attachment may be kept ready for

occasional use in an office where there are a number of their instruments.

To use this quick-leveling attachment proceed as follows :—Screw it to the

instrument, and then screw Doth to the tripod in the usual manner, taking care

that the coupling becomes firmly fastened thereto. Now to operate it, slightly

unscrew the instrument from its hold upon the flange of the coupling by means of

the milled edges provided for this purpose, and move it approximately into a level

plane, then again screw the instrument firmly to the coupling same as before.

This being accomplished, move the instrument over the given point on the ground

by means of the centering arrangement described later on, and level up carefully

by the leveling screws alone. It will be seen that this quick-leveling attachment

is operated entirely independent of the leveling screws or centering arrangement.

Of course, when this device is to be used for several days in succession, it is not

necessary to detach it from the tripod every time the instrument is to be removed.

In sueh cases the instrument only should be detached from the coupling. When

ever it becomes desirable to detach the coupling from the tripod, it can best be

performed by allowing the instrument to remain fastened to the coupling, then by

taking hold of the milled edge of the coupling unscrew in the usual manner. In

cases where the coupling has been permanently attached to a tripod, the small

screws connecting it to the tripod head must first be removed.

1 To secure the greatest possible stability to the instrument, the outside diameter

of the hollow hemisphere is equal to the distance between the leveling screws of

the instrument; and to secure a smooth and ready action, leather washers are

provided in the socket which act against the hemisphere. However, when the

instrument is clamped to the flange of the coupling these washers recede, and the

metal surfaces are brought into direct contact with each other.

The Gradienter Screw.

This very convenient attachment consists simply in a screw working against

the clamping arm suspended from the horizontal axis, and on the opposite side

from the vertical arc. A strong spiral spring is set directly opposite the screw,

and presses the clamp arm against the end of it. This screw is cut with great care

in a lathe. It has a large silvered head graduated into fifty equal parts. As the

screw is turned, the head passes over a small silvered scale, so graduated that one

revolution of the screw corresponds to one space of the scale.

Obviously then, the number of whole revolutions made by the screw, In turning

the telescope through a vertical arc, can be ascertained from this scale. The clamp

arm of the telescope has its clamping screwjust above the horizontal axis, in the

usual manner. When this screw is free, the telescope may be revolved ; but when

it is clamped, the telescope can only be moved by the gradienter screw, which thus

takes the place of th* ordinary vertical tangent screw. The screw is cut with such
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ft value of a single revolution, as to cause the horizontal cross-line of the telescope

to move over a space of of a foot, placed at a distance of 100 feet, when the

screw is turned through one of the smallest spaces on its graduated head ; and

since there are fifty such spaces on the head, it follows that one revolution of the

screw is equivalent to ^5 of a foot, at a distance of 100 feet. The numbered gradua

tions on the screw head are then each equivalent to ^ of a foot in 100 feet ; and two

entire revolutions of the screw would be twice 55, or 1 foot to the 100. It is readily

seen that grades can be established with great rapiditywith this screw. It is only

necessary after setting the gradienter screw to zero, and leveling and clamping the

telescope, to move it up or down as many spaces ofthe head ofthe gradienter screw

as there are hundredths of feet to the hundred, in the grade to be established.

Thus, to establish a grade of 1" 85, the screw head is turned through three whole

spaces of the scale, which corresponds tol." 50, and through three ofthe numbered

divisions, and five of the shortest ones to make up the entire reading of 1 ." 85.

For measuring distances this screw takes the place of stadia lines, and is more

convenient ; since for any approximately horizontal distance, the space on an ordi

nary leveling rod expressedIn hundredths of feet, included in two revolutions of

the screw, will be the number offset the level rod is distant from the center of the

instrument. Thus the difference between two readings of the level rod was 2" . 965

when the telescope was moved 111 altitude through two revolutions of the screw.

The rod therefore was distant 296.5 feet.

It is unnecessary even that a leveling rod be used. A ranging pole or walking

stick, or any arbitrary length which can afterwards be measured, will suffice. Thug

a stick, which was afterwards measured and found to be 3". 38 long, was found to

be subtended by 3s revolutions of the screw at an unknown distance.

In this case the distance was—

100 = 213.9 feet.
1 . 58

In case, however, the distance to be measured is not approximately in the game

level plane with the transit telescope, it is necessary to compute the distance, from

the readings ofthe rod. In taking such readings at an altitude, it is customary to

incline the rod towards the telescope, and by trial find the least space subtended by

two stadia lines. A skilful rod-man will plumb a rod more readily than he can

incline it at the proper angle, and a reading of the plumb rod can be taken with

greater accuracy, and in less time than with the inclined rod ; but it ordinarily

involves some additional computing to reduce such vertical readings to horizontal

distances. _ With the view ofreducing the computation to a simple multiplication,

the following table is appended with the trignometrical argument on which it

depends. The engineer will notice the solution is not rigorously exact, but is suf

ficiently so for all cases in practice.
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In the above figure,

TH=the transit horizontal sight line.

The angle HTB= the ai iu:le of elevation of the telescope to the foot of the rod

" " BTA=the angle subtended by any number of revolutions of the

gradienter screw= G.

AB= the length of the rod included by the angle G, when the rod

is vertical = K.

CB is drawn perpendicular to TB.

Then, CBA=BTH=E TAH=90°— (E + G)

BC_ . (90°— (E + G)) cos E cos G— sin E sin G.

AB— S1" sin (90°H- G) = cos G.

.-. BC=R (cos E—tan G sin E.)

tan G=— where h is the height above a horizontal line, subtended by
a one revolution of the gradienter screw at a distance a.

n is the number of revolutions made in any given case.

BT=4 BC= It— (cos E—^ sin E)

and

.BT=R Q-cosE — sinE) I.

HT=BT cos E

.HT= R (^cos'E—y2 sin2E) ....... II.

Formulas I and II are general formulas for any gradienter screw. In C. L.

Berger & Sons' transits the screw is cut and placed so that when a= 100, for

n =2 and fc = i, by substitution these formulas become,

BT=R (100 cos E—sin E.)

HT=R (100 cos 'E — y2 sin2E.)

Where BT=the direct distance from the center of the horizontal axis of the

transit to the foot of the vertical rod.

HT= the horizontal distance from the center of the horizontal axis ofthe

transit to the plumb line dropped from the foot of the vertical rod.

R = the space included on the vertical rod by two revolutions of the

gradienter screw.

E= the elevation of the foot of the rod above the horizontal sight line

of the telescope.

When the angle E becomes an angle of depression instead of elevation, then the

point B is the upper end of the part of the rod used,A B. The distance B T in

this case is the direct distance between the center ofthe horizontal axis of the tele

scope and the upper reading of the vertical rod in the valley.

The distance HT is, as before, the horizontal distance between the center of

$he horizontal axis of the telescope, and the plumb line prolonged in this case

upwards from the upper end ofthe vertical rod. The plumb line In all cases coin

cides with the direction of the rod.

By means of the following table, it is only necessary to multiply the factor

opposite the angle of elevation, by the space included upon a vertical rod by two

gradienter screw revolutions, to obtain either the direct or horizontal distance of

the center of the horizontal axis of the telescope from the foot of the rod ; or the

tame distance from the upper reading of the vertical rod in the case of an angle of

iepreseion.
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Gradienter Screw Table I'

Factors to be multiplied by the space on the vertical rod expressed In feet and decimals,

included in two revolutions of the gradienter screw, to find the distance of the foot

of the rod from the ceater of the horizoatal axis of the transit telescope,

Angle of Factor for the
Direct Distance
(loocosE-sinE)

Factor for the
Horizontal Dist.
(100 cos JE— yt

sin 2 E)

Angle of
Elevation

E.

Factor for the
Direct Distance.
(isocosE-sinE)

Factor for the
Horizontal Dist.
(10c cos * F— %

«n 2 E)

Elevation
E.

o i 0

O IOO.OO IOO.OO 15 96-33 93-05

I 99.96
99.94 15 3° 96.09 9a-59

2 99.9O 99.84 16 95-85 93.14

3 99.Sr 99.67 16
3° 95.60 91.66

4 99.69
99-45

17
95-34 91.17

5 99-53 99-J5
*7 3° 95-o7 90.66

6
99-34 98.80 18 94.80 90.17

7 i 99- r3 98-39 18 30 94-5i 89.63

8 98.89
97-93

r9 94.22 89.09

9 98.61 97.41 r9
3° 93-93 88.54

IO 98.31 96.S1 20 93-63 87.98

io 30 98.15 96.51 20 30 93-32 87.41

II
97-97 96.17 21 93.00 86.83

II 30
97-79 95.S2 21 30 92.67 86.22

12 97.60
95-47

22 92-34 85.62

12 30 97.41
95-" 22

3° 92.01 85.01

13 97.21
94-73 23 91.66 84-37

13 3° 97.01
94-33

23 30 9I-3* 83-75

H 96.79 93-92 24 90.94 83.08

H 30 96.56 93-48 24
3° 9°-59 82.43

i5 96-33
93-°5 25 00 90.21 81.76
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In practically applying this table, it is preferable to take the mean of several

readings of the rod in each position of the gradienter screw.*

Thus, with the target near the foot of the rod, and then moved to correspond to

two revolutions of the gradienter screw, three readings in each position were as

follows :

I. II.

Altitude 18° 2V

ft.

0.625

0.627

0.625

Means, . . . 0.626

Difference, 2.752

Factor for direct distance for 18° =94.80 For Horizontal Distance= 90.17

" " 18°30 = 94.51 " " " =89.03

Differences, . . . =0.29 0.54

Therefore, the factor for 18° 20' will be for the direct distance 94.80,—^3 of 0.29

«= 94.61, and for the horizontal distance, 90.17—^3 of 0.54=89.81.

Then we have, 2.752 X 94.01 = 260.37 = the direct distance.

2.752 x 89.81 = 247.15= the horizontal distance.

3.380

3.376

3.378

3.378

0.626

This direct distance being the distance from the position of the foot of the rod

or the lower target to the center of the horizontal axis of the telescope,f and the

horizontal distance, the one usually desired, that distance reduced to a level line.

The mean value of two revolutions of the Gradienter Screw In arc. is 34' 23*.

Hence the value in arc of one of its smallest divisions on the head is 20" nearly.

Vertical angles therefore may be laid off with facility when they are confined to

the range of the screw.

•To insure at all times accurate results, the telescope axis should revolve free, but without any looseness in

the bearings. The engineer should examine these bearings from time to time, and, if necessary, fresh and pure

watch oil must be applied.

To make a measurement with a micrometer screw, its graduated head should beset back slightly, then brine

'* up to the readings in the same direction in which the measurement must be effected.

* Should the engineer desire the direct distance between the foot of the rod, and the faint over which tit

Uumb-bob is suspended, it may be found by the following formula.

X — V d*+p+2fdsinE.

or putting it in a shape adapted for logarihmic computation,

Where x=the distance from the point under the plumb-bob to the foot of the vertical rod,

</=the direct distance obtained as above,

/= the distance from the center of the horizontal axis is to the point under the phi ib-bota.

5"=the angle of elevation of the foot of the rod, as above.
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The subjoined table affords a ready means of expressing any number of resolu

tions, and parts of a revolution, in arc; and the converse, of degrees, minutes and

seconds, in revolutions of the screw :

Gradienter Screw Table II.

To convert a reading of the Screw To convert Arc into a reading of

Gradienter
Arc.

into Arc.

Gradienter
Arc. Arc.

Gradienter

the Screw.

Arc.
Gradienter

Screw. Screw. Screw. Screw.

RcT. Dir. 0 / w Rev. Div. 0 ' ir 0 ' 11 Rev. Div. 0 it Rev. Div.

O O O O 0 2 O O 34 25 0 0 0 0 O.O 0 8 00 0 «3-5

O I O 20
3

O O 5i 35 O 0 10 O o-5 0 8 30 0 25.0

O 2 O 40
4 O I S 45 O 0 20 0 1.0 0

9
00 0 26.0

o 3 I 0
5

O I 25 55 0 0 30 O i-5 0 9 3° 0 27.5

o 4 I 25 6 O I 43 10 0 0 40 O 2.0 0 10 00 0 29.0

o- 5 I 45 7
O 2 0 20 0 0 50 0 2.5 !o 20 00 1 8.0

o 6 2 5 S O 2 l7 35 0 1 00 O 3-o 0 3°
00 1 37.0

o 7 2 25
9

O 2 34 45 0 1 30 0 4-5
0 40 00 2 19.0

o 8 2 45 10 O 2 52 0 0 2 00 O 6.0 0
5° 00 2 55-5

o 9 3 5
11 O 3

9 10 0 2 30 O 7-5
1 00 00 3 24-5

O IO 3 25 12 O 3
26 20 0 3 00 O 9.0 2 00 00 6 49.0

O 20 6 5° *3 O 3 43 30 0 3 3o O 10.5 3 00 00 10 23.5

o 30 IO 20
H

O 4
0 45 0 4 00 O 12.0 4

00 00 13 48.0

O 40 *3 45 15 O 4 i7 55 0 4 3° O i3-5 5 00 00 17 22.5

I O '7 10 0 5 00 O 15.0

I IO 20 40 0 5 30 0 16.0

I 20 24 05 0 6 00 O i7-5

I 30 27 30 0 6 30 O 19.0

I 40 3° 55 0 7 00 0 20.5

3 O 34 25 0 7 3o 0 22.0
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Thus, the telescope being leveled, the gradienter screw was turned through a
space of ll"'- 23d"- required the arc : .

11 revolutions,= 3° 9' 10"

20 divisions, =0 6 50

3 =0 10

The whole arc, . . . =3° 17' 00"

Conversely, it was desired to turn off a vertical angle of 4° 35 40".

Then we have—
4° 0' 0"= 13"T- 48di'-.0

30 0 = 1 37 .0

5 0= 15 .0

40 = 2 .0

The space on the head of the screw= 16'"- 21*- .0

The engineer will bear in mind that the examples given are purposely given in

detail : that in practice the operations may be mental ones.

It will be seen that the vertical gradienter can be used for a variety ofpurposes ;

measuring^ distances, grades, differences of levels, vertical angles, and is a useful

check against errors of rod or chain measurement.

Messrs. C. L. Berger ife Sons have also applied the same principle to their hori

zontal tangent screws. By graduating a silver head attached to these screws sub

divisions of one minute of are are readily made.

For constant use with these screws it is better to have a rod with two movablt

targets, or a rod painted with white and black squares as used in the coast survey.

Stadia Lines

The gradienter screw is so universal In its application and can be so readily used

for angular, distance or grade measures, that it will generally be found best to have

it upon transits designed for current work. There are some cases however where

stadia lines are more expeditious in use than the gradienter screw, and give quite

as exact results.

Stadia lines, for instance, where an instrument is to be used for distance measures

alone, commend themselves for their greater simplicity. For such work, non-adjust

able lines, in connection with an inverting eye-piece, give the best results. If the

lines are adjustable, in the Held usage of an instrument they may alter their distance

apart ; and there is a rapidity of work with tixed lines, and a rod graduated for

telenietrical work, which is not reached in any other way.

These lines may be webs, or platinum, or they may be ruled on glass. The lat

ter are extremely accurate, but the use of them is necessarily limited in the tele

scopes of field instruments for the following reasons : thin as the glass may be on

which the lines are ruled, and intercepting only a small amount of light, yet the film

of dampness and dirt soon collecting on it will intercept a great amount of light

which in time may become a very serious impediment in the use of the telescope.

Another objection to their general adoption consists in the fact that as the image

of an object is focussed in the plane of these glass-lines, a portion of the light of the

image will become reflected from the polished surfaces of this glass, causing at

times a disturbance in the clearness of vision. Besides, this glass-" micrometer,''

as placed in most telescopes, is very difficult of access and must needs be removed

for cleaning, thereby increasing the liability of becoming broken, or detached from

itr mounting.

Section

■honing the

Diaphragm

natural Size.
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Plumbing and Centering Arrangements.

it now remains to speak of several conveniences of the instrument under con

sideration. By a simple mechanical contrivance the plumb-bob when suspended

from the instrument can be set immediately at any desired height. It is suspended

directly from the center of the instrument, and not from the tripod head. This

precaution shou'-1. be taken -vith every instrument, since otherwise, when there is

difficulty in setting up an instrument, and the legs are unsymmetrically placed, the

plumb-line will not pass through the center of the instrument.

The instrument is provided with the shifting tripod, better known as the shifting

center, by means of which, when the plumb-bob of the instrument is within a fraction

of an inch over a point on the ground, it may be brought immediately over it, by

moving the body of the instrument on its lower level plate. This is probably the

greatest time-saving arrangement which modern makers have introduced in engin

eers' transits.

Shifting Center for a Transit with Three Leveling Screws.

There are several methods of placing a level or transit with three leveling screws

upon the tripod head. One is the tribrach style where the leveling screws rest in ra

dial grooves in a triangular shaped foot-plate which screws on to the tripod. This

method is used extensively in Europe, but, as the instrument rests only by its

own weight in these grooves it is liable to changes in position during use and this in

stability becomes greatly aggravated when the leveling screws become worn.

Another method in transits is to rest the leveling screws, provided with small bearing

cups or washers at their lower ends, directly upon the smooth top surface of the tripod

head to allow centering of the instrument over a given point. The pressure of a spiral

spring forming part of the instrument fastener is then applied to fix the position of

instrument on the tripod head.

This latter method of connecting a transit to a tripod is very insecure, inasmuch as

the slightest change in the position of the instrument, while reading a series of angles,

will greatly affect the results.

Thus it is seen that a transit lacking

the necessary stability on its tripod

often proves almost useless in the

finer field-work.

Messrs. C. L. Berger & Sons make

the leveling screws to rest in radial

grooves in a separate piece made to

slide on the tripod head as shown in

cut. A clamp-nut, provided with a

large flange and handles, serves to

secure this sliding piece to the tripod

in any position in the range of its

lateral motion. The instrument fas

tener, being part of the tripod proper,

has a large cylindrical hole in the

threaded stem to allow the hook and

chain, suspended directly from the

transit center, to pass through and

to swing freely in every direction, so

that when the plumb-bob is attached

its point will be truly in the continu

ation of the vertical center of the

instrument. The milled head at the

lower end of the fastener serves to

screw the latter to the instrument,

and a milled headed nut acting against

a spiral spring secures the instrument

to the tripod. In use, the pressure

of this spring must lie sufficient to

take up the back lash or any loose
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ness that may exist in the leveling screws; but to secure the necessary stability of the

instrument to the tripod, the clamp-nut should be well fastened to the sliding piece.

To operate the shifting center, both the spiral-spring and the clamp-nut mu3t be re

leased slightly from their hold .upon the tripod and the sliding piece, when the instru

ment can be moved over the given point on the ground. This device adds about 2 lbs.

to the weight of the tripod.

Arrangement for Offsetting at Bight Angles.

The most common off-set with the transit is one at 90° to the line of sight-

Several methods have been proposed for doing this without disturbing the telescope.

Messrs. C. L. Berger & Sons have a very neat one ; it consists in simply per

forating the horizontal axis, so that by drawing the head back fifteen or twenty

inches from one end of the axis, the eye may be placed so that the eye, the hori

zontal axis of the telescope, and a rod set beyond, may be readily placed in the

same straight line, at right angles to the line of sight of the telescope, no matter

at what altitude the telescope may be pointing.

In off-setting by the arrangement proposed above, the rod is made plumb by

lhiing it with the plumb-line ofthe instrument itself. The advantage ofthis method

is, that it holds equally well for any inclination of the telescope. The disadvantage

is, that the engineer is obliged to leave the eye-end of. the telescope at each off-set

made

In setting up a transit, push the iron shoe of one leg firmly into the ground, by

pressing on the other two legs near the tripod head. Having secured a firm found

ation for this leg, separate the other two legs, at the same time drawing the tripod

head toward you. Then set the two remaining legs in the same manner as the first

one. If the ground is pretty level, merely noticing that the tripod feet are equi

distant, w 111 insure thatno unsightly appearance will be given to the leveling screws.

If the ground is uneven, however, nothing but practice can produce a graceful

position of the instrument. The plumb-bob attached to the instrument should

swing within say half an inch of the point on the ground, and the plate on which the

leveling screws rest, if possible, should be approximately horizontal, when this

stage is completed.

Now with the level screws not tightened up, after leveling approximately,

bring the plumb-bob exactly over the point on the ground, by moving the body of

the instrument on its shifting head. Then complete the leveling of the instrument,

and it is ready for work.

in a theoretically perfect transit instrument, the following points are established ■

1. The object and eye-glasses are perpendicular to the optical axis of the

telescope at all distances apart.

2. The line of collimation coincides with the optical axis.

3. The line of collimation is parallel to the telescope level.

4. The line of collimation passes through, and is perpendicular to the horizontal

axis of revolution.

5. The vertical circle is perpendicular to the horizontal axis.

6. The center of its graduated arc lies in the horizontal axis.

7. The arc reads zero when the line of collimation is perpendicular to the ver

tical axis of the upper plate.

8. The pivots of the horizontal axis of the telescope are circles.

9. The bearings for these pivots are of the same diameter or otherwise exactly

similar.

10. The line of collimation moves in a plane perpendicularly above the center of

the horizontal graduated circle.

11. The horizontal axis is perpendicular to the axis of the upper plate.

12. The upper plate is perpendicular to its axis.

13. The radial lines which form the graduations of the circle and verniers are

equi-distant at the same distance from the axis of the upper plate, and pass through

Setting Up.

The Adjustments of the Transit.

tins axis.
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14. The levels of the upper plate are perpendicular to Its axis.

15. The vertical axis of the upper plate coincides withthe axis of the lower plate.

16. The lower plate is perpendicular to its axis.

17. The center of the vernier plate lies in the axis of the lower plate.

18. The axis of the plumb-bob coincides with the vertical axis or the instrument.

Of the above points the maker attends to numbers 1, 2, 4,5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15,

16, 17, 18, as a part of the skillful manufacture of the instrument ; and the engineer

has no facilities for adjusting them, away from the shop. Points numbered 3, 7, 10

and 14 are attended to by the maker when the instrument leaves the shop ; but owing

to their liability to derangement, from accidental rough usage, the maker leaves it

in the hands of the engineer to restore them at any time. It is to these adjustments

only that the following remarks are confined.

Adjusting.

Ifthe instrument is out of adjustment generally, the engineer will find it profit

able to follow the makers in not completing each single adjustment at once, but

rather bring the whole instrument to a nice adjustment by repeating the whole

aeries.

After setting up, bring the two small levels each parallel to a line joining two

ofthe opposing leveling screws. Bring both bubbles to the center of the level tubes,

by means of the leveling screws. In dome this, place the two thumbs on the inner

edges of the two leveling screws, parallel to the bubbles, and the fore fingers of

each hand on the outer edge. Turn the leveling screws so that both thumbs move

inwards or both outwards. In the former case the bubble will move toward the

Tight, in the latter case toward the left.

Now turn the instrument 180° in azimuth. If the small levels still have their

bubbles in the center of their tubes, these levels are adjusted, and the circles are

respectively as nearly horizontal and vertical as the maker intended them to be.

If the bubbles, however, are not in the center of their tubes, then bring them

half way back by means of the leveling screws, and the remaining half by means

of the adjusting screw at the end of each of the level tubes.

It may be necessary to repeat this adjustment several times, but when made, the

instrument once leveled will nave its small levels in the center of their tubes through

an entire rotation of the circle.

There is one adjustment common to all telescopes used in surveying instruments,

that of bringing the cross hairs to a sharp focus, at the same time with the object

under examination, the adjustment for Parallax.

Point the telescope to the sky, and turn the eye-piece until the cross hairs are

sharp and distinct. Since the eye itself may have slightly accommodated itself to

to the eye-piece, test the adjustment by looking with the unaided eye at some dis

tant point, and while still looking, bring the eye-piece of the telescope before the

eye. If the cross hairs are sharp at the first glance, the adjustment is made. Now

focus in the usual manner upon any object, bringing the cross hairs and image to a

sharp focus by the rack-work alone. A point should remain bi-sected when the eye

is moved from one side of the eye-piece to the other.

To make the vertical cross-line perpendicular to the plane of the horizontal axis-

simply bi-sect some point in the center of the field of view of the telescope, and

note whether it continues bi-sected by this cross-line throughout its entire length

when the telescope is moved in altitude. If it does not, and the point is to the right

of the line in the upper part of the field, the adjustment is made by loosening the

four capstan-headed screws, and rotating the reticule in the direction of a left-handed

screw, until the cross-line is moved over half the distance between the point and

the line. Again, bi-sect the point by means of one of the tangent screws. It should

now remain bisected throughout the length of the cross-line.

To adjust the horizontal wire and the long bubble so that they are parallel, we may

proceed as follows : Select two bench mai-ks which are at approximately the same

elevation. Place the transit near one of them so that when a rod is held on this point

the eye-piece of the telescope will be about a quarter of an inch from the rod. The height

of the instrument above the bench mark may be determined very accurately by looking

through the objective at the rod and setting the target or a pencil point in the center

of the field. Now turn the telescope to sight the other bench mark and take a rod

reading on it in the usual way, being careful to place the bubble in the center of the

tube. The difference of the two rod readings is the difference in elevation between the

two points plus or minus the error of the line of sight. Now place the transit at
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the other point and repeat the operation. This wwill give the difference of elevation

between the points minus or plus this error. The mean of these two values will

therefore be free from this error. Since we now know the true difference of elevation

between the points we may establish a level line. The transit is at a known height

above one of the bench marks, so we can calculate the rod reading necessary to put the

target on the same level with the instrument. After this is done set the horizontal

wire on the target and bring the bubble to the center by means of the adjusting screws.

If it is desired to leave the bubble undisturbed, the cross-hair may be moved by

the top and bottom adjusting screws until in the required position. It is not advisable

to do this, however, as it would move the horizontal wire out of the optical axis and

would also disturb the adjustment of the vertical wire.

Instruments of our make which have erecting eye-pieces are so mechanically perfect

that the cross-wires may be placed in the optical axis by simply placing them in the

center of the field of view. In instruments having adjustable eye-pieces and in all in

struments having inverting eye-pieces the cross-wires can be placed in the optical axis

only by rotating the telescope in improvised wyes.

EXAMPLE.

Suppose that the transit is set near A and is found to be 4.204 above it. A sight is taken on B, the rod
reading being 2.966. Hence B is apparently 1.238 feet above A. Next the transit is set at B. Heightabove
B is 4.018. Reading on A, 5.180. Hence B is apparently 1.162 feet above A. The mean of 1.238 and 1.162,
or 1.200 is the true difference. The transit is now 4.018 above B, consequently it is 4.018 + 1.200, or 5.218
above A. If the target is set at 5.218 while on A it will be on the same level as the cross wire and the adjust
ment can then be made.

If desired the adjustment may be made as follows :

To adjust the telescope level in the field, setup the transit in the middle of a toler

ably level piece of ground, and carefully level it. At equal distances, in opposite

directions from the transit, drive two stakes, so that the readings of a level rod held

successively on each of them will be the same when the telescope level bubble is

brought to the center of its tube by the vertical tangent screw in each case, and the

instrument is turned in azimuth. Take up the instrument and reset it over one of the

stakes ; measure the vertical distance from the center of the horizontal axis of the

telescope to the top of the stake over which the instrument is set. Set the target of the

rod to read this distance. Hold the rod on the distant stake, and bisect the target

with the horizontal cross-line. With the target thus bisected, turn the cylindrical

nuts at the object-glass end of the level, till the bubble plays in the middle of its tube.

Test the adjustment by resetting half way between the two stakes, and noting that

the bubble remains in the same position, and the rod gives the same reading when the

instrument is turned in azimuth alone upon the two stakes. Sometimes it is con

venient to use a sheet of water for the same purpose. Two stakes are driven in the

water-bed at different distances from the transit, until their tops are even with the sur

face of the water. The transit is leveled up near one of them, and its telescope altered

in altitude until a rod held on each successively gives the same reading. Then with

the telescope clamped in this position, the adjusting nuts are altered as before until the

bubble plays in the middle of its tube. The methods of this paragraph assume the

horizontal wire to be adjusted for collimation. ^

It is the vertical wire, however, which in the transit is the most important. When

that is to be alone adjusted in the field, it is usually done according to the following

simple directions : Select two distant points in opposite directions from the instrument,

preferably in the same horizontal plane, such that the vertical cross-line will bisect

them both when the telescope is pointed upon one, and then the telescope is reversed

around its horizontal axis. After bisecting the second point selected, revolve the in

strument in azimuth and bisect the first point again by means of the tangent screw.

Reverse the telescope around its horizontal axis again, and if the second point is now

bisected the adjustment for collimation of the vertical wire is correct. If it is not

bisected, move* the vertical wire one-fourth of the distance between its present position

* To adjust the line of collimation in a telescope showing objects erect, the diaphragm bearing the wires
must be moved in the direction in which the error is observed (as if to increase the error); in telescopes show
ing objects inverted the wires must be moved in the direction lessening the error observed. To move the
vertical wire, slightly loosen the respective capstan-headed screws at the side of the telescope, and draw to a
corresponding degree the one on the opposite side. To move the horizontal wire, make use only of the ver
tical capstan-headed screws on the telescope in the manner described. — C. L. B.
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and the point previously bisected. Again bisect the first point selected, reverse the

telescope and find a new point precisely in the new line of sight of the telescope;

these two points will now remain bisected when the instrument is pointed upon them

in the manner described above, if the adjustment is correctly made. If the two points

are not now both bisected, the adjustment must be repeated until this be the case.

To determine whether the standards are of the same height, suspend a plumb-bob

by means of a long cord from a height say of from thirty to forty feet. The plumb-

bob may swing in a bucket of water to keep it steady. Level the instrument carefully,

and point upon the plumb-line at its base. If the plumb-line remains bisected through

out its entire length when the telescope is moved in altitude, and then the telescope

reversed and again made to bisect the line throughout its length from its base upward,

%e adjustment is correct. Otherwise make the adjustment by means of the capstan-

headed screw directly under one of the telescope wyes. Loosen the screws in the pivot

caps and turn the adjusting screw right handed until it is in the required position. If

it is already too high, it should be unscrewed a little and again raised by a right hand

turn to the correct position. If this is not done the support is likely to stick and not

rest on the adjusting screw, thus causing liability to error. The screws in the pivot

caps should then be turned down just enough to prevent looseness in the bearings.

It now remains to adjust the vernier of the vertical arc to read zero when the

telescope is level, to complete the adjustments of the transit. Bring the telescope

level bubble in the middle of its tube, and with the bubble in this position, set the

zero of the vernier to coincide with tie zero of the vertical arc; loosening the

capstan-head screws, which secure the vernier to the standard, in so doing.

NOTE.—If the vernier for the vertical arc is single, made to read both ways, in reading it proceed to the
right or left on the upper line of figures in the direction of the graduation used, and if the coincident line of the
vernier is beyond the i$' line, continue on the lower line of figures on the other half of the vernier, so that the
whole graduation from o' to 30' lies in the same direction. Messrs. C. L. Berger & Sons now make double

Verniers for their vertical arcs, similar to those described on pp. 34 and 35.

The Striding Level, its Use and Adjustments.

In transits reading to minutes and half-minutes, the plate-level in front of the telescope is generally
■ufficiently sensitive to insure good work. However, an instrument of the class as shown and described under
Bfo. 1 d, should always be provided with a striding level, to insure a degree of accuracy in keeping with its
greater capability. The sensitiveness of this striding level is equal to that of the long level on the telescope.
Thus it will be seen that in a transit of this description the plate-levels serve only the purpose of leveling up
generally, and that in all cases where the objects vary considerably in height, the striding level only should be
depended on at every sight. The striding level of this instrument rests on two cylinders of equal diameters,
at points between the standards on the cross-axis of the telescope ; and, unlike the method described on page 30,
serves also the purpose of adjusting the telescope to revolve in a vertical plane. As shown in the cut, the
striding level can be left on the cross-axis when the telescope is revolved in altitude. — To verify the
adjustment of the striding level (in other words, to make its axis parallel to the cross-axis) level up the transit
and bring the bubble to the middle of its tube, reverse the striding level on the cylinders and see whether it reads
the same; if not, remove half the error by the leveling screws, the other half by the capstan-headed screws at
the end, and repeat until corrected. To verify the side adjustment of the level, revolve the telescope 20 cr 30 °,
and note whether the reading of the bubble remains the same, if not, correct the error by the capstan-headed
screws at the side. To verify the adjustment of the cross-axis of the telescope for right angles to the vertical
axis of the transit, revolve the instrument 180 0 in azimuth, and assuming that both cylinders, on which the
itriding level rests, are equal in diameter, a change in the reading of the bubble will indicate double the amount
of error To correct it, remove half the error by the leveling screws, the other half by the Wye adjustment of
the standard. —

Adjustment of the Improved Transverse Striding Level

resting on special collars for the Engineers' and

Surveyors' Transits, sizes No. 1, 2 and 11.

This striding level differs from the one formerly made by us, and referred to in the preceding article, ,
several respects. It permits of a longer spirit-level in the same length of outer tube— so important in ihi.
case on account of the short available distance between the collars ; and is simpler in design, so that after at
adjustment has been once properly performed, barring accidents, it hardly ever needs to t<: repeated again.

To make a readjustment: first find out whether the level needs a lateral ^^justni' iit bv placing i'
on its collars with instrument leveled up, and fastening it by the milled headed nut tp :iie ho-lzontal axis ^
place the bubble in the center of its tube by the leveling screws, and then elevate and depress the telescope
io° to 200 from o ; note carefully the amount of displacement of bubble, also which one of the two capstascf
headed screws (one white and one red, to readily distinguish one from the other) must be moved one-hifi t!.e
error; move screw outwardly if bubble must be moved away from this screw, and inwardly if bubble must br
raised towards it to make the level tube laterally parallel to the transverse axis of the telescope. Then move

the other adjusting screw an equal amount, but in the opposite direction to retain the same height of leg,
and repeat this adjustment until one-half the error is corrected. Before operating any of the adjusting screws
first remove the level from the collars.

This accomplished, now make the longitudinal adjustment. Clamp the telescope in the horizon
tal position and reverse the level on its collars ; note whether the leg with the screws should be raised or lov-
ered to brine the bubble to the center of its tube, and then turn each screw, alternately, an amount equal to
one-quarter the error (inwardly if the leg is to be raised, or outwardly if leg is to be lowered) in order to elim
inate one-half the error of the level-tube sought to be corrected. Then again reverse the level on its collars,
and repeat this adjustment if necessary. If the level has been considerably out of adjustment it will be well
to again verify the lateral adjustment in the manner prescribed for it above, and also to repeat the longitudinal
adjustment by again following the method just explained until completed.— Remember, that if the leg has to
be raised, both screws must be moved inwardly towards the telescope, and that if it has to be lowered, both
screws must be moved outwardly in equal amounts. This method has been prescribed by us as being the
most simple to follow. One somewhat versed in making adjustments probably may succeed in making it
quicker (if the level is considerably out) by noting mentally the amount of displacement of bubble for the
longitudinal and lateral adjustments, and then correcting same simultaneously, or nearly so, with one of tht
screws alone, by moving it in the desired direction. To adjust the height of standards see preceding article.
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The Wye Level.

The description of the telescope of the engineer's transit applies with the fol

lowing modifications to the telescope of this level.

It has a clear aperture of 1^ Inches focus, and Is 17 or 18 inches long over all,

the sun-shade excluded.

The bell-metal collars which rest in the wyes are about 10J4 inches apart and

1% inches in diameter.

On account of the extreme length of the telescope tube, four capstan-headed

screws are provided for centering the eye-piece.

The object-glass focussing screw is in the middle of the tube. The eye-piece is

focussed by turning a milled ring at the eye-end. The level attached to the tele

scope is about 8 inches long, with about bi/2 inches exposed, over which is placed

the metal scale for reading the position of its bubble. The level-tube is suspended

from the telescope-tube in such a manner that at the object-glass end it can be moved

In azimuth, with reference to the telescope axis, and at the eye-piece end it can be

moved in altitude with reference to the same axis.

Its graduated scale has its graduations set carefully opposite each other on its

two sides, and they are numbered from 5 to 0 to 5 at each end of the bubble.

Since it is not necessary to construct a level which shall have absolutely the

same value in arc for the same motion of its bubble throughout its length for

engineering purposes, the graduated scale is so set that the slight deviations from

the arc of a circle may be equally distributed on each side of the zero of the scale.

The bubble tube is ground cylindrical.

The level-bar is about 12 inches long over all, and at its two extremities sup

ports the two wyes which rise about 3% inches from its upper surface. One of

these wyes is adjustable in altitude. The level-bar is attached to a long conical

center ofthe hardest bell-metal, which maybe clamped to the upper level plate, and

then a slow motion in azimuth may be given to the telescope, by a slow motion

screw which presses the clamping bar against a stiff spiral spring. With the sun

shade on the telescope, the weight is equaly distributed from the center, each way.

This is necessary, since a sensitive level, In the nicest work, is affected by any

unequal strain, though it may seem to be, practically, imperceptible.

The base, on which the leveling screws rest, has as great a diameter as porta

bility will permit ; and the leveling screws are cut with a fine thread. These two

points add to the ease with which the instrument may be accurately leveled.

A stop is so arranged that the telescope may be readily set with its horizontal

cross-line level, when the instrument is in adjustment.

The instrument complete is not separable when put into its box. Messrs. C. L.

Berger & Sons, believe this condition to be necessary to protect one of the essential

adjustments of the level—the adjustment of the wyes— from needless derangement.

This instrument is sometimes made by Messrs. C. L. Berger & Sons in a differ

ent form. One of the wyes is movable in a vertical line by a milled-head screw.

This enables pointing to be made with greater accuracy and facility.

The Adjustments.

In a theoretically perfect level the following points are established :

1. The object and eye-glasses are perpendicular to the optical axis at all distance-

apart.

2. The optical axis coincides with the axis of rotation in the wyes.

3. The axis of collimatiou coincides with the optical axis.

4. The axis of collimatiou is parallel to the telescope level.

5. The collars resting in the wyes are circles of the same diameter and concen

tric with the line ofcollimation of the telescope.

6. The wyes are exactly similar, and similarly placed with reference to the line

of collimation of the telescope.

7. The level bubble moves over equal spaces for equal displacements of the

telescope in altitude.

8. The level bubble expands or contracts equally from the center in both

directions, during changes of temperature.

9. The vertical axis of revolution is perpendicular to the line of collimation of

the telescope.

Of the above, the maker establishes points numbered 1, 2, 5, 7 and 8. The

remaining points, 3, 4 and 9, are established when the instrument leaves the shop,

but being liable to derangement from rough usage, they are made adjustable in the

field.
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Adjusting.

After the engineer has set up the instrument and adjusted the eye-piece for

parallax, as described under the engineer's transit, the horizontal cross-line had

better be made to lie in the plane of the azimuthal rotation of the instrument. This

may be accomplished by rotating the reticule, after loosening the capstan-headed

icrews, until a point remains bi-sected throughout the length of the line when the

telescope is moved in azimuth. In making tins adjustment, the level tube Is to be

kept directly beneath the telescope-tube. When made, the small set screw

attached to one of the wyes may be set so that by simply bringing the projecting

pin from the telescope against it, the cross-lines will be respectively parallel ana

perpendicular to the motion of the telescope in azimuth.

The first collimating of the instrument may be made using an edge of some

building, or any profile which is vertical. Make the vertical cross-line tangent

to any such profile, and then turn the telescope half-way round in its wyes. If the

vertical cross-line is still tangent to the edge selected, the vertical cross-line is

collimated

Select some horizontal line, and cause the horizontal cross-line to be brought

tangent to it. Again rotate the telescope half-way round in its wyes, and if the

horizontal cross-line is still tangent to the edge selected, the horizontal cross-line

is collimated.

"Having adjusted the two wires separately in this manner, select some well defined

point which the cross-lines are made to bi-sect. Now rotate the telescope half way

round in its wyes. If the point is still bi-sected, the telescope is collimated. A

Veryexcellent mark to use is the intersection ofthe cross-lines ofa transit instrument.

Center the eye-piece by the four capstan-headed screws nearest the eye end.

This is done by moving the opposite screws in the same direction until a distant

object under observation is without the appearance of a rise or fall throughout an

entire rotation of the telescope in its wyes. The telescope is now adjusted.

Next, bring the level bar over two of the leveling screws, focus the telescop*

upon some object about 300 feet distant, and put on the sun-shade. These precau

tions are necessary to a nice atjustment of the level tube. Throw open the two

arms which hold the telescope down in its wyes, and carefully level the instrument

over the two level screws parallel to the telescope. Lift the telescope out of its

wyes, turn it end for end and carefully replace it. If the level tube is adjusted, the

level will indicate the same reading as before. If it does not, correct halfthe

deviation by the two leveling screws and the remainder by moving the level tube

vertically by means of the two cylinder nuts which secure the level tube to the

telescope tube at its eye-piece end. Loosen the upper nut with an adjusting pin,

and then raise or lower the lower nut as the case requires, and finally clamp that

end of thelevel tube by bringing home the upper nut. This adjustment may require

several repetitions before it is perfect.

The level is now to be adjusted so that its axis may be parallel to the axis ofthe

telescope. Rotate the telescope about 20° in its wyes, and note whether the level

bubble has the same reading as when the bubble was under the telescope. If it

has, this adjustment is made. If it has not the same reading, move the end of the

level tube nearest the object-glass in a horizontal direction, when the telescope is

in its proper position, by means of the two small capstan-headed screws which

secure that end of the level to the telescope tube. If the level bubble goes to the

object-glass end when that end is to the engineer's right hand, upon rotating the

teleseope level toward him, then these screws are to be turned in the direction of a

left-handed screw, as the engineer sees them, and vice versa. Having completed

this adjustment, the level bar itself must now be made parallel to the axis of the

level.

To do this, level the instrument carefully over two of its leveling screws, the

other two being set as nearly level as may be ; turn the instrument 180° in azimuth,

and if the levelindicates the same inclination, the level bar is adjusted. If the level

bubble indicates a change of inclination of the telescope in turning 180°, correct

half the amount of the change by the two level screws, and the remainder by the

two capstan-headed nuts at the end of the level bar, which is to the engineer's left

hand when he can read the firm's name. Turn both nuts in the same direction, an

equal part of a revolution, starting that nut first which is in the direction of the

desired movement of the level bar. Many engineers consider this adjustment of

little importance, prefering to bring the level bubble in the middle of its tube at

each sight by means of the levelling screws alone, rather than to give any consid

eration to this adjustment, should it require to be made.

* See Note p. 49.
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The Dumpy Level.

(For description and cuts see pages 130 to 131b.)

Adjusting.

A theoretically perfect dumpy level has the same points established that are

mentioned under the head of wye level; but since its construction differs from the

wye level, the methods of adjustment are not so convenient, resembling closely the

adjustment of the transit telescope and its attached level. After adding the sun

shade and setting up as nearly as level as may be, and setting the eye-piece so to be

rid of parallax, the two cross-lines should be set one at right angles to line the

telescope axis describes in its horizontal revolution, and the other cross-line parallel

to such a line. This is accomplished by loosening the four capstan-headed screws

near the eye-piece, and rotating the reticule until a point remains bi-sected when

the telescope is moved in azimuth.

To adjust the level, bring the level over two of its foot screws, and bring the

bubble to the middle of its tube by means of the foot screws alone. Revolve the

instrument 180° in azimuth, and if the bubble remains in the middle it is adjusted,

if it does not, then correct half its deviation by the capstan-headed adjusting screw

at the eye end, and the remaining half by the two foot screws. Repeat the opera

tion over the other two screws, until the instrument may be revolved in any position,

and the level bubble will remain in the middle of its tube.

To adjust the telescope for collimation, any of the methods given for the

horizontal cross-line ofthe transit telescope (see page 48) will apply to the dumpy

level. The usual method is to use a sheet of water, or where that is not available,

two stakes which are driven with their surfaces in the same level plane.

To make the adjustment with the stakes, set up the level half way between two

points lying very nearly in a horizontal line, and say 300 feet apart. Point upon a

Tod held at one ofthem, and bring the level to the middle of its tube. Drive a stake

at this point, and take the reading of the rod upon it. Point the telescope in the

opposite direction, again bring the level to the middle of its tube, and drive a second

stake at the second point selected until the rod held upon the second stake gives

the same reading as when held upon the first stake. The tops of these two stakes

now lie in the same level line.

Take up the level and set it within a few feet of the first stake. Read the rod

upon the first stake, and then upon the second. If the two readings agree, and the

level is in the middle of its tube, the collimation is correct. If the two readings do

not agree* correct nearly the whole of the disagreement shown when the rod is

held on the distant point, by means of the upper and lower capstan-headed screws

near the eye end of the telescope, and repeat the operation until both rods read the

same with the level in the middle of its tube.

The telescope and uprights are in a single casting, which is finished and fitted

to the level bar, so that the line ofcollimation may be permanently parallel to it.

The dumpy level will then be in adjustment, since the adjustment of its vertical

cross-line is of no importance.

Adjustment of the Dumpy Level1 —and attached level of

Transit Telescope.

Two-Peg Method.

The following method is simple, direct, and geometrically accurate, requiring no

approximate measurement from a peg to the centre of lens, no trial setting of the tele

scope, no trials to drive a peg just enough and not too far, and no auxiliaries except

level-rod and tape or chain.

1 Contributed by Prof. R. Fletcher, Thayer School, Dartmouth College.



On slightly ris

ing ground locate

four points, a, b,

c and d, on the

same line, nearly,

making be = co,

and ad any con

venient distance,

preferably not much less than ca, and in some simple

ratio with it, for ease of calculation afterwards. Set the instrument

at c ; take readings A' and B' on a and 6 respectively, carefully leveling before

each sight. Then, unless the instrument is otherwise much out of adjustment, (B'—A')

is the true difference of level of a and 6.

Next set up at d, level carefully, and take readings A" and B'" on a and 6 respec

tively. [In strictness the centre of the instrument should not be set over d, but beyond,

by an additional distance= principal focal length of the object-lens + the distance from

that lens to the centre of the tripod. (See the Manual, page 87, Fig. 2.) ] Then (B" —

A") — (B'— A') = B"'= error of collimation in the distance 6a, that is the error due to

the vertical angle between the line of sight and axis of spirit-level. Now, by similar

triangles, we have
B'" : ba = B>" : bd .: B"

. B"' X bd

ba

Set thewhich is the error in the distance bd, and is to be applied to the reading B".

rod to read (B"— B"). Then :

For Adjustment of a Dumpy Level.

Having first adjusted the spirit-level so that it remains true in all positions about

the vertical axis, point the telescope on the rod, properly held at 6, with target set to
read (B"— Blv). By means of the capstan-headed screws, raise or lower the horizontal

line until it bisects the target. To test the adjustment, set the rod over a, with index
reading (B"— Blv) — (B'— A'), and see if the target is still bisected.

Adjustment of Attached Level of Transit Telescope.

The rod being held plumb at 6, with target set to read (B"— Blv), move the tele

scope by vertical tangent-screw until the line of sight bisects the target ; clamp securely.

Then bring the bubble to the middle of the tube by means of the level- adjusting nuts

alone. Test as in the other case.

Eemarks.— The diagram shows a special case, viz., when (B"— A") > (B' — A'),
or the angle subtended by Bvl is one of elevation. If (B" — A") = (B'— A ) the line of

sight is already level and no adjustment is needed. If (B" — A") < (B' - A'), B'» sub

tends an angle of depression, and is to be added to B". In the latter case, if the slope

of the ground is slight, the difference (B" — A") may be either zero or a very small

quantity, positive or negative ; but in all cases it is added algebraically to (B'— A') to
obtain ~&"f.

As in all other methods of adjustment, we assume that the maker has done his part

so well that the line of collimation will not be disturbed in any movement of the ob

jective for focusing. Let us suppose that the line of collimation is made truly hori

zontal, and that in its prolongation we have set the centres of two targets, one over a.

and one over 6, the instrument being at d If now we focus upon the farther target, the

image will be bisected by the horizontal spider-line. Then change the focus so as to

view the nearer target. If the centre of the objective has not moved truly in the line of

collimation, the new image will not be bisected at the focus, and the nearer target will

appearto be out of level, when in factit is not. Hence, since this adjustment requires

change of focus, it cannot be made if the above defect, in the movement of the objective,

exists. If, however, the distance ad be not too small and the defect alluded to be only

slight, the error in changing focus for 6 and o may be hardly appreciable. The adjust

ment once made approximately, we need not remark that, in the field work, any further

error of objective is avoided when taking equidistant sights.
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C. L. Berger & Sons' Solar Attachment.

Written for this catalogue by H. C. Pearsons, C. E., Ferrysburg, Mich.

The " Solar Attachment," of which the following is a description, is a modification

of Pearson's Solar Transit.

With the view of reducing the weight and cost ofthis attachment, the declination

arc is dispensed with, using in its stead, the latitude arc for setting off the dec

lination.

And to attain a greater degree of precision, a small telescope with cross-hairs, and

a diagonal eye-piece, have been introduced in place of the lens-bar and focal-plate.

This attachment is an appliance to the surveyor's transit- for the purpose of

finding the astronomical meridian. Combined with that instrument, it becomes

purely astronomical in its character— indeed, a portable Equatorial, and an Alt.-

Azimuth instrument combined, — hence a few astronomical definitions seem to

be requisite.

In the accompanying cut, the instrument is represented in position for an ob

servation ; and in north latitude (as in these instructions we will suppose the observer

to be) the view is as from the west.

(1.) The line through the vertical axis of the transit represents the pole of

horizon, and is called the Vertical.

The line perpendicular to this represents the Horizon.

(2.) The transit telescope, having its optical axis in the meridian, and having

its south end (whether object-end or eye-end) elevated so that the vertical-arc reads

the co-latitude, will have its optical axis in the plane of the equator also; viz. the

optical axis of the telescope will then represent the intersection of the plane of the

meridian, with that of the equator. This line is called the Equator.

(3.) The line perpendicular to the equator, — that around which the solar

telescope revolves, in following the sun in his diurnal course, is the pole of the

equator. — It is parallel with the earth's axis, and is called the Polar Axis.
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in which

(4.) The arc distance from the equator to the vertical is the Latitude of the ob

server, — whence the distance from the vertical to the polar axis, is the Co-Latitude.

It will be observed that these arcs occur alternately around the entire circle; so

that the student should make himself familiar with their relative position with regard

to the horizon, and the vertical, in order to avoid mistakes, when setting the polar

axis of the instrument up to the pole of the equator.

(5.) Astronomical Triangle. The height of the sun is measured in a plane passing

through the "Vertical " and the sun, and is called his Altitude, whence his distance

from the ' ' Vertical " is his Co-Altitude.

In the same manner, the distance from the sun to the "Pole," is his co-dec

lination; and the distance from the " Vertical " to the pole, is the observer's Co-

Latitude. These three compliments form what is called the Astronomical Triangle.

Thus we have the three sides of a spherical triangle, from which to find the

several angles.

(6.) The angle at the Pole, contained between the meridian of the observer and

that passing through the sun, is called the Hour Angle, as it gives the distance from

the sun to the observer's meridian, in time or arc, and is usually represented by the

letter H.

(7.) The angle at the "Vertical," or at the observer's zenith, contained between

the meridian and a vertical plane passing through the sun, is called the Azimuth

Angle, and is usually represented bv the letter Z.

This angle is the one particularly important to surveyors, as from it the place of

the meridian is readily determined.

Navigator's look for this angle every day, when an observation can be had, and

solve the triangle for Z, by one or both of the following equations.

, _ /cosS cos (S — p)\i . .
C08*Z = ( cosL cosh )

2 v cos L cos h / y '

L = Latitude. Z = the required Azimuth

d = Declination. p = Polar Distance = 90°— d.

h = Height of the sun's center, corrected for refraction and parallax.

S =i(L + h+p).

Note. — The correction for parallax, which is usually about 6", and never exceeds 9", may be neglected
axcept in work of great precision.

To solve these equations numerically requires much computation, but the Solar

Transit solves them for Z, mechanically, with no more computation than that required

to deduce the declination for the longitude and local time of the observer, from that

given in the Nautical Almanac for the day.

From the above definitions, it is readily seen that the following conditions, or

relation between the parts of the instrument, must be established.

(A.) The polar axis must be Vertical, when the vertical arc (latitude arc) reads

zero, and, consequently, perpendicular to the cross axis of the transit telescope.

(B.) The horizontal cross-wire of the solar telescope must be parallel with the

plane of its rotation around the polar axis; i. e. it must be parallel with the plane

of the equator.

(C) The plane passing through the vertical wire and the optical axis of the

solar telescope must be at right angles to the cross axis of the solar telescope.

(D.) The bubble of the level-tube on the solar telescope must be in the middle

of its tube, when the optical axis of that telescope is in the plane of the horizon.

These conditions are obtained by the following

Adjustments.

Having attached the " Solar" to the cross axis of the telescope, as directed under

the head of "Remarks" and having leveled up the transit (supposed to be in perfect

adjustment) carefully, set the vertical or latitude arc to zero, observing that, upon

rotating the whole instrument, 180° in azimuth, the bubble of the level of the transit

telescope is in the middle of the tube. Bring the level bubble of the solar telescope to

the middle of the tube by means of the clamp and opposing tangent screws of the
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solar telescope ; then revolve the solar telescope on its polar axis 180° to see if its

bubble remains in the center of its tube : if not, remove half its error by means of the

opposing tangent screws, the other half by the milled capstan-headed screws below

the base-plate, until it remains in the center of the tube. Repeat if necessary.

Turn the solar telescope 90° on its polar axis, and by the milled capstan-headed

screw level the base-plate and bring the bubble to the center of the tube. Repeat

the operation until the bubble of the solar telescope remains in the center of the tube

upon revolving the solar telescope around its polar axis. (This condition must be

attained before the polar axis can be set to the co-latitude of the observer ; and being

attained it needs no further attention than being examined at times for verification).

The adjustment of the polar axis to be truly at right angles to the line of sight of

the main telescope is made by two milled capstan-headed screws and two opposing

springs at right angles to each other below the base or leveling plate of the solar

attachment. As will be seen in making this adjustment it is not necessary to place

the solar telescope parallel or at right angles to the main telescope, but simply in the

same vertical plane of each set of leveling screws and springs at the time. This

adjustment is made by the manufacturer and thereafter needs only to be examined

at times.

If the adjustments are properly made the bubble of the level of the transit telescope

and those of the plate levels on the transit will all be in the center of their tubes, and the

vertical arc will read zero.

Bisect some convenient object, and turn the solar telescope sufficiently to the right

or left, around the polar axis, to make the image of the object traverse the field from

one side of the tube to the other. The image should remain bisected by the wire,

If not, loosen the four capstan-headed screws of the diaphragm till the above condition

is attained, and fasten the screws securely,

The solar telescope showing usually objects inverted, requires the cross-wire dia

phragm to be moved as described in the foot-note on page 49 of Manual.

Bisect any very distant object in the horizontal plane by the main telescope, and

clamp. Then, by means of the clamp and opposing tangent screws on the solar teles

cope, bring its horizontal cross-wire to bisect the same object ; then, by means of the

capstan-headed screw of the solar telescope level bring the bubble to the middle of

its tube. This being done, the optical axes of the two telescopes will he in parallel

planes for distant objects * and the instrument is ready for use.

All these adjustments are made by the manufacturer, and need to be verified only

occasionally.

Before the solar attachment is available for finding meridian, the observer must

know his Latitude, and the sun's Declination for the day and hour of observation,

corrected for refraction, whence the

Reduction of Declination and Refraction.

The sun's Declination is given for noon of every day in the year, in the Washing

ton and Greenwich Ephemeris of the sun, for those meridians. The maps and charts

in use will give the difference of Longitude to all the precision required, and tables in

this manual give the required Refraction.

An example will best Illustrate :

Required a declination table for the different hours of the day for April 25, 1885.

Lat. 44° N., and Longitude 97° W. At 15° to the hour, 97° of longitude is about

hours of time, and as this longitude is W., 12 o'clock, or noon, at Greenwich will

correspond to 5i a. m. at the place of the observer.

The declination, as given for that day, in the Greenwich Ephemeris, is 13° 20'

04" N., and is shown to be gaining at the rate of 4!)" per hour (see column headed

Difference for one Hour, with the signs + for sun going North, and — for sun

going South).

* For use of the solar telescope as a top telescope in mine work when nearer objects at variable distances
are viewed, it will be necessary to first make the adjustment of the cross-wires for collimation by rotating the
solar telescope in improvised wyes, as explained under " Patent Adjustable Top Telescope," page 106, in
order to make the line of collimation correct for all distances.
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Hourly difference Dec. + 49'

Dec. 5J a. m. N. . . 13" 20' 04' + 1 P. m. N.

" 6 . 18 20 28 4- 2 "

" 7 . 13 21 17 + 3 "

" 8
tt . 13 22 06 + 4 "

" 9 . 13 22 65 + 5 "

" 10
(* . 13 23 44 + 0 "

" 11 (* . 13 24 83 + 7 "

" M.
tt . 13 25 22 +

If now, to the declination forSJ a.m., we add the hourly rate of change succes

sively, we shall have the declination for the several hours of the day, observing that

the first increment is for only half an hour, thus : —

Form of Daily Declination Table.

April 25, 1885.

Hourly difference + 49"

Dec. = 13" 26' 11" +

" =13 27 00 -f-

" =13 27 49 -j-

" = 13 28 38 -j-

" =13 29 27 -f-
" =13 30 16 -4-

" =13 31 05 4-

The above table must be corrected for the effects of refraction, before it is set off

on the vertical arc of the transit. Refraction increases the apparent altitude of an

object, and thereby affects the declination of the object — diminishing | the declina

tion when of the (j*jfej.erlt [ name with the latitude.

From the ■+■ sign of the " difference" of declination, we see that the declination is

of the same name as the latitude, whence the correction is an increment, and accordingly

the + sign as suffixed. This sign belongs to the refraction.

When the object is in the meridian, refraction affects declination by its full

amount; but, if both the observer and the object were in the plane of the equator,

refraction would have no effect on the object with regard to refraction ; whence, be

tween these limits, only a part of refraction is effective in changing the declination.

Just what portion is effective, is shown by table II. of this paper.

Thus, in the given Lat. 44°, and for, say 4 hours from noon, the percentage of re

fraction to be applied is .74 of that corresponding to the altitude of the object at the

time of observation. The sign +- to be used must be determined, as above, by con

sidering whether the sun is going north or south at the time.

This part of the reduction of declination cannot, of course, be made till the alti

tude is found at the time of observation.

To Find the Latitude.

Having prepared the declination for the day, as above, level up the transit care

fully. Level the main telescope, observing that the vertical arc reads zero, and set

the polar axis to a vertical position by means of the solar telescope level.

These points being attained, set the main telescope, pointing south. Then for a

south [declination, gjgy^ [the south end of the telescope, till the vertical arc in

dicates the declination thus found.

Then, having turned the solar telescope into a vertical plane parallel with that

containing the optical axis of the main telescope, level it carefully and clamp it.

A few minutes before the time of the sun's culmination, bring the telescope into

the vertical plane passing through the observer and the sun, and "find the sun" with

the solar telescope. This is readily done by varying the altitude when the son's

image will appear on the diagonal eye-piece.

Having "found the sun," bisect his image with the vertical wire, by varying the

azimuth with the tangent screw of the transit plate, or with that of the outer center;

and, simultaneously, follow him in altitude — the horizontal wire bisecting the image

— till it ceases to rise, then clamp and read the vertical arc. This reading should

be the sum of the co-latitude and refraction, the refraction being that due to the meridian

altitude of the sun, which is the algebraic sum of declination and co-latitude. From

this reading the latitude is readily deduced. With the latitude and declination

known, we are prepared
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To Find the Meridian.

(a.) As lor finding latitude, level up the instrument carefully, the vernier of plat*

clamped, reading zero.

(b.) Point the telescope to the sun to find his altitude for the refraction. This

can be found with sufficient accuracy by turning the telescope, till the shadow of a

pencil held across the end, or till the shadow of the screws on the side, are parallel

with the tube.

(c.) The refraction corresponding to this altitude must be multiplied by the cor

responding coefficient, for the time from noon and the latitude, and applied to the

declination, as per instructions above, for the corrected declination.

(d.) Point the telescope to the south, elevating | the south end for south f decli-

nation, till the vertical arc reads the corrected declination, and clamp the vertical

arc.

(e.) The main telescope being dipped to the corrected declination, level the solar

telescope by means of its level, being careful to do so when it is in a vertical plane

parallel with that containing the optical axis of the main telescope, for only when it

is in this plane can the declination be properly set off.

(f.) Elevate the south end of the main telescope to the co-latitude, by means of

the vertical arc, and turn the telescope approximately into tho meridian, by means

of the magnetic needle.

(g.) " Find the sun " with the solar telescope. This is done by turning the whole in

strument in azimuth, on its outer center, simultaneously with a motion of the solar teles

cope in right ascension, till the sun's image is seen in the eye-end of solar telescope.

Bisect the image, as nearly as may be, by the two motions above named — clamp

and complete the bisection, by both wires, or by the wires forming a square, by means

of the transit's lower tangent screw, and by that of the solar telescope. If the image

of the sun should be so large that it cannot all be seen from one position of the eye,

look around it by moving the eye around it in such a manner as to see the entire cir

cumference, and bring the cross-wires on the four sides of the image normal to their

respective sides, by means of the motion in azimuth and the motion of the solar

telescope, as above described. This being attained, the optical axis of the main teles

cope should be in the astronomical meridian. Refer to an azimuth mark, and repeat

the operation. The above is called a direct observation.

(h.) To make a reverse observation. Having made the direct observation, turn the

whole instrument 180 ° in azimuth, and set the co-latitude off on the opposite side

of the vertical arc. Also turn the solar telescope 180 °, and proceed as before. The

object of repetition is to eliminate personal non-precision and possible errors in

manipulation, while the object of reversing is to eliminate any possible remaining

errors of adjustment of the instrument. The prudent surveyor will not trust his work

without such verification, and he will take the mean of both observations.

Remarks.

(1.) To unscrew the solar attachment from the packing-piece in the box, first

release the clamp and tangent screw, and then turn carefully the milled-edged disk or

base-plate a few turns to the left. To screw the solar attachment to the instrument,

turn this milled-edged disk from left to right around the screw on top of the main

telescope without revolving the solar attachment. To insure a perfect contact of

screw-shoulder against the flange, on which depends the permanency of the adjust

ment of the polar axis to the main telescope, it is necessary that these parts be free

from dust, grit, or dirt of any kind.

(2.) The auxiliary or latitude level, if one is ordered, attaches in the same manner

to the end of the cross axis on the side of the vertical circle.

(3.) The latitude level is used to facilitate during repeated observations the resets

ting of the polar axis to the co-latitude, assuming that the polar axis has been pre

viously set to be at right angles to the main telescope by its milled capstan-headed

screws and the solar level, the polar axis being placed in its position for an observation

with more facility and precision with this level than by reading the vertical arc.

Note.— The great utility of this auxiliary, or level attachment, is seen in the setting ofgrades. Two of
these levels being applied to the telescope of a pivot-levelling instrument— one on each side — or one on each
end of the cross-axis of a transit telescope, and one of them being adjusted to the up. the other to the down
grade, the engineer may work in either direction on his grade with the same facility that he would on a level
line.
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(6.) The latitude having been found for the initial point of a survey, it may be

found for other points within moderate limits by allowing 92 chains of northing or

southing for 1' of latitude.

(7.) The object of bringing the main telescope into the meridian by means of

motion on the outer spindle is to have the zero line of the horizontal plate in the

meridian, so that the azimuth or bearing of lines can be referred to that line.

(8.) If for any cause one is obliged to work with an uncertain latitude, it is better

to do so with the sun as far from the meridian as practicable, for the following

reasons :

It is only when the sun is in the pole of the meridian that it has its maximum

efficiency in pointing out the direction of the meridian.

Hence a large hour-angle, and a small declination, are conducive to the elimination

of errors resulting from an incorrect latitude.

Indeed, with the sun precisely in the pole of the meridian, the meridian is deter

mined independently of latitude.

(9.) In making the several adjustments, or rather in verifying them, the student

should have a true meridian established by some other means than by the "solar

transit," as from the North Star, by some of the methods given in works on surveying.

He should compare the results of his observations with this meridian at different

times in the day, and under different states of the atmosphere, till he has learned any

peculiarity of the instrument and the utmost precision obtainable with it, as well as the

ordinary limit of non-precision.

Degree of Precision Required.

(10.) This, of course, depends on the character of the work to be done. In the

U. S. Public Land Surveys,—which are, without question, conducted on the best plan

the world can afford,—only compass lines are required. As a consequence, a wide

margin for non-precision is given.

In sub-dividing a block of townships, the surveyor in coursing a random of 6

miles, is required to make his objective point within 3 chains. Charging the half

of this error to lineal measurement, we find the error of coursing must be within Iff

of the true course.

(11.; In Manitoba, the authorities, having fallen in love v. ith our system of Pub

lic Land Surveys, have adopted it ; but they require greater precision. They re

quire clear transit lines, projected with the best six-inch silver lined instruments,

graduated to 10".

In coursing a 6 mile random in the sub-division of a township, the surveyor

must make his objective point within one chain, in order to save reviewing his work,

charging, as before, one half of this error to the lineal measurements, we find the

maximum error allowed in coursing to be between & and 4'.

(12) With the "New Solar," as manufactured by Messrs. C. L. Berger & Sons,

the surveyor will be surprised and delighted to see the facility and certainty with

which he can bring his work far within the above limit.
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Inclination of the Meridian.

;13.) In projecting arcs of a great circle with the "solar transit," it is of ths

utmost importancethat the surveyorbe able to tell the inclination ofthe meridians for

any latitude, and for any distance of eastings or westings.

As this problem is not treated in elementary works on

surveying, perhaps the few following hints may be of use

to the young student.

In the following figure, let the two arcs A G-, and B Q

be two arcs of a quadrant of the meridian, 1° oflongitude

apart. Let A B = the arc of one degree of longitude on

the equator = 69.16 miles.

Let D E be an arc of longitude on any parallel of

latitude. Also, let E H and D H be the tangents of those

meridians meeting in the earth's axis produced, and cor

responding to the parallel of latitude I) E.

Then the line E F=D F=cos L= cos A D or B E.

Also, the angle D F E= l°,and the angle D H E=the

inclination of the meridians, which is the angle we wish

to find, and whichwe will represent by X°. And because

the two triangles FDE and D H E are on the same base

E D, and isosceles, their vertical angles vary inversely as

their sides ; and we have the equation,

1° X EF=X° X EH, But

E F= cos L, and E H=cot L, hence

X° cot L= l° cos L, or

X° = cos L -f- cot L = sin L, (a)

That is to say,

The inclination of the meridians for any difference of longitude, varies as the sine

of the latitude.

(14.) Since the sine of the latitude is the inclination in decimals of a degree, for

one degree of longitude, if we multiply by 3600" we shall have the inclination in

seconds of arc. Then, if we divide this by the number of miles in one degree of

longitude on that latitude, we shall have the inclination due to one mile on that

parallel. Thus, for

Latitude 43° log. sine = 9.833783

Multiply by 3600" = 3.556303

3.390086

Divide by 50^66, = 1° long, on that L, log. = 1.704682

48".46 = inclination for one mile of long. 1.685404

(15.) The use of the Inclination, as found by the preceding article, is to show

the surveyor how much he must deflect a line of survey from the due east or west,

to have it meet the parallel at a given distance from the initial point of the survey,—

for it will be remembered that a parallel of latitude is a curve, having the cotangent

of the latitude for its radius. And the line due east or west is the tangent of the

curve.

Thus, on latitude 43°, I wish to project a six-mile line west, for the southerly

line of a township.

Kemembering that in an isosceles triangle, the angle at the base is less than a

right angle by half the angle at the vertex, I deflect my line towards thepole by the

inclination due to three miles,— or in this case 48".46 X 3= 2' .25", i. e., Deflection=

y% Inclination.

(16.) Table No. Ill, which was computed from the formula (a) Art. 37, gives the

Inclination for one mile, and for six miles on any parallel, from 10° to 60° of latitude ;

also the Convergence/ for six miles, on any latitude.
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(17.) The Convergency of the meridian is readily found for any given distance

from the corresponding inclination, by multiplying the Sine of the inclination by

the given distance.

Thus, for latitude 43°, the inclination for one mile is 48".46 ; the sine of which is

.000235. This, multiplied by the number of links in a mile, which = 8000, we have

the convergency for one mile,= 1.88 links.

Multiplying this by the number of miles in a township,=36, and we have the

convergency for a township =67.68 links. In this manner were the convergencies

of table III computed.

(18.) Deflection of Bange-Lines from meridian. The second column of table III

shows the surveyor how much he must deflect the range lines between the several

sections of a township from the meridian, in order to make the consecutive ranges

of sections in a township of uniform width, for the purpose of throwing the effects

of "convergency" into the mostwesterly rangeof quarter sections agreeably to law.

Thus, say between 45° and 55° of latitude, the inclination is practically 1' for

every mile of easting or westing. Then, bearing in mind that in the U.S., the sur

veys are regarded as projected from the East andSouth to the West and North ; the

surveyor must project thefirst range-line between the sections of a township in those

latitudes, 1' to the left of the meridian.

The second, 2' ; the third, 3' ; and so on to the fifth, which must be 6' to the left

of the meridian on the east side of the township.

By this means all the convergency of the township is thrown into the sixth, or

westerly range of sections, as the law directs.

The fourth column of the above table shows the amount of this convergency.

This column is also useful in sub-dividing a block of territory embraced by two

"standard parallels" and two "guide meridians" into townships. Thus, starting a

meridian from a standard parallel on latitude 43° N, for the western boundary of

a range of township,—say the first one west from the guide meridian,—and running

North, say 4 townships, the surveyor must make a point that is East of the six-mile

point on the northern "standard parallel" 4 x 67.7 links= 270.8 links, The second

meridian should fall 8 X 67.7 links to the right of the twelve-mile point, etc.

(19.) The Variation of the Needle. This is easily determined by noting tha

reading of the needle when the solar transit telescope has been brought into the

meridian.

C. L. Berger & Sons' Solar Attachment for Mining

Transits.

This Solar Attachment, designed and patented by the firm, illustrated on page

168, consists of an equatorial adapter, an auxiliary telescope, and a striding level.

The equatorial adapter made to fit to the upright post, on mining transits

with style I interchangeable auxiliary telescope, where the auxiliary telescope

ordinarily goes, receives the auxiliary telescope and converts it into a solar

telescope, permitting it to move in the equatorial circle about a polar axis,

and in the declination circle of the sun. The adapter consists of two plates

provided with leveling screws working against opposing springs which permit

the polar axis to be adjusted to the zenith when the main telescope is level,

and consequently to point to the pole when the main telescope is elevated in

the plane of the meridian to intersect the equatorial circle. The lower plate of

the adapter screws upon the central vertical post of the mining transit which

was originally designed to carry the auxiliary telescope when used as a top

telescope. The upper plate of the adapter carries a small level and the socket

which moves around the polar axis. This socket carries an arm in which the

declination axis can be made to revolve. The declination axis has at one end a

threaded stud similar to those provided for the auxiliary telescope when used as

a side or top telescope and to which the auxiliary telescope can be screwed. To

do this it is only necessary to slightly release the innermost nut from its fasten

ing against the upright and then by turning the declination axis by means of

the outer milled-headed screw, the auxiliary, now the solar, telescope can be

securely fastened thereto.
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To use the solar attachment, screw the equatorial adapter upon the central post,

level up the transit by means of the plate levels, and assuming thatall the ad

justments of the transit and those of its motion in vertical plane have previously

been verified, attach the counterpoise and the auxiliary telescope to their screw-

studs as already explained, bring the main telescope level-bubble to the middle

of its tube, when the zero of the vertical circle should coincide with that

of its vernier. Level up the equatorial adapter by revolving it, by means of

its level and the two milled-headed screws acting against the opposing springs in

the lower plate provided for that purpose. This is necessary in order to make

the polar axis truly at right angles to the line of collimation of the main telescope.

This adjustment once properly made need only be repeated for verification of

adjustment from time to time as deemed necessary. The two telescopes should

be placed in the same vertical plane by bisecting with both telescopes some

distant object. When the polar axis is clamped, set off on the vertical circle

the declination and refraction of the day and hour of observation; bring the

auxiliary telescope into a nearly horizontal position and clamp the declination

axis tightly to the upright by means of the inner milled-headed nut, previously

taking care that the stud between the two opposing screws shall be nearly in the

center. Place the striding level upon the auxiliary telescope and by means of

the two opposing screws place the bubble in the center of its tube and then re

move it. The two telescopes now occupy a position with each other equal to

the declination and refraction of the day and hour of observation. . Set the

vertical circle to correspond to the co-latitude of the place of observation and the

solar attachment is ready for work.

The wire arrangement in the auxiliary telescope is a square somewhat smaller

than the disk of the sun which is illustrated in diaphragm D on page 168. The

outer wires forming the square are equi-distant from the horizontal and vertical

central wires and parallel thereto. They are very coarse to distinguish them from

the wires marking the line of collimation of the telescope, to avoid mistakes on

the part of the observer when the auxiliary telescope is used in the mine.

The striding level will prove a valuable adjunct for the setting of the auxiliary

telescope when used as a side telescope to read the same level line as the main

telescope.

The equatorial adapter being in part made of aluminum and of brass, weighs

only nine ounces, the same counterpoise used for the auxiliary telescope may also

be used for the equatorial adapter by the exercise of proper care.

The observations with this solar attachment are exceedingly simple to make.

The equatorial adapter raising the auxiliary telescope considerably above the ver

tical circle, observations can frequently be made, if desired, without the use of a

prism, by simply screwing the colored glass furnished with the instrument upon

the eye-piece.

The observer should set the tripod firmly, giving the legs an unusually wide

spread.

Observation for Meridian with the Berger Solar

Attachment.

Written for this catalogue by Geo. L. Hosmek, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

CALCULATION.

Before beginning the observations the following computations must be made.

1. Take from the Nautical Almanac (table II, for the month) the sun's "apparent

declination," for Greenwich Mean Noon of the date of the observation. If it is

north prefix a -)- sign, if south, a — sign. 2. On the same line, in the next

column to the right is the "difference for one hour," with the proper algeb-aic

sign before it. 3. The local time corresponding to Greenwich Mean Noon ma; be

found by subtracting the west longtitude of the place from 12h, e. g. at the i oth

meridian, this would give 7h A.M.; at the 90th, 6h A. M., etc. 4. Next compute

the declination for each hour by adding algebraically the "difference for 1 n'1

to the declination for the preceding hour. 5. Next correct each of these declina
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tions for refraction, using the tables given in this catalogue, or such as are given

in Prof. J. B. Johnson's work on surveying. Careful attention should be paid to

signs.

We will assume for the present that the latitude is known, and proceed to the

description of the

FIELD OPEEATIONS.

1. Lay off on the vertical arc the declination setting for the time of observation,

tipping the telescope in such a direction that the small telescope will point above

or below the equator according as the declination is N. or S. 2. Level the small

telescope by means of the striding level, and then clamp it. 3. Next change the

setting of the vertical circle so that it reads the co-latitude of the place. 5. Using

both the horizontal and the equatorial motions, point the small telescope at the

sun, making the four segments cut off by the cross hairs equal. The main tele

scope Is now in the meridian. To be certain that the settings are correct wait a

few moments and see if the disc follows the equatorial wires perfectly. Both

plates should be clamped while the image is in the center of the field. The line

may then be brought down to the ground and marked.

EXAMPLE OF COMPUTATION.

Long. 5h. West., Lat. + 40°. Jan. 10, 1900.

Decl. for Gr. Mean Noon = — 21° 59' 04".

Diff. for lh. = + 22".25.

Time. Declination. Refraction Setting.

7h. A.M. 21° 59' 04"

8 58 42 5' 40" 21° 53' 02"

9 58 20 2' 51' 21 55 29

10 57 57 2' 07" 21 55 50

11 57 35 V 51" 21 55 44

12 M. 57 13 (V 47") (21 55 26)

1 P.M. 56 51 1' 51" 21 55 00

2 56 28 2' 07" 21 54 21

3 56 06 2' 51" 21 53 15

4 55 44 5' 40" 21 50 04

The co-latitude may be found by measuring the altitude of the sun's lower

limb at noon, I.e. by measuring the maximum altitude. This angle must be cor

rected for refraction, semi-diameter and declination. The result is the co-latitude.

The co-latitude may also be found, very nearly, as follows : — Make the angle be

tween the telescopes equal to the declination setting at noon in the same way as for

any other hour. Bring the telescopes into the same vertical plane, and point the

small telescope at the sun. By varying the elevation angle of the main telescope

keep the small telescope pointing at the sun until a maximum elevation is reached.

This angle is the co-latitude, already corrected for refraction, semi-diameter and

declination. This method is not quite as accurate as the former.

A TEST.

The following observations were made by the writer with the Berger Solar

Attachment. The plates were clamped at zero degrees and the meridian found by

solar observation. An angle was then turned to a mark # mile away. The re

sults are as follows : —

Time. Az. Angle
A.M.

8:30 240° 07'

8:40 05^

8:50 05^

9:00 06

P.M.

3:23 240° 05'

3:30 03

Clouds prevented further observations.

The true azimuth as found afterward by an observation on Polaris was 240° 05'

30".
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Table I.

Mean Refraction of Celestial Objects for Temperature 50°,

and Pressure 29*6 inches.

Alt. Refr, Alt. Refr. Alt. Refr. Alt. Refr. Alt. Refr.

o / ' II e ' «r 0 ' II 0 ' II e / 1 0

O O 33 0 5 3° 9 8 12 0 4 23 23 0 2 14 46- 0 0 5S

IO 31 22 40 8 54 20 4 16 20 2 12
47

0 O 53

20 29 50
5°

8 41 40
4 9

40 2 IO 48 0 O 5i

30 28 23 6 0 8 28 13 0 4 3
24 0 2 8

49
0 0 49

40 27 0 10 8 15 20 3 57 20 2 6
5° 0 0 48

So 25 42 20 8 3 40 3 5i 40 2 4 51 0 0 46.

1 0 24 29 30 7 5i
H 6 3 45 »5 0 2 2 52 0 0 44

10 23 20 40
7 4° 20 3 40 20 2 O 53 0 0 43

20 22 15 50 7 3°
40

3 35
40 1 58

54 0 0 41

30 21 15
7

0 7 20 15 0 3 30 26 0 I 56 56 0 0 38

40 20 18 10 7 " 20 3 26 20 1 55 58 0 0 35

5o 19 25 20 7 2 40 3 21 40 1 53 60 0 0 33

2 0 18 35 3° 6 53 l6 0 3 17 27 0 1 5i 62 0 0 30

10 1748 40 6 45 20 3 12 30 1 49 64 0 0 28

20 i7 4 So 6 37 40 3 8 28 0 1 47 66 0 0 25

30 16 24 8 0 6 29 17 0 3 4 30 1 45 68 0 0 23

40 r5 45 to 6 22 so 3 1 29 0 1 42 70 0 0 21

5° *5 9 20 6 15 40 2 57 30 0 1 38 72 0 0 18

3 0 14 36 30 6 8 18 0 2 54 31 0 » 35 74 0 0 16

10 14 4 40 6 1 20 2 51 32 0 1 31 76 0 0 H

20 *3 34 5° 5 55 40 2 47 33 0 1 28 ,78 0 0 12

3° 13 6
9

0 5 48 x9 0 2 44 34 0 1 24 80 0 0 10

40 12 40 10 5 42 20 2 41 35 0 1 21 82 0 0 8

5° 12 15 20 5 36 40 2 38 36 0 1 18 84 0 0 0

4 0 « 5i
3° 5 3i 20 .0 2 35

37
0 1 16 86 0 0 6

10 11 29 40
s 25

20 2 32 38 0 1 13 88 0 0 a

20 11 8
5° 5 20 40 2 29

39 0 1 10 90 0 0 0

3°
10 48 10 0 5 i5 21 0 2 27 40 0 1 8

40 10 29 20 5 5 20 2 25 41 0 1 6

5°
10 11 40 4 56 40 2 23 42 0 1 3

5 « 9 54 11 0 4 47 22 0 2 20 43 0 1 1

'IO 9 38 20 4 39 20 2 18 44 0 0 59

20 9 23 40 4 3i 40 2 16 45 0 0 57
1
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Correction to the Mean Refraction given in the

preceding Table.

20° 24° 28° 32°l36° 4°°

Height of the Thermometer.

44°l4S° 52° 56° 6o° 68°
k

76° 8o°

o /
'+" '+"

'
+

"
+

"
+

" It It ' It ' a ' //

2 18 51 48 1 7 143 3 19O O J 40 1 55 1 33 I I I 31 I 0 10 29 1 25 2 1

46 28 26 1 17 2050 20 2 25 2 5 1 441 24 1 4 9 9 44 1 1 1 33 1 49

o 4" 2 I I i 53 1 341 16 58 42 25 8 8 24
39 55

1 10 1 24 138 r53

1 0 1 59 1 43 1 25 1 9 53 38 23 8
7

21 36 5°
1 3 1 17 1 30 M3

I 20 1 48 i 33 1 17 1 3 48 34
21

7 6 l9 32
45 57

1 9 1 21 1 33

1
4° 1 39 ' 25 in 57 44

31 18 6 6 18
3° 41 52 1 4 1 >5 1 25

?• 0 1 31 1 18 1 5
53 39 29 17 6 5 16 27

37
4S 58 1 8 1 18

3 0 1 11 1 1 51 41 32 22 13
4 4 *3 21

3°
38 46 54

1 1

4
0 58 49

41
33

26 18 1 1
4 4

10
'7 24 31

37 44 5°

5
0 48 41 35 28 22 16 9 3 3 9 H 20 26 31 36 40

6 0 41 35 3°
24 l9 l3 8 3 2 7

12 J7 22 26 31 35

7
0 36 31 26 21 16 12

7 2 2 6 10 J4 l9 23 27 3i

8 0 32 27 23 19 15 10 6 2 2 5 9 J3 16 20 24 27

28 16 - 9 5
2

5
8 189

0 24 20 13 2 1 1 r4 21 24

10 0 26 22 18 15 12 8
5

2 1 4 7 10 J3 16 J9 22

1 3 21 18 15 13 10 7 4
1 1 4 6

9
1 1 J3 16 18

'4 18 16 13 11 8 6
4

1 1 3 5 7 9 1 1 M
16

16 16 J4 12
9 7 5 3 1 X 3 5 6 8 10 12 14

18
'4

12 10 8 6 5 3 1 1 2
4

6 7 9
10 12

20
'3

1 1
9 7 6 4 2 1 1 2

4 5
6 8 9

11

10 8 7 6
5 3 2 1 1 2

3 4 5 6 7
8

30 8 7
6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5

6 7

35 7
61 5 4 3 2 1 0 0 1 2 3 3 4 5

6

40 6 5 4 3 3
2 1 0 0 1 2 2 3 3 4 5

45 5 4 3 3 2 2 1 0 0 1 1 2 2
3 3 4

5o 4 3 3
2 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3

55 3 3
2 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 3

60 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2

65 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2

70 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

80 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Height of

Barometer.

28-26 28 56 28-85
~+ +

30.05
+
30 35

+
30-64

+
2915 2945 29 75 30 '93

inobH.moo... inch... inch.. moer.. mehei inch.. tnctoi inch*!.
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Example I.

What is the correction for refraction for an altitude of 8° 5', the thermometer

standing at 50-0° and the barometer at 29-6° inches?

Answer (by inspection) . . . . . . . . 6' 25" :

and therefore,

Apparent altitude . . . . = 8° 5'

Refraction = — 6 25"

True altitude 7 58 35

Example II.

What is the correction for refraction for the same altitude, the thermometer

standing at 44° and the barometer at 29-45 inches?

' ii

Thermometer correction for altitude 8° 5' = -(-0 6

Barometer ditto = — 0 2

Correction for both is = -(- 0 4

Mean Refraction = — 6 25

.".True refraction = — 6 21

O I ii

Apparent Altitude = 8 5 0

True refraction = — G 21

True altitude . . . , . . 1 58 89
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Table EE.

Coefficients showing the per cent, of Refraction to Ite applied

to the Sun's Declination.

Hours from the Meridia«. Hours from the Meridian,

Lat. 1 H. 2 H. 3 H. 4 H. 5 H. 6 H. Lat. 1 H. 2 H. 3 H. 4 H. 5 H. e h.

o 0

IO 33 24 20 18 17 36 94
82 71 64 60

59

12 63 39 28 24 22 21 38 95 85 74 67 63 62

H % 45 33 27 25 24 40 95 87 77 70 65 64

16 74 5° 3S 31 . 29 28 42 96 88 79 72 68 67

iS 78 55 42 35
32 31

44
96 89 81

74 7i 69

20 81 60 46 39 35 34 46
97 90 S3

77 74 72

22 84 64
5°

42 38 37 48 98 91 85
79

76
74

24 87 68
54

46 42 41 5o 98 92 86 Si 78 76

26 %
7o

57 49 45 44 52 98 93
88 83 81

79

28 90 72 60 5i 48
47 54 99 94 90 85 83 81

3°
91 74

63
54

5i 50 56
99 95 91 87 85 83

32 92
77

66 57 54 53 58
99

96 92 S8 86 85

34 93 80 69 61 57 56 60
99 97 93 90 88 87

For the construction of the above table, see p. 59.
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Table m.

Inclination and Convergency of the Meridians.

Conviagensr Convergensr Conviagensy

Lat
Inclina
tion for
one mile.

Inclina
tion for
six miles

forone

esinrhipof
36miies.

Lat.
Inclina
tion for
one mile.

Inclina
tion for
six miles

forone

esinrhipof
36miies.

Lat.
Inclination

for one mile.

Inclina
tion for
six miles

forone

esinrhipof

36miier.

o II / // Links. 0 I1 ' 0 Links. 0 ' H ' II Links.

IO 9.18 55 I3.O 27 26.52 239 36-9
44

50.19 5 01 70.I

II IO.I3 1 01 14.2 28 27.66 2 46 38.6 45
52.00

5 « 72.6

12 II.07 1 06
»s-s

29 28.85 253 40.2 46 53-83 5 23 75-a

I2.02 1 12 I6.S 3° 3°-°3 3 00 41.9 47 55-67 5 34 77.8

H
12.98 1 18 18.1 31 31.26

3°7
43-6 48 57-67 5 46 80.6

15 I3.96 1 24 19.4 32 32-49 3 i5 45-4 49 59-83 5 59 83-5

16 H-93 1 30 20.7 33 33-83 3 23 47.2 5o 1 02.00 6 12 86.5

17 15.92 1 36 22.0 34 35-17 3 31 49.1 5i 1 04.17 6 25 89.7

18 16.91 1 41 23-4 35 36-5°
3 39

50.9 52 1 06.67 6 40 93-o

*9 *7-93 * 47 24.9 36 37-83 3 46 52.7 53 1 09.17 6 55 96-4

20 18.94
* 54

26.5 37 39- 1 7
3 55 54-7 54

1 16.67 7 10 100.0

21 19.98 2 00 27.8 3S 40.67 404 56.8 55 1 *4-33 7 26 103.7

22 21.02 2 06 29-3 39 42.17 4 13 58.8 56 1 17.17
7 43 107.6

23 22.10 2 13 30.8 40 43-67 4 22 60.9 57
1 20.00 8 00 1 1 1.8

24 23-I7 2 19 32-3 41 45-^7
431 63.1 58 1 22.00 8 19 116.2

25 24.30 2 26 33-8 42 46.85 441 654 59
1 26.66 840 120.9

26 25-38 2 32
35-4 43 48.52 45i 67.7 60 1 30.00 9 00 125.7

For the construction and use of the above table, see articles (13.) (14.) (15,)

(17,) (18,) page 63.

For details of instruction in IT. S. Government Surveying, see Hawes' System

of " Rectangular Surveying," and Burt's "Key to Solar Compass."
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To Find the Meridian from "Polaris."

The north star, Polaris, being out of the pole of the equator, is in the meridian but

twice in a stellar day— once above and once below the pole— called the upper and

lower transits, or culminations.

It is also at its extreme distance, east and west, twice in a stellar day, called

greatest elongations, east or west.

At the time of a culmination, it would be only necessary to get the bearing of the

star to have the place of the true meridian. But this would require an exact knowl

edge of the time, an element not usually possessed by surveyors. Moreover, the

observation must be made with certainty, at the instant, which is not always practi

cable. On this account, this method is not in favor with surveyors.

At elongation, the apparent motion of the star is tangent to the vertical, and

therefore, for a few minutes, with regard to azimuth, it appears to stand still, thereby

affording ample time for deliberate observation.

The distance of this star from the pole—called its polar distance, was 1° 18' 16"

on January 1, 1885, and is diminishing at the rate of about 19.06" per year, whence

its distance in following years may be known.*

The azimuth of the star, corresponding to any polar distance, is variable with the

latitude. Thus, an observer at the equator would see this star — say at eastern

elongation — in the horizon, and at the distance of 1° 18' 16" to the right of the pole,

or true meridian.

If now the observer should go north, the azimuth of the star would increase with

its altitude, till he should arrive at a latitude equal to the complement of the polar

distance, when it would be N. 90° B. Between these limits, the bearing of the star,

at elongation from the pole, would vary according to the following equation, in which

Z = the azimuth, or bearing :

g.n z _ sin Polar Distance

cosine Latitude

As the telescope of the surveyor's transit is not usually of sufficient power to show

the star in the daytime, the observation must be made at night, in which case the

cross-wires of the telescope must be illuminated by light reflected into the tube. A

piece of stiff white paper, with an opening large enough to admit of seeing the star

through it, and held obliquely in front of the telescope, will make a good reflector.

As generally but one of the elongations can be seen, on the same night, it is im

portant to know, which one is observed. Also the latitude must be known, at least

approximately.

The pole is nearly in line between Polaris and the star Mizar, which is at the bend

in the handle of the Dipper, so that when these two stars are nearly in a horizontal line

6fist ) WGSt )
and the dipper is west { of the pole, Polaris is at his greatest elongation gagt j- •

In sighting to the star, the observer must be careful to keep his transit level

transversely, for the star is so high that inattention to this might introduce a serious

error into the resulting azimuth.

A satisfactory sight having been obtained, the telescope should be brought down

to fix a mark on the ground, at a distance of 300 to 400 yards from the transit.

This mark should be something clear and definite, like a nail set in a hub, driven

into the ground, which may be located by means of a plummet lamp, or by means

of a common lamp in a box, having a vertical slit in one side of say J or J an inch in

thickness, with a plumb-line suspended from the slit, and manipulated by an

assistant.

The direction of the star being satisfactorily marked, compute the azimuth from

the above equation, and set the resulting angle off to the ,ri£ht \ of the mark for

western I < >
eastern [elongation.

It may happen, that the resulting azimuth may have an odd number of seconds,

or fraction of a minute, not convenient to be set off with a vernier graduated to

* Small corrections to the distances thus calculated are needed, but do not amount to more than 30" ir
■11 ; see a Nautical Almanac.
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single minutes. In this case, find - the distance carefully between the transit and the

mark, and multiply this distance by the tangent of the azimuth. The result set off

10 411e left1* | for eastern } elongationi Point out tne Place of the 4111e meridian.

Meridian from Equal Altitudes of the Sun.

If the direction of a star were observed with a transit when it had a certain altitude

on the easterly side of the meridian and the direction again observed when it had an

equal altitude on the westerly side, then the bisector of the angle would give the direc

tion of the meridian.

If these observations are made on the sun an allowance must be made for the slight

change in the sun's declination between the two observations. From about Decem

ber 21 to about June 21 the sun is going north and from June 21 to December 21 it is

going south. The table given below shows the number of seconds the sun moves in 1

hour on different days in the year.

To an observer in north latitude, when the sun is going north, the mean of the two

vernier readings would lie to the west of south ; if the sun is going south the mean

would lie east of south. The correction to the mean of the vernier readings is found

by the formula ;—:—- In this formula D is the total increase or decrease in
2 cos <f> sin t.

the sun's declination between the two observations ; <f> = the latitude ; t = the hour

angle, or very nearly ^ the elapsed time.

Making the Observations.

1. In the forenoon, set up the transit, with the vernier set at 0°. Point at some ob

ject for an azimuth mark, preferably at the left of the sun, using the lower clamp and

tangent screw.

2. Loosen the upper clamp and point the telescope toward the sun and find the

sun's image in the field. Move the telescope slightly until the vertical and horizontal

wires are found. The beginner is cautioned against mistaking a stadia wire for the

middle wire.

In the forenoon the sun is rising and moving to the right. If the telescope has an

inverting eye-piece these motions will of course appear to be reversed. If a prism is

used the vertical motion will be contrary to what it would be without the prism, while

the horizontal motion will not be affected.

3. Set the telescope at an altitude a little above the sun. Set the vertical wire on the

left limb of the sun and follow it in azimuth, using the upper clamp and tangent screw,

until the lower limb of the sun just touches the horizontal wire. At this instant stop

following the motion in azimuth, note the time by a watch and then read the vernier.

It will be well also to read the altitude.

4. In the afternoon turn the telescope toward the sun, the altitude being the same as at

the first observation. When it comes into the field set the vertical wire tangent to the

right limb of the sun. Follow it in azimuth until the lower edge of the sun again

touches the horizontal wire. Note the time and read the vernier.

Calculations.

Take from the table the hourly change in declination for that day and multiply by

the number of hours and fraction of an hour between the observations. The result is

to be divided by twice the product of the cosine of the latitude by the sine of the hour

angle. This gives the correction to the mean of the vernier readings. The hour angle

is half the elapsed time and should be turned into degrees and minutes by multiplying

by 15. Take the mean of the vernier readings and then subtract the correction if the

sun is going north, add if it is going south. It is assumed that the circle reads from 0°

to 360° in a clockwise direction.
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Remarks. If the instrument is not in a very stable condition it will be best to

re-set on 0", point at the azimuth mark again, and then re-set at the proper altitude as

nearly as possible, before making the second observation.

The nearer the sun is to the east and west points the better the result. Observa

tions near noon should be avoided. Observations at very low altitudes, say under 10°

are unsatisfactory.

If only approximate results are desired the vertical wire may be made to bisect the

sun's disc in both cases. This would avoid the mistake of getting the wrong limb.

Example.

Date, April 10. Latitude 43° N.

vernier A. Watch Reading.

Forenoon observation 13° 26' right of mark 7h. 18m.

Afternoon " 148° 13' " " " 4h- 48m.

mean 80° 49' 30" diff. 9h- 30m.

Diff. lh. = 54" t = 4h. 45m.

54" X 9.5 h. = 513" = 71° 15

cos = .7314

sin t= .9469 mean 80° 49' 30"

2 cos <p sin t = 1.3851 corr 6' 10

-ill =370 "4 =6' 10 "4 Angle between )

1.3851 meridian and mark j

Hourly Motion of the Sun in Declination.

Month.
Jan. Feb. Ifarch i April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

// .,t rt // „ // // // tt /t .,t

I + 12 43 57 58 45 21 IO 38 54 58 48 23

5 17 46 58 56 43 17 14 41 56 58 46 19

IO 22 49 59 54 39 12 19 44 57 57 42 14

IS 28 52 59 52 36 7 24 47 58 56 38 8

20 32 54 59 49 31 + 21 28 49 58 54 34 — 21

25 37 56 59 47 27 -4l 32 52 59 52 30 + 4

30 41 58 46 23 9 36 54 59 49 IS IO
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Transit Solar Attachment.

For running Meridian or other lines by the Sun.

Written for this catalogue with special reference to the wants of Public Land Surveyors, for both common and

mineral lands, by J. B. Davis, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering,

University of Michigan.

1. Remarks. The attachment herein referred to is the Davis and Bergei

solar screen, prism, and colored shade glass, used for direct solar observation.

These inventions have been devised by the Mr. Berger, of the Arm of C. L. Berger

& Sons, and by the writer. They are simply for the purpose of enabling one

to make an observation directly upon the sun's centre. This observation being

secured by readings of the horizontal and vertical circles, is reduced so as to

give the direction of the line of sight of the transit at the instant of the observa

tion. Thus knowing the direction of the line of sight at a given instant it becomes

simply necessary to turn off the angle which this line of sight makes with the

meridian, to ascertain the position of the meridian. This angle is what is obtained

by reducing the observation, as above mentioned. A brief reference to the history

of these devices will best explain them. It occurred to the writer to see if an image

of the sun could be formed behind the eye-piece of a telescope at the same time

an image of the cross-wires was, and the latter image be made to quarter the

former, by allowing the sun to shine into the object end of the telescope and thence

directly through it. The experiment was made by holding a piece of white paper

behind the eye-piece, and adjusting the focus of the eye-piece and object glass.

The very first trial was readily successful. The next thing was to see if the posi

tion of the instrument could be located by this means as near as the circles would

read. By the same simple means it was soon found that a motion given to the

telescope by either tangent screw might be so slight that the eye could not detect

it upon the circles, but evidence of it would be apparent in the position of the images

with reference to each other. This fact at once settled the question of whether

this would be a sufficiently delicate means of observation. It showed that the

observations would be closer than the circles would read. After some trials and

some months rest these facts were brought to the notice of others, and finally were

submitted to Mr. Berger for his opinion. He made a screen which the writer

exhibited at the first annual convention of the association of Michigan Engineers

and Surveyors at Lansing. The matter was further studied by Mr. Berger. The

screen was much improved, and the mechanical construction of it brought to

the standard of the work done by this firm. Mr. Berger soon conceived the

idea of making the screen of ground white glass in a brass frame, as shown in

figs. 1 and 2,*so one might observe the position of the images directly upon it,

and thus secure not only the comfort of an easy position in observing, but the

consequent accompanying accuracy. The arm if attachment was perfected from

time to time. The screen of ground glass is mounted upon an arm that admits of

all adjustments of position, and is so attached to the side of the telescope tube that

it can be turned up out of the way when not needed. The reflecting prism

can be screwed on to the eye-piece cap for observing at high altitudes. This also is

adjustable so as to look in any desired direction from the telescope tube. The

diagonal eye-piece also has its movable colored shade glass as above stated. With

these attachments observations on the sun at all altitudes may be made in two

ways. By looking directly at it through the simple colored glass for low altitudes,

or through the prism and its shade glass for high altitudes. The other way is to

receive on the screen the images of the cross-wires and the sun and make the image

of the cross-wires just quarter the image of the sun by means of the slow motion

screws to the circles of the instrument. For this method the colored shade glasses

are not to be used. With this complete outfit one may work whichever way seems

best.

* For Figures 1, 8, 3, 4 and 5 see page 157.
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These devices are being more and more perfected, and will be protected by letters

patent, and Messrs. C. L. Berger & Sons make and sell them exclusively.

2. Remarks. Certain precautions are necessary in the use of this method

of finding the true direction of a line as "well as in any other. It is not wise to

observe the sun, read the circles, note down the readings and leave the instrument

standing there while making the reductions. It will get out of place in some way,

very likely. Therefore, as soon as the observation is completed and the readings

of the circles noted, set the line of sight on some fixed point and read the plate

again, noting this reading. Of course the two plate readings will give the horizon

tal angle from the sun to the line. This will enable the observer, after finding the

direction of the line of sight when set on the sun, to readily ascertain its direction

as set on the fixed point referred to, thus determining the direction of the line from

the point over which the instrument is set to the fixed point. This line may be

chosen before beginning the observation, and become the reference line for the

work in hand.

3. Remarks. For the purposes of reduction the process by equations is

used instead of one by rules. The introduction of symbols and signs is a much

simpler matter than many suppose. It is. nothing but this. We agree that a char

acter of some sort or other shall represent a certain thing and nothing else.

Whenever this character occurs, therefore, it simply means the thing we have set

it for. That is all there is of symbolical representation. These very words here

printed are all symbols. The method is universal. We here, as elsewhere in

algebraic processes, make a special application of it. The rules for a case of this

kind would be very cumbersome and give the user far more trouble than will be

necessary for mastering' the few equations given below. The record of the pro

cesses is hereby reduced to a few lines, and one has not to go searching through a

page for a point here and there, but places his eye at once upon what he wants,

where all will be found in a compact form. Of course one needs to read each won!

and each sign. Nothing must be slurred over or missed. The record as set forth

below is exact, complete and reliable.

4. Remarks. All computations should be thoroughly checked, and check:

equations and devices are given. These should always be applied, without fail, as

no one can implicitly trust a computation by a single process, unrepeated, even if

simple. No one should who is a surveyor or engineer. Several checks are given.

One used is sufficient, usually. If one distrusts the check because it shows the

work to be wrong, it may be of some satisfaction to use another or more than one.

5. Remarks. The directions prepared below are intended for use, word by

word, and step by step. It is hoped that they will prove in convenient form for

use as a chart to direct the efforts of the observer in his first use of these attacht

ments and this method. Therefore, it is thought that one may safely do as told,

trusting the next step to the next statement. They have been prepared with this

view.

6. Using the Screen.

a. Directions. Set the instrument so the sun can shine in at the object end

of the telescope, and directly through it. Run out the eye-piece and adjust the

screen behind it, by its sliding arm, so that a distinct image of the cross-wires can

be seen on the screen within the lighted spot made by the shining sun, as shown

in fig. 2. Set the object glass so as to clearly define the image of the sun on the

screen. Eepeat these trials, and adjust the parts of the telescope and screen so

that the clearest image of both the cross-wires and the sun will be obtained that

the telescope will give. Mark the slide on the arm of the screen and the eye-piece,

so they can be easily set thereafter for an observation.

b. Remarks. The eye-piece, when all is in exact position, will be found to

be considerably farther out than for an ordinary sight. The marking of the sliding

arm and eye-piece will save time in the future. These trials, when made with a

new apparatus, should be conducted at leisure and with extra care, for the purpose

of fitting the apparatus carefully to the telescope. A few trials may be needed at

first in order to accustom the observer to recognize the best definition of the images.

This solar screen is especially adapted to the ordinary surveyors' and engineers'

transit telescopes, with erecting eye-pieces. It is not adapted to be used with invert
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ing or astronomical telescopes, unless during an observation the aperture of the

objective is cut down to i inch diameter, by means of a diaphragm placed in front of

it, when the image can be seen as sharply defined as those of the erecting telescope ;

or the observations must be made with the shade glasses and reflecting prism alone.

7. Using the Colored Shade Glass.

a. Directions. Attach the colored glass shown in fig. 4, to the eye-piece,

to shield the eye from the sun and look directly at it, setting the cross-wires so as

to quarter it.

ft. Remarks. This will be found entirely satisfactory when the sun's alti

tude is so low as to enable the observer to bring his eye in apposition with the eye

piece of the telescope with ease.

8. Using the Diagonal Eye-piece.

a. Directions. Screw on the prism, as shown in fig. 3, to the end of the

common eye-piece. Look directly through the shade-glasR, if observing in that

way, turning the prism either way so as to make it convenient to look into it. If

any trouble is experienced in finding the sun with it. let the sun first shine through

the telescope, the colored shade-glass being turned aside, till the brilliant light

perceived in the aperture of this eye-piece shows the telescope to be rightly

directed. Cover the aperture with its shade-glass and proceed.

b. Remarks. By attaching the reflecting prism to the eye-piece of the tele

scope, the light is reflected at right angles to the the line of sight of the telescope,

and it thus becomes what is termed a diagonal eye-piece.

This prism can be used for direct observation when the altitude of the sun is

too great to allow the eye to be applied directly to the eye-piece of the telescope,

and not so great as to bring the eye-piece too far over the plate, but through this

range of altitudes the solar screen can be used without the prism, as shown in fig. 2,

and it will usually be found advantageous to do so.

Since the prism in effect withdraws the eye about half an inch further from the

eye-piece of the telescope than its natural position, that being about the distance

traversed by the light in passing through the prism, the high magnifying power

used in C. L. Berger & Sons' transit telescopes makes the use of the reflecting

prism for direct observation a little awkward, and it will usually be found more

satisfactory when using the prism to use the solar screen with it.

9. Using the Reflecting Prism and Solar Screen combined.

a. Directions. Attach the prism, and direct the telescope as in 8. Then,

leaving the aperture of the prism uncovered, adjust the solar screen so as to receive

the images of the sun and the cross-wires, as shown in fig. 1.

6. Remarks. For observing the sun at high altitudes it will be found that in

this, otherwise most difficult of all positions, the use of the solar screen combined

with the prism will enable the engineer to make his observation with the greatest

ease and precision.

10. Making the Observations.

a. Directions. Direct the telescope to the sun, and by means of the slow

motion screws, cause the image ofthe cross-wires to exactly quarter the sun's image.

Read both circles and record the readings. Refer the position of the instrument to

some fixed line, and once, after the above work, by another plate reading. Also

note and record the exact instant of time of the observation by the watch.

ft. Remarks. This observation with the watch may be used as hereafter

indicated to simplify and lessen the amount of work in making the reductions. A

fair watch of ordinary accuracy is sufficient. The entire work can be carried on

without a watch at all, but it takes some more figuring.

11. Use of the Nautical Almanac.

a. Remarks. In order to use the observations, made as above directed, it

is necessary to And the sun's apparent declination for the time of observation.

This is done as directed below.

ft. Conditions. Let all the algebraic signs be carefully observed throughout

the work. Use the watch time.
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c. Directions. Forfinding the Sun's apparent declination. Look in the table

of Washington Solar Ephemeris against the date of the observation, and take out

the following quantities. First, the sun's apparent declination, with its sign, -4-

when N., — when S., from its column. Second, the hourly change, with its sign,

from its column. Find from a map or otherwise, the difference in longitude

between the place of observation and Washington, as near as one-half hour, or

seven and one-half degrees. This is + when W. and — when E. of Washington.

Add to this difference of longitude the time of the observation from noon, this time

being -j- when the sun is W. and — when E. of the meridian. Multiply the hourly

change by this result, in hours, noting all the signs. Apply this product, regarding

its sign, to the sun's apparent declination as taken, from the table, for the sun's

apparent declination at the time of the observation.

d. Example. Date, 1881— 6 — 14. Hour, 9h—26m—24s, a.m. Longitude

about 40 minutes East of Washington, considered in time.

0's apparent declination. 1881— 6 — 14.

Washington mean noon, + 23° 1.8' 15"

Hourly motion, -j- 7"

Time of observation from noon, —2 hours 30 minutes, about.

Longitude East of Washington, — 40 minutes.

Total time of correction, —3 hours 10 minutes, = 3^ hours.

Amount of correction = —3>£ X 7" =— 22-4"

0's apparent declination from table, + 23° 18' 15"

0"s apparent declination at time of observation, + 23° 17' 53" nearly.

12. Reducing Observations.

a. Conditions. Let h' = the sun's altitude, as observed.

Let ip = the latitude of the place of observation.

Let S = the sun's apparent declination at the time of obser

vation, found as above directed.

Let z'= the sun's observed zenith distance.

Let z = the sun's true zenith distance, always +.

Let k and k' be two auxiliary angles used in the reductions.

' Let A= the azimuth of the line of sight of the instrument at the instant of the

observation, reckoned from the N. point of the horizon, either E, or W. as the sun

is E. or W. of the meridian.

Let t = the sun's apparent hour angle at the time of the observation, that is the

local apparent time from apparent noon plus the change in the sun's right ascension

between apparent noon and the time of the observation. This is + when W. and

— when E. of the meridian, or -}- for p.m , and — for a.m. times. The mean or

watch time is sufficient for use in 2.

Letp = an auxiliary angle used in some of the reductions.

Let all signs be faithfully regarded. Let logarithms be used.

b. Directions. Forfinding z from z' . Use the following equations.

z'= 90°— h' (1)

z = z' -f- 55" tan z' (2)

c. Directions. For finding A when ip,d and z are given.

Find tan y (Jc— kf) = cot 0+i5) tan y2 O— i') cot }4 z . (3)

When 4><i5 and of the same name find k=y z+ y (fc— • • (4)

When 0>i5 and of the same name find fc'= z— y2 (k— kf) . . (5)

When ip and & have different names find kf— y2 z— y (k— kf) . . (6)

Then find A from Cos A= tan k tan ip or tan kf tan ip . . . . (7)

Checks.

,_, .... , Sin* cos fc
When (4) is used ^6=^F (»)

Sta* Bind;= ..... '9

cos k cos A
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When (5) or (6) is used g£$-2£j£ (10)

Sin 1t> Sin i5
or £= r = coap . (\\)

cos* cos* v

Find Sin p = sin A cos ip (12)

Sin p and cos p are at the same place in the table.

d. Example. ^ =42° 16' 30" N. z= 52° 43' 30"

6 = 18° 13' 20" N. % z = 2ti° 21' 45*

4> + i5 = 60°29'50"

4> — d = 24° 3' 10"

i^O+ ci)=30°14'55"

J^O— i5)=12° 1'35"

Checks.

CotJ4(^>+rf) = 0.2342195 Tan 0 = 9.9586273. Sin (f = 9.8278148 Cos 0= 9.8691875

Tan^ (J,— 6) = 9.3284570 — Tan ¥= 9.2477939. Cos k'= 9.9933068 SinA= 9.9943079

Cot y2 2 = 0.3048785 — Cos A =9.206421 2. Cos p= 9.8345080 Sin p=9.8634954

Tan (fc—fc')= 9.8675550 3894. t

346 318. At same place in table.

204 A= 99° 15' 22"5

Yt («— *-) =36° 23' 45" Sin ip = 9.8278148 Cos V = 9.9933061*

y2 z =26° 21' 45" Sin i5 = 9.4951325 Cos* = 9.6606232

*=— 10° 2' 00" 0.3326823 0.3326831.5

« = 62° 45' 30"

e. Remarks. Look out tan ip, cos f, and sin ip, at one search. Use either check

as may be preferred. This operation need not be performed oftener than the

3emands of the work require, the plate being used mean time.

13. Remarks.

The observations and reductions can be always made, according to the process

given, without a watch, but the latitude of the place must be known. It must be

carried on a8 the survey proceeds, by measurement, or an observation made to

determine it with the instrument. If it becomes necessary to find the latitude li

may be done as follows :

14. Finding the Latitude by the Sun.

a. Directions. For Observations. Near noon begin to observe the sun

a little before it reaches its greatest altitude. By means of the slow-motion

screws keep the sun's image exactly in place on the screen, or by direct sight keep

the cross-wires exactly on the sun. As it moves upward just carefully follow it,

recollecting that the object is to get its greatest altitude. Be careful to stop fol

lowing it when it turns and begins to descend.

6. Directions. For Seductions. Find z, as in 12, 6. Find the sun's appar

ent declination, i5, as in 11, c. Then

z -f- S — ip, the required latitude (13"i

Be sure to observe the Algebraic signs, as i5 may be + or —.

c. Remarks. Having the latitude in this way, the observations and reduc

tions may be conducted according to the processes above given. The latitude once

carefully ascertained by this or some other method, may be preserved by the dis

tance traversed north or south of the point of the last observation for latitude. It

will at once appear that the measurement and observation may be made to check

each other. The method of reducing the change in latitude by linear measurement

may be as follows :

15. Finding: the Latitude by Linear Measurement.

a. Conditions. The latitude of the point measured from, or reckoned from,

must be known. The measurements must be reduced to the north and south

direction from the reference point. Let reduced distances north be +, and those

south be —. Let all signs be observed. Let the true bearings, or directions of.all

lines with the meridian of the reference point, be given. Let any number of courses

be run In any direction.
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6. Directions. For reducing the north or south distances. Multiply the

length of each course by the cosine of its bearing, the results being given signs

as above indicated, + for northerly courses, and — for southerly courses. Sum

these results regarding the signs.

c. Remarks. This sum will be the distance north or south of the reference

point.

d. Directions. For reducing feet to minutes of Latitude. Find the length of

a minute of latitude for the place by this equation.

Then divide the traversed distance north or south of the reference point by the

value of m found from this equation.

e. Remarks. The result will be the minutes and decimals of a minute o^

the new point from the reference point. This value of m will be in feet, hence the

north or south distance must be in feet.

16. Remarks. The latitude may be dispensed with during a day's work

after the first satisfactory observation. It may be for a longer period if the watch

is to be depended upon. It will be well to find the latitude, and check the work

occasionally, where the watch is used. In order to prepare the watch for this work,

proceed as follows :

17. Correcting the Watch.

a. Directions. For correcting the Watch by a Noon Observation. Having

ascertained the bearing of a line without the aid of the watch, as at first directed,

near noon set the line of sight in a meridian. Set' the telescope so the sun can be

seen in it, or received on the screen as it passes the meridian. Note the time by

the watch when the sun's west side comes in apparent contact with the vertical

cross-wire. Note the watch time when the east side of the sun just touches the

vertical wire. Find the time half way between these two noted times for the time

of the meridian passage of the sun's center, or the time of apparant noon, by the

watch.

b. Remarks. The time as above found should differ from exact noon by

just the equation of time for that date and time as given in the Nautical Almanac.

Observe the sign there attached to the equation of time. The watch may then be

set to true time if not correct. That is, it may be set so that the time of the sun's

meridian passage will be just the equation of time, with its sign, from exact noon.

c. Remarks. The watch may also be corrected directly from an observation,

reduced as at first directed in lO and 12. Here it will be necessary to take the

watch time of the observation, as directed in 10. Having done so, and reduced the

observation by 12, proceed as follows :

d. Directions. For correcting the Watch by an observation at any time. Hav

ing found A and «, and knowing i5, find t by the following equation.

This being in arc, reduce it to time at the rate of four minutes of time to one

degree of arc.

e. Remarks. This result should differ from the watch time of the observation

from mean noon, by just the equation of time, with its sign. If it does not, set the

watch so it would have done so had the observation been made with the corrected

watch.

18. Remarks. Having corrected the watch by the last method, the value of

t in time may be found from the value oft at this observation by noting the time

by the watch of another observation, and thence finding the elapsed time. This

applied to the first value of t will give its value for the last observation. Thus the

value of t maybe carried forward as long as the watch runs true. Of course it will

occur to many at once that the watch can just as well be used to measure the

elapsed time without being corrected. This is too careless. The better way is to

keep a careful oversight of the watch by correction. Thereby it may be known

how much the watch is to be trusted. It is always best to establish a routine sy»

tern in these matters, as soon as practicable, and adhere faithfully to it.

(14)
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19. Remarks. When the watch is corrected by either method, It will give

„ne value of t in time directly as follows : Note the time of an observation. Apply

to this time the equation of time with its sign- as given in the Solar Ephemeris Table

of the Nautical Almanac. The result will give the apparent time of the observation

from apparent noon, + when the sun is west of the meridian, and — when it is east

This found is the required value of t.

20. Reducing Observations.

a. Conditions- Let the notation be as before.

Let l = the sun's apparent hour angle at the time of the observation, that is the

local apparent time from apparent noon This is + when W. and— when E. of the

meridian,' or + for p.m., and — for a.m. times.

Let the value of t be found by 18 or 19, and reduced to arc at the rate of one

degree of arc to each four minutes of time, the work being carried out to seconds

of arc.

O. Directions. For finding A when i5, t, and z are given. Find A from the

following equations.

0. , cos f> sin t
slnA= aci <13)

Check- HoT3 = ihTA <14>

c. Example, d = 18° 30' 20" N. z'=52°43'30" t = 55° 46' 32?5

Cos S = 9.9776554]

Sin t =9.9174225

9.8950779

Sin z = 9.9007700 J

SinA = 9.9943079

A = 99° 13'22"5

9.9231146

■ 9.92)1146
| Check.

20. Remarks. The value of A as determined in these examples is greater

than 90°, because the sun is south of the zenith. The value of t used in the second

example was found from the tirst, hence the exact check. It may be noticed how

much less figuring is required in the second example than in the first. It should

be noted, however, that more than one check is figured out in the first example,

and so more than the necessary figures shown. The value of A is carried out with

exactness in order that the process may be fully illustrated.

21. Summary. Several courses are hereby opened to the surveyor. This

is done that he may have the more checks at his command, and so make certain of

his work, It may be well to indicate these courses in a catalogued form for easy

reference. The courses are

The processes of 10, 12, and 14 or 15.

The processes of lO, 12, and 14 or 15, and thence

16, a, or 16, d, and 18 or 19 and 20.

22. Cautionary. Keep the levels and the vernier of the vertical circle in

good adjustment. Also keep the adjustment of the axes of the instrument, the

transit axis and the vertical axis, in good order.

23. General Remarks. It will be seen that in doing solar work with these

attachments in the manner explained above, the observation of the sun depends on

the ordinary line of sight of the telescope exactly as in all Geodesic work.

For this reason no extra adjustments are required. The accuracy of the observa

tion in no way depends on these attachments, which are merely conveniences to

enable one to make solar observations with the ease and precision of ordinary

terrestrial work.

Other Solar Attachments are mechanical devices requiring special adjustments,

and considerable care is necessary to keep these adjustments perfect, while they

cause some degree of anxiety and doubt in the mind of the engineer as to whether

they are quite perfect or not.

With this invention all these sources of anxiety are avoided, the solar observation

being made with the telescope of the transit itself, while it has the advantage of

being applicable to every surveyors' and engineers' transit, is so light as not to add

appreciably to the weight of the instrument, so simple as to require no special pro

vision for its care, and so cheap as to be within the reach of every surveyor.
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On Stadia Measurement.

Written especially for this Catalogue by Geo. J. Spicht, C. B., San Francisco, CaL

A transit or theodolite, which is provided with the so-called stadia wires and a

vertical circle, furnishes the means to obtain simultaneously the distance and the

height of a point sighted at without direct measurement, and with the only use ol

a self-reading rod, held at the point of which the horizontal and vertical position

is to be determined in reference to the instrument-point.

Besides the ordinary horizontal and vertical cross hairs of the diaphragm of the

telescope, two extra horizontal hairs are placed parallel with the center one, and

equally distant on each side of it, which, if the telescope is sighted at a leveling

rod, will inclose a part of this rod or stadia-rod, proportional to the distance from

the instrument to the rod. By this arrangement we have obtained an angle of

sight, which remains always constant.

* Supposing the eye to be in the point O (Fig. 1) ,

the lines O e and O k represent the lines of sight

from the eye through the stadia-wires to the rod,

which stands consecutively at k e, i d, h c, g b and

/ a. According to a simple geometrical theorem

we have the following proportion :

O o : O 6 : O c : O d : O e = a f: b g : c h : d i : e k,

which means that the reading of the rod placed

on the different points a, 6, c, d and e is propor-

° » • d « tional to the distances O a, O b, O c, O d and O e.

The system of lenses which constitute the telescope do not allow the use of this

proportion directly in stadia measurements, because distances must be counted

from a point in front of the object glass at a distance equal to the focal length of

that lens.

B

Figure 2 shows a section of a telescope provided with stadia wires.

In order to determine the distance of the rod from the instrument it will be neces

sary to use the following equations. From the "law of lenses" we have the relation

J + fi "J'

in which /, and /2 are "conjugate foci" and /is the focal length of the object glass.

From the diagram it is evident that 0 C : AB = 0 D : ab. If we let p — the dis

tance of the stadia wires from each other, /,= distance 0 C and a = the space on the

rod AB, and D the distance from the center of the instrument to the rod, then the

second equation becomes f2 : a =/. : p. Eliminating/ from these equations we find :

/,=«-£+/

or we may write, since — is constant,

P

f. = ak4-f.
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From the center of the instrument to the rod the distance is

D = ak + (f+c)

c being the distance from the objective to the center of the instrument.

Since (c +/) is practically a constant it is usually denoted by the single letter c,

and is known as the " constant of the instrument."

When the line of sight is not level, but the stadia held at right angle to it, the

formula for the horizontal distance is :

(2) D = k.a.cos n + c + om.

a
The member om = - sin n ; for a = 24', n = 45° the value of om is but 8.4', and for

2

a - 10', n= 10° it is 0.86' ; this shows that om in most cases may safely be omitted.

Some engineers let the rodman hold the staff perpendicularly to the line of sight :

they accomplish this by different devices, as, a telescope or a pair of sights attached

at right angle to the staff. This method is not practicable, as it is very difficult,

especially in long distances, and with greater vertical angles for the rodman to see

the exact position of the telescopes, and furthermore, in some instances it is entirely

Impossible, when, for instance, the point to be ascertained is on a place where only

the staff can stand, but where there is no room for the man. The only correct way

to hold the staff is vertically.

In this case we have the following : (Fig. 4)

MF = c+ GF= c + ifc.C.D.

CD must be expressed by AB.

AB=a. AGB= 2m.

CD = 2GF tan.m.

And finally, after many transformations :

D = c.cos n + iz.fc.cos2n — a.k.sin'n tan'm.

The third member of this equation may safely be neglected, as it is very small

even for long distances and large angles of elevation (for 1500', n = 45° and k= 100,

it is but 0.02r). Therefore, the final formula for distances, with a stadia kept ver

tically, and with wires equi-distant from the center wire, is the following :

(3) D = c.cos n 4- a.k.co&'n.

The value of c.cos n is usually neglected, as it amounts to but 1 or 1.5 feet ; it is

exact enough to add always 1.25' to the distance as derived from the formula

(3a) D= a.k.cos'n

without considering the different values of the angle n.

In order to make the subtraction of the readings of the upper and lower wire

quickly, place one of the latter on the division of a whole foot and count the parte
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included between this and the other wire ; tbii multiply mentally by 100 (the con

stant k) which gives the direct distance D'.

In cases where it is not possible to read with both stadia wires, it is the custom

to use but one of them in connection with the center wire, and then to double the

reading thus obtained. With very large vertical angles, this custom is not advis

able, as the error may amount to 0.50 % .

To find the height of the point where the stadia stands above that one of the

instrument, simultaneously with the distance, we have the following :

We assume in reference to figure 4.

q = height of instrument point above datum.

MP= D = horizontal distance as derived from formula (3).

n = vertical angle.

h = FE = stadia reading of the center wire.

Q = height of stadia point above datum ; it is

Q = q + D tan n — h.

The substruction of h can be made directly by the instrument, by sighting with

the center wire to that point of the rod, which is equal to the height of the telescope

above the ground (which is in most cases =4.5') ; q will be constant for one and

the same instrument point ; then the formula :

Q = D tan n ;

this in connection with formula (3) gives

Q = c sin n+ a.k. cos n. sin n.

Q = c sin n -f- a.k.
sin 2 n

The first term of the equation can be neglected, when the vertical angle is not too

large ; hence the final formula for the height is

r. a.k. sin 2 n
(6;

2

The position of the stadia must be strictly vertical.

The error increases with the height ofm; (m = height of center wire on the

rod). In shorter distances the result is seven-fold better when the center wire is

placed as low as one foot than it is at 10' ; in longer distances this advantage is

only double.

It is always better to place the center wire as low as possible. If the stadia is

provided with a good circular level, the rodman ought to be able to hold it vertically
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within BOO" ; that means, that the inclination of the stadia shall not be more than

0.023' in a 10' stadia, or 0.034' in a stadia of 15' length.

Determination of the two constant coefficients c and k. Although the stadia wires

are usually arranged so that the reading of one foot signifies a distance of 100 feet,

I will explain here, how to determine the value of it for any case. Suppose the

engineer goes to work without knowing his constant, and not having adjustable

stadia wires. The operation then is as follows :

Measure off on a level ground a straight line of about 1000' length; mark every

100', place the instrument above the starting point, and let the rodman place his

rod on each of the points measured off; note the reading of all three wires separ

ately, repeat this operation four times ; the telescope must be as level as the ground

allows ; measure the exact height of the instrument, i. e., the height of the telescope

axis above the ground. Then find the difference between upper (o) and middle

(m) wire ; between middle (m) and lower (u) wire, and between upper (o) and

lower (m) wire, from the four different values for each difference, determine the

average value ; then solve the equation for the horizontal distance (1) D= k.a + c,

with the different average values, and you find the value of k and c. In case the

stadia wires should not be equi-distant from the center wire, there will be three

different constants, one for the use of the upper and middle, one for the use of the

middle and lower, and one for the upper and lower wire.

If the stadia wires are adjustable, the engineer has it in his power to adjust them

gothat the constant k= 100, or k = 200, which he accomplishes by actual trial along

a carefully measured straight and level line.

The constant c, which is usually one and a half times the focal length of the object-

glass, can be found closely enough for this purpose by focussing the telescope for a sight

of average distance, and then measuring from the outside of the object-glass to the

capstan-head screws of the cross-hairs. This constant must be added to every stadia

sight; it may be neglected for longer distances.

Stadia Measurements.

Written for this catalogue and manual by H. C. Pearsons, C. E., Ferrysburg, Mich.

In view of the great and growing interest in the subject of " Stadia Measurements,''

the following solution of the problem is offered, as applied to inclined measurements.

This solution is made from a different geometrical consideration than that usually

employed, and it effectually does away with the necessity for any subsequent cor

rections, as with most schemes in use for inclined distances.

In the following discussion, let

R = the reading of the stadia rod ;

D = the horizontal distance from plumb line of transit to stadia rod, which must

be vertical.

m = the angle of elevation or depression to the smaller reading of the stadia rui.

n = the same angle to the larger reading.

Through the point c, at the distance of unity from the centre of instrument,

draw the vertical cb. Then the rodAB, being also vertical, the triangles aob

and A o B are similar, as are also the triangles cob and C o B. But the read
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ing, R, of the rod AB is the difference of the tangents of the angles of elevation,

m and n. Also, the distance a 6 is the difference of the tangents of these angles,

m and n, to distance unity, as given in the trigonometrical tables.

Whence, to find the horizontal o C = D, we have simply to divide the reading oj

the " Stadia Bod " by the difference of the tangents of the angles of elevation. Or, by

formula,—

D = ?
Tan. n — Tan. m

If one of the angles should be a depression or —, we must then divide by the sum

of the tangents, and the formula would be

D R

Tan. n + Tan. to

Example.—If n — 12° 16', nat. Tan = .217426

"m = 10° 10', " " = .179328

The difference of the tangents = .038098

Then, if R = 12.26 feet,

1 2 2fi
00 = D = .038098 = 322 feet

It may happen that our transit has no vertical circle, or that we have no trigono

metrical tables at hand. In either case, introduce an auxiliary rod, c b between the

stadia rod and the plumb-time of transit, and at some known horizontal distance,—

preferably 100 feet,— from the latter, and note the intercept a 6.

This intercept is the analogue of the difference of tangents used in the former

case, and must be used in the same manner, in dividing the reading of the stadia rod,

when we bhall have the distance, D, in terms of the distance of the auxiliary rod from

the transit. x

Example. — Suppose the Intercept a b on the auxiliary rod, at distance 100 feet, Is

845 foot, and that the reading R, of the stadia rod is 12 feet, then

oC = D = (12 .845) X 100 = 1420 feet.

If the height, H, of the foot of the stadia rod, above or below the height of

instrument, be wanted, it may' be had from the following equation :

H = i+• D Tan. m,

in which the + sign must be used for angles of elevation, and the — sign for those

of depression.

Or if the auxiliary rod be used instead of the vertical arc, note the intercept a I

on this rod, between the level line oC and the line of sight to the foot of the stadia

rod, and

Mvitiply this intercept by the ratio of D to oc.

Example— in the last case, if ca = 1.06 ft, oc being 100 feet, and D = 1420 ft.

*en

1 420
CA = H = ca — 1.06 = 15.05 feet.



APPENDIX.

GIVING SOME METHODS, NOT ALSEADT EXPLAINED, FOE ADJUSTING THE INSTRU

MENTS ENUMERATED IN THIS CATALOGUE.

We feel that we owe an apology to our readers for the imperfect arrangement of our hand-book and
ulustratedcatalogue. This has bten caused by its gradual enlargement as our business has increased. It is
our intention, should other pressing duties permit, to rearrange the descriptive part of the catalogue after the
completionw of several new types of instruments which are now contemplated, and to bring into their proper

order the various topics treated in this book. — C. L. B.

Spirit-Levels on Metal Base. (See page 127.)

A level plane surface is required, upon which the adjustment of a level, mounted

on a plane metal base, may be made. Such a level surface may be some portion of a

field instrument, as the horizontal plate of a transit or the bar of a wye-level, which

may be made horizontal by the leveling screws. If an instrument is not available, a

plane surface upon any piece of machinery which may be suitably raised or lowered,

may be used.

Place the level upon the plane surface with its edge coinciding with a straight line

previously marked upon the surface, and bring the bubble to the center of the graduated

lines or marks ruled on the glass tube, by raising or depressing the plane surface. Next

reverse the level end for end, taking care to replace it precisely in the place that it

previously occupied, and notice whether the bubble returns to the center of the gradua

tions ; if so, the level is in adjustment ; if not, correct one-half the error by means of the

two opposing nuts, or by a capstan-headed screw, provided at one of its ends, and cor

rect the other half by raising or lowering the plane surface. Repeat these operations

until the adjustment is perfect.

Locke's Hand-Level. (See page 127.)

There are several methods by which this instrument may be adjusted, (a) Select

a sheet of water with an unobstructed view of not less than 200 feet, and sight through

the level at an object whose height above the water has been made the same as the

height of the eye. If the bubble is bisected at the same time that the object is bisected

by the horizontal wire, the level is in adjustment ; if not, move the frame containing the

wire, by means of the screw or screws placed at the ends of the mounting of the level,

until this is the case. (6) If an adjusted wye-level is at hand, set it on its tripod at a

height corresponding to the height of the eye above the ground, and direct it at some

well-defined object of suitable size, as the target of a leveling rod, distant about 500 feet,

and in the level plane given by the instrument. Now raise the hand-level to the eye

and notice whether its wire bisects both the object and the bubble at the same time.

If not, adjust the wire as explained above, (c) Select a tolerably level place where

there are two trees, about 200 feet apart (two telegraph posts or two sticks fastened to

a fence will answer the purpose). Find, by pacing or otherwise, the point midway

between the two objects selected. Standing at this point, raise the hand-level to the

eye, sight at each object in succession, and make distinct marks where the wire inter

sects them when the bubble is bisected. These two points will be approximately in

a level line, although the instrument may be out of adjustment. Walking to the

Bide of either of these objects, place the hand-level against the mark upon it and sight

at the mark upon the other object. If the bubble is then bisected by the horizontal

wire the level is in adjustment ; if not, adjust it as above.

Hand-Level and Clinometer. (See page 127. )

If the instrument is of the style shown in the cut, it may be adjusted thus. Clamp

the index or vernier of the arc at 0° and test the adjustment by the methods described

for Locke's hand-level. If the bubble is not bisected by the wire, the level must be ad

justed by raising or lowering the tube containing it by means of one of the adjusting

screws at the end ; — or in some instruments by moving in or out a square tube to which

the wire is fastened — until the adjustment is made. This latter tube should then be

iastened by a screw or marked by a scratch, as the case may be.

If the style of the instrument permits of being placed with its base upon a plane sur-

iace, as is usual with an ordinary clinometer, the parallelism of the level with the base

should be tested, when the index is at 0°, by the method explained above for adjusting

the spirit-level with the metal base. If found to be out, the spirit-level should be ad

justed by one of the adjusting screws at the end of its tube. The line of sight must

now be verified as explained for the hand-level. If found to be out, the adjustment

must be made by moving in or out the square tube carrying the wire as described abnve.
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The Adjustments of the Engineers' Transit for Leveling

and for Measuring Horizontal and Vertical Angles.

These adjustments differ according as the telescope Is provided with a fixed

level, which is the more usual form in the engineers' and surveyors' transits, or is

provided with a striding-level parallel to the telescope, as shown in the illustration

of the transit-theodolite No. 11a.

1. A Fixed-tievel Parallel to the Telescope.

This adjustment consists of two distinct operations. The first is to place the

horizontal wire of the telescope in the combined geometrical and optical axes of

the telescope, or the line of collimation (see " Some Facts Worth Knowing, " Part

I.); the second is to place the axis of the fixed -level parallel to the line of colli

mation.

The precision of the adjustments will depend in a measure upon the perfection

with which the geometrical axis of the telescope has been made to coincide with

the principal optical axis for all focussing positions of the object-slide. The more

pertect the continual coincidence of these two axes, the more precise and accurate

will be the measurements when the sights are of unequal lengths ; but in practical

leveling, where sights of equal length are used, the effect of a non-coincidence of

these two axes is mainly confined to "intermediate points," and Is of minor conse

quence unless the non-coincidence is very marked.

The Adjustment of the Horizontal Wire. This may be done with sufficient accuracy

in our transits having an erecting telescope, where the eye-piece is non-adjustable

laterally, in other words, permanently centered with respect to the optical axis, by

merely placing the horizontal wire in the center of the field of view of the eye-piece.

The cross-wires of inverting telescopes, however, being stretched on a diaphragm

which itself limits the field of view, they will appear in the center of the field whether

the instrument is adjusted or not, and therefore another method of adjustment is

needed. This can be done roughly in an emergency by merely placing the hori

zontal wire by the eye as nearly as possible in the center of the main tube of the

telescope, the eye-piece having been first removed. Another method is that

described by Gravatt, see pages 48 and 49. But the method which is the easiest in

our shop practice, and sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes, is that followed

by us, and as it might be followed with profit by the engineer, should circumstances

favor, we give it here also. After the wires have been placed in a position

perpendicular to the horizontal axis of revolution, the telescope is removed from

the standards and placed in wyes where it can be rotated. Such wyes may be

Improvised by the engineer, by cutting the proper shapes out of thin wood and

fastening a pair of them to a board in an upright position. The distance between

them should be such, that the telescope may rest upon the outside of the mounting

of the object-glass where the cap is placed, taking care to rest it against its shoulder

on the inside of the wye, and upon the tube near the cross-wires, when practicable.

The improvised wyes being placed on a firm support and fastened so that they will

not move, the telescope may be revolved in them and the wires may be placed in the

line of collimiition as in a wye-level, using a distant point.

In some makers' transits the telescope Is so arranged that it can be revolved

In the center part of the transverse axis of revolution, after the level tube and the

screw fastening it in the center of the hub which keeps the telescope and axis

together have been removed. In this case the horizontal and vertical wires can be

adjusted approximately for collimation by turning the telescope in its hub. This

method, however, does not permit of close work, and besides being clumsy, gen

erally leaves the telescope in a more insecure state of stability, than when the teie-

soope and transverse axis are soldered together. On this account, whenever appli

cable, all our Instruments «re made in this latter manner.

There is another method which may be followed if the principal optical axis

passes through the geometric horizontal axis of revolution of the telescope. Select

a place for the transit alongside of a house or near a tree, and with an unobstructed

view of at least 300 feet. Set the instrument and level up approximately. Clamp

the telescope, and by means of its tangent-screw bisoct a distant point with the hor
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lzontal wire. Then turn the instrument on its vertical center and find or mark a

point, distant about 50 feet, on the house or tree, carefully focussing the telescope

upon it. Now unclamp, reverse the telesoope, clamp it again and bisect the nearer

mark with the horizontal wire. Then turn the instrument again ou its vertical axis

and see whether the wire also bisects the distant point ; the telescope having been

carefully re-fouussed. If the wire does not bisect it, correct the error by moving

the wires, by means of the capstan-headed screws, in the direction explained In the

foot-note on page 49.

The amount that the wire should be moved can be determined, by this method,

only by successive approximations. If the horizontal wire is considerably out, move

it an amount equal to two or three times the apparent error, and again test the

adjustment. As the adjustment approaches completion, the wire should be moved

less and less, until the correct position is attained.

As before stated, this method can only be relied on when the principal optical

axis passes through the geometrical horizontal axis of revolution. When these two

axes do not intersect, the amount of error is doubled and multiplied by reversing

the telescope, and causes an eccentric position of the wire when the adjustment

appears to be perfect. It is extremely rare that an instrument fulfills this condition

exactly, the maker having to rely solely upon mechanical methods of construction ;

and it is not wise for the engineer to plaoe much confidence in this method of ad

justing the horizontal wire.

The adjustment of the vertical wire should now be made, as explained on page

49, by reversing the telescope through the standards, or over the bearings of the

horizontal axis of revolution, as explained on page 100. The adjustment of the hori

zontal wire should then be examined again, and if found to be disturbed, the two

wires should be adjusted again, in turn, until the position of each is found to be

correct.

The Adjustment of the Fixed-Level of the Telescope. This is to be done by means

of stakes set on opposite sides of the instrument, as described on pages 48, 50 and

54. By this method the axis of the spirit-level is placed parallel to the line of col-

limation directly, without depending on the accuracy of collars or other mechanical

arrangements ; thus ensuring great accuracy in the adjustment.

2. A Striding-Level Parallel to the Telescope.

The adjustment of a transit for leveling, when it has a striding-level parallel to

the telescope, is similar in some respects to the telescope adjustment of the ordinary

wye level. The telescope of the transit is provided with collars, or rings, upon

which the striding-level rests. It may be placed upon them when the

telescope is either In a direct or in a reversed position, and it can be re

versed end for end upon them. In a theoretically perfect instrument it is assumed

that the collars are cylinders of truly circular form and of exactly the saiae diame

ter ; that they have a common axis which is parallel to or coincident with the geo

metrical and optical axis of the telescope, so that the line of collimation shall remain

true for all focussing positions of the object-slide. It is also assumed that the

combined geometrical and optical axis intersects the geometrical transverse axis of

revolution of the telescope. The tests of these assumed conditions will be given

below.

The following explanations will render the description of the adjustments more

simple : —

The interior surface of the glass tube or vial is ground so that it has a slight

curvature in the direction of its length, the radius of the curvature depending upon

the degree of sensitiveness required for any particular instrument. This grind

ing gives a symmetrical barrel-shape to the interior surface. Consequently, if the

tube be rotated slightly to ore side, the bubble will still indicate a horizontal plane.

The vertical plane which bisects the bubble longitudinally may be called the vertical

axial plane of the bubble. The line tangent to the upper longitudinal element of the

ground interior of the tube, at the central point of the graduations, is called the

axis of the spirit-level. It is situated in the plane of curvature of the element, that

Is, in the vertical axial plane, and is horizontal when the bubble has settled normally

in the center of its graduations.
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The adjustment of such a transit for leveling consists in placing the axis of the

Btrlding-level parallel to the axis of the collars, and then, in placing the horizontal

wire in the combined geometrical and optical axis of the telescope by means of tho

striding-level.

The adjustment of the striding-level consists of two separate operations, as

follows : —

The lateral adjustment of the Striding-Level. This adjustment is the first to be

made. Its object is to place the vertical axial plane of the spirit-level parallel to, or

coincident with the axis of the collars, and is necessary to avoid errors in the posi

tion of the bubble, should the striding-level be slightly moved on its collars later

ally during the manipulation of the instrument. The telescope should be clamped in

a position nearly horizontal, and the striding-level should be placed with its wyes

renting on the collars. The bubble must now be brought approximately to the

center of its tube by the tangent-screw of the telescope. The striding-level should

then be detached from its fastenings on the telescope, and, while resting on the

collars, be inclined to one side of the telescope, say about 10° from its vertical posi

tion, and the reading of the bubble be noted. Next, it must be rocked on the collar 3

an equal amount to the opposite side of the telescope, and the reading be noted.

If both readings are the same, the adjustment is correct, but if the bubble move*

towards one end of its tube when the striding-level is in one of these positions, and

towards the other end of the tube when it is in the second position, it indicates

that the vertical axial plane of the bubble is not parallel to the axis of the collars,

and that the end towards which the bubble moves is elevated with respect to the

axis of the collars, causing the movement of the bubble from the center of the tube.

The adjustment to be made is to bring the bubble again to the center by means of

the capstan-headed screws at the side of one leg of the striding-level. They are op

posing butting screws, and the one towards which the tube must be moved to bring

the bubble again to the center must first be slightly loosened. The opposite screw

must then be tightened until it is perceived that a perfect metal contact has been

established. This operation must be repeated until the reading of the bubble re

mains the same in both positions of the striding-level relative to its normal posi

tion. This will also indicate that the ground portion of the tube is truly barrel-

shaped.

If the level be extremely sensitive, it is sometimes found that the bubble will

run slightly towards the same end of the tube, as the lateral adjustment approaches

completion, although the striding-level may have been inclined at the same angle

when in each inclined position. This indicates that the ground portion of the tube

is funnel-shaped, and then the adjustment is completed by making the bubble run

to the same amount when the striding-level is rocked through equal angles later

ally. The effect of this deviation of the glass vial from the barrel form is generally

within the limits of error of observation with the telescope, but aside from this, it is

imperceptible in most cases, as the striding-level can rock only one or two degrees

laterally when it is fastened to the telescope. The lateral adjustment is necessary

in order to avoid errors in leveling, should the striding-level be moved laterally on

its collars during the manipulation of the instrument.

The horizontal adjustment of the Striding-Level. This, the principal adjustment, is

to make the horizontal axis of the spirit-level parallel to the axis of the collars.

To do this, bring the bubble to the center of its tube by means of the tangent screw

of the telescope, then reverse the striding-level end for end, and note whether the

bubble returns to the center. If it does, the adjustment is correct. If not, correct

half the error by means of the vertical opposing capstan-headed screws at the other

leg of the striding-level, moving them as has been explained for the lateral adjust

ment, and correct the other half by the tangent screw of the telescope. If, upon

again reversing the striding-level end for end, the bubble remains in the center of

its tube, all the adjustments of the striding-level are made. But it is well to verify

the correctness of the lateral adjustment again, especially if the amount of correc

tion required to adjust the horizontal axis of the level waa large, and to repeat

both adjustments in the order given above until assured of their correctness.

The adjustment of the horizontal cross-wire. After the striding-level has been fully

adjusted, the adjustment of the Horizontal wire of the telescope should next be made.

This adjustment is to bring the horizontal wire into the combined geometrical and

ontical axis of the telescope, as follows. First make the vertical cross-wire perpen
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dicular to the plane of the transverse axis by the process described on page 48.

The stridiug-level is then placed upon the collars and is secured to the telescope by

means of its fastenings. The instrument being leveled up, the telescope is clamped

and the bubble of the striding-level is brought to the center of its graduation.

Now turn the instrument on its vertical axis and And, through the telescope, a suit

able and -well defined object, distant about 400 feet, which the horizontal wire bisects

when the bubble of the striding-level is in the center. Then remove the striding-

level, and, if the telescope reverses through the standards, as is usual in these

transits, unclamp the telescope and plates, reverse the telescope, turn the instru

ment on its vertical center and direct the telescope again towards the object previ

ously bisected. Clamp the telescope, replace the striding-level on the collars and

bring its bubble to the center. If the horizontal wire again bisects the same object,

its adjustment is correct, but if not, move the reticule bearing the wires over half

the error by means of the capstan- headed screws of the telescope, as explained in

the footnote on page 49, and repeat the operation until the adjustment is correct.

If the telescope is not reversible through the standards, as in Theodolite No. 14,

(or as in most Plane-tables), the horizontal axis of revolution should be reversed

end for end in its bearings, and the plates should not be undamped. In other re

spects the process is the same as above described. The instrument is now in ad

justment for leveling with the striding-level. To insure good leveling with the

striding-level, it is necessary that its points of contact on the collars be free from

dust, grit, and oxide.

The adjustment of the vertical wire should now be made as explained on page

49, by reversing through the standards, or if the instrument has low standards, over

the bearings of the horizontal axis of revolution, as explained on p. 100, after which

the adjustment of the horizontal wire should be examined again, and if found to be

disturbed, the two wires should be adjusted in turn, successively, until the adjust

ment of each is found to be correct. See "Some Remarks Concerning Instrument

Adjustments," Part I.

Tests of the assumed conditions.

The Collimation. It has been assumed in the above methods of adjustment that

the line of collimation passes through the geometrical transverse axis of revolution

of the telescope ; otherwise, a change in its height would occur when the telescope

is reversed, giving two parallel lines of sight, of which the distance apart is double

the distance between the line of collimation and the geometrical transverse axis.

An error from this source in a well designed instrument of modern construction

will be very small, and will be manifest only with short sights and in most cases

will be within the limits of error of observation for long sights, since the space cov

ered by the cross-wire is proportional to the distance to the object, and will soon

amount to considerably more than this error. It would not, therefore, affect the

adjustment of the instrument for long sights.

It is also assumed that the principal optical axis coincides with the geometrical

axis of the telescope for all focussing positions of the object-slide ; that is, whether

the telescope be focussed on a distant or on a near object ; otherwise the telescope

would give incorrect readings for objects at different distances ; more fully explained

in Part I., " Some Facts Worth Knowing."

The existence of these two sources of error may be detected by repeating the

test of the adjustment of the horizontal wire with the striding-level, using then a

very short sight. If the horizontal wire does not bisect the near object when the

telescope is both in a direct "and in a reversed position, there is an error which

affects readings on near points, caused by one or both of the above mentioned

sources of error. This error may be eliminated with the striding-level, by the

method used in precise geodetic leveling to remove errors of collimation, which is

to take two readings of the rod at each point, one with the telescope direct, and the

other with it reversed ; the mean of the two being the true reading. This process

may be used for distant points if it is suspected that the adjustment of the horizon

tal wire has been disturbed. This error cannot be eliminated with a fixed level ; nor,

as it might be supposed, with a reversion level, that is, a fixed level accurately

ground and graduated upon the top and bottom (for an illustration see elsewhere)

since both horizontal axes of such a level are adjusted to the line of sight for long dis

ances, and because the level cannot be reversed on the telescope tube. The effect of an

error of this kind in short distances can, however, be easily eliminated when

backsights and foresights are equal in length.
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The Equality of the Collars and Flexure of the Telescope. It has also been as

sumed tliat the collars are of the same diameter. Tins is of prime importance since

inequality in diameter will cause large errors. If they are of unequal diameters

the line of collimation will not define a horizontal plane when the bubble of the

striding-level is in the center of its tube, although the axis of the collars may

have been made parallel to the combined geometrical and optical axis of the

telescope. The equality of the collars will always exist in our instruments when

new, since the auxiliary and collimator apparatus used by our firm enables us to

detect the least deviation of the collars from a circular form or from equality in

diameter, and, consequently, the collars will be of unequal diameters only from

the effects of wear and careless use.

A similar deviation from a horizontal line will exist, however, although the col

lars are of equal diameter, owing to the flexure of the telescope by its own weight,

when in a horizontal position. This flexure of the telescope is greater in the tele

scopes of greater length. It is also aggravated when the telescope is not symmet

rically mounted upon its transverse axis of revolution. This is the case to a certain

extent in all geodetic instruments, owing to the changes in the position of the center

of gravity of the telescope when focussing the object-slide for sights at different dis

tances, or when the sun-shade is removed, slight as the effect of the weight of the

latter may be.

To test the combined effect of inequality of the collars, if any, and the flexure

of the telescope, a method very similar to that used for adjusting the fixed telescope

level, explained on pages 51 and 53, may be used.

After the striding-level and horizontal wire have been adjusted, as explained

above, one may try the methods for adjusting the fixed-level, and see whether the

line of collimation is in fact horizontal when the bubble of the striding-level is in the

center of its tube. If the horizontal cross-wire bisects the target when the rod is

held on the distant stake (see page 53), then the line of collimation is horizontal, but

if there is any deviation, it may be owing to inequality of the collars or to a flexure

of the telescope, or to both causes combined. To eliminate this error, the operator

may move the telescope by the vertical tangent-screw until the horizontal wire bi

sects the target of the distant rod. The reading of the striding-level will then be

noted by taking the mean of the readings of the two ends of the bubble, and the

amount of displacement of the bubble from its central position will be the constant

error of the instrument, which should be applied as a correction in fine leveling.

If this error is caused solely by a flexure of the telescope, it may be corrected by

actually making the collars unequal in diameter to an amount which will cause

the line of collimation to be horizontal when the bubble is in the center of its

tube.

It is thus seen that when the telescope is supported in the center only, a striding-

level is no more accurate than a fixed level of equal sensitiveness, unless all of the

above conditions are attained. Also, that the methods explained for adjusting the

telescope with a fixed-level, being direct and avoiding the use of collars and elimi

nating the effect of flexure, etc., preclude the existence of these errors. The fixed-

level has therefore its specific advantages and a legitimate place even in the best

surveying instruments.

The Adjustments of the Telescope's Axis of Revolution of the En

gineer's Transit, by means of the Transverse Striding-Level, so

that the Line of Collimation shall describe a Vertical Plane.

These adjustments consist, firstly, in adjusting the striding-level; secondly,

in making the transverse axis of the telescope horizontal, by placing it truly at

right angles to the vertical axis of revolution of the instrument by means of the

transverse striding-level ; thirdly, in adjusting the vertical wire for collimation so

that it shall describe a vertical plane.

The adjustment oj the transverse striding-level. In our instruments for general

work, where the telescope is reversible only through the standards, as is the case

in the Tachymeters, the striding level will rest upon special collars of equal diame

ters on the transverse axis of revolution, as it may then be attached to the telescope
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and move with it ; and besides being very compact and readily manipulated, it en-

ables us to give the pivots ol the horizoutal axis a form by which greater lateral

rtiffness is secured for the standards, and without this the telescope of these instru

ments would not have the required stability.

The striding-level of the finest class of instruments, such as Transit-Theodo

lites No. lib, 12, etc., used for triangulation wholly, and Mining Transit No. 8, used

mainly for very steep sighting, will rest directly upon the cylindrical pivots of the

transverse axis, at the circle of contact in the wyes. This latter method is preferred

for the finest class of instruments, on account of greater simplicity and accuracy,

although the striding-level is then more liable to injury, as it cannot be attached to

the telescope and must be lifted off whenever the telescope is moved greatly in

altitude or when it is to be reversed, and is liable to fall off if the instrument is

taken up hastily.

The transverse striding-level is adjusted precisely as described, on page 96,

for the adjustment of the longitudinal striding-level shown on page 180. To test

the lateral adjustment, the striding-level may be rocked upon the transverse axis,

if it rests upon its pivots; or, if mounted upon collars between the standards and

attached to the telescope, the latter may be moved on its horizontal axis a few

degrees up and down. The horizontal adjustment of the striding-level is tested by

reversing it end for end.

The transverse striding-level is the most Important level of the transit, when

the latter is used for measuring horizontal angles and for ranging straight lines

where objects differ greatly in height.

The adjustment of the transverse axis of revolution. The striding-level having been

carefully adjusted, level up the instrument generally with the plate-levels, put the

striding-level in position and bring its bubble to the center of its graduation by means

of the leveling screws, then turn the instrument 180' on its vertical axis and note

whether the bubble of the striding-level remains in the center of the graduation. If

it does, the adjustment is correct. If it does not, correct one-half the error by means

of the leveling screws, and the other half by means of the wye adjustment of

the standard. Repeat the process until the adjustment is correct. Observe also,

in adjusting the wye adjustment of the standards, that it will be best performed and

more lasting when the last turns of the lower capstan-headed screw are always ap

plied in an upward direction.

The transverse axis of the telescope is now adjusted for movement of the latter

in a vertical plane. The striding-level, being very sensitive, is the best-known de

vice for making the transverse axis of the telescope truly horizontal. The method

assumes that the special collars, or the cylindrical pivots at the end of the axis,

which rest directly on wye bearings in the standards, as the case may be, are of

equal diameters, and if collars are used, that they are concentric with the pivots of

the axis. These conditions are best fulfilled when the striding-level rests directly

on the pivots of the horizontal axis, as in the finest triangulation transits.

Whenever exact vertical motion is desired, as when the objects sighted at differ

materially in altitude, the striding-level in such instruments should be depended

upon to the exclusion of the front plate-level. The latter is then entirely subordi

nate to the striding-level and should be depended upon merely for leveling the in

strument approximately. The plate-levels are also useful in indicating quickly any

large disturbances of position. When the objects sighted at do not differ much in

altitude, the front plate-level is, in these instruments, sufficiently sensitive to give

satisfactory results without using the striding-level. Where no striding-level is

provided, the plate-levels are, of course, to be depended upon for all work, and as a

rule, in our instruments the degree of sensitiveness of the front plate-level is such

as to insure that the plane described by the telescope shall not differ from the true

vertical plane by an amount larger than the smallest direct reading of the verniers

of the horizontal circle.

The adjustment of the vertical wire for collimation. The object of this adjustment

is to place the vertical wire so that the line of sight shall be at right angles to the

horizontal axis of revolution. This operation presupposes that the optical axis

is coincident with the geometrical axis of the focussing slide and also that this

combined axis moves at right angles to the transverse axis, so that the line of colli

mation shall describe a vertical plane at all focussing positions of the object-slide

when the transverse axis has been placed in a horizontal position. In which case,
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of course, the projection of the line of sight will not deviate from a straight line for

intermediate points. Bee on this point " Some Facts Worth Knowing." It is also

assumed that the point of suspension of the plumb bob is in the prolongation of the

vertical axis of revolution of the instrument, and that the Instrument is correctly

Bet over the point chosen for its position.

The method of adjusting the vertical wire for collimation is sufficiently de

scribed on page 49. The result of this process is, however, affected by any variation

of the transverse axis from a true right angle to the vertical axis of revolution,

when the two objects sighted at are not precisely in the same horizontal plane, a

condition somewhat inconvenient to meet at all times in the field. Therefore,

in instruments not provided with a transverse striding-level, it will be best to

select two points in opposite directions that are as near as possible in the same

horizontal plane, then make the vertical adjustment as described on page 51, which,

however, is a crude substitute for the more perfect methods of the striding-level,

or two collimators arranged in a vertical plane. When this adjustment is com

pleted it will be necessary in these instruments to again verify the adjustment of

the vertical wire for collimation and also to repeat the adjustment of the vertical

plane, as neither of them can be made at once correctly independently of the

other.

The adjustment of the vertical wire of telescopes whose transverse axis is pro

vided with cylindrical bearirgs resting in wyes, as in Transit-Theodolites Nos. 11 and

K, etc., may be made by the same process of reversing through the standards, or

by the following process,which is the only one applicable to instruments having low

standards, such as Theodolite No. 14.

The process is as follows. Level up the instrument approximately ; clamp the

plates; set the vertical wire in a verticnl position by the method described on psige

48. Then select a well-defined distant point and bisect it with the vertical wire.

Next, lift the telescope out of its bearings, and reverse the transverse axis end for

end, replacing the axis in the bearings with the telescope pointing in the same

direction as before. If the distant point is again bisected by the vertical wire, its

adjustment is correct. If not, move it in the direction stated in the footnote on

page 49, by means of the capstan-headed serews, one-half of the distance between

its present position and the point previously bisected, and repeat the process until

the adjustment is correct.

Tests of the assumed conditions.

In the foregoing explanation of the adjustment of the transverse axis by means

of the striding-level resting on special collars, it has been assumed that the special

collars are of equal diameters and that they are concentric with the telescope's axis

of revolution. Now to see whether the line of collimation moves in a truly vertical

plane, after the horizontal axis of revolution has been adjusted to lie at right angles

to the vertical axis of revolution of the Engineer's Transit, proceed thus : —

Having previously verified the adjustment of the striding-level and by it that

of the wye adjustment of the standard as well as that of the vertical wire for colli

mation, set up the instrument as near to a church with a spire, or a building with a

well defined object elevated sufficiently to require the telescope to move through an

altitude of about 90° when it is elevated to the object and depressed to the base of the

building. Now level up the instrument, bring the bubble of the striding-level to the

center of its graduation, and with the plates clamped bisect the object at the top,

then depress the telescope and find or make a mark at the base which is also

bisected by the vertical wire. Now reverse the telescope, turn the Instrument in

azimuth and with plates clamped again bisect the elevated object and upon depress

ing the telescope see whether the mark atthe base is also bisected. If so, the adjust

ment of the line of collimation for motion in the vertical plane by means of the

striding-level is correct but, if not it will show that the collars are worn and that

correction of the difference must be made by means of the wye adjustment of the

standard, over a little less than one quarter of the error, taking care to make the

final adjustment by an upward movement of the capstan-headed screws. Then

repeat this adjustment, and find or make a new mark at the base upon each succes

sive trial when the instrument is depressed, until correct.

Now note to what extent and towards which collar the bubble of the striding-

level has moved and make a memorandum of It so that it may be applied as a cor
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rection In the most precise work. Such deviations, while never existing in our new

Instruments, are, as a rule, caused by unequal wear of the collars, or by an unequal

distribution of weight of parts attached to the horizontal axis of revolution, or by

an imperfect adjustment of the vertical wire for collimation — or by all three com

bined. Errors from this source can also be eliminated by the usual method of

reversing the Instrument and telescope and taking the mean.

The above test can also be3t be performed by the use of collimators arranged

in the vertical plane, see " The Collimator Apparatus " when of course the modus

operandi is the same as j ust described.

Instead of being obliged to find or make a mark at tne base of a building in

order to test the correctness of the vertical adjustment of the wyes a true vertical

plane may be had by the use of an artificial horizon.

Artificial Horizon. This may be made of mercury placed in a shallow bowl of

copper or Iron (see page 194) or it may be made of molasses, or of oil mixed with

finely powdered lamp black ; or it may be made of plane parallel glass suitably

mounted on three leveling screws, so that it can be placed in a truly horizontal posi

tion by means of a sensitive spirit-level. In the absence of any of these a bucket

full of water may serve the purpose, although the slightest air currents will cause

a ripple in the water and make observations more difficult.

To test the vertical adjustment of the wyes with the aid of an artificial horizon

proceed thus:—

Having previously verified the adjustments of the striding-level and instrument

set it as near to an elevated object as can be conveniently observed, place the arti

ficial horizon within 8 or 10 feet in front of the instrument ; level up carefully and

bring the bubble of the striding-level to the center of its graduation. Now, if with

plates clamped, the vertical wire bisects both the object and its reflection in the

artificial horizon, it is proof that the line of collimation lies in a truly vertical plane ;

but if not, remove half the difference by the wye adjustment and repeat until cor

rect. Now make a memorandum of the deviation of the bubble of the striding-level

as explained above in order to apply it as a correction in precise work.

While, with the use of an artificial horizon, it is not actually necessary, it will

be well to repeat this test with the telescope in reversed position to see if the object

and its reflected image remain bisected. If not, it will indicate that the instrument

has not been properly adjusted before the test was made.

lest of the Equality of the Cylindrical Pivots ofhorizontal axis ofrevolution by means

of the transverse striding-level resting at circle of contact in wyes. Carefully level up the

instrument by the plate level. Next verify the adjustments of the transverse strid

ing-level as explained on page 96 and then make the wye adjustment of the standards

by reversing the instrument on its vertical center and, removing half the difference if

any and repeating this operation until the bubble of the striding level remains in the cen

ter of its graduation. Now remove the striding-level, and upon reversing the telescope's

axis of revolution end for end in the bearings and placing the striding-level again on the

pivots, so that each end will be on the same side of the standard previously occupied be

fore the telescope was reversed in the bearings, see if the bubble comes back to its

center. If so, the pivots are of equal diameter, but if not, remove half the difference by

the wye adjustment and note to what extent and towards which pivot the bubble of the

striding-level moves and make a memorandum of it so that it may be applied as a cor

rection in precise work.

The test of the equality of the pivots at the circle of contact in the wyes when

the telescope Is reversible over the bearings may also be made by any of the methods

explained in the preceding paragraph for verifying the adjustment of the line of col

limation for exact motion in the vertical plane. In this case, after the horizontal

axis has been adjusted for the vertical plane with the telescope in the direct posi

tion, it is only necessary to reverse the telescope over its bearings, without unclamp-

Ing the plates, and to repeat the test for motion in the vertical plane. If correct

the pivots are of equal diameters ; but, if not, the inequality amounts to one-half

of the deviation of the line of collimation from the vertical plane, and for best

results in very steep sighting, it will be well to reverse the telescope for this pur

pose and to accept the mean of the two readings as the true result.

On the other hand, however, if the telescope Is intended only for reversal

through the standards and turning the instrument on its vertical center, as all our

Transit-Theodolites do, then for good results after the cylindrical pivots are worn,
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the wye adjustment should be made only with the telescope in its direct and proper

position in the instrument and by the striding-level alone, that is, if the latter rests

directly on the pivots as shown in No. 116. The telescope m ust then not be reversed

over the bearings.

In Transit-Theodolites having no striding-level the wye adjustment of the stan

dards, after the pivots are worn, must be made only with the telescope in direct

position as explained above and as explained on page 51 for the Engineers' transit.

If the Transit-Theodolite has a striding-level resting on special collars (as most

of these instruments are made by us for the sake of greater compactness and

portability) and the pivots and collars have become unequal in diameter from wear

and tear, then the instrument should also be treated as if it was non-reversible over

the bearings and the wye adjustment must be made with the telescope in the direct

position only by any of the methods given for ihe vertical adjustment of the wyes, and

after completion of the adjustment this difference in the reading of the striding-level

should be noted, etc., for correction as already explained.

Of course in making any of these tests for equality of collars, pivots and vertical

adjustment of the wyes, it is of the utmost importance to have the instrument balanced

as the maker intended it to be, as without this none of the above tests can be made.

It will not do for instance, to detach the vertical circle after the wye adjustment has

been made with it on the instrument, nor will it do, if a solar attachment or a side

telescope, etc. has been attached to the telescope's axis of revolution, to suppose that

the counterpoises made for each can be indiscriminately interchanged or left off at will

without disturbing the equipoise of the instrument and its adjustments. All these

parts bear a strict relation to each other and cannot therefore be changed at will without

also deranging other existing conditions of the greatest importance for a successful

working of the instrument.

Appendix to the Description of the Adjustments of the Transverse Striding-LeveL

The above tests have been given in great detail to create a familiarity with

this subject, on the part of the Engineer, that he may know the proper method to

attain results consistent with his intentions. It is important to realize how much

depends upon the degree of sensitiveness of the spirit-levels used, and upon the

power of the telescope to reveal slight differences in its pointing. The utility of

the striding-level in the finer instruments will be best understood when we consider

that the method of reversion, so useful in detecting and eliminating errors of

graduation and of collimation, is useless in detecting or eliminating deviations of

the plane of motion of the line of collimation from the vertical plane passing

through the center of the instrument. The adjustment of the vertical wire (de

scribed nr: page 49) causes the line of collimation to move in a plane perpendicular

to the horizontal axis of revolution, and the vertical adjustment of the standards,

described on page 51, renders it possible to place that plane in a vertical position

as nearly as the degree of sensitiveness of the front plate-level or the striding-level

will permit. The actual position of the plane of motion of the line of collimation

being dependent upon the levels, a want of sufficient sensitiveness in them will

cause the plane to deviate from the vertical plane passing through the center of

the instrument. The angle between these planes measures the greatest angular

amount of deviation that the line of collimation can make with the vertical plane.

This occurs when the telescope is pointing vertically upwards or downwards. —

The angular deviation of the line of collimation from the vertical plane is nvX

when the telecope is horizontal and it increases as the telescope is more and more

inclined.

When a horizontal angle is measured between points so situated that the tele

scope does not need to be changed in altitude during the observations, each point

ing deviates from the vertical plane to the same amount and in the same sense and

the error is eliminated from the observation. This, however, is rarely the case,

and when the telescope is changed in altitude during a set of observations, a de

viation of the line of collimination from the vertical plane introduces an error

which cannot be detected and which cannot be removed by repeating the angle,

and which is greatest when one pointing is made with the telescope horizontal

and the other with the telescope vertical, which can be done with some mining

transits.
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The above reasoning assumes that the deviation of the plane of motion from the

vertical plane is constant or can be maintained constant during a set of obser

vations. Tnis, however, is far from beiDg assured in ordinary instruments. The

position of the plane of motion depends upon the accuracy of the adjustment and

upon the degree of sensitiveness of the front plate-level, or of the striding-

level. Their sensitiveness should therefore be such that the plane of motion shall

not deviate from the vertical plane by an ntnount Inconsistent with the degree of

precision expected of the instrument. That is to say, levels whose sensitiveness is

suitable for an instrument reading to minutes would be insufficient In sensitiveness

for an instrument reading to ten seconds. We have seen cases where the more

ordinary Engineers' Transits were provided with front plate-levels which would hardly

indicate five minutes of arc in an instrument reading to thirty seconds. With such

an instrument the plane of motion of the line of collimation cannot therefore be con

trolled within five minutes of arc, from a true vertical plane and all horizontal angles

measured by it are influenced by the uncertainty arising from this defect.

The importance of knowing the degree of sensitiveness of the levels of the finer

instruments is very great and on this account, it is usual for us to send with such in

struments a statement giving the value of the divisions of the levels in seconds of arc.

The sensitiveness of the transverse striding-level is made much greater than that

of the plate-levels, and in such instruments the latter serve principally to level up

approximately. Its greater sensitiveness is of especial importance in Mining transits,

as steep sighting is the rule in mining surveying.

The Adjustments of the Arc, or of the Full Vertical Circle with

Double Opposite Verniers.

In the Engineer's Transits provided with an arc or full vertical circle, the ad

justment of its verniers to read zero when the telescope and plates are level should

be made as described on page 51 , in order to make the instruments serviceable for

reading vertical angles.

When the vertical circle is, however, provided with double opposite verniers, as

shown in No lc, Style 0, page 147, or as in Tachymeter No. lg, the adjustment

of the vernier zeros for a normal position should be made by the two opposing

capstan-headed sorews attached to the vernier frame ; but if the telescope is revers

ible over the bearings also, requiring a separate tangent screw, as shown in our

Universal Mining Transit No. 8, and in Transit Theodolites No. 11a and No. lib,

then the adjustment of the vernier zeros for position must be made by the vernier

frame's tangent screw. See " Instructions for Using our Universal Mining Transit,"

pa*e 177.

If the vertical circle has a separate level attached to the frame carrying the

double opposite verniers, as shown in Mining Transit No. 8, and in Transit-Theod

olites Nos. 11a and lib, etc., then the adjustment of this level and verniers for

position must be made as described on page 177, so of which we will repeat here

much as properly belongs to this subject.

Place the telescope in the horizontal plane by means of its tangent screw, then

move the vernier frames' tangent screw until the zero line of the double verniers,

marked A, is in coincidence with the zero line of the vertical circle, and now raise

or lower the adjusting screw of this level, as the case may be, until the bubble is

in the center of its tube.

It is now supposed that the zero line of the double opposite verniers, marked

B, is also in coincidence with that of the vertical circle. If not, the verniers

marked B can be moved after releasing the capstan-headed screws, until both zero

lines on that side of the vertical circle are also in coincidence. However, this is a

very laborious proceeding for those uninitiated in this work, and as it cannot

always be made quite exact, owing to the mode of mounting tne vertical circle on

the telescope's axis, it will be found easiest to eliminate errors of excentricity

in the graduation of the vertical circle and verniers by reversing the telescope and

taking the mean of the readings. The vertical circle is graduated from 0° to 90°

and back, and the verniers are double, so that angles of elevation and depression

can be read with ease and dispatch.
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The Adjustments of the Auxiliary Telescopes of Mining

Transits.

The Detachable Side-Telescope.

This telescope, illustrated on page 164 , as ordinarily made, is attached to the

transverse axis of the main telescope by means of a hub, which is screwed upon a pro

longation of this axis beyond the standards. The hub contains an independent hori

zontal axis upon which the side-telescope may be revolved, and to which it may bo

clamped. The side-telescope is usually set parallel to the main telescope, and look

ing in the same direction, but it may be set so that it is inclined at a given vertic al

angle when the main telescope is horizontal. A counterpoise is attached to the othi r

end of the transverse axis of the main telescope, so as to balance the weight of tlie

side-telescope and retain that axis horizontal when the side-telescope is in use. The

side-telescope is mainly intended as an auxiliary in measuring vertical angles, and it

is on this account that the simple means of attaching it to the transit, here described,

has been adopted by us as sufficient for the purpose, although it will be very diffi

cult to place its line of collimation truly parallel to the main telescope for all focus

sing positions of the object-slide. When greater accuracy and greater permanency

in the adjustments are desired, our Universal Mining Transit No. 8, page 172,

should be chosen. This has duplex telescope bearings, one set of bearings being

placed excentrically, so as to permit of vertical sighting up or down a shaft with the

main telescope alone.

The adjustments of the detachable side-telescope are as follows : —

1. To place its vertical wire perpendicular to the transverse axis of the instru

ment. Attach the side-telescope aDd the counterpoise to the transverse axis.

Clamp the side-telescope slightly to its hub, bisect a point by its vertical wire and

move the main telescope on its horizontal axis of revolution. If the point remains

bisected by the vertical wire of the side-telescope throughout its entire length this

adjustment is correct. If not, loosen the capstan-headed screws and rotate the

reticule bearing the wires, as explained on page 48, until the wire bisects the point

throughout its entire length. Then slightly tighten the capstan-headed screws as

explained in ' ' Some Kemarks Concerning Instrument Adj ustments," page 24. Also

see footnote on page 49.

2. To place the intersection of the cross-wires of the side-telescope in its line

of collimation. This may be done in several ways.

(a) The side-telescope being detachable, it could be adjusted by rotating it in

wyes, were any at hand. Such wyes, as we have shown before, may be impro

vised by cutting the proper shapes out of thin wood, and fastening a pair of them

to a board in an upright position. The distance between them should be such that

the telescope may rest upon the outside of the mounting of the object-glass and

against its shoulder where the cap is placed, and upon the tube near the cross-

wires when practicable. The improvised wyes being placed on a firm support

and fastened so that they will not move, the side-telescope may be revolved in

them, and the wires may be placed in the line of collimation as in a wye-level, usin;;

a distant point. The horizontal wire, being the more important one in the side-

telescope, should be placed with some care.

(b) This adjustment for collimation may be made without removing the side-

telescope, if for the adjustment of the horizontal wire, a small spirit-level* mounted

on a metal base, similar to those described on page 127, is at hand. Then proceed

thus :

Adjustment of the horizontal wire, First, level up the instrument by its plate

levels. Then, placing the main telescope in a horizontal position by its level,

find a well-defined object, such as the target of a leveling rod, distant about 300 feet.

Now clamp the side-telescope when in a nearly horizontal position to its hub, and

placing the auxiliary level, which has been previously adjusted, longitudinally on

the side-telescope bring its bubble to the center of the tube by means of the tan-

* Such a spirit-level mounted in a cast-iron frame, and good enough for this purpose if carefully selected,
can be bought in any of the better equipped hardware stores.
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gent screw of the main telescope and now, by turning the instrument on its vertical

center see if the horizontal wire of the side-telescope bisects the object or target

also. If so, this adjustment is made, but if not, it must be completed by movingthe

vertical capstan-headed screws as explained in foot-note, page 49.

To verity this adjustment, the side-telescope may be reversed on its horizontal

axis of revolution and clamped to its hub when nearly in the same level plane.

Then turn the instrument a little more than 180° on its vertical center, place the

auxiliary level on the side-telescope, same as before, and bring the bubble to the

center of its tube by means of the vertical tangent screw. If now, when the side-

telescope is in the reversed position the horizontal wire bisects the object also, this

adjustment is completed, but if it does not then the horizontal wire must be moved

again to a point half-way between the two readings.

This adjustment may also be made by the auxiliary level alone or by means of

a striding-level without the aid of the main telescope. (See adjustment of the

horizontal wire of the Engineer's transit telescope by means of the longitudinal

striding-level, page 96.)

Adjustment of the vertical wire. Select a well defined object, as a church spire,

distant 5 or 6 miles. Bisect it with the vertical wire of the main telescope, and

without moving the instrument, look through the side-telescope and note whether

the object is also bisected by its vertical wire. If not, make the adjustment by

moving its vertical wire by the horizontal capstan-headed screws, until the object

is bisected also. The distance between the two telescopes being only a few

inches, the vertical wires will cover so great a width, if the object be sufficiently

distant, that the effect of the excentricity of the side-telescope will be almost im

perceptible and the same distant point may be used for each telescope.

(c) When a distant object is not available, measure with a pair of dividers the ex

centricity of the side-telescope, which is the distance between the centers of the two

telescopes. Then transfer it to the face of a wall as far distant as practicable and

make two marks whose horizontal distance apart is equal to this excentricity. Bisect

one of these marks by the vertical wire of the main telescope and then look through

the side-telescope and note whether the other mark is bisected by its vertical wire. If

not, make it do so by moving the cross-wires of the side-telescope as described on page

49. The direction of the lines of sight should be at right angles to the surface upon

which the two marks are made.

The position of the side-telescope with respect to the main telescope should be

assured whenever the former is to be used. This may be done as follows : find a mark

that is bisected by the horizontal wire of the main telescope. Then turn the instru

ment on its vertical axis and notice whether the horizontal wire of the side-telescope

bisects the same mark. If so, firmly clamp the side-telescope to its hub. If not,

gently tap one end of the side-telescope, which hitherto has only been loosely clamped,

until its horizontal wire coincides with the mark and then clamp the side-telescope to

its hub. The telescopes are now set to correspond with the zero of the vertical circle.

To place the telescopes at an angle with each other. Level up and fix a mark

when the main telescope is level. Then raise or depress the main telescope the required

angle and clamp the horizontal axis. Now move the side-telescope until its horizontal

wire bisects the mark and clamp it firmly to its hub. During an extended operation with

the side-telescope, the relative position of the two telescopes should be verified from

time to time to detect any disturbance of the side-telescope.

Transits having the telescope mounted at the end of the horizontal axis of revolu

tion are sometimes used in mines ; or, as shown in the Alt.-Azimuths Nos. 15a and 15b,

this construction is used in some instruments for geodetic and smaller astronomical

work. The adjustment of such a telescope for collimation may therefore be explained

in this connection. The following method is as simple as any : —

Select a well-defined object, as a church-spire, distant at least 5 or 6 miles. The

^istrument being leveled, bisect the object with the vertical wire and read the verniers

of the horizontal limb. Then turn the vernier plate so as to read exactly 180° different

from the previous reading, and revolve the telescope. If the vertical wire is adjusted

for collimation it will again bisect the distant object, since the space covered by the

cross-wires on an object at such a distance will be much greater than the change in the

position of the telescope as caused by its excentricity from the center of the instrument.

If it does not again bisect the object, correct one-half the error by means of the hori

zontal capstan-headed screws as explained in the footnote on page 49.

-
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The adjustment of the horizontal wire for collimation may be made by selecting

one of the methods best adapted for a particular design of telescope, as described

on page 94 for a telescope provided with a fixed level. If the telescope has a longi

tudinal striding-level this adjustment should be made by the method explained on

page 96.

These two adjustments should be repeated until both are correct.

To mearure the excentricity of the telescope, set up the instrument as near to

a wall or other vertical object as possible. Draw a horizontal line upon the wall

at a convenient height. Point the telescope exactly at right angles to the wall,

mark where the vertical wire intersects the line just drawn, and read the verniers

of the horizontal limb. Turn the vernier plate exactly 180°, revolve the telescope

and make a second mark where the vertical wire now intersects the line. The dis

tance between these two marks will be twice the excentricity of the telescope.

When using an instrument of this description for short sights, it is very con

venient to use sighting poles with excentric targets, or an offset at the foot of the

pole corresponding to the excentricity of the telescope.

The Auxiliary Top-Telescope,

Now superseded by the interchangeable auxiliary telescope, see styles I and II.

This auxiliary, as previously made by us, was mounted in adjustable wyes on standards permanently
fixed to the main telescope, so that both lines of sight could be made parallel. The weight of the top tele
scope was balanced by a counterpoise attached to astern also permanently fixed to the cross-axis of the main
telescope. When the top telescope was not in use it was kept in the instrument box, while the standards and
counterpoise stem were permanently fixed to the main telescope so as to avoid frequent and tedious adjustments.
This feature made the instrument troublesome and unwieldy for the more ordinary work in mines, and still
less convenient for surface work.

This improvement when first introduced by us superseded all other forms of top telescopes as made by
others whose main object seemed to be simply to straddle another telescope above the main one (a mere com
mercial article, not an instrument of precision) for the purpose of steep sighting. But since the line of sight
of such a telescope can never be placed truly at right angles to the cross-axis, the line of collimation does not
move in a truly vertical plane, therefore horizontal angles measured between points differing greatly In eleva
tion orin distance are never correct.

It can also be readily seen that the telescope of a solar attachment as commonly made, having no means
of lateral adjustment to the main telescope, is insufficient in this respect (even leaving aside its low power and
aperture) and cannot meet the requirements properly. The adjustment by which the line of collimation of top
telescope is placed in the same vertical plane as that of the main telescope is just as important as that of
the main telescope itself.

A most convenient and practical device having all the advantages of that former style, i. e., means of
adjusting the line of collimation parallel to that of th? main telescope, so that after having been removed
it will retain its adjustments when again attached, is our new mounting of the top telescope by means of
threaded studs. This enables the engineer to read horizontal angles when the main telescope cannot be
used, obviating the making of corrections for the eccentricity of the telescope.

Patent Adjustable Top Telescope.

This device consists of an adjustable trivet and an auxiliary telescope (see page

165) and an open central pillar, which latter screws to a threaded stud cast on or

permanently secured to the cross-axis of the main telescope. When not needed,

the auxiliary telescope and its counterpoise may be returned to the box and the

instrument is free of incumbrances, save the stem for the counterpoise and the

stud to which the central pillar carrying the auxiliary telescope is attached, and is

ready for surface work. If desired, the top telescope may be entirely unscrewed

from the central pillar, leaving the latter attached to the main telescope.

The Adjustment of the Auxiliary Telescope used as a Top Telescope: —

It is assumed that all adjustments of the transit proper have been made, that is,

that the plate and telescope levels, the line of collimation, the vertical plane, etc.,

have been verified and corrected, and that the verniers of the vertical circle read

zero when plates are leveled up and that the bubble of the telescope level is in the

center of its graduation.

The adjustment of Line of Collimation of Auxiliary Telescope : First examine the

coincidence of the intersection of the cross wires with the optical axis. This may

be done by rotating the telescope in improvised wyes of wood (see p. 104), or by

rotating it in the socket of the pillar [as sometimes made by us] by unscrewing it

about one turn, when the adjustment is made by moving the capstan headed

screws as described it footnote, p. 49. The telescope must now be screwed to its

bearing in such a manner that the cross-wires are parallel to those of the main
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telescope— to be verified as explained in " To make the vertical wire perpendicu

lar to the plane of the horizontal axis," etc., p. 48.

To place the line, of collimation of the auxiliary telescope in the tame vertical plane

with that of the main telescope. Bisect a distant object with the vertical wire of the

main telescope ; see if the vertical wire of the auxiliary telescope also bisects the same

point. If not, move the auxiliary telescope by means of the pair of opposing milled-

headed screws attached to its pillar nearer the eye-end until the distant object is

bisected at the same time by both vertical wires. Now focus the main telescope on a

near object and see if the vertical wire of the auxiliary telescope bisects the same

point as the vertical wire of the main telescope. If not, make the adjustment by

means of the pair of capstan-headed opposing screws on one side of the adjusting

trivets of the pillar. Then re-examine both wires for coincidence with the distant

object, using the mllled-headed screws, and also repeat the adjustment for near object

if necessary. The two lines of collimation are now in the same vertical plane.

To adjust the top telescope so that both horizontal wires bisect the same distant

object. Bisect a distant object with the horizontal wire of the main telescope, and see

whether the horizontal wire of the auxiliary telescope bisects the same point. If not,

make the coincidence by means of the pair of opposing capstan screws in the trivets

near the milled-headed screws. This being done, both these adjustments should be

verified and repeated if necessary. These adjustments once carefully made assure

the exact parallelism of both telescopes and will not require repetition except at long

Intervals, or after an Injury.

The distance between the lines of sight of the two telescopes should be carefully

measured by sighting at a vertical line on a wall — the telescopes being horizontal —

when the distance between the intersections of the two horizontal wires on the line will

be the eccentricity of the top telescope, for which every vertical angle measured with

it should be corrected.

The adjustment of the extra level (if any is provided in place of a striding level,

see footnote, page 158) near the eye-end of the telescope, as shown in the cut p. 165,

is dependent on that of the telescope in the vertical plane. This latter must be verified,

as explained on page 51, before this level can be adjusted by reversing, as in case of

the plate levels.

Patent Adjustable and Interchangeable Auxiliary

Telescope.

Style II with adjustable trivet, page 165.

In this device the auxiliary telescope is the same as described under " Patent

Adjustable Top Telescope" (see cut, page 167), but it is so arranged that it can be

attached (interchangeably) on top or at the side of the cross-axis of the transit and

readily ranged into line with the main telescope. The excentricity will be the

same in both cases. One counterpoise will be sufficient for both positions.

This improvement used as a side telescope cannot, however, be carried out

with all instruments, since the cross-axis requires an extension ending In a

threaded stud beyond the standards, and this to be enduring can be made only on

the original instrument and cannot be attached to an old axis. From this it will

be seen that this is only applicable to new instruments when so ordered.

The auxiliary telescope detaches from a stem permanently fixed to the cross-

axis so that the excentricity is the same when it is placed on the side. It does not

revolve on an independent hub, as before, with which style there was always

danger of accidentally changing its position, but this device is simply ranged into

line with the main telescope by use of the milled-head screws. However, to meet

every want arising in a mine, it is provided with a clamp ring and capstan-headed

screw, by which the auxiliary telescope may be changed on its hub and per

manently secured in any position. When used as a side telescope the fine adjust

ment by the trivets is not so essential as is the case when used as a top telescope,

where the accuracy cannot be too great and where the trivets are therefore essen

tial, since the top telescope is then really the main telescope for measuring hori

zontal-angles. To use it in measuring horizontal angles it is only necessary to bi

sect with the vertical wire of the main telescope as distant a point as can be found

in a mine, then by means of the milled headed opposing tangent screws, and by

slightly revolving the transverse axis of the main telescope, the vertical wire of

the auxiliary one must also be made to bisect the same point.

To use it as a side telescope for vertical angles the procedure is exactly simi
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lar to the above, and differs only in so far as the now horizontal wire of the auxili

ary telescope must be made to bisect a point previously bisected by the horizontal

wire of the main telescope. This is done by slightly turning the vernier plate on

its vertical axis and by making use of the same milled-headed tangent screws.

Thus it will be seen that the ready interchangeability of the auxiliary telescope

enables one to read horizontal as well as vertical angles when the main telescope

cannot be used, obviating the making of corrections for the excentricity of the tele

scope in both positions.

Style I, with non-adjustable central post (see page 165a).

The general design of this arrangement of attaching the interchangeable tele

scope and the method of manipulating it are quite similar to that described under

style II. It differs from the latter only in so far as it is not provided with an ad

justable trivet. In this device Style I, the auxiliary telescope screws direct upon

an open central vertical post cast in one piece with the transverse axis to secure

great rigidity, the degree of accuracy of the result depending in a large measure

upon the degree of accuracy with which the center of the pillar, and the line of

collimation of the principal (then vertical) wire of the auxiliary telescope are

made to lie in the same vertical plane as the optical axis of the main telescope or

parallel to it. With the care given to it and special machinery used for it, this

condition, difficult as it is, is secured to an extent which leaves little to be desired

for all practical purposes. As the auxiliary telescope is interchangeable from top

to side there is really need of but one wire, which we will designate as the princi

pal wire. This, when the auxiliary is mounted on top, is the vertical wire, and

when on the side becomes the horizontal wire. Therefore it will be seen that

when the auxiliary is mounted on top the line of collimation of its horizontal wire

is immaterial, as no vertical angles will then be measured. When the latter are to

be measured the engineer will then mount the auxiliary on the side, when in turn

the vertical wire becomes immaterial. The auxiliary telescope is provided with

two milled-headed opposing screws (same as in style II), for ranging in line with

the main telescope.

Style I being more rigid, simpler and cheaper than style II, is now recom

mended. In neither of the two styles does the auxiliary telescope ordinarily

revolve in a socket for the purpose of making the adjustment of collimation, and

coincidence of the cross-wires and optical axis must be verified by the use of impro

vised wooden wyes (see above) should it become necessary.

The success which the interchangeable auxiliary telescope has achieved, both

here and abroad, since first invented by this firm in 1895 is somewhat phenomenal.

It shows that this combination is the most applicable one in solving the difficult

problems arising in mine engineering. For this reason every preparation has

been made to meet the demand and new improvements are added as experience

may suggest. All our top telescopes are therefore now made interchangeable.

Credit is due, in working out the feasibility of using the top and side telescope

interchangeably, to Mr. Dunbar D. Scott, mining engineer, for several valuable

suggestions gathered from his experience and needs in mine work.

The Use of the Interchangeable Auxiliary Telescope

for Astronomical Observations.

Besides its ordinary use for steep sighting in mines, the interchangeable auxiliary

telescope, as described in the foregoing article, will at times be found very useful as

an astronomical instrument. It is particularly advisable in making latitude observa

tions by meridian altitude and in observing transits across the meridian for time. As

a rule when the prism is attached to the eye-piece of the main telescope it is not pos

sible with the engineer's mining transit to point the telescope at a greater angle of

elevation than about 70°, consequently it would be impossible to make solar observa

tions at a latitude lower than 40° when the sun is at its greatest declination or obser

vation on stars near the zenith. However, by attaching the prism to the auxiliary telescope

used asatoporsideteleseope,these observattonsmaybemade withease and thisdiraculty overcome

In making latitude observations the interchangeable auxiliary telescope should be

attached at the side ; and its horizontal wire is then, by means of the two oppos

ing tangent screws, made to correspond to the line of collimation of that of the main

telescope by bisecting with both telescopes some distant and well-defined object : then,

if a meridian mark is used (which is not absolutely necessary), the transit should be

set up in the meridian by the main telescope and the pointing on the sun or star may be

made with the auxiliary telescope with or without the prism, as conditions may require.

In observing transits the auxiliary telescope should be mounted on top and ranged

into line with the vertical wire of the main telescope by using the two opposing

screws as explained.
In making solar and stellar observations with the main telescope and prism attachment, the tele

scope should always be reversed through the standards with the objective down instead of up
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Why do different Magnetic Needles not always point

in the same direction, though observed at the same

place and time ?

A close observer of the compasses used in surveying instruments must have

noticed that the exterior shape of the magnetic needles, forming part thereof, frequently

differs as much as do the styles of the instruments themselves. In some cases the

needle consists of a bar of thin steel, oblong in shape, which rests flotwise on its sup

porting pin, so that its greatest superficial area lies in the horizontal plane as shown in

Fig. 1. In others, as represented in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, the shapes are modifications of

the above in a greater or less degree, inasmuch as their longer transverse dimensions -

whether at the ends or center— also lie in the horizontal direction. Some magnetic

needles carry a graduated circle or verniers, as the case may be, as seen in Figs. 5 and

6, whose zero points are supposed to lie in the geometrical axis of the needle ; some are

placed edgewise, so that the greatest superficial area lies in the vertical plane. There

are also (lipping needles to measure the vertical intensity of the earth's magnetism ;

short and stubby needles with aluminum extensions for galvanometers ; complex nee

dles, made in sections, used in marine compasses, and cylindrical or tubular forms used

in scientific research. (Needles of the last mentioned type are not read by observing

the ends, but by means of mirrors attached at the middle similar to those on a magnet

ometer. ) Figs. 9, 10 and 11 show the principal types of the last mentioned needles.*

Since these latter forms are never met with in surveying instruments, we shall not

consider them here, except to show the different styles of needles in vogue — suffice it

to s iy that some of the shapes are simply selected by their propounders for the larger

superficial area which they have, compared with others, according to the purposes ior

which they are intended ; for it is well known that the larger the superficial area, com

bined with a minimum weight, the more delicate will the magnetic needle be ; thus, a

needle made of a very thin steel tube will be capable of receiving and retaining a greater

charge of magnetic force, and, also being very light — preventing wear of the cap and

pin — it is easily influenced to assume the direction of the magnetic meridian in

azimuth.

However, we wish to remark here that it is not so important that the needle of a

surveying instrument should have a great magnetic intensity up or nearly to saturation

— whicli it may receive according to its superficial area and degree of hardness— as it

is that it should have as constant an amount as possible, be it great or small. Of

course such a needle should not have a surcharge, which it is apt to receive if im

properly hardened, because its intensity is liable to be diminished and the needle

thrown out of balance thereby, from time to time requiring a readjustment of its

counterpoise for the same latitude in which it is used.

It is all-essential that a well constituted needle should have a proper symmetrical

form as regards the longitudinal axis, and that it should be supported on a pivot as free

from friction as it is possible for human ingenuity and skill to contrive. Besides the

necessity of proper form and suspension, the quality and degree of hardness of the

steel, length of the needle, and lastly the strength of its magnetic force, whether

imparted by an auxiliary magnet or the more powerful electric battery and coil, have a

most important influence on the behavior of a needle.

Returning to Fig. 1 we see exemplified the flat bar, and in Fig. 7 the edge bar

needle as used in surveyors' compasses, but as all the intermediate styles of needles are

simply modifications of the flat oblong form in order to be light in weight, partaking

of the same principle that is involved, we shall consider these two forms almost exclu

sively. It remains therefore, for us to show in how far the exterior shape of a needle

— whether of a faulty design or imperfect construction— may affect its reading, inas

much as its geometrical axis, that is, the line passing through its ends and the center

* The largest and most delicate magnetic needle with which the writer is acquainted is that of the large
magnetometer in the University of Marburg, made of a solid bar of steel two feet long and weighing about
twenty-five pounds. It was suspended from the ceiling by a strand of silk fibers, and was provided with
mirrors so that any oscillation could easily be read by the use of a scale and theodolite. This instrument was
made after the style of Gauss' instrument, and with it many observations were made to determine the diurnal
and annual changes in the magnetic meridian at that place during the younger days of the writer.
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point in the needle cap, may not coincide with its magnetic axis, which lies in the plane

passing vertically through its poles and in which the magnetic meridian is contained.

However, to get a complete understanding of the matter, we must go back to the

ingot from which the steel of the needle was produced. If we remove a portion of the

outer crust of a steel ingot or other casting and carefully examine the surface laid bare

with a magnifying glass, we shall find that what seemed to the naked eye as a solid mass

is now a spongy one, with numberless small and large cavities or blow holes. It is only

by forging and rolling into bars and sheets, at the mill, that the metal becomes at ail

homogeneous. Some of the cavities not being welded, are elongated in the direction of

the rolling, and form veins, flaw3 or blisters according to size, thus imparting to the bar

or sheet a structural grain or fiber, which, while always traceable in poor steel, can only

be detected in degree when the ingot has been converted into fine steel. In the absence

of information to the contrary it is therefore but natural for the writer to "believe that

when a needle is being magnetized its resulting magnetic axis will in all likelihood tend

to run in the direction of the general trend of this grain without strict regard to the

geometrical axis, with which it may then be at an angle. The above divergence of these

two axes may, therefore, be considered as one cause of the observed fact — that two

needles, though of the same size and shape, other things being equal, may not read exactly

the same when observed at the same place and time.

If, on the other hand, these two axes (magnetic and geometrical) do coincide, there

will be no deviation, and two or any number of needles will read alike under the con

ditions above mentioned, if tested in the same compass.

Notwithstanding the fact that it is, in practice, very difficult to attain the desired

result on account of the difficulty of tracing the grain, the writer would and does insist

that the steel used in the construction of needles for surveying instruments shall not be

forged, but shall be cut from fine shear steel, in the direction in which it was rolled, and

be treated in such a manner as to ensure as near a parallelism of the structural grain

with the geometrical axis as possible. Yet in spite of the utmost care and skill con

sequent minor magnetic poles are probably present, and there is almost certain to be a

deviation of these two axes, and this deviation will vary in magnitude with the quality of

the material and grain, the design, width and length of the needle, and the mechani

cal skill with which its outlines in azimuth have been made, as also with the degree of

accuracy with which the point of suspension has been located in the geometrical axis.

While it may seem that just here the instrument maker's real work should begin

in the testing and adjusting of these axes by grinding off a little from one side or the

other, as the case may be, to insure a coincidence of the two axes, he, as a rule, will

stop here either from lack of understanding or from want of necessary apparatus and a

secluded space free from iron and provided with well defined meridian marks estab

lished by means of collimators or natural objects.

His chief reason for not doing this, however, may be said to be the fact that neither

he nor the surveyor wish to bear the added expense.

For this and other reasons the scientist, not wishing to depend upon mechanical

skill for good results, adopts the method of reversion, by means of which errors from

this source can be entirely eliminated.

Therefore, the needle used in his investigations (See Fig. A) can be reversed by

simply turning the needle upside down (the cap having been changed from the top to

the bottom side of the needle) on the center bearing point, so that he can use the mean

of the readings of each end in both the direct and reverse position as the result

sought.

If the surveyor is desirous of making some such test he can do so readily, not by

changing the center cap as above noted, for he cannot do so with American instru

ments, as the center cap is firmly fixed to the needle, but, by first taking a careful read

ing of both ends of the needle, he can, by means of a strong magnet, reverse the pole9

of the needle,* and, after rebalancing, read again the two ends, thus obtaining a read

ing correct in a measure and approximately finding the constant of his needle, which

he can use when needed for important work.

The constant of the needle is therefore the angle that the magnetic axis makes with

the geometrical axis.

If a needle has aluminum extension arms, as in galvanometers, Fig. 9, or a circle

attached as in the case of prismatic compasses, Fig. 5, or if it is provided with verniers

as in some compasses, Fig. 6, then the constant of the needle, or the index error is the

•Accidental changing of the poles by carrying the instrument on an electric car near the motor has been

noticed by the writer, and has explained what, at first, seemed to be very queer behavior on the part of the
ueedle.
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angle that the zeros of the graduations or extensions (supposed to be in coincidence

with the geometric axis) makes with the magnetic axis. As a rule, needles of the latter

type always do have such an index error in addition to those arising from eccentricity

of graduation and the difficulty encountered by the maker to determine the magnetic

axis.

While the methods of reversion for eliminating errors of eccentricity and non-

coincidence of the principal axes just described are good for scientific research, they

are ill adapted for the work of the surveyor.

A surveyor's comp.iss i9 ordinarily graduated to single degrees, and a fine instru

ment is seldom divided to read to less than one-half degree directly or from six to ten

minutes by estimation ; therefore it is useless to try to arrive at results closer than

these. A needle will serve its purpose well if the two principal axes coincide within

the degree of accuracy obtainable with its length and with the compass as a whole.

The following question may now properly present itself : What is the best form

for a magnetic needle for the surveyor in order that it shall be so nearly free from

errors due to the above causes as not to require reversion and yet to come within the

degree of accuracy obtainable in practice ? If now we have recourse to Fig. 1

and such modifications of the shape there shown as is delineated in Figs. 2, 3

and 4, we shall see that since the greatest superficial area lies in the azimuthal

plane, deviations of the two axes cannot be infrequent, and, therefore, these

shapes are not well adapted for surveying instruments. Fig. 4, in particular,

presents the curious combination of a large surface at the ends and a small one at the

hub. This increased spread of surface by the arrow-shaped ends renders the needle

especially liable to this defect without so much as compensating for it in greater

magnetic intensity as was probably the supposition, since the arms connecting it with

the central hub are quite narrow and limit the magnetic intensity. This faulty design

is probably based on the supposition that since in a well hardened and well constructed

needle the magnetic intensity is greatest at or near the extreme ends, gradually weaken

ing towards the centerwhere it becomes quite indifferent, that if the ends are made big

the needle will the more readily assume the magnetic direction.

On the other hand, the edge bar needle as made by C. L. Berger & Sons and shown in

Fig. 7, with its greatest superficial area in the vertical plane, reduces the chances of a

non-coincidence of the two principal axes in the azimuthal plane to a minimum. In

order to add strength and stability to this needle it is made thicker at the middle than

at the ends, which are quite thin.

If in the manufacture of a needle of this form the arms are bent so as to be

symmetrical to the axis passing through the center of the needle cap and at right angles

to the line connecting the ends of the needle, as shown in the exaggerated diagram,

Fig. 8, the magnetic axis will be contained in a plane parallel to the vertical plane pass

ing through the ends of the needle and a little removed from it.

The error in the reading introduced by this small distance will be very small com

pared with the error due to the eccentricity caused by the above mentioned bending.

But, supposing the case that in a badly constructed needle of this class one arm is bent

more irregularly than the other, so as to unsymmetrically distribute the mass of the

metal of the needle, then the resultant polarity consequent upon the irregular distribu-

toin of masses of the metal may be slightly at an angle to the line passing through the

ends of the needle, causing an error due to the divergence still very small as compared

with the error due to the eccentricity such a needle would have.

So far in the foregoing explanation we have dealt with the magnetic needle alone.

It will now be necessary to treat this task in relation to other functional parts that go

to make up a surveying instrument, since there are other causes, which, singly or com

bined, may conduce to produce the differences mentioned in the reading of different

needles.

However, before dealing with this subject in its further complexity in relation to

the compass and instrument, we first of all take it for granted that there be no local

attraction in *he instrument itself or by any iron concealed on the person of the

observer.*

•To determine whether an instrument itself has any iron in it to disturb the needle, it is a good plan, after

setting the transit so that both compass needle and the vernier read zero, to go around the circle, setting the
vernier ahead ten degrees each time, and noting whether the compass needle also describes an arc of precisely
ten degrees. If it does not, there is some local attraction. Before making this test it will be well to first test
the needle as to sharpness of pivot — mentioned later on — and to breathe on the glass cover of the compasr
and on the rubber frame of the reading glass so as to remove any electricity which may be present. Both at
these articles being insulators are very easily electrified by the process of cleaning in a dry atmosphere, thereby

affecting temporarily the reading of the needle.
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Next we assume that the graduation of the compass is a good one and that the

pivot on which the needle rests is in the center of the graduation, and that both ends of

the needle read precisely 180° apart.

Next, that the needle will be so sensitive that when deflected from its pointing by

the outside attraction of a piece of iron held about a foot or so away from it, it will settle

to its original position several times in succession. This sensitiveness depends on the

form and sharpness of the pivot, strength of its magnetism and its bearing upon the

finely polished jewel or steel cap. (It is generally owing to the dulling of the point and

the scratching of the cap that a needle becomes sluggish and refuses to return to the same

point)

Then the extreme ends of the needle should come close to the graduation and,

together with the point of suspension, lie in the same plane with it, so as avoid parallax

in reading. It is also important that the center of gravity of the needle be as far below

this plane as possible in order that the quivering of the needle, so necessary to insure

the proper settling of the needle on the pivot, shall not be annoying. If the extreme

ends of the needle and the point of suspension are in the plane of the graduation, the

quivering motion will not be annoying, since the extreme ends lie in the axis of quiver

ing and consequently are stationary, as shown in Figs. 3, 4, 7 and 9. In Figs. 1 and 2

the plane in which the needle and its ends are contained is much below the axis of

quivering which lies in the point of suspension and in consequence such needles can

only be read when they have ceased quivering.

With a compass constructed as above we see no reason why its needle, or any

number of needles of the same shape as shown in Fig. 7, should not give the same

reading as long as the compass and its immediate surroundings remain undisturbed.

Our task of showing that in a theoretically perfect compass the needle will always

assume magnetic North and South,— debarring erratic oscillations due to earth cur

rents — would, therefore seem to be ended were it not for the fact that in a surveying

Instrument a sighting arrangement, telescopic or otherwise, must be provided, by

means of which natural objects can be viewed and their relative positions in azimuth

determined with regard to the stationary pointing of the needle in the magnetio

meridian, affording a means for measuring angles and tracing lines. Seen from this

standpoint, it is therefore all-important that the plane passing through the slits of a

surveyor's compass, in which the line of sight is contained, be truly in line with the

zero points of the graduated ring and at right angles to the plane of the same. With

the transit, the line of sight, as defined by the optical axis of the object-glass and the

cross wires of the telescope, must not only revolve in a vertical plane in which the line

of collimation is contained, but this vertical plane must also either cut the zeros of the

graduations or at least be parallel to the plane passing through them. This condition

is, however, so difficult of attainment in instruments fitted with a telescope, and in

cases where it may exist it is so very apt to become deranged, that the writer is sure '

that right here the principal cause can be found for most of the differences observed in

the reading of the needles of different instruments, though observed at the same time

and place. To illustrate this: suppose we bisect a distant natural object with the

cross wires of different instruments whose lines of collimation are in perfect adjust

ment, then the readings of the needles — assumed to have both of their principal axes

in coincidence— would be the same if the zero points of the compasses are contained

in the vertical plane of the line of sight. But, if on the other hand the initial points of

the compass are not contained in the vertical plane of the line of sight the reading must

differ by an amount equal to the angle of this divergence in any one of the different

instruments. This index error, while often of no account in ordinary instruments, will

exist nevertheless, and must always be looked for even in the best class of instruments,

since in the field use of an instrument and by rough handling it is very liable to

change.

This is particularly the case where a telescope is involved, since in its construction

we have to deal with the optical axis, which, of itself, is of a very complex nature and

subject to changes affecting its line of collimation in relation to the compass, and

because of the changes occurring by rough handling in the position of the standards

carrying the wve bearings of the telescope's axis of revolution in the customary instru

ments. Therefore, in order to eliminate all the errors due to the change of the line of

sight with regard to the zero points of the compass, the instrument should be tested

before any important work is undertaken with the needle.

Before proceeding to determine the index error or constant of the compass of a

transit, it will be well to verify the adjustment of the line of collimation as well as its

motion in the vertical plane. Then, having previously established a meridian line by
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three points in line, point the telescope to the mark at the North, read the needle at

both ends, and, in order to eliminate all errors of eccentricity of the graduation or

needle and thereby arrive at correct results, the instrument should be reversed on its

vertical axis and the telescope again pointed to the mark at the north end as before and

another reading taken from both ends of the needle.

The average of the four results will be the combination of both the index and

magnetic errors and that of the declination of the needle — the latter being the angle

the magnetic meridian makes with the astronomical meridian at the place of observa

tion. Naturally, then, in a theoretically perfect instrument the reading of a needle at a

place where East and West declinations join, would be zero when the cross wires bisect

the meridian mark. However, as in the field use no instrument will retain its fine

qualities and adjustments, it will be best not to depend on them, but to determine the

index error and constant of the needle combined simultaneously, from time to time, by

an observation on a meridian as above described, in order to apply it as a correction in

precise work. In instruments fitted with a variation plate permitting the declination

for any particular locality to be set off, the combined errors of the instrument and

needle can at once be added to or subtracted from the declination, as the case may be.

But, as these constants differ in every instrument it furnishes the explanation to the

question propounded in the title of this paper: Why do different magnetic needles not

always point in the same direction, though observed at the same time and place 1

Unless these constants have been previously determined and applied in every case.

There are other reasons, such as the daily variations of a needle, which, according

to temperature, latitude and season of the year, may amount to from six to sixteen

minutes alone, showing why reliance on the reading of a magnetic needle can be placed

only within certain limits and that it should be depended on only for general direction

as required in filling in details. For exact work meridian lines run by solar or stellar

observations should be depended on exclusively, to which end the modern solar attach

ments give the fullest satisfaction.

In conclusion, we would say that such tests on a meridian mark, as recommended

above, should be repeated often, and that in order to facilitate the work such meridian

marks should be located at some convenient place so as to be within easy reach of the

surveyor at all times.

In the selection of such a place care should be taken that there is no iron in the

vicinity and that there are no electric wires, particularly those used for arc lighting or

the conveyance of power within a radius of three to six hundred yards, or else a needle

is apt to be affected by these currents as would be the needle of a galvanometer. Such

a place, if properly selected and provided with permanent meridian marks, could at the

same time be made available for verifying the telescope and level adjustments of the

transit so necessary to its proper use. For the benefit of surveyors, the City of Boston,

many years ago, provided such mpridian marks on stones deeply set into the ground on

Boston Common. Unfortunately, electric wires now pass all around these grounds, and

even traverse them, so that reliance can no longer be placed on observations then

made.

The Berger Short Focus Lens Attachment.

A very valuable addition to the engineer's out-

fit is found in the short focus lens attachment

which has been brought out. The contrivance is

simple, but, like many simple devices, is very

effective in overcoming a practical difficulty.

Probably every engineer has been annoyed by being

obliged to sight a point a little too near for the

telescope to focus. Most transit telescopes will not

focus on a point much nearer than 5 or 6 feet

(levels not nearer than 7 or 8 feet) away from the

instrument, while it is frequently necessary to sight

a point on the ground nearly under the transit, at

a distance which is usually less than that.

In mine surveying as well as inside of factory

buildings, one frequently needs to sight a point

overhead or on the walls and very near the transit.

Ordinarily the only way out of the difficulty is to focus as nearly as possible and do the

rest by a guess. As a further instance, one often finds in leveling, that it will be neces
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sary to take a reading on a point very near the instrument, and has to resort to variou

means (all of them inaccurate) of getting around the difficulty. The attachment men

tioned consists of a small aluminum tube containing a simple lens, which is attached in

front of the objective. The lens is so placed in the tube that it can be accurately

centered by means of 4 adjusting screws. The effect of this lens is of course to bring

rays to a focus nearer to the objective, and thus enable the observer to focus a nearer

object than would otherwise be possible. When the telescope will focus no nearer than

6 feet, the attached lens, marked 1, is ground so that it will focus objects ti feet away

when the objective tube is drawn away in. This allows the entire motion of the focusing

slide for distances between 6 and 4 feet. For distances nearer than 4 feet a second

lens may take the place of the first and will focus up to about 21 feet. If the two are

used at once the distance is reduced to about two feet.

With this pair of lenses there is no distance between two feet and infinity at which

objects cannot be focused. The accuracy of work done with this attachment is in no

way affected by the centering of the attached lens itself, as this is capable of perfect

adjustment. The only way in which error can occur is through the imperfection of

the objective tube. If the cylindrical surface of the objecHiead of the telescope on

which the attachment is placed is not concentric with the optical axis of the teles

cope this error will enter into the adjustment of the attached short focus lens. This

error, however, is never large on an instrument sent out by our firm. But even

admitting that there may be some error here, it must be rememembered that this lens

is never used for objects more than about 6 feet away ; consequently the resulting

error on the point is entirely negligible, and the convenience of the attachment in

many cases is so great that it entirely outweighs any such consideration, since the

work done at this distance will be entirely consistent with the work done with the

instrument on the longer distances. The attachment fills a want that has long been

felt by engineers and is certainly a step in advance in the perfection of instruments of

precision.

To attach this device to their old instruments it will bo necessary to send the instru

ment to them, as every lens attachment must be specially fitted and centered. How

ever, it can be supplied with any of their new instruments, either Transits or Levels,

made since 1899.

When attached to transits, No. 1 permits focusing objects to about 3J feet, No. 2

permits focusing objects to about 2^ feet : both permit focusing objects to about 2 feet

from center of instrument. »

This is so important a feature that one trial will convince one that it is indispensa

ble to the outfit of an engineer The device is patented. The Messrs. Berger

are also prepared to attach it to their Wye and Dumpy level, lor focusing nearly as

close as stated above for transits. For prices see catalogue, page 169.



NOTE.

In selecting instruments from catalogues, engi

neers should not be led so much by a simple com

parison of prices, as by the advantage offered in

superior merits, working capacity, and preservation

of fine qualities in case of severe treatment. We can

cite instances, where transits and levels of our man

ufacture had severe falls, resulting without injury to

any part of instrument — not even disturbing the

adjustments.

A larger outlay of $10 or $30 in the purchase

of a superior article is a great saving in time and

expense in the end.

Owing to the great variety of styles and combina

tions enumerated with our instruments (which com

binations may easily be carried into the hundreds) the

principal combinations only are provided for in the

code at the back of the catalogue and Code names

underlined indicate customary instruments which we

intend to carry in stock. A large stock of these instru

ments is kept on hand, but owing to the very many

combinations of sizes and styles and to the great de

mand, at times the instruments desired may have to be

made specially, nevertheless. It is therefore advisable

to order all instruments as far as possible ahead of the

time intended for their use.
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Parts of Instruments,

As made by C L. Berger & Sons.

Showing the extent to which Aluminum bronze (containing 90* copper), or Aluminum alloyed with
only a small percentage of copper or silver, is being utilized in the manufacture of our Instruments.

(Before ordering any 0f the above parts please read ilAluminum for Instruments of Precision" Page 27-

also notes following). Parts ofAluminum which are not of general adoption are indicated by the extra charge

made below.

Metal used. Advantages. Disadvantages.Description of Part.

1, Crossbar* for iS-inch Wye Level

a. Tripod Head for Level or Transit
3. Telescope Standards! for Transit
4. Striding Level Frame for Plane

Table
5. Handle for Striding Level
6. Compass Stand for Mining Transit
7. Verniers and Vernier Frame for

Vertical Circle
8. Vertical Circle for Mining Transit

9. Sunshade
■o. Tripod Head for Plane Table

11. Alidade for Plane Table

is. Standard Frame for Duplex Min
ing Transit

13. %% Standard Frame for Transit
No. 11

14. Tubes for various purposes.
• 1. 1 Cross bar for 18 inch Wye Level

t 3. X Telescope Standards for Transit

I Will be made to order only-

Aluminum Bronze

Aluminum

Greater tensile strength

Saves a few oz. in weight
None
Saves one half pound in weight

*' onequarter " " "

Saves fraction of ounce in wt
" four pounds in weight

" one and one half poundsj
in weight

two and one half pounds
in weight

one pound in weight

less weight
1 J lbs. in weigtat.

1 Will be c loth finished. If ordered highly finished. $5.00 exe*.

None.

Softness.
None.

[its adjustments.
-Level is apt to losb

Softness.
None.
Bolts and leveling screws may
wear loose. $8.00 extra.

Softness. — Edge may wear
concave. The paper becomes
discolored ; when nickel-
plated to prevent wear and
discoloration, nickel is apt
to peel off in time. Price
extra, $3.00.

None.
None. — Will be cloth-fin

ished. — If ordered, can be
finished bright or black.
Price, 85.00 extra.

Softness. — So 00 extra.
Softness. The screws by which
they are connected to the
vernier plate may wearloose,
endangering the stability
and reliability of the whole
instrument. Cloth Finish.
Price extra, $6.00.
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Parts of Instruments which can be made of Aluminum,

Is made by C. L Bercer A So»»,

See Notes on preceding page.
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Divers Parts of Instruments,

As made by C. L. Berger & Sons.

Showing method of ribbing, etc., in order to make Instruments light and stiff iithout resort
ing to the use of the objectionable aluminum. (See "General Construction," jiage 9.)



C.L.tiergfo&onee'Univer.alLevelTrier.

With2iiinchiotnbaeriithfinemicotmeterscrei,idiv.=2"ofarc.

ForureinEngineeringSchooir,PhyricaiLaboratoriesandArtronomicalObservatories.SpeciailyadaptedfortestingSpiritLeveisonEngineer'rFieldlnrtrumentr

iithouttakingthemapart.

Priceofthi.In.trument,complete,a.above--$43.00.

PriceofthislnstrumentiithauxiiiaryireiesagoirepeatingthesamemeasurveentondAfercotpartsoftheireiesdinorderadecminateapossibieexcentricityofitrirei-point

ihichiouiddeiribeasadiicircieonthecontactpiatebeioiit-andieveiesironbaer.Eatra,9-e.e0.
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Spirit Levels.

i he benefit of our patrons we enumerate below the principal Spirit Levels we are prepared to supply
at shon notice. They are made by us, and are of the same superior quality as those furnished with our instru
ments. In the list below wo, give length, diameter, and degree of sensitiveness. They are graduated, as a
rule, as s >wn above. — Levels different in size from this list can be made to order only, and will be furnished
only wht eder is accompanied with the tube or mounting for which- one is intended, and also sU<ting the
kind of i. \frutnent it isfor, and the degree of sensitiveness desired. We will positively not make any levels
upon written dimensions only, but require the tube to be sent in all cases, as otherwise we will not he respon
sible for an 'ailure in that respect. Please read pages 7 and 18.

No.
Leu. from tip to

t- -flinches.
Diameter in Inches. Sensitiveness.

2. 6.50 to 6.60 0.75 to 0.80 One div. (0.10) = 10" to 20" of arc
3. 4.75 0.65 to 0.68

" (0.15) =15t to 20t "

4. 4.10 0.58 to 0.60
" (0.15) = 15t to 20" "

5. 3.00 0.51 to 0.53
" (0.10) = 20t to 25t "

0. '2.40 0.51 to 0.53
" (0.10) =60t "

7. 2.00 to 2.25 0.41 to 0.43
(0.10) = 70t

8. 1.68 0.41 to 0.43
(0.10) = 75t

Price .nounted,
if tube is re

turned.

$4.56 to 5.00
ajtiis to 4.00

3.80
3.20
1.80
1.80
1.80

Price
\inmounted,
cents less.

C. L. Berger & Sons' Quick Leveling Attachment.

Shown as applied to Level* and Transits.

(See page 39 of Manual.)

Code Word Entroba for use with Transit No. 4

El>iIol>iuin for all other sizes

$20.00

1 5.00
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Code word • • Oakadum.

Spirit-Level on Metal Base.

Ground Spirit-Level, one division of level about 20 sec. of arc ; mounted on

8-inch metal base, provided with a handle. Level adjustable. In case.

Price, $14.00

These levels are extensively used in machine shops for leveling up and testing

fine machinery, etc., also used for leveling up apparatus in observatories, physical and

chemical laboratories, and for setting weirs, etc.

Locke's Hand-Level.

Brass or nickel-plarted. In case Price $8.00

Note.— This consists of a brass tube 6 inches long, with a small level mounted on its top to the left of it*
center near the object end. Underneath the level is a horizontal wire stretched upon a frame. This frame is
made adjustable by a screw and a spring working against each other, or by two opposing screws placed at the ends
of the level mounting. In the tube directly below the level is placed a totally reflecting prism, acting as a mirror
set at an angel of 45° to line of sight. The images of the bubble and wire are thus reflected to the eye.
The prism divides the aperture in two halves, in one of which is seen the bubble and wire focussed sharply by
a convex lens placed in the draw tube, while the other permits of an open view. Putting the instrument to
the eye and raising and lowering the object-end until the bubble is bisected, natural objects can be seen through
the open half at the same time, and approximate levels can then be taken. To prevent dust and dampness
from entering the main tube, both the object and the eye ends are closed up with plain glasses. In preliminary
work this is a very useful instrument.

Hand-Level and Clinometer.

Almey Level and Clinometer. Price $14.00.

Note. — This instrument is similar to the Locke's hand-level, but the small spirit level mounted on top
can be moved in the vertical plane and clamped to a dial graduated in single degrees, thus the angles of slopes,
etc., can be measured also.

Code Word . . . Oleander.



TRIPODSFORLEVELSANDTRANSITS

"WeherewithlistthesultoandweighleofourcustomarrTrisodssothatadditionalontomarbeorde,da,mailorw-eincaseoflossoraccidene,etc.

TheInstrumentNumb—mustalamPllAgitentoenahleustosesithestosertrisod.Priaeisnetandin"udessm,cialsacicngboc.

"Whenorderingsioglelegs,cass,orbeadcomsletewithbolts,thumbtnutsasiwashers,itisonlrnectosarrtogivetheCodeNam,ofthetrisodforwhichtheextrasarlearenesdedtogether

withthenameandnumberofthesartsdes-ed.

EXTENSIONTRIPOD.
Code

Price

Weight

Code

SPLITLEGTRIPOD.

Price

Weight

.Mati-rs,al
siHead

TritodNo.tforDumpyLevel,sage,I(forinstrumentwithfourlevelingscrews)Ii.rass.

"""18elWyeLevel,»,82--••"••••

"18elWyeLevel,"""""tseee"withinstr.fastener••" ...

No.2"1ndWyeLevel,"""""four"

"Hydrographer'sLevel,s.l:>4,withinstrunienifastener(foriostrumentwitl

tseeslerelingscrews)" ...

"Engineer'sPreciseLevel,s.,,8,withinstrumentfastener(foriostruments

withth,etcrelingscrews)" ...

"No.1"TransnsizeNo.1autlNo.o,ss.,4i,,C2(forinstrumenlewithfourleveling

sc,ws)" ..

«"TachymeterNo.1f,No.1g,amiNo.,,,ss.,5I,,5,,amiISO,witlshiftingcenterandinstrumentlasnuer(lorinstrumentswithtl,elereliog

Abovetrisod,outs,WMouHnstrumentfastener" ..

"No.2"TransilsizeNos.2,3and(J,ss.,5i,,58,,62(lorinstrumentwithlourlevels,ng

ls,ngsc,ws)

entfastener(for

Aluminum

TransitsizeNo.c,«,thaljl,ngth(lorinstrumentwitlfourlevw TransnsizeNos.2,3and(i,withsliftingcenterasiinstrun

instrumenlewithth,eleveliogsc,ws;

Abovetrisod,ls,dwithouti«strumentfastener

TransitsizeNo.4-,s.lGO(i?/s*omarri*izf),formstrumentwithfourlevelingscrews)TransitsizeNo.4,s.,0I(lighttotsiz,),foriostrumentwithfourlereliogscrews TransnsizeNo.4b,s.,I0(withinstrumentfastener,hutwithoutshifting

m3ion(forinstrumentwitlitseesleveliogsc,ws)

Abovetrisod,hutwithoutinstrumentfasten,r"

TransntTheoddneNo.11,s.i,o(forinstrumentwithfourlevelingsc,ws)Brass

"TransittTheodditeNo.11,s.,8Iwithshiftingienterandinstrumentfastener

(forinstrumentwithtseeelev,liogscrews)Aluminum

Abotetritod,lutwithms,tinstrumentfastener"

"TransntTheodditeNo.12,s.,8,Brass

"Transn-TheodditeNo.12,s.,8,Aluminum

Ectratrisodcngsofaluminum,m.5Ieach.Cone,Tixiuo.

No.4 No.,

I11
,(1
I

If,.
,.". I I I ,

9.',4
I ,,

71

$,6.50 ,6.50

s4.50

,6.50

s4.50 s4.50

,6.50

s9.50 s3.50

,6.50

■.50 s9.50 s3.50

,6.50

s0.50 se.00

,6.50

s9.50 s3.50

Tiarbus
Tiaranth

Tiarella
Tibium

Tibizando

Ti3ana Ti3tra
Tidalis Tidony

Tienillo

Tiense

Tierbium
Tigarda

Tigelaeum Tigtnadel Tlgnasum Tigreniot
Tildaris Tillable Tillastis

Tilota

,,1lbs.

Ill"

Hi"i"i

*,9.50 ,9.50 19.50 ,9.50

i.50 s6.60

,9.50

se.50 i.50 s6.50

,9.50 ,9.50

s3.50

,7.50 ,9.50

i.50 s6.50

Timartia Timesdo Tiniotra

Tincdinda

Tindaro
Tineldro

Tinda Tintis

Tionara
Tipium

lisIItus
Tirabo

Tiriea Tirota

Tisando
Tisardum

Thefulllengthsplitlee:tripodenumeratedwithourLevelsandTransits,us,d/orsurfaceedrliinciti,sasiintheos,ncountrr,istheonlronerecommendes,ioasmuchasit>curtotoan instrumentofhighsowerwithrerr>nsitiress-itlevel,maximumsteadntosasif,edom,ftomt,morinasttongwwid,thatwiuenabletoobtainthefuutothenefitftomasuseriorinstrumene,asiasitistomso>doffewers5°ctothantheectensiontrisos,itweighsltosandensurtogreatersoveabilitrwiththeinstrumenton,asireBu-ioghutordnarrattentiontosrerentaccidents. Sometoresanextralegoftheextensionliisiisdto-edforrecasionalu>withthesslitlegtrisodwhensurreringinamountaiseustountrr.Thisissetadvisable,sincetheform«our
sslillegtrisodisaiolwelladastedto,toiveanectensionleg(havingtwoclamssat1liesidSoamihecausethensucha,,-s,|■*.«tIs,eswubjeett.•allllewealisoints«tleectensiontrisod.

Trebtotsractiae,itwoicdsesm,istoorderbothliisis.

TheEAensionTripod,althoughlasssteadr,heav5°randmoresubjecttoderangementthanthesslitlegtrisodjustmentionedabove,hastheadrantageofgre4eradngtabilitrto

gSousi,FiBldasitotrefaaci,dcosiih«schftwigwiusi,fSousiedf,afthevefoveitistheon3srreeronetouseins,nre,,3,3,r,,s,,ces,,nto,es,.,orforsurvs,ingintremountains.

TheHalf-LengthTripod,beingshorterthanthoextensiontrisos,isoftenanecassitrasiofnceatconven5°nceincramsedslacasinundergSoundwosh.
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Tripods for the Engineers' and Surveyors' Transits

and Levels.

For description see page 8; for prices and weights, if extra ones are desired, see

preceding page.
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Patented.
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The Road Builder's Dumpy Level

has been designed by us to meet a growing want for the road builder as well as for

the drainage engineer. The degree of accuracy obtained with it is commensurate with

the work required. It will not be as accurate as our 15 or 18 inch Dumpy Level, but

we believe it will be quite satisfactory in the above cases, where a lighter and cheaper

instrument is desirable.

The telescope is 12 inches long, is erecting, and has an aperture of 1J4 inches and a power of 24 diam
eters. The eye-piece is provided with an improved screw arrangement for the accurate focussing
of cross-wires; held of view large and flat; objects erect; telescope balanced each way from the
center when foeutsed to a mean distance with sun-shtde attached to it; the center is very stout, long and
of the hardest hell-metal; 5% inch very sensitive spirit-level; instrument does not detach from
tripod above leveling screws ; it packs whole and stands in the case erect. Mahogany case, pro
vided with straps and hooks, contains sun-shade, wrench, screwdriver, and adjusting pin.

Note. — The above instrument, being of the Dumpy level type, has to be adjusted by the two

peg method as described in our manual (p. 64) for the Dumpy Devel.

Weight of instrument 7 lbs., weight of tripod from 8% to 7 lbs.
Gross weight of instrument, packed securely for shipment in two boxes, about 40 lbs.

Price, including protection to the object-slide $75.00

Extras : Stadia wires, 3.00

Gossamer bag, 1.00

Bottle of fine oil, 0.35
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The Berger Engineers' Dumpy Level.

Patented.

An instrument of great precision, superior to any Wye Level of same aperture, power

of telescope, and same sensitiveness of spirit-level. The best instrument for use in dis

tant lands and rough country on account of its great compactness simplicity, strength

to withstand rough treatment, permanency of adjustments, and steadiness in a strong

wind, requiring but ordinary attention and care to keep in working order. For a fuller

description, see page 131a.

This new type of Dumpy Level with round, hollow, and very long cross-bar, must

be considered the most perfect in this line. It stands low on the tripod, and its fine spirit-

level, being placed in the hollow cross-bar, below the telescope, can be read from either

side, and is entirely protected from accident and liability to derangement of adjustments,

also from the disturbing influences of the heat of the sun, touch of fingers, breath, etc.—

These latter conditions are not fulfilled in instruments where the level is placed on top or at

the side of the telescope, and are frequently causes of the incorrect reading of the bubble.

—This instrument is of very strong build, combined with a minimum of weight, and as it

consists of a fewer number of pieces than the Wye Level, is less liable to derangement

in case of accident. The adjustment once properly made by the two-peg method (see

adjustment of Dumpy Level, page 54) is ,apt to stay so for years, thus removing one of

the chief objections as compared with those of a Wye Level. In making the adjustment

of this Dumpy Level the engineer does not depend so much on mechanical perfection,

as on his own superior skill and sense of accuracy.

To meet an urgent demand this type of Dumpy Level is now provided with a clamp

and tangent screw to enable, in a strong wind, to keep the telescope upon an object, and,

although it raises the price, it will prove an invaluable accessory, well worth the extra

cost. The upper part of this instrument is entirely cloth-finished.

We recommend this instrument highly for all work of a high character, such as bench

leveling, water-works, and railroad construction, also for reconnoissance. The telescope

can be inverting or erecting; see cuts on pages 131 and 131b. The objective in either

case will have an aperture of If inches.

The inverting telescope is 15 inches long, and has a power of 28 diameters.

" erecting " " 17J " " " " " " " 32

Instrument is packed in a mahogany box, containing a sun-shade, a wrench,

a screw-driver and adjusting pin.

Weight of instrument 10 lbs., weight of tripod from 9J to 10 lbs.

Gross weight of instrument, packed securely for shipment, in two boxes, about 50 lbs.

Price of this instrument, as shown in cuts, with protection to object-slide; very

hard bell-metal center cast in one piece with hollow cross-bar, and clamp and tan

gent screw ............ $110.00

Code Word : 15 inch inverting telescope Abardo

" 17J " erecting " ...... Acnia

(For Code Words of Kxtras below, see page B of complete code at back.)

Extras to Engineers' Dumpy Level.

Stadia Wires, fixed . . . . . . . . .- . . $3.00

Instrument provided with a steel center running in a socket of cast iron im- .

proved style, see page 132. (Made to order only.) .... 10.00

Gossamer waterproof bag, to protect the instrument in case of rain or dust . 1 . 00

Bottle of fine watch-oil, to lubricate the level center ..... 35
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Code Words for Dumpy L,evels. *

15-inch Inverting Telescope . Abardo

15-inch Inverting Telescope with fixed stadia wires ..... Abello

(For Extras and changes from Abardo and Abello see page B of complete code at back.)
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The Berger Engineers' Dumpy Level.

Additional Information pertaining to its mech&nical Construction*

From the illustrations, pages 131, 131b, it will be seen that the mechanical parts of

this Dumpy Level are few and can easily be made to be mechanically correct, and that

there are no working strains whatever in the metal to exert an undue influence upon the

adjustments with changes of temperature.

The telescope barrel and both uprights are cast in one piece of hard composition

metal; and in order to arrive at a high degree of accuracy the barrel is bored out to be

truly cylindrical, a condition never attained by the use of drawn tube. (For reasons

mentioned later both ends of the outside tube are slightly larger in diameter, forming

collars turned truly concentric to the bore, serving in principle the same object as collars

of a Wye Level telescope.) This being accomplished, the bottom surface of the uprights

is turned truly parallel to the bore. The strongly-ribbed cross-bar and instrument center

are cast in one piece of hard bell-metal. At the time when the center about which the

instrument revolves is fitted to its socket, the resting-places for the uprights are also turned

off so as to be truly at right angles to it, from which follows that the geometrical axis of

the telescope barrel when latter is placed upon them must also be at right angles to the

center. The level casing, too, is a casting. The spirit-level itself is fastened into this cas

ing by a superior method to preclude any strain, so that its true form may be preserved.

The focusing slide is the only tube made of brass, turned and closely fitted in the lathe.

In adjusting this instrument in the shop it is treated like a Wye Level. The collars

at the end of the telescope barrel serve to adjust the cross-wires for collimation by revol

ving the telescope in wyes. When this is accomplished the telescope barrel with its attached

level is then firmly screwed to the cross-bar. The next step in the shop is to adjust the spirit-

level to the line of collimation as described elsewhere. This being done, the adjuster

in the shop now proves whether the geometric and optical axes of the telescope are really

in the horizontal plane by revolving the instrument 180° on its center; should the bubble

remain in the middle of its tube it must be assumed that it is ; however, if not, he touches

one of the uprights off until it does. As a rule the mechanical work is so correct that

the geometric and optic axes coincide within a few division marks of the graduated level,

requiring but a very few strokes with a fine file for final adjustment.

From the foregoing it will be seen that a leveling instrument so constructed, barring

severe accidents, must hold its adjustments for years, and that all subsequent verifications

of the line of collimation in the field by the two peg method must be made by the Engi

neer by slightly moving the cross-wires, and that the adjustment of the spirit-level is

to be made in the customary manner by simply turning the instrument 180° on its center.

An instrument so constructed needs but little care and therefore is better adapted to

rough usage (to which it is subject at times) since its simplicity ensures greater free

dom from derangement.

The Dumpy Level described above must stand as an example of good practice.

Many Engineers prefer it to an ordinary Wye Level. The prevailing mistrust can

generally be traced to the use of cheap commercial Dumpy Levels. The above infor

mation as to the method of construction in the shop has been given at great detail t« =l>ow

that this instrument may well rank with the best wye levels.

(For Price of this Instrument and Extras see page 130.)
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Code Words for Dumpy Lievels.

17^-inch erecting telescope ......... Acilift

17^-inch erecting telescope with fixed stadia wires ..... Actus

s Extran tind changes from Acnia and Actus see page 15 of complete code at back.)
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ENGINEERS' 18 inch WYE LEVEL.

Leveling Instrument of Precision.

Eighteen or seventeen-inch powerful telescope; aperture of object-glass 1%

inches in diameter ; eye-piece provided with an improved screw arrangement for the

accurate focussing of cross-wires ; field of view large and flat ; telescope provided

with an adjustable stop to readily set cross-wires horizontal and perpendicular ; line

of collimation true on all distances; objects erect ; telescope balanced each way from

the center when focussed to a mean distance with sunAshade attached to it to secure the

highest accuracy attainable ; telescope rings and the center are very stout, long

and of the hardest bell-metal ; cross-bar is cast hollow and provided with ribs ;

8-inch very sensitive spirit level ; instrument does not detach from tripod above

leveling screws ; it packs whole and stands in the case erect. Mahogany case,

provided with straps and hooks, contains sun-shade, wrench, screw driver, and

an adjusting pin.

Weight of instrument 11 lbs., weight of tripod from 7 to T% lbs.

Gross weight of instrument, packed securely for shipment in two boxes, about

48 lbs.

Price, including a protection to the object-slide, .... $140.00.

Telescope and level tube will be cloth-finished, unless ordered to the contrary

when an extra charge of $5.00 will be made. However, we strongly advise the

cloth-finish. (iSee cloth-finish.)

Extras to Engineers' Wye Level.

Center of instrument made of steel, and hardened, and running in a socket

of cast iron, improved style I ( See cut on opposite page ) . . . §15.00

Stadia wires, fixed ........... 3.00

Short Focus Lens (see pages 118, 169) one pair 16.00

Fine mirror mounted in case with universal joint. (This is readily attachable

to the instrument and facilitates the reading of the bubble on soft ground

without stepping aside) lb.00

Extra Sun-shade with smaller aperture, for use with the .telescope when

the sun's rays are too bright for accurate work, 1.50

Instrument provided with three leveling screws, as shown in cut of Hydro-

grapher's Wye Level,* 18.00

Gossamer water-proof bag, to protect the instrument in case of rain or dust, 1.00

Bottle of fine watch oil, to lubricate the level center, 0.35

* Four leveling screws commend themselves in the more ordinary class of instruments for the greater
rapidity with which an instrument can be leveled up approximately and that (no matter how much the levelling
screws may be worn) when brought to a true bearing on the lower leveling plate, all such looseness is taken up.

NO. 2. ENGINEERS' 14 inch WYE LEVEL.

No. 2.— The essential features of this instrument are like those enumerated

ibove, and shown in cut of eighteen-inch Engineers' Wye Level, with the exception

jf size and weight. It is designed to be used in cases where a lighter instrument

is desirable. It is provided with a fourteen-inch telescope which has an aperture of

\% inches in diameter and a power of 27 diameter ; six-inch sensitive spirit-level;

bell center; four leveling screws.

"Weight of instrument, 9 lbs.; weight of tripod, from 6^ to iy2 lbs.

Gross weight of instrument, packed securely for shipment in two boxes, about

W lbs.

Price, including a protection to the object-slide, ..... $130.00

Center of instrument made of steel, and hardened, and running in a socket

of cast iron, improved style X (see cut on opposite pa^e) . . . §15.00

t Steel Centers. — Although the centers of our Wye Levels, which are long and unyielding, to afford
steadiness, are giving high satisfaction, inasmuch as they are made of very hard bell-metal (nearly equal to
soft steel), in order to revolve with a minimum of friction, we also make them, when so ordered, of steel to
run in a socket of hard cast-iron. In using these two latter metals whose co-efficient of expansion is nearly
alike, the same condition as to a free motion in all temperatures obtains, whether below zero or 100 degrees
above as with our hard bell-metal center running in a socket of brass composition, with the difference, how
ever, that the steel ones will retain their precise fiting qualities so well that the bubble of the telescope's
spirit level will hardly show any displacement upon revolving the instrument when leveled up, even after
years of constant service. In order to make our superior steel center and cast iron socket construction a
standing feature in our Wye Levels, we placed the cost at a nominally higher price only, although the cost of
production to us is more than double that of the customary style of steel center. We strongly advise to order
t v lure first greater outlay is not considered as important as greater wearing qualities.
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Hydrographer's Wye Level.

With three Leveling Screws.

Please read : Three leveling screws versus four, p. 38. As regards mode of fastening this instrument to
the tripod by means of the center piece or fastener, see cut and description, p. 46, in article " Shifting Center
for," &c, also note below.

This instrument, as shown on opposite page, is exactly similar to our Engineer's

18-inch Wye Level (see p. 132), except the telescope, which in this Instrument is of the

inverting kind. Unless otherwise specified, the sensitiveness of the spirit level will be

such that one division (-rV inch) will correspond to 8 to 10 seconds of arc.

The weight of this instrument is about the same as that of our 18-inch Wye Level.

The box is about 1 inch wider and on this account is about one pound heavier. The

tripod legs are spread as far apart at the tripod-head as the leveling screws, in order to

ensure the proper degree of stiffness to such an instrument, and on this account the

weight of the tripod is increased about 2 lbs.

This instrument will be made to Order only.

Price, as above, with cloth-finished telescope and level-tube, . . $158.00

Extras to Hydrographer's Wye Level.

Center of instrument made of steel, and hardened and running in a

socket of cast iron, improved style (see cut, page 133), . . . 15.00

Stadia wires, fixed 3.00

Fine mirror mounted in case with universal joint. (This is readily attach

able to the instrument and facilitates the reading of the bubble on

soft ground without stepping aside) 10.00

Extra sunshade with smaller aperture, for use with the telescope when

the sun's rays are too bright for accurate work 1.50

Gossamer water-proof bag, to protect the instrument in case of rain or

dust 1.00

Bottle of fine oil to lubricate the level center 0.35

Note.—The advantage derived from the use of three leveling screws * in the Engineer's Wye Level,
when mounted on a base or circle of larger diameter, consists in the greater ease and precision with which
the bubble of a most sensitive spirit-level, and thereby the line of sight, can be controlled, in bench leveling
and in work of a very close character.

This will be more readily understood when we mention that these levels are frequently made to read tti
single seconds of arc for every one-hundredth part of an inch on the bubble scale, as shown above.

After an approximate leveling of the instrument, to prevent a change of height of instrument, it is advis
able to clamp one of the leveling screws by its clamp screw at the side, and to level up by the other two
screws alone. This should be doue in like manner, also, to correct for slight changes in the level caused by
the settling- of the tripod-legs.

* Four leveling screws commend themselves in the more ordinary class of instruments for the greater rapidity with
which an instrument can be leveled up approximately, and that (no matter how much the leveling screws may be worn) when
brouglt to a true b-aring on the loa>er leveling plate, all sucl looseness is taken up.



Hydrographer'.18-inchWyeLevel,
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Reversion Level.

Applicable to n; of our Engineers' Yfrt Lerele'

The spirit level used in this feature differs from the ordinary one in that it is

ground to the true shape of a 1 >arr"l so that the tangents to the level bubble curves, at the

zero points of the scales, are parallel and diametrically opposite. By the use of this rever

sion level, attachable to any of our Engineers' Wye Levels, in place of the single read

ing level, it is possible to do good leveling, though the adjustments of the spirit level

and cross wires are entirely deranged and the collars worn (see remark below), by first

making the level bubble central and taking a reading, then by revolving the telescope

180° in its wyes, which point is indicated by an adjustable stop,* making the bubble

again central and taking aaother reading. The arithmetical mean is the correct result.

This device will, in an emergency, be appreciated when it is known that by the use

of the method above the work will average ad good as that done with an ordinary good

wye level, in adjustment. The adjustment of an instrument provided with a reversion

level is made in precisely the same manner as if the spirit level was of the single read

ing kind, since the adjustment of the level when it is reversed will take care of itself.

The reversion level is guarded by a revolvable outer tube (Patented, not shown in

cut) leaving a space of air, as a non-conductor of heat between it and the ordinary level

mounting tube. This exterior tube serves both as a protection against breakage and

sudden changes of temperature, and, as its inner surface is painted white, it also acta

as a reflector which facilitates the reading of the bubble.

Remark : The inequality of worn collars cannot be eliminated in a strict sense

by using the reversion level, yet for ordinary good work it may be said to be. Nor can

the test for the equality of the collars be directly tested in this way but should be done

as in the case of the ordinary wye level ; viz., by the two-peg method described under

the adjustment of the Dumpy Level (pages 54 and 55 of our handbook). The follow

ing modification is to be noted : After the line of collimation has been adjusted for dis

tant objects by rotating the telescope in its wyes and the spirit level has been adjusted

by reversing end for end and adjusted laterally, (the telescope having the sunshade at

tached, as it serves to balance the telescope when the object slide is drawn in), the in

strument is set up close to the near target, and a reading is taken with the level tube

in the direct position. In order to eliminate the error of collimation for nearer objects,

should any exist, another reading is taken with the telescope rotated 180° in the wyes,

and the mean taken as the true reading. If, now, the horizontal wire also bisects the

distant target and the bubble remains central in each position of the telescope, the

collars are of equal diameter. Should the latter not be the case, the error may be cor

rected thus : Bisect the distant target with the telescope in its direct position, and adjust

the level till the bubble is central. Rotate the telescope 180° in its wyes, indicated by

the stop, and note the number of divisions through which the bubble moves in order

that the distant target remains bisected, so that a correction can be made when most

precise work is required.

It is assumed that in making this test the temperature of the two collars has been

alike and that the telescope has been in proper balance by being focussed for a distance

of about 300 feet with sunshade attached. A scratch on the telescope or object slide

indicates the focus which the maker used in equalizing the collars. An apparent erroi

found as above may be due to a change in the shape of the level tube which may occur

in time (for which the maker, of course, cannot be held responsible), as well as to a

worn condition of collars, or these causes combined.

In order to trace the error to its source the only sure test is made with a striding

level. (See Engineer's Precise Level.)

Price, as above, if ordered with our Wye Level in place of the single reading

kind $20.00.
* It is an extremely difficult matter to grind a level of this kind so that the bubble will remain central at

all positions during this rotation through 1800. The stop just mentioned is so adjusted, however, by the maker*
that when the level has been turned exactly i8o° it gives a correct reading.
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C. L. Berger & Sons' Engineers' Precise Level.

Patented. {For cut see page iJO.)

With micrometer screw for close setting the spirit level.

For use in eities in establishing benches, etc., also for all work requiring speed and the highest
degree of accuracy in xpirit leveling.

It is a well-known fact that, satisfactory as it may be on account of its groat sim

plicity and compactness, the ordinary wye level (pp. 132, 133) will fail in degree of ac

curacy or in rapidity of manipulation when the closest results are required. It often

happens when precise work is required, the time spent in leveling up and keeping the

level bubble of an ordinary good wye level in the center of its graduation by means of

the four leveling screws is often very considerable and, when the course is over

swampy or frozen ground, the vexation attending the work is apt to be great, and the

results vitiated by the numerous readjustments required to keep the bubble in its

place. This manipulating of the leveling screws is very apt to lead to a change in the

Height of the telescope, varying in magnitude according to the style of the instrument.

(It is here to be noted that this change in the height of the telescope is less in our

levels, or transits with leveling attachments, than is the case with the instruments

of other makes).

To aid the Engineer in the prosecution of exact work, avoiding the errors caused

by the readjustments above referred to, we have designed and are prepared to furnish

the instrument shown on page 139.

By referring to the cuts it will be seen that this instrument is mounted on three

leveling screws, and that the center about which the instrument revolves is unusually

long and unyielding. Two small spirit levels attached to arms extending from what

we may call the cross-bar (since the center of the instrument is permanently secured

to it as in the ordinary style of levels) serve to put the center in a vertical position,

thus securing at once a nearly horizontal position to the cross-bar. These small levels

are adjusted the same as the ordinary plate levels of a transit.

At the eye end this cross-bar carries a micrometer screw by which the telescope

and its level can be raised or lowered at will independently of the leveling screws. A

strong spiral spring on the same side holds the wye-bar down upon the micrometer

screw. This arrangement provides a most deliGate motion up and down, and enables

one to set the bubble accurately at every sight and in a very much better manner than

can be done by the leveling screws alone. The head of the micrometer screws is di

vided into one hundred parts, and as a rule its pitch will be such that 250 to 252 parts

of revolution of the screw will make a change of one foot in the reading of the rod held

at a point 100 feet away from the center of the instrument. It may be seen that the

instrument can be very advantageously used for making grade measurements. The

graduated disc, when reading zero on the index-bar, brings the instrument at once

within one or two divisions of its normal position. The disc can also be readily turned

on its hub by taking hold of the milled head (the disc is held on its arbor simply by

friction), so that, for convenience, a reading may always start from zero, though the

cross-bar be not leveled up. This instrument, as above stated, is provided with three

leveling screws, which give a firm support on the tripod, and allow a closer setting of

the bubble when the instrument is run as an ordinary wye level, without making use

of the. micrometer. (Seep. 38.)

The Chief Feature of the Instrument, however, consists in the fact that the

pivots * on which the wye bar can be raised or lowered, are in the middle of the instru

ment and within a fraction of an inch of the plane of the line of collimation, thus se

curing to the telescope a motion in altitude free from any change in height of the line

of collimation, though the telescope were to move throughout the entire range of the

micrometer screw during an extended leveling operation. As a rule, the working range

of the micrometer will be limited to a few revolutions each way from its normal posi

tion in order to keep the instrument as compact as possible. The instrument is also

arranged so that, whenever desirable, it may be used as an ordinary wye level. For

this purpose, it is provided, at the object end of the cross-bar, opposite the micrometer

screw, with a milled-head screw and check nut, by means of which, and by the micro

meter screw, when set at zero (see cut), the wye-bar may be set exactly at right angles

to the vertical center. However, for the fine settings of the bubble in bench leveling

or pointing of the telescope, etc., the micrometer screw should be used exclusively.

A clamp and tangent screw motion is also provided and so arranged, that it can

be readily reached from the eye end of the telescope. The cross and wye-bars are

cast hollow and the former fits inside the latter.
•Note.—It will be noticed that in instruments of a similar character, having pivot screws acting in and below

the wye opposite the micrometer screw, as for instance, in the U. S. Coast Survey geodesic levels, designed
after Stampfer (see Report 1879), any motion of the telescope in altitude will also change its height. By an
injudicious use of the micrometer screw our own hydrographic wye level (see page 104a, catalogues 1888-1891),
partook of this same error, and this together with the marked wear on the collars due to this same motion lea
us to the abandonment of it. We note, however, that other firms who are in the habit of copyiL ' our stylet
and patterns have since brought it out as a detail of a precise level.
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The Telescope will be invariably inverting in order to admit of as large an aperture and as high a power
as is possible. Ihus : its aperture will be \% inches, the total length is about 17 inches, and it will have a
magnifying power of 40 diameters. It will be provided with fixed stadia wires, in the proportion of 1 to ioo,
the distance to be measured from a point in front of the objective equal to its focal length.

The Spirit Level is of the single reading kind, and is generally made so that one division (of fV of an

inch) equals from 8 to 10 seconds of arc. The sensitiveness of the level will, however, be adapted to the par
ticular requirements. It is not necessary, however, to have it any more sensitive than is required for a fine
field instrument, as an over-sensitive level is apt to give more trouble than benefit in its use.

A Reversion Level of same sensitiveness might be applied instead of the single reading level, If desired,
as a convenience (sec Reversion Level p. 134), when the highest precision is not needed. Of course in fine work
the reversion level must be used in the direct position as with a single reading level. However, one will un

derstand that a reversion level is very apt to change its true barrel form in time thus becoming wholly
unreliable, and therefore we do not advise it at all, and particularly not for an instrument of such a fine
character as this is.

A Metal Mirror will be furnished with the instrument, attachable to either side of the level, enabling the
eperator to read the bubble without stepping aside ; a convenience which will be appreciated when working on
shaky ground.

Adjustment. The adjustment of the telescope and the level must be made precisely as in an ordinary
wye level. (See adjustment of the wye level, pages 51 and 54 of this hand-book.) The spirit level will be in
thorough adjustment when the telescope with its sunshade attached is focussedfor a distance ofabout 400feet,
when the telescope is in perfect balance and the equality of the collars is assured thereby ; for shorter distances,
however, there is a small error due to the unbalancing of the telescope caused by the object slide being thrown
out. Small as this error may be it can be entirely eliminated by simply bringing the bubble to the center by
the use of the micrometer screw.

Explanation. The foregoing has been written at some length to give a clear understanding of the prin
cipal features of this instrument. Naturally, the question may now present itself, why not use a striding level
alone, in place of the fixed or reversion level, as is done in some of the best types of instruments, particularly
as the pivot arms, extending from the middle of the cross-bars, must necessarily be spread quite a distance
apart, to readily permit the revolution of the telescope with the fixed level in the wyes. To this we may say,
that a fixed level placed below the telescope, where it is guarded against breakage and, in a measure, from the
action of the sun, is better adapted to the wants of the Civil Engineer in running quick and accurate levels
in cities, towns, etc., than a striding level with its more cumbersome features and manipulations would be,
particularly if the work was to be of the most precise character.

Itis only when the collars of a telescope a badly worn or imperfectly made that the striding level has
any advantage over a fixed one. As a rule a fix..d level keeps in better adjustment, is simpler to manipulate
than the striding level, and is free from the errors due to the uncertainty of contact of the collars and the wyes.
Moreover, the construction of the new instrument is such that it has a greater stability than those of previous
make. We therefore believe that the fixed level has as legitimate a standing as the striding one. (In this
connection read articles on the fixed and striding levels, pages 94 to 98 of this manual.)

For the above and similar reasons the American Engineers have and will give preference to the instru
ment which has the level fixed to the telescope; and this has led us to the adoption of this feature in our new
instruments. This idea is also prevalent among the best instrument makers and engineers in Europe, as may
be seen by examining Prof. Nagel's published description of a similar instrument.

Instrument, Finish, Packing-, "Weight, etc. The telescope is cloth-finished,

while some of the more bulky parts of the instrument are simply treated either with

cloth finish or japan, in order to lessen the cost. No attempt will be made to give an

elaborate finish at the expense of accuracy and utility ; altogether, as all the other

parts will be bronzed and lacquered in a manner customary with us, it will present a

handsome appearance. This instrument is packed erect in one box in the same man

ner as we pack the regular engineer's wye level. It is secured to the tripod in the

same manner as are all of our instruments with three leveling screws. (See page 134

for description )

The mahogany box contains a sunshade, wrench, screw-driver and adjusting pin.

Weight of instrument, 1l\ pounds; weight of tripod, 10£ pounds; weight of ma

hogany box, 10£ pounds ; gross weight of instrument complete, securely packed in two

boxes for shipment, 60 lbs.

Price of this instrument, inverting telescope, cloth finished, fine

mirror mounted in case, fixed stadia wires, and a single readingfixed

spirit-level, $215.00

Extras to Engineers' Precise Level .

Center of instrument made of steel, and hardened and running in a socket of

cast iron, improved style (see cut, page 133), 15.00

Sunshade with smaller aperture, for use with the telescope when the sun

rays are too bright for accurate work, 1.00

Gossamer bag, to protect instrument, 100

Bottle of fine watch oil for lubricating the centers, etc., 0.35

t If geodesic work is to be done, a higher sensibility might be permissable, but our customary iuid would be sluggish in
such a level, and the bubble tube would have to be filled with pure ether, in order to make it quick acting (see pages 7, 18, 38).
An air chamber would be necessary to allow for adjustment of ihe bubble, which in this case changes its length rapidly for
sMght changes in temperature. By adding a chamber, a feature is introduced which is liable to affect tke reliability of tfc*
ipirit level and entail extra expense.

Code Word. Engineer*' Precise Level but witn steel centre Arethusa



C.L.Berger&Sons'Engineers'PreciseLevel.

[Patented.]
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The Geodetic Level.

In response to a request of President T. C. Mendenhall to construct lor the

Worcester Polytechnic Institute a Precise Wye Level, the senior member of this firm

in 1896 designed and made the type shown on next page.

The leading features are great compactness, rigidity, simplicity of design, ease of

manipulation, and thorough adaptation of every part to its purpose. In order to lessen

the height above the tripod, the weight of the instrument and the surfaces exposed to

wind pressure, this particular form of cradle bar has been adopted ; and, while this

reduction might have been carried to a greater extent by placing the vertical revolving

center inside the tripod head, it was thought not advisable, as sometimes it is desirable

to set the instrument on the leveling screws when detached from the tripod.

As will be seen, the improved tripod is of a very stiff form, which is necessary

where telescopes of great power and highly sensitive spirit levels are used. To eliminate

the effect of unequal expansion, the telescope collars are of smallest possible diameter

compatible with the diameter of the object glass, and at first were of hardened steel

resting on agates at point of contact in wyes. The striding level adopted in place of

the fixed level is of tubular form and has very short legs. To still further reduce the

effect of unequal expansion, the substructure, such as cradle bar, fixed bar and other

parts, below the agates at point of contact in wyes in this instrument, consisted of steel

and iron. Subsequently, however, as the danger of rusting in the field became very

apparent, the use of steel and iron was not thought to be as important in portable field

instruments when used on tripods as in the stationary astronomical instruments ; there

fore we are making the substructure of our customary hard gun-metal, and shall so

furnish them, unless ordered to be of steel, in which case the instrument will have to

be specially made. (See below.) The same may be said of the hardened steel collars.

Unless ordered otherwise the collars will be made of hardest bell-metal.

All the parts that must be handled during a field operation are protected by a

shield of a non-heat-conducting material. By means of a micrometer screw the telescope

can be moved in the vertical plane around the center in the middle of the instrument

in order not to disturb the height of the intrument.

The striding level has a bubble tube reading to 3" of arc and is provided with an

air chamber. Mounted above it is a mirror to enable the observer to read the bubble

without stepping aside. Provision is made to readily lock the striding level to the

cradle bar, to enable one to use the instrument like an ordinary Wye Level (with level

fixed to the telescope) ; and to carry the instrument on its tripod from station to station.

An arrangement is also provided by which the striding level upon reversing will always

find its proper plane on the collars, so as to require but very little attention on the part

of the operator. By means of a clamp screw opposite the micrometer screw the cradle

bar can be secured so that the instruments can be used for ordinary wye level work.

Two auxiliary levels placed at right angles serve to level up approximately ; after

which the final setting of the striding level is done by the micrometer screw attached

to the fixed bar. The vertical center is of hardened steel and runs in a socket of cast

iron. All the main parts are either cloth finished or japanned. The beautiful appear

ance of the instrument does not depend upon the external finishing and polishing of

parts, but entirely upon the harmony, simplicity and excellence with which the essential

features of the instrument are designed.

For a detailed description of the instrument we refer to a paper read by Mr. David

Molitor before the Am. Soc. of C. E. (See Proceedings 1899-1900.)

The telescope is inverting, with an object glass of \)4", focal length of 17",

and a power of 40 diameters. It is provided with the usual cross and stadia wires.

Instrument packs in pine wood box, which contains a sunshade, screw driver, adjusting

pin and gossamer bag.

Weight of instrument ....... 14 lbs.

Weight of tripod ....... 15 lbs.

Gross weight of instrument packed securely for shipment in two boxes 75 lbs.

Price as above, of brass and bell metal collars, .... $280.00

Price of instrument, substructure of steel, as above, extra, . . 25.00

Price of instrument, collars of telescope of hardened steel, extra, . 25.00

Code Word for Ueodetlc Level of brass and bell metal collars Artemisia
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Plane Table.

This instrument, made by us now in one size only, is designed to fill a want where

* high class of work in Topography is required.

In order to obtain great rigidity and strength the bearing surface of the lower

motion has a diameter of eight inches, the board rests on arms lying in a circle twelve

inches in diameter and the tripod is of corresponding size. To be still portable all the

essential parts are built on the skeleton plan to be light and stiff as shown in cut. To

avoid a loosening of the leveling screw-fastenings, so often experienced where they are

fitted into tripod heads made of wood, we make this head of composition brass, same as

the other parts. To reduce this weight by the use of aluminum, see pages 122, 123.

The board is 24 x 28 inches. The alidade is 22 inches long and is provided with a 16a

inch inverting telescope having an aperture 1| inches and a power of 35 diameters. It

has stadia wires, a vertical arc reading to minutes, graduated on solid silver, and a sen

sitive striding level. Two fixed levels are mounted on the ruler. The latter is so ar

ranged that lines can be ruled in the vertical plane of the line of collimation, if desired.

For adjusting the line of collimation the telescope can be revolved 180° on its longi

tudinal axis. Materials and workmanship are of the best. The alidade is bronzed

»nd lacquered in our customary manner, but the tripod head and lower motion are

neatly japanned.

Weight of Alidade with brass ruler 6 lbs,

" " Lower motion, 11 "

" Tripod, about 18 "

" Board " 8 "

" " Alidade and accessories in mahogany box, . . "15 "

" " Lower motion in mahogany box " 18 "

*' Board in pine box " 23 "

Gross weight of instrument packed in four boxes ready for shipment, " 110 "

Price of Plane Table, complete as above, including board, detached

sompass, screwdriver, clamps, reading glass, plumb bob, etc. , in three boxes, $300.00

Note. —We have sometimes been asked to furnish a larger base to increase the steadiness of larger
boards. We do not desire to make this, since we are fully confident that our standard base, as above described,
is amply stiff. We are prepared, however, to make a base with arms, lying in a circle, 16 inches in diameter,
should a much larger board be required. The increase in weight will be about 10 lbs. Price, extra, $25 00.

if two tangent screws are desired for this larger lower motion, the extra cost of instrument will be 40.00.
For use with such a large boatd we are also prepared to furnish an alidade, 28 inches long.

Price, ext», $10.00.

Price of Alidade, complete as above, including striding level, detachable

eompass, clamps, etc., in mahogany box, but without board, lower motion and tripod,

$200.00

To meet a want where greater portability and lightness are thought to be more

advantageous than greater rigidity and consequent accuracy, we are prepared to

furnish in place of the above described lower motion of the Plane Table (shown in

the accompanying cut) one of the Johnson type and character. A description of

this may be omitted here, since it is described in any of the modern text-books on

Plane Table Work. Suffice it to say that this motion is operated in a manner simi

lar to that described under our Quick Leveling Attachment fsee pages 39 and 126)

of which it is an inverted adaptation, but is of greater size, range and steadiness.

This movement, with legs all complete, weighs only from 9 to 10 lbs.

Price of Johnson's Improved Plane Table Movement, mounted on large

tripod $45.00

Price of Plane Table Drawing Board, in pine wood box, . . $15.00
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Plane Table.

made hj C. L. Bereer & Sons
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Engineers' and Surveyors' Transit.

This instrument is designed for engineering work of a high class, such as is

required In bridge building, water works, and for city and land surveying. The

size of the circle is such that it may be graduated to read to 30" or 20" without

fatigue to the eye. The telescope is of the best definition, and has a large aperture

with perfectly flat field. The eye-piece is achromatic, and gives a large field with

plenty of light. We adrise our customers to order solid silver graduations for this

instrument, for reasons given on page 6.

Transits No. 1 — No. 1 C.— Horizontal circle 6% in. (edge of graduation),

two double verniers reading to minutes ; two rows of figures in opposite directions

from 0° to 300° ; figures on limb and verniers are inclined in the direction they should

be read ; verniers and graduations^are protected with fine plate glass and provided

with glass shades ; graduations are silvered ; magnetic needle 4)4 inches ; adjustment

for vertical plane of telescope ; improved spring tangent screw ; improved lower tan

gent screw ; shifting center to set the instrument exactly over a given point ; improved

telescope Wyi inches long ; objects erect ; aperture \% inches ; power of the telescope

24 dia., which qualifies it especially for telemeter work ; eye-piece is provided with an

improved screw arrangement for the accurate focussing of cross-wires ; telescope is

perfectly balanced and reverses at both ends ; spirit-levels ground and extra sensitive ;

line of collimation correct for all distances without adjustable object-slide ; protection

to object-slide ; long compound centers with heavy flanges ; improved split-leg tripod

provided with thumb-nuts.

The mahogany case has a leather strap, hooks, etc. It contains a sun-shade, a

wrench, a screw driver, an adjustable plumb-bob, a magnifying glass, and

adjusting pin, and weighs from 9)4 to 10 lbs.

Weight of Plain Transit, (No. 1), . . . 13}£ lbs. 1 w . ^. nf
" » Transit with Level Attachment, (No. 1 a) 14 " } ILeif» \n°it/

" " Complete Transit, (No. 1 b and No. 1 c) U% « J lrom ' IO 'A 1DS>

Gross weight of instrument, complete, packed securely for shipment in 2 boxes*

about 00 lbs.

Extras to Transits No. 1 — No. 1c inclusive.

Graduation of horizontal circle, on solid silver 10.0O

" " reading to 30" 10.00

20" 20.00

Graduation of vertical arc or vertical circle, on solid silver .... 5.00

Gradienter attachment (see page 39) . . . .... 5.00

Stadia Wires, fixed 3.00'

Short, Focus Lens (pages 118, 169V One pair 16.00

Richards Prism, attachable to our complete Transits or Levels (see pamphlet

sent on application) 40.00

Arrangement for offsetting at right angles ...... . 5.00

Aluminum guard for the full vertical circle (see page 146) . . . 4.00

Variation plate ............ 10.00

Silk hood* to cover transit in case of rain or dust, ...... l.OO

Bottle of fine watch-oil to lubricate the centers, etc., of transit . . . 0.3-5

Note.—Sometimes we are asked by those not intimately acquainted with the principles governing a tele-
scope to place a higher^ power than is customary with the best makers upon a telescope of the size describe*1
above. In answer we wish to say that with the power mentioned above very good results in stadia measurement
can be obtained, and that while the power could be easily increased, the light and definition of the telescope
would become so diminished that it would render the instrument less efficient in more than one respect. In thi=
connection we referto the various articles written on the telescope in part I. of catalogue. In all cases, however,
where the telescope is ordered to be inverting we increase the aperture for our transits size No. i from i j to i | inches
diameter without additional cost, but the instrument being inverting will be made to order only. This increase
in aperture will permit of a higher power. Thus two eye-pieces, magnifying respectively 27 and 33 diameters-
can be supplied wih such a telescope; but the danger of the wires getting broken, or dust blowing into the telescope,
etc., in changing the eye-pieces, is so great, that in instruments of the above class the use of two eye-pieces should
be as litle resorted to as possible. Where both eye-pieces are ordered, an extra charge of $8.00 will be made. This

change in aperture will add about 10 ozs. to the weight of the instrument.

* The material now used in our Transit Hoods is " Cravenette " and is waterproof. Gossamer or
Kul>l>er contains sulpliur and soon tarnishes the solid silver graduation and therefore we have discontinued

using the latter as a regular covering for transits for many years.
Umbrella silk- which we have been using, is not waterproof, but will still be furnished when pre

ferred. On account of the increased demand for Cravenette, Transit Covers will be sent of this material

unless desired of silk, price being the same.
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Plain Transit.

Price, as above, with standards cloth finished .... $180.00

Standards finished like instrument (no clothfinish) . . . extra, $5.00

For size and description of this instrument, as well as for Extras, see page 142.

The verniers of this instrument can he placed at an angle of 90° to line of sight,

if so ordered to be made.

All our transits are provided with a fine punch mark on top of the telescope W

enable to center instrument from a point above as well as from below.

Code Word.

Transit No. 1, Plain, as in cut above, with solid silver graduation to minutes,

erecting telescope, standards cloth finished, full length tripod . . . Babiana

(For Extra* and changes from Babiana see page C of complete code at hack.)
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JVo. 1 P.

is made Uy C. L. Berber & Sons. Patented.

Transit with Level Attachment to Telescope.

Price, as above, with cloth finish standards . $210.00

Standards finished like instrument (no clothfinish) . . . extra $5.00

For size and particulars of this instiument, as well as for Extras, see page 142.

Notb. — The character of this level attachment combined with the features of the transit, is that of a pivot-
level. Its manipulation and use is similar to that described under our Hydrographic-level. The adjustment of
the level to the telescope, however, must be made in the manner described on pages 48 and 54, or by means of
a collimator. — Wih a level attachment of the above kind, good leveling can be done, as the power of the
telessope and the sensitiveness of the spirit-level are equal to that of most Wye-levels.

The verniers of this instrument can be placed at an angle of 90° to line of sight,

if so ordered to be made.

Code Word.

Transit No. la, as in cut above with fixed stadia wires to telescope, solid

silver graduation to minutes, erecting telescope, standards cloth finished, full

length tripod Balsam

(For Extras and changes from Balsam see pages C and F of complete code at back.)
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No. 1 b.

As made lij' C. L. Berger & Sons.
rf5

Patented.

I4j

Complete Engineers' and Surveyors' Transit.

The 5-inch vertical arc is provided with double verniers reading to minutes.

Price, as above, with cloth finished standards .... $225.00

Standards finished like instrument (no clothfinish) . . . extra, §5.00

For size and particulars of this instrument, as well as for Extras, see page 142.

Note.—When stadia wires are added, this instrument becomes a Tachymeter. The verniers of this
instrument can be placed at oo° to Hne of sight if so ordered to be made.

Code Word.

Transit No. lb, as in cut above with fixed stadia wires to telescope, solid silver

graduations reading to minutes, erecting telescope, standards cloth finished,

full length tripod Betonica

'^or Extras and changes from Betonica see pages C, D and F of complete code at back.)
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ISo. 1 c.

As made by C. L. Berger & Sons. ! Patented.

Complete Engineers' and Surveyors' Transit.

The 5-inch vertical circle is provided with double verniers reading to minutes.

Price, as above, standards cloth finished, with vernier shades, alumi

num guardfur vertical circle, . . . $237.00
Standards finished like instrument (no cloth finish.) . . . extra $5.00

For size and particulars of this instrument, as well as for Extras, see page 142.

Notl. —When stadia wires are added, this instrument becomes a Tachymeter.

Code Word.

Transit No. lc, as In cut above with stadia wires to telescope, solid silver

graduations for both circles reading to minutes, erecting telescope, standards

cloth finish. ... Bouvardla

(For iCxtras and changes from Bouvardla see pages C, D and P of complete code at back).
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The Berger Double Opposite Vernier Attachment for transits pro

vided with a 5-inch full vertical circle.

Price, extra, $20.00

For price of Double Opposite Vernier Attachment with Open Frame Protected Ver

tical Circle Graduation Glass-covered, see page 167c.

Note.— For most work with the Engineer's transit it is not important to read the vertical angles closer than
minutes, and by estimatioi. to 30", and the ordinary vertical arcs and circles of our construction, as illustrated in
the preceding instruments; give the fullest satisfaction in this respect. There are, however, some few cases where
it may be desirable to eliminate errorsand excentricities in the graduation and verniers of the vertical circle in the
same manner as in the horizontal graduation by reading two opposite verniers, and the construction illustrated
above has been designed to meet this want. As the vertical circle cannot be turned independently on its axis, as
in repeating circles, the telescope must be reversed when a repetition of the angle is desired. The mean of the
two readings is then accepted as the true result.

Ia the above illustration the frame in front of the vertical circle carries two opposite verniers reading to minutes.
The verniers are double, so that angles of elevation and depression can be wad with ease and dispatch. For ordi
nary work the vertical angles may be read only from one vernier. The frame is fitted to the horizontal axis of
revolution, and is circular in order to protect the graduation of the vertical circle from injur}w.

Two opposing capstan-headed screws, working against a projecting stud on the standard, are provided, tc
adjust the zero-points of the verniers to coincide with those of the vertical circle, after the instrument has been
leveled up and the telescope placed in a truly horizontal position, and when adjusted so that there is no looseness
between the stud and the capstan-headed screws the vernier frame maintains a fixed position, while the telescope
and circle are moved in altitude. This device can be attached to transits provided with a 5-inch full vertical circle
ia new instruments only when so ordered.

Tlie Placing of Plate Levels.

In all our Transits with a compass where the verniers are at an angle of about 300 to lineof sight,
t } enable to read them without stepping aside, the front plate level is mounted on a strong bracket slightly extend
ing over the plate at one end. This arrangement has proved highly satisfactory, inasmuch as the level can be of
standard length and character, and is fully protected by a shield and guard against injury and derangement of
adjustment. Placing the plate levels inside the compass, as has been done sometimes, makes them subject to change,
of adjustment and also requires that they be shortened, thereby losing their fine character, and that the height
between the plates, and therefore the whole instrument, be raised one-half inch. The level openings in the vernier
plate, however, so weaken the latter that it cannot be depended on as a base for the standards and telescope,
solar attachment, etc., to rest on, and to resist the rough treatment the instrument is liable to receive in the field.

Transits whose verniers are at oo3 to line of sight will have the front plate level directly under the telescone.

The Tachymeter, or Universal Surveying Instrument.

On the following pages, descriptive of the Complete Engineer's and Surveyor's Transits, No. 1 c Style P.
to transit No. lg inclusive, the name Tachymeter has been used. The want of a specific name for the complete
form of the engineer's and surveyor's transit has long been felt. The term "transit" originally borrowed from
astronomy to designate an instrument whose telescope can traverse the vertical plane, is not sufficiently com
prehensive to describe an instrument in which the vertical motion of the telescope is no longer its most important
characteristic. An instrument having a level on its telescope, a vertical arc or circle, and stadia wires, is
adapted to the rapid location of points in a survey, since it is capable of measuring the three co-ordinates of a
point in space, namely, the angular co-ordinates of azimuth and altitude, and the radius vector, 01 distance. The
name Tachymeter, or rapid measurer, has been applied for many years, in Europe, to instruments of this de
scription. The characteristic of tackymetry is, that all the data required for the location of points are rapidly
determined by the instrument, by means of horizontal and vertical angles, and stadia measurements of distance.
The compass and gradienter are auxiliaries in the measurement of angles, and an instrument having them, in
addition to the essential features mentioned above: is more perfectly adapted for tachymetric work. We feej
that we need make no apology for introducing these brief but expressive terms into our catalogue, and we venn

ture to hope that they may c6me into as general use in this country as they have in Europe, and replace the in
convenient phrases now employed to describe these instruments and methods.
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No. 1 c, Style p.

As made by C . L . Berger & Sons

Patented.

Tacliymeter.

No. 1 c, Style p. Graduations of horizontal and vertical circles on solid

silver, reading to minutes ; 5-inch full vertical circle with two double opposite

verniers reading to minutes ; glass shades over verniers ; 3$ inch striding level ;

gradienter attachment ; fixed stadia wires ; etc. Standards cloth finished.

Price, as above, $296.00.
For size and particulars, as well as for extras, see pp. 142-145.

This instrument without a striding level, less, $20.00

" " " double opposite verniers for vertical circle, " $16.00

Code Word, Instrument as in cut, Buckwheat.
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Tachymeter.

For size and particulars of this instrument see pages 142-145.

No. 1 d, as in cut, graduation of horizontal circle on solid silver, opposite ver

niers reading to 20" ; graduation of vertical arc on solid silver, verniers reading to

minutes; glass shades over verniers; detachable reading glasses for both circles,

11£ inch telescope showing objects inverted, power 27 diameters; 31 inch striding

level; gradienter attachment; fixed stadia wires; etc. Standards cloth finished.

Price, as above, $312.00.

fhis instrument without a detachable reading glass to the vertical arc, less $5.00.

" " with a 5-inch full vertical circle in place of the arc,

protected by an aluminum guard, extra 9.00

Note.— For a description of the striding level, its use and adjustment, see page 50. This striding level
md the detachable reading glasses, as shown above, can be attached only to our transits of the above descrip
tion : we cannot attach them to instruments already made.

Code Word Instrument as in cut, Bumelia.

Instrument same as Bumelia but with full vertical circle and guard. Burtor
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Tacliymeter.

With three Leveling Screws and Shifting Center.

No. 1 f, as in cut. Graduation of horizontal circle on solid silver, opposite ver.

Iliers reading to 20" ; graduation of 5 inch vertical arc on solid silver, verniers reading

to minutes ; glass shades over verniers ; detachable reading glasses for horizontal

circle ; 111-Inch telescope showing objects inverted, power 27 diameters ; 6-inch spirit

level parallel to telescope ; 3 J inch striding level ; gradienter attachment ; fixed stadia

wires, etc. Standards cloth- finished. Price, as above, $322.00

For size and particulars of this instrument, as well as for Extras see pages 142-145.

For adjustment of Transverse striding-level resting on special collars see page 50.

Code word Burdock.
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Tachymeter.

NO. 1 Sf as in cut. Same as in No. 1 f, but having a 5-inch full vertical circk

frith two double opposite verniers reading to minutes, and two reading-glasses to

the vertical circle. Price, as above, $352.00.

Fot size and particulars of the above instruments- as well as fcr extras, see pp. 142-143.

Code Word. Kuttercup.
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Engineers' Transit No. 1 m.

j With Yoke Standards and Wye-Bearings. Without Compass.

for Triangulation, General Construction, Tunnel and all classes of Underground Work.

In the Transit illustrated on opposite page the yoke-shaped standard frame carrying

the wye-beari-'iJs for the telescope's axis of revolution, is cast in one piece, and its form,

being of superior design, is such as to give great upright and lateral stiffness, with compara

tive lightness in weight. This fact, coupled with the desire to have an instrument free

from the defects so often noticed in the Transits enumerated under Nos. 1 and 2,

etc., with compasses where the necessary lateral rigidity of the standards must be obtained

by the peculiar conically-shaped pivot ends of the telescope's axis of revolution, at the

expense of accuracy, led us to adopt the cylindrical form of pivots resting in wye

bearings, to ensure a true motion of the telescope in the vertical plane, (one that is

free from any deflection of the line of sight caused by wabbling in bearings loose from

wear and lateral strain). In this Transit the telescope reverses only through the standard,

as usual, the aim being to furnish a Transit most eminently fitted for the highest class

of engineering work of all kinds, but at a cost lower than those enumerated later on under

Triangulation Transits. In this instrument the wye-bearings are well protected from

dust and water. The main plate level is placed in the center of the upper plate, where

it is entirely protected by the base of the standard frame and by the aid of a special guard,

and where it can easily be read from both sides. The upper surface of the vernier plate

is slanting downwards, and the vernier openings are raised above the surface, and special

channels are provided, so that water will run off immediately. The Yoke standard frame

will be japanned, or cloth finished, as we deem it best. In this, as in all our instruments,

the fine appearance and general character depends principally on simplicity of design,

coupled with fine workmanship, and a high state of efficiency of every part. Other

parts that cannot easily be finished and lacquered in the usual— but mostly antiquated —

manner, are therefore also treated in japan, or cloth-finish. This is in line with good taste

and modern thought and improvements, to enable us to unite as many pieces as possible to

secure great stability and steadiness under all conditions in order to arrive at quick and

thoroughly reliable results.

Transit No. 1 III, as in cut (for size, weight and particulars, see Transit No. 1,

page 142); graduation of horizontal circle on solid silver, double opposite verniers

reading to 30"; graduation of 5-inch vertical circle on solid silver, double vernier

reading to minutes; aluminum guard to vertical circle; glass shades over verniers;

114-inch erecting telescope with lj-iach aperture; power 24 diameters; long spirit-

level to telescope; fixed stadia wires; etc. Made to order only.

Price, as above $265.00

Ode Word . Buxana

This transit can be made with inverting telescope when so ordered; length 12 inches,

clear aperture If inches, power 28 diameters. No extra charge.

If desired with inverting telescope add to the Code word "Invert."
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Engineers' Transit No. 1 m.

With Yoke Standards and Wye-Bearings. Without Compass.

For Triangulation, General Construction, Tunnel and all classes of Underground Work.
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Surveyors' Transit No. 1 s.

With Compass, Yoke Standards and Wye-Bearings.

It is well known that in Transits with compass (styles Nos. 1, 2, 3,4, 5 and ($) the

strength required for the standards to support the telescope, and to prevent the latter from

shifting laterally in the bearings, is derived mainly from the vernier plate and its compass

ring as a base, from the rigidity ot the standards themselves and their width apart, and

last — but most important — from the peculiar shape of the pivot-ends of the horizon

tal axis of revolution, which latter prevents both of the standards from swaying to and

fro. Ingenious and time-honored as this construction is — being exemplified in many

thousands of instruments — it cannot compare in degree of accuracy with that afforded

• when the ends of the telescope's axis are of cylindrical form running in wye-bearings, pro

vided the necessary upright and lateral stiffness can be obtained in the standard frame.

The Yoke standard frame, shown in the cut on opposite page, is of great strength com

bined with lightness, and enables to successfully mount the telescope's axis by means

of cylindrical pivots in wye-shaped bearings. The motion of the telescope in the vertical

plane is therefore entirely free from such defects, as deflection of the line of sight, etc.,

noticed in the older styles, when caused by wear and strain. To obviate this, has been

the object of introducing the yoke frame — common in all our triangulation Transits

— but having a compass mounted in the central portion of its base. With this arrange

ment the surveyor is now placed in possession of an instrument whose chief features

have no superior in point of accuracy, fine workmanship and thorough adaptation to his

needs. The telescope reverses through the standards only. The Yoke frame will be

cloth-finished or japanned; all other parts will be polished and lacquered. The whole

instrument has a fine appearance.

Transit No. 1 S, as in cut (for size, weight and particulars, see Transit No. 1 ,

page 142); graduation of horizontal circle on solid silver, double opposite verniers

reading to minutes; 5-inch vertical circle with one double vernier reading to minutes, at

eye-end; graduation on solid silver; aluminum guard; glass shades over verniers; llf-inch

erect telescope with lj-inch aperture, power 24 diameters, long spirit-level to telescope;

fixed stadia wires; 3T95-inch magnetic needle with variation plate; etc.

Made to order only.

Price $300.00

Code Word Buxota.

Extras to Transit No. 1 s.

Horizontal circle graduated to read to 30", extra . . . . . 10.00

" " " 20" " 20.00

This transit can be made with inverting telescope when so ordered; length 12 inches,

clear aperture If inches, power 28 diameters. No extra charge.

If desired with inverting telescope add to the code word " Invert."

Surveyors' Transit Tfo. 2 s.

Transit No. 2 s (size, weight and particulars as in No. 2, page 152), but with

magnetic needle 2J" long, variation plate; otherwise with same features as for

No. 1 S above. Made to order only.

Price $300.00

Code Word Buylis.

This instrument with inverting telescope, add to the code Word "Invert."

For prices of solar attachments, etc., see pages 154 to 157.



"With Compass, Yoke Standards and Wye-Bearings.

(Above instrument is shown with inverting telescope.)



Reversion Level.*

"or leveling also with telesco

reversed.

As made by C. L. Berger & Sons.

If applied to any of our JB fr*P^ J^lT Tachymeters. or

"Vansits, size No. 1, or No. 2,/B jp^^^fc^T Price, extra, S15.00

Notb.—This level has a reversible tube which acts as a reflector, as well as a guard to protect from
breakage the exposed side of the level when not in use.

* The adjustment of this level and the horizontal cross-wire has to be made in the manner described for
Hie fixed level attached to the transi telescope, see pages 48 and 54.

Small Engineers' and Surveyors' Transit.

Instrument of precision, recommended for all kinds of Land Surveying, Railroad Work, etc.,

where only a minute graduation is desired.

No. 2. Plain Transit.* The essential features of this instrument are like

those enumerated tinder Ao. 1 , with the exception ofsize and weight. It is designed

to be used in cases lohere a lighter instrument is desirable. All the parts, the gradu

ations, the telescope, etc., are made with as great care as in the larger instruments

made by us. We can recommend it as being a very reliable and superior instru-

ment for railroad work, for general land surveying and for mining purposes.

The dimensions are as follows :—

Horizontal limb 5 inches ; magnetic needle Sj^ inches ; telescope 9 inches ; clear

aperture \)4 inch ; power 18 diameters.

The mahogany case has a leather strap, hooks, etc. It contains a sun-shade, 91

wrench, a screw driver, an adjustable plutnb-bob, a magnifying glass, an adjusting

pin, and weighs 7 lbs.

Weight of instrument 10 lbs.; weight of tripod from C>}4 to 7 lbs.

Gross weight of instrument, packed securely for shipment in 2 boxes, about 55

lbs.

Price, as above, with standards cloth-finished .... $180.00

Standards finished like instrument (no cloth finish) . . . extra 5.00

Extras to Plain Transit.

Spirit-level 5 % inches, witli clamp and tangent screw to telescope, . . #30.00

Gradienter attachment, 5.00

Offsetting arrangement, 5.00

Graduation ofhorizontal circle on solid silver, ... . 10.00

5 inch vertical arc. double verniers reading to minutes, 15.00

" " " graduation on solidsilver, ...... 2o!oO

5 " " circle double verniers reading to minutes, .... 20.00

5 " " " graduation on solid silver, . . .... 25.00

Aluminum guard for the full vertical circle (see page 140), . . . ' . 4.00

Stadia Wires, fixed, 3.00

Short Focus Lens (see page 118, 169), One pair, . . .... 16.00

Variation plate . . . 10.00

Silk bag, to protect the instrument in case of rain or dust, .... 1.00

Bottle of fine watch oil, to lubricate the center, etc., oftransit, . . 0.35

*A Plain Transit is one without spirit-level, clamp *nd arc to telescope, see No. I, page 143.
Notk.—If a transit is intended for very close stadia work, Transit No. 1, with its larger telescope and

aigher power will be best suited for that purpose. But in all cases where greater lightness and porta
bility is a factor and where only gereral good results in stadia measurements, as obtained with a smaller
and less powerful telescope, will be deemed satisfactory, size No. 2 should be chosen. We cannot put a
telescope of the size as described in Transit No. 1 upon a Transit No. 2. It should be borne in mind
that all parts of an instrument are so closely related to each other that the preponderance of any one part
would simply impair the efficiency of other parts. A telescope of the size given above, but showinga

objects inverted, will generally give the desired result. No extra charge for such a telescope, but the instru

ment must be made specially. The aperture will then be 1% inch and the power 22 diameter.

(For Code Words for Plain Transit and for Eitrai as above see pages C, E and F Of

complete code at back).
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Complete Engineers' and Surveyors' Transit,

No. 2.

As made by C. L. Berger A Sons.

Unless ordered to be as in cut, the horizontal verniers will be placed at 30*

to line of sight. (See footnote to Mountain Transit No. 3.)

All our transits are provided with a fine punch mark on top of telescope to en

able to center instrument from a point above as well as from below.

Code Word.

Transit No. 2, as in cut above and having fixed stadia wires to telescope, solid

silver graduation reading to minutes, verniers placed at 35° to line of sight, erect

ing telescope, standards cloth finished, full length tripod .... Calypso

lh\>r Extras and changes from Calypso see pages C, E and Fof complete node at back).
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The Berger Solar Attachment and xop Telescope

Combined.

Attachable to Transits, Sizes 1, 2 and 3, baring a Full Vertical Circle.
For V. S. Deputy Surveyors, Surveyors and Mining Engineers.

This Solar Attachment and Top Telescope combined may he used either as a first

class solar in surface surveying for determining meridian, or as a first class auxiliary

top telescope in underground work when objects cannot be seen with the main tele

scope. The solar telescope being longer and more powerful than heretofore, permits

it to be also used for mine work, and as its horizontal axis is provided with our

patented lateral adjustment * (see cuts a, a on right-hand side of illustration), we are

enabled to place its line of collimation so truly above that of the main telescope as to

be exactly in the same vertical plane, and therefore this auxiliary telescope can be

depended upon to the same extent as those of our regular Mining Transits.

As a solar attachment, or meridian finder, it is in principle like Pearsons' and that

formerly made by us (see cut page 57), not requiring computation ; but instead of the

lens bar, or small telescope, t it is now constructed with a telescope of one-inch aperture

and six-inch focal length, provided with a diagonal eye-piece, colored glass and wires

arranged in a square, as shown on next page and described on pages 64a and 168.

This solar attachment fastens by means of a screw to the cross axis of the transit

telescope. It has no declination are. The declination of the sun and the co-latitude

of the place of observation are both set off by the vertical circle of the transit. All

settings for position, viz. that of the polar axis, to he truly at right angles to line of

sight of main telescope and the setting of the declination, are secured by the spirit

level attached to the solar telescope. The degree of precision and simplicity of manipu

lation attained thereby is commensurate with that of our Engineers' Transit.

To determine true meridian at any hour of the day it is only necessary that the

declination and refraction of the sun on that particular day and hour be known to the

observer, and that the polar axis be raised precisely to the co-latitude of the place of

observation. The adjustments are few and simple, and need to be verified only from

time to time ; besides, they can be readily verified, being similar to those in the transit

proper.

Latitude and transit observations can also be made with this auxiliary telescope

when the sun's altitude is too high for observations with the main telescope, in the

same manner as described on page 108 for our Interchangeable Auxiliary Telescope

style I.

This solar attachment and top telescope combined can be readily attached or de

tached from the transit without altering its adjustments. When detached the transit

is then simply an ordinary complete Engineers' and Surveyors' Transit.

By the use of our Latitude Level t (fastening to the cross axis at the side of the

vertical circle, see cut) not requiring a reading of the vertical circle for every setting

of the polar axis for latitude except once in a day, observations can be made repeatedly

with speed and accuracy. Indeed, with the declination and refraction of the sun pre

viously worked out for the various hours of the day, observations can be made nearly

as fast as a needle of the surveyor's compass can be read. A concise description and

use of both attachments will be found in the Manual.

The weight of the solar attachment and top telescope combined is 1 lb., with coun-

m ... j terpoise, 2 lbs. ; that of the latitude level about Vx lb. Both are screwed into the in-

strument box.

*tnra. Price of Solar Attachment and Top Telescope Combined,

as above, complete with counterpoise, prism and colored glass, . . $70.00

iantbui Price of Solar Attachment with Small Telescope, non-

adjustable laterally as generally supplied for solar work alone, and

without counterpoise^ but with prism and colored glass, . . . &52.O0

leaner* Price of Latitude Level, as in cut, $15.00

* Other telescopic solars of similar design as heretofore made may be out from Ye to K" from the cen
ter of the main telescope, and then of course there must be a divergence of the lines of sight of both telescopes
involving errors to that amount.

t The honor of first conceiving the idea of applying a small telescope in place of the lens bar and of using
a spirit level for the accurate setting of the polar axis, belongs to Mr. C. L. Berger, of this firm. See Cata

logue of 1878.
} This latitude level can also be used for grades and distance measurements, etc. It will be found to form

a very useful adjunct to the Engineers' Transit, even without the solar attachment.
* It is not strictly necessary to counterpoise the smaller solar attachment in order to obtain good work.
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The Berger Solar Attachment and Top Telescope Combined.

A. Instrument with Solar Attachment ready for an observation.
B. Eye end view of Solar Attachment showing patent lateral adjustment to enable us to place the

Solar Telescope exactly in same vertical plane with the main one, to serve as Top Telescope
in mine work.

C. Shows Solar Telescope used as Top Telescope in mine work.
D. Latitude Level, if ordered, for use with Solar Attachment,
b, b. Wire Diaphragm in Solar Telescope, see page 168.
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Davis' Patent Solar Attachment.

This invention is destined to supersede all other solar attachments, being by far

the most accurate, the most simple, and the cheapest in use. The sun observations are

made with the instrument's telescope direct, whereby greater range and power are

secured, and limiting the adjustments to those common to the instrument proper

itself. It can be attached to any engineers' and surveyors' transit which has a good

vertical arc or full vertical circle. A great many have been placed on our transits

(sizes Nos. 1, 2, 3 and occasionally on No. 4), for the use of U. S. Deputy Survey

ors, and others having occasion to do solar work.

However, as its manipulation involves a few mathematical calculations, differing

somewhat from ordinary solar attachments, we advise our patrons to carefully read

pages 73 and 75, etc., of manual, where a full description will be found.

The screen, shown in Fig. 2, can be applied with erecting and inverting tele

scopes. In making an observation with an erecting telescope the full aperture of

the object glass is utilized, but with an inverting telescope it must be limited

to about % or y% inch diameter to get the wires sharply defined on the screen. To

this end the telescope cap is provided with a central opening, permitting of such an

adjustment, which may be closed entirely when not in use.

Attachments shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are for direct observation when the sun's

altitude does not require the screen. These latter attachments are now made by us

in a manner superior to those shown in these cuts on opposite page. They are

mounted as in Fig. 5, upon a frame, readily attachable to the eye-piece by means of

a clamp, which can be clamped in any position most convenient for the observer.

To bring the colored glasses or the prism before the peep-hole of the eye-piece, it is

only necessary to revolve them, hence they can be used in rapid succession. It will

be seen that these solar attachments are easy to manipulate, and therefore must

insure better results than heretofore obtainable with mechanical devices of any

other kind.

Price of Solar Screen as in Figs. 1 and 2, $6.00

" Prism and Colored Glasses, see Figs. 3 and 4, but of improved

mounting, as in Fig. ;">, 12.00

" Solar Screen with prism and colored glasses combined, . . 18.00

If we attach the screen to instruments which are sent to us for that purpose, we

must make an extra charge of $4.00. In such cases the telescope should be sent to

us.

C. L. Berger & Sons' Patent Inclined Square.

For Sun Observations with Dayiv Patent Solar Attachment.

This device consists of four additional wires forming an inclined square of equal sides placed at an angle of
45° with the usual cross wires, and equi-distant from the latter's point of intersection in the Surveyor's Transit
Telescope. The space contained within this square, as will be seen in the greatly enlarged Figures g and ga, is
slightly smaller than the sun's disc ; thus an observation of the sun for position can be made by simply setting
the telescope by means of the tangentscrews until the four segments, formed by the black lines against the bright
disc of the sun, are of equal size. In this manner the sun's disc can be better bisected, as when it must be
quartered by the cross lines alone — but, if desired, both methods can be applied as a check upon each other.

The arrangement of the wires in the inclined square is in no way confusing, as it keeps the cross and stadia
wires distinctly apart for the regular work of the transit, and, in rapid work, is a help to distinguish the
horizontal from the stadia wires, as shown above, which cannot be said of the erect square H — also patented, —
shown on the page illustrating the various sighting wire diaphragms. Part I.

Price of Patent Inclined Square, but only, when ordered with the instrument, extra . S4.0O
" also provided with Stadia Wires, as in cut, " . 7.00

M " " with cross and stadia wires for instruments of other make 10.00



Davis' Patent Solar Attachment.

Fig. 5.

Li. Berger & Sons' Improved Prism and Colored Glass Attach

ment for Solar Observations.

(For Code Words for Prisms, Davis Solar Screen and Inclined Square

Bee page F of complete code at back).
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Mountain Transit.

No. 3. Mountain Transit.—Size as in No. 2. Provided with an extension

tripod. This instrument is well adapted for use in mountainous regions, chiefly on

account of its smaller size, lightness and great portability. Its work is as accurate

as that of larger instruments of its class. Its weight is 10 lbs., with an ordinary

tripod complete liii4 lbs., but when provided with an extension tripod three pounds

are added to this weight. The graduations are on solid silver verniers reading to

minutes; ground glass fhades ; 5-inch vertical circle with aluminum guard; spirit-

level clamp and gradienter to telescope ; protection to object slide ; extension tripod pro

vided with thumb^nuts, etc.
The mahogany case has a leather strap, hooks, etc. It contains a sun-shade, a

wrench, a screw driver, an adjustable plumb bob, a magnifying glass, an adjusting

pin, and weighs 7 lbs.
Gross weight of instrument, packed securely for shipment in 2 boxes, about 45

lbs.

Price, complete as above, with cloth finished standards . . $257.00

This instrument with a 5-inch vertical arc in place of the full circle and

without aluminum guard ........ less $9.00

Standards finished like instrument (no clothfinish) .... extra $5.00

A reduction of $15.00 from the above price is made if the graduations are not on

solid silver.

Extras to Mountain Transit.

Offsetting arrangement, . . . . . . . . 5.00

Stadia wires, fixed, ........... 3.00

Variation Plate, 10.00

Quick leveling attachment (see manual), ....... 15.00

Extra regular tripod, for use with instrument in ordinary practice, . 16.00

Davis' Solar Attachments, all complete, . 18-01

C. L. Berger & Sons' Solar Attachment (pp. 154 and 155) .... 70.00

" Latitude Level " " 15.00

*Prism, with colored glasses, for observing the sun's altitude, .... 12.00

Short Focus Lens Attachment (see pages 118, 169). One pair, . . . 16.00

Leather cover over case, to be strapped to the saddle of a horse, . . 12.00
" u u u a3 above with shoulder straps, 14.00

Silk bag, to protect the instrument in case of rain or dust, . . . ] .00

Bottle of fine watch oil, for the centers of transit, 0.35

Note.—Although the extension tripod is very slender and about 2 lbs heavier than our regular tripod, its
superiority for mountain work is very apparent on account of its adaptation to sudden changes in grades. ?till,
for general practice, it is desirable to have the regular tripod, insuring, as it does, greater steadiness, and con
sequently giving increased accuracy. The surveyor will therefore find it to his advantage to order both kinds.

—It will be observed that in the cut the verniers of the horizontal circle are placed at an angle of 3fp to the line
of sight as in our Mining Transits, thus adapting the instrument to the work in a mountainous country. On
the other hand this change in the position of the verniers requires the level in front of the telescope to be
carried beyond the limit of the plate in order to be of standard length and character, and although fully pro
tected in its partially exposed position from injury, by an improved guard surrounding it, it is, nevertheless,
subject to slight changes in adjustment, as when compared with one mounted as shown in Transit No. 2, where
verniers are placed at 90° to the telescope. In all cases where this change in the position of the verniers is not
deemed of sufficient importance, we advise to order our Transit No. 2. A small striding level, illustrated in
Transit No. Id, can also be placed upon the telescope axis at an extra cost of $15.00. No extra charge if the
telescope is ordered to be of the inverting kind when the whole instrument will have to be made specially.
The aperture will then be 1% inch, the power 22 diameter.

* In a mountainous country, it frequently happens that a transit must be set up in places where it is ex.
tnemely difficult to get standing room to take both back and fore-sights. With the aid of a prism* attachable to
to* cyc-piece. all this can be done from the side of the instrument.
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JJo. 3. Mountain Transit.

Shown with Patent Solar Screen Attachment.*

As made by C. L. Berger & Sons.

* For illustrations and full description of this Solar Attachment, see pages 73 and 74

of the Manual. For Price, etc., seepage 156.

All our transits are provided with a fine punch mark on top of the telescope to ena

ble to center instrument from a point above as well as from below.

Code Word.

Mountain Transit No. 3, as in cut above without solar screen but with fixed

stadia wires and gradienter to telescope, solid silver graduation for both cir

cles reading to minutes, erecting telescope, standards cloth finish, extension

tripod • Forsythia

(For Extras and changes from Forsytliia see pages ( Jp and O of complete code at back).
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Small Mountain, Mining and Reconnoissance Transit.

No. 4. On the opposite page cut No. 4 represents a complete transit of this class.

It is in every respect similar to our Engineers' and Surveyors' large transits No. 1 and

No. 2, except in size and weight. The verniers of the horizontal circle are placed at

35° to line of sight, unless ordered to be at 90°, when the transit must be specially made.

In both cases the plate levels will be of standard length and character. The instru

ment is as carefully made as the larger ones, and with careful use, necessary only on

account of its great lightness,* capable of very accurate results. For use in mines,

mountains, etc., and for preliminary work of all kinds, as well as to fill in details, it

is especially adapted. Owing to the smaller size of the telescope and its high power,

we supply the inverting kind. The dimensions, etc., are as follows : —

Horizontal limb 4 inches; graduations on solid silver, double opposite verniers

reading to minutes; two rows of figures from 0° to 360° ; glass shades over verniers ;

needle 2£ inches ; vertical arc 4 inches ; telescope 7£ inches ; aperture 1£ inch ; power

from 15 to 18 diameters, 4-inch spirit-level, with clamp and tangent screw to tele

scope; vertical adjustment fa1* the telescope axis; shifting motion ; compound centers ;

extension tripod, etc.

The mahogany case has a leather strap, hooks, etc. It contains a sunshade, a

wrench, a screw-driver, an adjustable plumb-bob, a magnifying glass, ah adjusting

pin, and weighs 4 lbs.

Weight of instrument 5 lbs., weight of tripod 9 lbs.

Gross weight of complete instrument, packed securely for shipment in 2 boxes,

about 49 lbs.

Price of Mountain, Mining and R. Transit No. 4 with arc

as above . . . $235

Price of Complete Transit No. 4 with full vertical circle, protected

by an aluminum guard as in cut- $i£44

Extras to Transit No. 4

Fixed stadia wires $ 3.00
Gradienter attachment 5.00
Variation plate 10.00
Prism and colored glass (only plain form, Fig. 3, page 157 permissible) 8 00
Reiector for illuminating the cross-wires 4.00
Short focus lens, pages ti8, 169, one 8.50
Edge graduation tor vertical circls with a double vernier at eye end, page 167b 35-oo
Edge graduation for vertical circle with double opposite verniers, page 167b 45.00
Paten interchangeable auxiliary telescope, style I, page 165a 45.00
Patent equatorial adapter for solar observations, page 168 50.00
Split-leg tripod in addition to extension tripod furnished with the transit 16.00
Bracket in box, page 169 14.00

Trivets, page 169a 5.00
Lateral adjuster , page 169b 25.0a
Leather cover with shoulder straps . . 11.50

" " without " " 9.^0
Hood to protect transit from rain and dust .1.00
Bottle of fine watch oil .35

* A chief danger may arise from its excessive lightness, it being apt to be overturned. Consequently
careful use is required. And to further guard against accidents of this kind, we furnish with this instrument
a heavy extension tripod, such as furnished with transits size No. 3. This secures to the transit the neces
sary great rigidity and stability. However, when required, we can furnish an extension tnpod weighing
7 lbs. only, price being the same, in place of the q% lb. tripod, or in addition if desired for special purposes.
We can also furnish the stiffer split-leg tripod weighing only 7% lbs. in place of the extension tripod. This
latter we recommend very strongly whenever applicable to the user of the transit.

Note. — Not infrequently we are asked to make the telescope of this instrument to show objects erect
This cannot be done to satisfaction, since it is impossible to make so small an erecting telescope that will
have the necessary po jver for good work and be at the same time of good quality It seems that in all such
cases the interest of our friends will be best guarded if they will order Transit No. 2 or 6, as coming nearest
to the desired end. Having thus acquainted our friends with this fact, we would add that we are prepared to
carry out their wishes in this respect, if they are willing to sacrifice the higher power, greater light and
sharper definition of the inverting telescope for the erecting.

When desired, the above Transit may be provided with 4%" horizontal circle in place of the regular 4"
circle without extra charge. The weight of the No. 4 with 4%" circle is about b% lbs. , and its box is 2 lbs.
heavier than the smaller box.

However, our regular No, 4 Transit with a 4" horizontal circle is strongly recommended as being
superior to the 4%" circlefor mountain and mining use ivhere sweight and compactness are of great im

portance. With the clean cut and accurate graduations which can be readily estimated to 30" or so", this
small instrument enables to do most accurate work, being inferior to our large instruments only in power.
Greater angles of elevation and depression may also be read with the regular 4" horizontal circle, which
is an additional advantage,, since we are frequently asked to raise the standards ofthe 4%" transitfor
this purpose , bringing this latter instrument close to size and weight ofour transit No. 6 without being as
steady and as well proportioned as either tlie regular No. 4 or No. 6.

See last testimonial on brown paper (in front of catalogue) by Mr. L. E. Van Etten.

(For Code Words for No. 4 Transit and above Extras see page9 F, G and H cf com

plete code at back.)
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Code Word,

Genista,

Patented

Code Word.

Corastis.

Complete Mountain, Mining: and

Iieconuoissance Transit No. 4.

Small Complete

Transit-Theodolite No. 4b.

As made by C. L. IJerger & Sons.

No. 4b. For triangulation, filling in details, etc., in secondary triangulation also

for Explorers, Engineers and Surveyors, where the large instruments described under

No. 1 1, page 180-182, etc., become undesirable on account of their size and weight.

Desckiption : — Size and graduation of circles, power of telescope, etc., as in

No. 4, page 160.

The standard frame is of our advanced pattern, cast in a single U-shaped piece

to gain great lateral stiffness, and is cloth finished. The telescope caii be reversed

over the bearings by turning the upper covers aside, and also in the usual way through

the standards. The graduation of the horizontal circle and its verniers are protected

by glass, as in No. 4. There is no compass needle. Instrument has a 4" full vertical

circle with double opposite verniers. A level is attached to the vernier arm (instead

of to the telescope as in No. 4). Striding level rests at points of contact in wyes. This

instrument will only be made with three leveling screws.

An enlarged cut of the upper half of this instrument is shown in No. lib,

page 182.

Price of Small Complete Transit-Theodolite No. 4b, as in

cut (including extra vertical wires desired for solar observation) . . $310

Extras to Transit No. 4b.

Fixed stadia wires $ 3.00
Center of instrument of steel and running in a socket of cast iron 15.00
Plain prism and colored glass 8.00
Split-leg tripod in addition to extension tripod furnished with the transit 16.00
Leather cover with shoulder straps 11.50

" " without " " 9.50
Hood to protect transit from rain and dust 1.00
Bottle of watch oil .35

If desired, the U-shaped standard frame can be made of aluminum alloy, weigh

ing about i lb. less, no extra charge, but if instrument is to be used near salt water,

we believe brass will prove more durable for this standard frame, as aluminum and its

alloys are apt to be affected by salt water, saline and alkaline vapors and liquids.
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Mining Transits.

All of the foregoing instruments, particularly No. 2 and No. 4 we recommend foi

general underground work. (The latter instruments chiefly on account of .their greater

> portability and lightness.) The telescope may be either inverting or erect, and may

b have a prism attachable to the ordinary erecting or invertiug eye-piece to facilitate

o sighting in inclined shafts. We frequently attach to the cross-axis a side telescope,

g swinging free of the plates, of nearly the same length and power, which permits of

« vertical sighting up or down a shaft (see cut p. 164, also pp. 104 to 106). We also furnish

% attached above and parallel with the line of sight of the main telescope of Nos. 4, 5 and

" 6, another one of shorter length and lesser power mounted on a central pillar firmly

j secured by means of a threaded stud to the cross-axis of the main telescope, as in Style

p, II ; or cast on, as in Style I. (See interchangeable auxiliary telescope, pp. 165, 166.

3 also pp. 106, 107.)

8 This latter telescope, which of necessity is of lesser power as compared with our
•g regular side telescope, will in most cases be deemed sufficient, as sights in mines are

H short. Its power varies from 8 to 15 diameters, according as the telescope is erecting or

■d inverting. We are, however, prepared to mount one of same length as our regular side

§ telescope in cases where a complete revolution of cross-axis is not required. In our

-H improved style No. II, the top telescope can be truly set parallel with the line of sight of

" the main telescope by means of adjusting screws. It will be seen that vertical sighting

£ up or down a shaft can be done with ease and accuracy, and this latest device has nearly

„ all the advantages of a telescope mounted on inclined standards with none of its faults,

v> and is second only to our Universal Duplex Mining Transit, in so far as it entails the use

J of an auxiliary telescope of lesser power. When not in use the auxiliary telescope may

be removed at will and stored in the box In style II, the central pillar may be left on

A the instrument or taken off at pleasure. In the latter case only the stem lor the court"

" terpoise on the under side of the telescope remains attached But in Style I, which we

a now strongly recommend, the central stem is permanent, as explained above. As will be

a seen by reference to the description and cuts of this device, pp. 106, 107 and 165, the

n auxiliary telescope can also be readily attached to the end of the cross-axis of oui

3 Mining Transits No. 4 and No. 6 when it becomes a side telescope. The ready interchange-

ability from top to side makes the auxiliary telescope one of the most desirable additions to a Mining Transit.
5 To avoid errors in reading cardinal points, the compass ring is figured from 0° to 360°, the same as the
„ horizontal circle Mining instruments should have large vernier openings to admit of as much light as pos-
e sibl e and all graduations should be on solid silver. For the illumination of the cross-wires, a small reiector
jjg is sometimes piaced in the centre of the cross-axis of the telescope of our larger instruments ; but as in the
S smaller telescopes mw h jight is being cut out by its use, we prefer to attach a reiector shade in front of the
i object glass. The tripod is provided with three adjustable legs to permit of raising or lowering the instru-

3 ment in cramped places.

§ No. 5. Mining- Transit. — Dimensions as in No. 1 (unusual large size);

J graduations on solid silver; * verniers reading to minutes are provided with ground glass

S shades ; 6-inch full vertical circle ; spirit-level, clamp and tangent screws to telescope ;

| extension tripod, etc. Price, $253.00.

o No. 6. Mining- Transit. — Dimensions as in No. 2 (customary size) ;

S graduations on solid silver; * verniers reading to minutes are provided with ground

Q glass shades ; 6-inch full vertical circle ; spirit-level, clamp and tangent screw to tele-

9 scope ; extension tripod, etc. Price, $253.00.

g * A reduction of $15 00 will be made if the graduations are not on solid silver.

% Extras to Mining- Transits Nos, 4, 6, and 7.

Striding level (for description and illustration, see pp. 56, 148, and 178) ^awnn
Stadia wires, fixed . . . . . . . • • • - • • • • • • SwJJJJ
Disappearing cross and stadia wires for erecting telescopes (pp. 81, lu&aa) Patented .... 0.00

* Gradiemer attachment for Nos. 5 and 6 . . . . _ s . . . . . .. . . 6.00

J Five-inch vertical circle provided with double opposite verniers (see p. 147) . . . . . ^0.00

5 Edge graduation for vertical circle with a double vernier at eye-end, which is glass-covered, as in
C cut (p. 165 4) txtra S5-00
« ^dge graduation for vertical circle with double opposite verniers (p. 147) . . . extra 45.00

£ Patent short focus lens (pp. 118, 169, Fig. II) . . .No. 1, $8.50 ; No. 2, $8.50 ; Nos. 1 and 2 16.0"
Reiector for illuminating the cross-wires 4-WJ

Sr Aluminum guard to vertical circle 4.00
~ Prism, attachable to eye-piece 8.00
i Detachable side telescope with counterpoise (p. 164) 35.00
5 Patent interchangeable auxiliary telescope. Style I, described on p. 107 and shown on p. 167, of
* superior construction ; strongly advise it in place of Style 1 1 45.00
C Patent adjustable and interchangeable auxiliary telescope. Style II, p. 165 70.00
*s Patent equatorial adapter for solar observations, striding level, prism with colored glass, and dia-

-§ phragm with square of coarse wires (p. 168)
b Arrangement for offsetting at right angles to telescope 0-'"'

t2 Quick leveling attachment for size No. 4, $20.00; for all other sizes 15.00
E Half-length tvipod 13.50

£ txtra extension tripod 19 50
O " split-leg tripod (see note to No. 3) 16.50
^ Plummet lamp (large size) 10.00
£ " " (small sizei 8.00
^ Bracket in box, with strap, auger and lever (Fig. 1 , on p 160) ........ 15.00
^ Trivet (see page 169a)

Plumbing device for carrying a line down a shaft (p. 1654), $4.00 each ; per pair 8 00

Patent Lateral Adjuster (p. 1653) 25.00
Large plumb bob, weight 4 lbs., for use in shafts 5.00

Bottle of fine watch oil 0.35
Silk bag, to cover transit . 1.00
Leather case for No. 4, with or withom shoulder straps 9.30 to 11.50

" " for No. 6, with or without shoulder straps 12.00 to 14 00
Note The object r as sometimes used to enable steep sig.iti.ig In mines with the ordwna'-v transit

telescope, is not eouise reasons stated on p. 27.



Diaphragm showing ar
rangement of wires as used
with our mine transits, to

distinguish center horizon

tal wire from stadia wires,
to avoid mistakes.

Patented.

Complete Mining Transit,

With detachable Side Telescope and Reflector for illuminating cross wires,

As imde by C. L. Berber & Sons.

Size as in Nos. 5, 6 and 7» For price and attachments see page 162.

Note. — The side telescope was formerly the more customary attachment to mining transits. It can dc
readily attached or detached from the instrument proper. It can be of the same length as the main telescope
when so ordered, but it is usual with us to make it an inch or so shorter, to keep it as light as possible, and to
save weight in the counterpoise. When the side telescope and its counterpoise are attached to the transverse
axis, they balance each other, and therefore the adjustment of the line of collimation of the main telescope is
not disturbed in the vertical plane. The weight of the side telescope and its counterpoise is about i lb. for

each.

The side telescope shown above is now almost wholly superseded since the introduction of the Style I
interchangeable telescope, see page 165a; inasmuch as the side telescope requires an offset or correction
when used for measuring horizontal angles inaccessible to the main telescope.

An instrument having ,s front level placed as shown above might be accompanied by a striding level for
best results in steep sighting if instrument has no post for attaching a top auxiliary telescope.

All our transits are provided with a fine punch-mark on top of telescope to enable
to center instrument from a point above as well as from below.
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Complete Mining Transit,

Aith C. L. Berger & Sons' Patent Adjustable Auxiliary Top Telescope, which is made
Interchangeable lor use on the side (Style II).

Size as in Xos. 5, O and 7. For general description, price and attachments see

page 162. For full description and adjustments see pages 106 and 107.

Notk. — The fact that this auxiliary telescope, though intended chieiy for the measurement of horizontal
angles in steep mines, can also be used as a side telescope for measuring vertical angles, obviating the neces
sity of corrections for eccentricity in either case, we feel, will be appreciated by the Mining Engineer, who
under trying circumstances in the mine must have often felt the need of just such an accessory.

For reasons stated on page 164, a striding level might he ordered, but as with this style of transit
a striding level cannot be applied, we can place instead a revolving cross level on the main telescope, near
ihe eye end, which will perform the function of a striding level, controlling the line of collimation of the
(telescope in a vertical plane when best results in very steep sighting are desired.
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Patented

Complete Mining Transit,

With Style 1, Interchangeable Aux

iliary Telescope,

Size as in Nos. 5, 6* and. 7. For a general descrip

tion for Style I, etc., see pages 107-108. For

price and attachments, page 162.

Note. — With the addition of the interchangeable auxil
iary telescope as an aid to the customary mine transits, wih
main telescope in the center of the instrument, the most diffi
cult engineering problems in underground surveying become
at once very simple and the results tbiairied are as accurate
as those in surface work — with is aid all sights in the verti
cal plane are possible where the main telescope will fail, and
the vertical and horizontal angles can be measured with
out an offset or corrections for excentricity caused by the
distance of the auxiliary telescope from the main telescope.
It is sufficient to remember, when sights become inac
cessible through the main telescope when measuring hori
zontal angles, to place the auxiliary telescope on top, and
when ike sa?ne conditions prevail in measuritig vertical

angles, to place it on the side.

When the auxiliary telescope is detached, the transi is

just as serviceable for surface work as any other.

For use of the auxiliary telescope foi astronomical ob
servations, see page 108. For finding meridian with is aid
and the use of the solar equatorial adapter, see pages 64 and

168.

All our transits are provided with a fine punch mark on top of telescope to enable to center

instrument from a point above as well as from below.
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The Berger Patent Mine Tachymeter.

With Style I Patent Interchangeable Auxiliary Telescope (pages 108 and 167).

See Mining' Transits, sizes 4 and 6» pages 108 and 1by. For price of instrument and extras see Pages

ibo and 162.

Fig. 1. General arrangement of instrument showing upright post for auxiliary telescope, and a reflector

attached to object-glass.
Fig. 2. Interchangeable auxiliary telescope ; Fig. 7 its counterpoise.
Fig. 3. Auxiliary telescope at side when measuring vertical angles, also for making latitude observations (see

page 108), when sun is too high for observations with the main telescope.
Fig. 4. Auxiliary telescope attached to vertical post for use as top telescope when measuring steep horizontal

angles and when surface or meridian lines must be carried down a shaft when objects cannot be seen

by main telescope, as well as for time observations when sun is too high for observation with the
main telescope.

Fig. 5. Side telescope placed parallel with the main telescope in emergencies by means of the striding level
(which is furnished only when the solar equatorial adapter is ordered), obviating the necessity of
placing both lines of sight parallel by bisecting an object ; also showing manner of centering froir
point above.

Fig. 6- Patent short focus lens attached to main telescope, p. 118.
Fig. 8. Patent Disappearing cross and stadia wires ; inclined wires indicating center for stadia wires, foi

erecting telescope- p. 128. (In most cases obviated by arrangement of wires as shown on page 164.)
Fig. 9. leather case with shoulder straps. For prices see page 162.
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PUN DF SHAFT AI HUM

10

Fig. 10. Style I, auxiliary telescope with striding *
level mounted on solar equatorial adapter
when making meridian observations (page
1i)8). During observations striding level is re

moved.
Fig. VI. Plumbing Device A and B tor carrying a

meridian or surface line down a shaft by the
plumb-line method.* Fig. 14.

1 ig. 13. Lateral adjuster attached to tripod with
transit mounted upon it for ranging transit on
to given line. For description and method of
application see page lGi)b.

Fig. 14. Shows in graphical manner the method of
carrying a line down into the shaft by means
of the plumbing devices and lateral adjuster.

• For valuable suggestions in carrying out the
perfection of this device we are indebted to Mr.

G. H. Potter, M. E , of Butte, Mont.

13

VERTICAL SECTION THROUGH SHAFT

14

The Berger Patent Mine Tachymeter.

v Continuation.)
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Complete Mining Transit No. 6D, without Compass.

Shown with our Patent Interchangeable Auxiliary Telescope, Style I.
(See pages 106 and 107.)

Responding to many solicitations to make for mines containing magnetic ore,

or an electric plant, a transit similar in style and accuracy to our No. 11 (see page

180), we- have designed the instrument illustrated on opposite page. It is light,

portable, and of the same size as our Nos. 4, 2 and 6 transits ; but, owing to the

omission of the compass, the standards are cast in a single piece, affording greater

lateral stiffness, with increased capability to withstand rough treatment. It is

adapted to all the complex conditions prevailing in underground work, and is very

simple in style and manipulation. It possesses all the advantages, as regards

accuracy of division, highest permissible telescopic power, and sensitive spirit-

levels of larger instruments. With the interchangeable auxiliary telescope added

for use in steep sighting, either ou top or on the side of the main telescope, as

required, it becomes a most capable instrument for correctly solving what would

otherwise require special instruments and methods. When the auxiliary telescope

is detached, it is just as applicable to the common work in the mine or on the

surface as our regular engineers' and mining transits N OS. 4, 2 and 6.

The U-shaped standard frame of the telescope is made of aluminum, covered with a fine daric Japan
not affected by moisture ; all other parts are finished in the same manner as in our other instruments. The
plate-levels * are of our standard character and length, mounted directly upon the upper plate, where they
are easily accessible for the purpose of adjustment and ready observation, and are fully protected from falling
bodies. The principal plate-level is directly under the eye-end of the telescope. The two opposite verniers
of the horizontal circle are in line of sight with the telescope, and are protected from dripping water by ce
mented glass covers. The circle itself is provided with two rows of figures from o° to 3600, in opposite direc
tions, wih double verniers to correspond to them (unless otherwise ordered) . The vertical circle, with figures
from o° to 1800, both ways from zero, has a double vernier, to enable the observer to read angles of elevation
or depression with equal facility, and is provided with an aluminum protection guard, which carries the ver
nier and also serves to readily adjust the latter to zero. Double opposite verniers can also be placed on the
vertical circle, when the figures will run from o° to 90° each way and back to zero. The transit has inverting
telescopes (unless otherwise ordered). A new and important feature of the instrument, which greatly increases
its value, is this: r/.ie line of collimation of the main telescope is adjusted for distant, very near, and interme
diate distances, by means of our recently patented device, to a nicety never before attained; and no readjust
ment for near distances is necessary except after a severe accident.

The interchangeable auxiliary telescope, described on pages 106 and 107, is fur-

Dished in two styles.

Style I, illustrated on opposite page, has no trivet, and is therefore non-adjust

able, but it has been so much improved that the line of collimation of its principal

wire, which is the vertical one when used as top telescope, and becomes the hori

zontal wire when used as a side telescope, lies so nearly parallel to that of the

main telescope as to be practically correct in most cases.

Style II, with the trivets, can be adjusted so that the line of collimation of both

of its wires will be truly parallel to those of the main telescope. All of the chief

features of this transit are protected by letters patent issued to us.

Weight of Mining Transi No. 6D ir lbs.
auxiliary telescope and counterpoise, each 12 oz ii "

" extension tripod about 9 "
" instrument in mahogany box, with plumb-bob, sun-shade, reading-glass, etc. , etc. " 22 "

Gross weight of instrument complete, packed securely for shipment in 2 boxes . " 50 "

No. 6D. Mining Transit without Compass, as in cut, with Style 1. in

terchangeable Auxiliary Telescope. Horizontal and vertical circles, 5 inches ; solid silver

graduations reading to minutes ; ground glass shades ; 5-inch level to telescope ;

2 plate levels ; inverting telescope, 10 inches long by lj-inch aperture ; (if erecting,

9f by li inches) ; powers, 24 diameters ; inverting auxiliary telescope, 6J by 1 inch

aperture; (if erecting, 7 by 1 inch); fixed stadia wires; gradienter; 2 illumi

nator shades; extension tripod, etc. Price, complete as above, $335.00

Price, with double opposite verniers to vertical circle, extra, $ 5.00

" " prism attachment to eye-piece " 8.00

" " quick-leveling attachment - " 10.00

'i " style II. auxiliary telescope in place of style I. " 25.00

without style I. auxiliary telescope less, 45.00

" with one illuminator shade only for main telescope " 4.00

* To place these levels below the upper plate and within the space formed by it and the graduated circle,
as is the practice in some instruments of minor grade and in some Surveyors' compasses, has the great disad
vantage of partly obscuring them from view, and that such levels are too small in diameter and length to be
reliable and are apt to loose their adjustment, and that they cannot be reached in case of required treatment.
But the most serious objections are that the two large openings required in the upper plate of a transit to afford
a full view, weaken the latter to ruch an extent as to jeopardize the stability of the superstructure upon which

tfu permanency of the adjustments depends in case of rough treatment.

Our Interchangeable auxiliary telescope, being of the most substantial construction
and character, may also be used for finding meridian and latitude when direct
observations cannot be made with the main telescope. See page 108.



Complete Mining Transit, No. 6 D,

With Patent Interchangeable Auxiliary Telescope (Style I.)

As made by C. L. Berger & Sons.
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Complete Wet-Mine Transit No. 6H, without Compass.

For sole use underground.

Shown with our Patent Interchangeable Auxiliary Telescope, Style 1.

This Transit is of same size and has the same characteristic features described

under No. 6D, pages 160-7, with this difference, however, that it is specially de

signed to meet the more exacting requirements existing in wet mines, with the object

of fully protecting the horizontal and vertical circles from dripping water, and also to

a certain extent from the action of fumes and gases, if used in coal-mines. To this

end the upper surface of the vernier plate of the horizontal circle is slanting down

ward, the vernier openings are raised above the surface, and special channels are pro

vided so that the water will run off immediately. The same can be said of the verti

cal circle, as will be seen in the illustration on opposite page. In order to more fully

protect the main plate level from accidents, and to facilitate its reading from either

side of the instrument in the dark, it has been placed just below the telescope in the

center of the upper plate, and is fully protected by a guard. The yoke standard

frame has therefore been remodeled, and like its prototype No. CD, page 107, is of

our most advanced design in this line, combining lightness with strength, beauty and

general adaptation to poor artificial light. The verniers are so placed that no shadow

can fall on and interfere with the reading of them in a faint light, and the color of

the japanned yoke standard frame, as well as the casing surrounding the vertical circle

and the upper horizontal plate, is very light — almost white — enamel, so as to make

the instrument and its various parts more easily distinguishable in the dark to pre

vent accidents.

Owing to the limited distance between the standards and the larger space occupied

by the wholly encased vertical circle, no stride or revolving cross-level can be applied

to this instrument. The plate level in the center, however, is one of sufficient length

and sensitiveness to insure a full control of he motion of the line of collimation in

the vertical plane. The only disadvantage in having the plate level in the center is

that the standards must be raised a little more than one-half of an inch, which makes

the instrument this amount higher than No. 6D, and therefore less compact to that

extent. The whole instrument, however, is so built and the aluminum yoke stand

ard frame so strong that it is perfectly steady, and noticeably so for an instrument

used underground. No water can come in contact with the vertical circle or verniers

as they are completely enclosed in a casing resembling a disc in form, thereby allow

ing all water to trickle off while in use, but when the instrument is carried on the tripod

or in hand it should be so held that the front surface of the vertical circle is tilted

slightly upward.

Owing to the solid disc-casing this instrument is not adapted to surface work where a

strong wind pressure has to be contended with, inasmuch as the large exposed surface of

the disc (which cannot be of open form), would be conducive to vibrations of the instru

ct ment and great liability, in a strong wind, to being blown over. It is in this particular

only that this instrument is inferior to Mining Transit No. 6D, which latter has been

designed for surface and mine work, and has the open form of vertical circle to per

mit of a free passage of air currents to prevent accidents and insure the greatest amount

_ . of steadiness and freedom from annoying vibrations. .
^r g o Made to order only.

+» « o No. 6H Complete "Wet-Mine Transit without Compass, as in cut, but

h _g m having only one double vernier to vertical circle at eye end, with style I. Interchange-

g able Auxiliary Telescope. Horizontal and vertical circles, 5 inches; solid silver grad-

§ S .a uations reading to minutes; ground glass shades ; edge graduation (or vertical circle

» © * fully encased; 5-inch level to telescope ; 2 plate-levels ; inverting telescope, 10 inches

§ S long by lj-inch aperture ; (if erecting, 9| by 1J inches) ; powers, 24 diameters ; in-

<c verting auxiliary telescope, 6£ by 1 inch aperture; (if erecting, 7 by 1 inch); fixed

OS g> stadia wires; gradienter; 2 illuminator shades ; extension tripod, etc.

Price, complete as above, $360.00

Price, with double opposite verniers to the edge graduations of the vertical

. circle, extra, $ 10.00

« u flat glass covered graduation to vertical circle (in place of edge
fl a •§ graduation) with double vernier at eye end asshown on p. 167c 350.00

1 | W it i flat glass covered graduation to vertical circle (in place of edge

f< a § graduation) but with two double opposite verniers, see page 167c 360.00

i£ &. " without style I. auxiliary telescope less, 45.00

sj n n style I. auxiliary telescope but with provision for same, u 3o.00

h s with one illuminator shade only for main telescope " 4.00

2 j For other Extras see page 162.

^ <J NOTE.—Onr Interchangeable auxiliary telescope, being of the most substantial
construction and character, may also be used for finding meridian and latitude when
direct observations cannot be made with the main telescope. See page 108.
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Different Types of Vertical Arcs and Circles

for Mine Transits.

The regular arcs and vertical circles shown in the Engineer's and Surveyor's Tran

sits No. 11), page 145, No. lc, etc., commend themselves for their simplicity of style,

accuracy of graduation and ease of reading. The latter feature is particularly well

attained in the above instruments where the double verniers are situated between the legs of the
standard, where they are well protected from injury and can be read simultaneously with the level
attached below.

In mines and underground work, where often the Transit must be set up in cramped places
and on stages erected in shafts, the difficulty of reading the vertical verniers without stepping aside,
or without shifting the horizontal plate, becomes apparent. To improve these conditions ami in
order to obtain compactness the vertical arc in the older types of instruments, used extensively In
the coal mines of Pennsylvania, is permanently screwed to the side of the standard. It is of larger
diameter, and has a movable vernier arm. In other types the verniers are placed at the sides, as
exemplified in No. 6d, page 167, etc., or the graduations are placed on the edge of the vertical cir
cle, which latter type embodies, however, a great deal of mechanical refinement.

All of these types have advantages and disadvantages, and therefore should be chosen simply
with a view to attain highest efficiency of an instrument intended for special work. It will hardly
be commendable to put the most refined style of vertical circle (requiring a more careful treat
ment— not to speak of its attendant greater cost to make and keep in repair) upon an instrument
intended for the more ordinary purposes, while in changed conditions all these refinements may
become necessary to obtain maximum efficiency under trying circumstances.

To enable to make the proper selection for the various instruments the different styles are
given below.

The Pennsylvania Arc.

This arc is of larger diameter than
usual but is not strictly of high accu
racy. It differs from the regular arc
in that it is permanently screwed
to the standard, and that its nun-able
vernier arm can be readily set at zero
and clamped to the cross axis with the
telescope in any position, enabling tol
read vertical angles, plus or minus
from the horizontal plane to about 50
to 60° as well as to read also vertical
angles between any two points, when
by clamping the vernier arm at 0 for
first point and then pointing the tele
scope at second point the angle can be
read from 0 of graduation.

This arc can be attached, without extra cost, to any Transit of size and style No.

1 and No. 2, in place of a regular arc enumerated with instrument. Made to order only.

Code Word.

Eleiisine.

Movable Arc.

This is an improved form over ^^J~^Tio V

the Pennsylvania art- hi so fur as it
is of more accurate design though
similar in manipulation. The arc
is screwed toa hub which is revoc
able on the cross axis of the tele
scope and is so arranged that the
hub can be readily clamped w ith
telescope in any position and with
out straining the arcf I Hiring non-use the arc can be clamped to the vernier frame and therefore,
unlike the regular arc. ne> er projects above the standards w hen the telescope is in reversed posi
tion. The vernier can he set to read zero by means of a tangent screw.

The mechanical arrangement of the various parts of this device is, however, more complicated,
as will be seen from the cut, and on this account it is not only more expensive to make but is morC
liable to derangement Aft compared with the Pennsylvania arc or the regular arc (page 14fij fixed

to the cross axis of telescope. Made to Order only.

J*rice extra (above price enumerated for regular arc) .... #18.UO

Code Word.

Elodine.
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Edge Graduation for Vertical Circle

with One Double Vernier at

Eye-End.

In the Transits for underground work provided
iwith a full vertical circle it is often desirable to read

the angles from the eye-end of the telescope, to en
able the manipulator to secure all his observations
without stepping aside. The Edge Graduation shown
here is in principle like that illustrated on Transit

No. Od, page 167. The graduation is on the edge,

protected by an aluminum frame, and the double ver
nier at eye-end is glass covered. The graduation is
on solid silver and reads to minutes. Ft is made in
a most substantial manner. 1n case of an accident
the cost of repairing is considerably greater than
that of the regular vertical circle. Made to Order

only.

Price of Edge-Graduation, as

shown in cut, with double ver

nier at eye-end, glass covered,

(extra over price of Transits

Nos. 4, 5 and 6, enumerated

with regular full vertical circle) $35.00

Price extra over price of instru-

Code Word,

Heliotrope.

ment No. Od 25.00 (Patented.)

Edge Graduation

for Vertical Circle

with Two Double

OppositeVerniers

This Edge Graduation
is like that described im
mediately above, but has
two double opposite ver
niers reading to minutes,
which makes it in prin
ciple like Style O, page 147.
Made to order only.

Code Word,

Hepatica.

(Patented.)

Price of Edge Graduation, with two double opposite verniers, glass cov

ered, (extra over price of Transits Nos. 4, 5 and O, enumerated

with regular full vertical circle) $45.00

Price extra for No. 6d 35.00

Berger Reading Glass and

Reflector with counter

poise, for edge graduation

Price, $10.00

Same for double opposite ver

niers' 14.00

Heralia.

Uestana.
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The Fully Enclosed Vertical Circle with Edge Graduation.

For Transits used only in Mines, Tunnels, etc.

Applicable to Transits No. 4, 5, 6D, 6H, and 7.

Ail

In distinction
to the open
frame form of
the p r o te c t e d
\ « r t i cal circle
shown in the
foregoing illus
trations, designed
to offer the min
imum resistance
of the exposed
area of a Transit to wind pressure and to pre
vent the instrument from being blown over in
surface surveying, we recommend, where a
transit is used only underground, the fully
enclosed type to protect its graduations, as
in the horizontal circle, from dripping water,
and to a great extent also from fumes and gases exist
ing in mines. The vernier frame shown in this cut is
therefore so constructed that it forms a shell without
any openings except those for the glass-protected ver
niers. Two semi-discs, which can be easily removed
whenever desirable, ti into this \ crnier carrying shell
at the back, thus encasing the vertical circle completely,
but allowing it to move freely wih the telescope. No
water can penetrate inside this shell at any time while in use, nor when carried on its tripod or in hand, if
caution is taken to carry the instrument so that its front outside surface is slightly inclined in an upward
direction. Made to order only.

Price of vertical circle with edge graduation, as in cut, reading to

minutes, but with only one double vernier at eye-end, glass-covered

— extra over price of Transits No. 4, 5 and G, enumerated with

regular full vertical circle $35.00

Price, extra over price of Transit No. 6D 25.00

Price of vertical circle with edge graduations as in cut, with two

double opposite verniers, reading to minutes, glass-covered— extra

over price of Transit No. 4, 5 and O, enumerated with regular full ver

tical circle

Code WordB

Hestard

Hestene

Price, extra, for Transit No. 6D

45.00

35.00

Hestite

Hestium

The Fully Enclosed Vertical Circle with the Customary

Face Graduation.

For Transits used only in Mines, Tunnels, etc.

Attachable to Transits Nos. 4, 5, 6, 6D, 6H and 7

In this type the regular ver
tical circle and verniers with
a flat graduation (pages 147
and 167) are encased in a shell,
closed at the back by semi-
discs, to protect their gradua
tion, from dripping water,
etc. In all other respects the
design is similar to that de
scribed above for the edge
graduation: verniers are glass-protected and read to

minutes; glass shades if desired can be added. A
striding level to rest on special collars between stan
dards, can be attached if desired, but only to Nos. 1
and 5 Transits. Made to order only.

Price of vertical circle with a flat grad

uation as in cut, but with only oae

double vernier at eye-end , glass-covered,

extra over price of Transits Nos. 4,

5, 6 and 7, having regular full vertical

circle (see page 165a) ' $30.00

Price extra over price of Transit

N0.6D . . . . 15.00

Price of vertical circle as in cut, with

two double opposite verniers, glass

covered, extra over price of Transits Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7, having regular

full vertical circle,

Price extra for Transit No. OD.

$40.00 Hestota

25.00 Hestra
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The Open-Frame Protected Vertical Circle with the Customary

Face Graduation.

For Transits used In Surface and Mine Surveying.

Attachable to Transits sizes No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0 and 7*

The aim of this device, which is
similar to that of our glass-protected
edge graduation with open frame,
page 167b, is to place the same re
finement, as regards protection from
dust or water, upon the vertical grad
uations, as with that on thi> horizontal circle,
when such is desirable for the highest class
of work. All of these devices tend to increase
the efficiency and life of a graduation, but
at the same time complicate an instrument
and add a little to the weight of the upper
part. Made to order only.

Price of protected vertical circle

with open frame, as in cut, hut

with only one double vernier reading to minutes at eye-end, glass-covered, see

Heliotrope page 167b, — extra over price of Transits enumerated with full

vertical circle, size Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5 and O $30.00

Price extra over Mining Transit No. 6D 15.00

Price of protected vertical circle as in cut, with two double opposite verniers, glass-

covered,—extra over price of transits Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7, when enum

erated with a regular full vertical circle . $40.00

Price of protected vertical circle with open frame as above, extra for Transit

No. OI> 25 00

Price of reading-glasses if desired for double op]a>site verniers, extra 10.00

Hesudil

Hesudra

Hesydo

Hetarda

The Level to th*e Vernier Frame of Protected Vertical Circle.

This feature, which greatly facili
tates the reading of vertical angles
without requiring the instrument to
be leveled up accurately, can be added
to any of the foregoing styles of pro
tected vertical circles, when so ordered
with instrument.
As will be seen, the level is placed upon

the vernier frame, which latter has a spring
tangent screw by which the bubble can be
readily brought to the center of its tube.
When properly adjusted to the instrument,
the bubble is required to be in the center
when the zeros of verniers and vertical circle
are in coincidence, and when the telescope
is in a horizontal position.

Made to order only.

Code word
Price of level with tangent screw attached to any of the foregoing protected vertical

circles, extra $12.00 Hetesy
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Stride Levels

Besting on Special Collars between the Standards (pages 148 and 149).

If desired, a stride level resting on special collars between the standards, so as to

revolve with the telescope, can be attached to Mine Transits Nos. 5 and d only, if

latter are not to be provided with a central post for style 1 or 2 interchangeable

auxiliary telescope. This stride level cannot be attached to any instrument already

made — such Transits must be specially made. Price, extra, $20.00

If a stride level of the above kind is to be attached
to Mine Transits Nos. 5, 6 or 7, having style 1 or 2
interchangeable auxiliary telescope, then the arrange
ment of the central post and stride level will be as
shown in the annexed cut, shown also on page 171.

Made to order only.

Price, extra, $30.00

Note. — A stride level resting on special

collars cannot be attached to Transits size

Nos. 4, OD nor 611.

For adjustment of this stride level of improved
form, see page 50.

Patented.

The Revolving Cross-Level for Mine Transits.

This is a very ingenious device to con

trol the line of collimation of the telescope

at any altitude, in place of the stride-level,

but owing to the limited distance between

the standards, and the short distance be

tween them and the vertical circle, it can be

applied only to our Mine Transits Nos. 5

and 6; or to No. 6D if latter is provided

with an open vertical circle of style shown

on page 167.

Unlike the regular detachable stride-

level, this cross-level is permanently mounted

upon the telescope's axis of revolution by

means of two adjustable uprights. Its advan-

tageis that itis revolvable between its uprights,

and therefore enables to watch the bubble

in very steep sighting. We recommend it

only in cases where a regular stride-level

cannot be applied owing to size and style

of instrument, and where it is considered

that some form of stride-level is a necessary

adjunct to a Mine Transit. The adjustment

of this device is somewhat more compli

cated than that of the ordinary stride-level (in comparison with which it is also ot a some

what minor degree of accuracy), but by the aid of the instructions given below it can be

made at any time, if required. Made to order only.

Patented.

„ _ „ Price, $35.00

Code, Hetica

Adjustment of the Revolving Cross Level.

To make the adjucment of tlie revolving cross level, level up the instrument approximately, place its supporting
arms vertical and bring the bubble of the revolving level to the center of its tube by the instrument leveling screws,
and clamp horizontal plate. Now first verify the lateral adjustment of the revolving level by turning it on its axis
some 20 to 300 each side of the vertical. If this adjustment is made properly the bubble will stay in the middle
of its tube. If not, make it so (as in a Wye Level) by the two capstan-headed screws at the side of the revolving

level.
Revolve the telescope 1800 on its cross axis, turn the revolving level face up again, and see if also correct. If

not, remove half the error by the vertical capstan-headed screws or the revolving level tube and half by the vertical
capstan-headed screws of the supporting arm (this latter must be done in order to also adjust the revolving level

simultaneously to the telescope's horizontal axis of revolution) and then repeat, if necessary.
This being done, place the supporting arms horizontal and also make the adjustment of the sup

porting arm at 90 degrees to the former adjustment by the other pair of capstan-headed screws of the

supporting arm and then revolve the telescope 1800 to see if correct, and repeat this adjustment if necessary.
These adjustments being made, it is well to repeat all of them in the above succession until perfected. When

this is accomplished, it will be necessary to make the adjustment of the standard?, so that the telescope's axis
shall be truly at right angles to the vertical axis of the instrument: in other words, that the line of collimation travel
in a truly vertical plane. This can be done and verified by simply turning the instrument 1800 on its vertical

center and removing half the error, if anv. by the leveling screws and the other half by the raising or lowering,

as the case mav be. of the vertical adjusting screws provided on one of the standards.
On the whole, it is a somewhat d-limtr adjustment to make, requiring some patience, and is best performed

on a window-sill. When properly pescfoscmed it is just as likely as permanent as that of the plate or a stride-leveL
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The Adjustable Center

On Top of Transit Telescopes used Underground.

Our transits are made mechanically so perfect

that the fine punch-mark provided on the top of the

telescope, to enable to center the instrument from a

point above, is seldom more than one to two hun

dredths of an inch from the true center, without

any other device, and is generally considered suffi

cient. But for cases where even this small eccen

tricity is objected to, in mine and tunnel engineering

of a very precise character, we have devised an

adjustable center, as shown in cut, to be attached

to the post (or if there is no post, to the top of the

telescope's axis, if same has been originally provided

with a stud to receive it when being made) by means

of which the center can be adjusted to be correct, enabling to set up the instrument under

a given point so that the prolongation of the vertical axis of revolution of the transit be

truly in line with the plumMxib hung from a point above, thus leaving nothing to be

desired.—This operation can be very much simplified by the use of our lateral adjuster,

see page 169b.—When not needed, the adjustable center can be unscrewed and screwed

in the box. If a top telescope is to be used, the transit proper should first be set up

correctly under the given point. This done, the adjustable center can be removed and the

top telescope screwed in its place. This device once properly adjusted to its transit by us,

does not require any more attention in the future, unless the instrument should meet

with an accident, such as bending of the standards, or of the telescope's axis, etc., when

naturally, after it has been repaired, this adjustment of the centering device must again

be made.

Patented.

Price of adjustable center $3.50

Code word Hetillo



C. L. Berger & Sons' Patented Equatorial Adapter

for Finding Meridian.

The above out illustrates our new solar attachment, more fully described on

page 64a of our manual, attached to the upright post of our Style I interchangeable

auxiliary telescope. It will be seen from these cuts that by introducing the equa

torial adapter A, and the striding level C, the patented interchangeable auxiliary

telescope used with our mining transit can also be readily converted into a solar

telescope, wherewith, by attaching it to the equatorial adapter, the problem of

finding the meridian at any hour of the day by the sun can be solved readily and

correctly. The results obtained are more accurate than by any other solar attach

ment of a similar kind, as the telescope is larger and more powerful than those

heretofore used. Its position on the instrument, being considerably raised above

the main telescope, gives it a free motion in any direction without incumbrance,

and frequently permits ihe sun to be observed without the use of the prism.

Most parts of the adapter are of aluminum to decrease the weight. When not in

use the adapter is not attached to the transit. It is so substantially constructed

that the adjustments need only an occasional verification. The same prism and

colored glass attachment accompanying the mining transit may be used. The

patented striding level can also be used with theauxiliary telescope, when used as

a side telescope, to level it. The patented diaphragm D, used with our auxiliary

telescope, wher Arranged for solar observation, is provided with four coarse

cross-wires equi distant from the vertical and horizontal cross-wires as shown in

cut.

We can furnish the Equatorial Adapter to any of our mining transits * Nos. 4 and 6, new or
old (if latter is provided with Style I interchangeable auxiliary Telescope) , hut if to he
attached to an old instrument it will be necessary to send to us the auxiliary telescope, or the
whole instrument.

Price, Equatorial Adapter, striding level, prism,t fitting both telescopes with colored glass
and special single colored { glass, for direct observations 850.00

* Also applicable to the Surveyor's transit when ordered wih the instrument by providingit
Vrith an auxiliary telescope and with the vertical post, both as shown in Style I, at an extra ex

pense of 845 00
( See figure 3, page 157. J See figure i, page 157.
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C. L. Berger & Sons' Bracket for Transit or Level.

This bracket is designed for supporting the instrument under conditions when the

use of even our extension tripod is inadmissible, and will be found a valuable auxiliary

;or mining work. The instrument can be screwed upon the bracket, as on a tripod, and

the transit can be centred above or below a given point. The bracket is made of brass,

so fashioned as to offer the greatest rigidity, and is furnished with an auger and a lever.

Price, One bracket made for Transit No. 4, with four leveling screws in Code Words.

box, with auger and lever $14.00 Hibiscus.

One bracket made for Transit No. 6, as above .... 15.00 Hildine.

Every additional bracket extra, for either size . . . . 9.00

Price of Bracket as above (but for instruments with three leveling

screws size No. 5 and 6) with instrument fastener and lateral motion
packed complete in box with auger, etc 25.00 Hugrim.

Price of Bracket for transits with three leveling screws size No. 4 and

4J inch 24.00 Hilitos

Short Focus Lens Attachment, (for extended description see page 118.)

The above cut of our wye level and Fig. II illustrate our patented Focus Lens

Attachment, attachable to the object end of the main telescope, which permits the

focusing of objects nearer than the range of the main telescope will permit. As a rule

the main telescope can be made only to focus objects five to six feet distant from

instrument. These lenses are generally furnished in pairs. Lens No. 1 will permit

focusing of objects about 4 feet from instrument. Lens No. 2 will permit focusing of

objects about 2£ feet from instrument ; used together they permit focusing of objects

about two feet from instrument.

The lenses are adjustable to the line of collimation of the main telescope and per

mit of a high degree of accuracy. They will often prove Of great convenience as an

auxiliary to view objects that are too near for observing without them. Attachable

to transits Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, and to our wye and dumpy level.

Price. Lens No. 1 $8.50

" 2 8.50

" Lenses" 1 and No. 2 16.0T



TheBergerTrivets

circhuntengwitefExdTrExflewithedtalevelingseracs,thamllesareele,placoset3r,inundergeoundwo".
Brasstrivetsshoicdbeorderedforinstrumentswithcomsass.Thtoetrivelemaybeof-onforinstrumentswithouttom

sass,orwhenlatteristonsideredofseorsoveance,atasricereducedinstosoveiontothed1erenceinsriceofthemetals;,t whenmadesi-onthetseeadreceivingtheinstrumentandthewoshingsarleshoicdbeliestweuoiledtosreventrusting.ymetal cas*isfurnishedwitheachtrivet.Inorderingtriveleforoldinstrumentsthes,rialnumberoftheinstrumentM7STalwars

hegiven.

Material

Trivetulightandverysoveable)fortransitNo.4Brass.. «(verrheavr)fortransitNo.4Brass..

«ulithtandverrsoveolSofortrisileNo.I2,,Ic

and11,alsoforWyeandDumsyLevelsBrass.. «sameasTopalis,butoflongerradusBrass..

««egicarsulSofortraoitsNo.1,2,,Icand11,

alsoforWyeandDumpyLevelsBrass..

u—seslargecut—(extrouelrhighandheavrforusein

extended3nteloserationofortransileNo.1,2,

3,5,cand11,alsoforWyeandDumpyLevels..Brass..

Weight
9oz.

3lbs. ilbs. ilbs.

3lbs.9oz.

6lbs.

Height liinch.

i|"
3h"
-4"

97<< -s 4J"

Radius iflinch

4S" 3i" 4§" 42"

Price

$S.00

6.50 6.50 6.50

i.00
i,i

CodeName
Topadil

Topalate

Topana Topalis

Topaxset Topazula

TrivetsforLevelsandTransitswithTHREElevelingwscrews.

Tritet—seesmauleft-haredcutabove—(highandveryheavr) withoutshiftingcenter,butwithinstrumentfas

tener,onlrforWyeandDumpyLevels

«sameasTope3ota,butlowandheavy—seesmau righthandcut—withoutshiftingcenter,butwith instrumentacstener,onlrforWyeandDumpy

Levels

ctwithshiftingcenterandinstrumentfastener,forcenter ingthetransitaboseorbelowagivensointasin smaurighthandcue,butwithhighlegsandverr

heaT—fortraoileNo.1f,No.1gandNo.1,

(whenlatterisstotidedwithtlreelevelingscrews)

alsoforWyeandDumpyLetels

"sameasTopemus,butofion(shiftingcenterand

■.50

1s.i0
,9.50

,7.i ,9.s5
17.50

4finch.

42"
f"

42inch.

3"
42" 42"

3" ,

"

6lbs.

41bs.Ioz. 6lbs.Ioz. 6lbs.Ioz. 5lbs.6oz. 5lbs.6oz.

Brass..
.Iron...

Brass..

Topeesta
Topella

Topemus TopenAta
Topesum

Topetony

*PriceofanyoftheaboveTrivetswithoutmetalcas,ltos£,.5I.
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Patented.

The Berger Lateral Adjuster

For Transits with FOUR leveling screws.*

For use on tripods and trivets.

The Lateral Adjuster shown above is an attachment, made of brass, separate from

the Engineers' Transit and its tripod. It screws to the tripod and then the instrument

is screwed on top of it. It is designed to range the line of sight of a Transit after

it has been leveled up, quickly and accurately onto a given line which may be indi

cated hy the plumbing wires A and B in a shaft, as shown in a graphical manner on

page 165b, or onto a line given by any two s'ation points in a tunnel or in surface

work, without disturbing the position of the level bubbles.

Being primarily intended for underground work the indicator wheel of the feed

screw may serve as an aid in moving the instrument a required distance in the dark

in ratio of hundredths and thousandths of a foot.

TO OPERATE THE LATERAL, ADJUSTER. — Screw it firmly to the tripod

and also attach Transit to it. Place both index marks of the Lateral Adjuster in

coincidence, and also place Transit about in the center of its shifting motion. Then

place tripod firmly on the ground in such a manner that the longitudinal axis of the

Lateral Adjuster is approximately at right angles to the line given by the plumbing

wires A and B, and at the same time that the line of sight shall be as nearly in line

with these wires as possible. Now level up carefully and move the line of sight of teles

cope on to wires A and B by the feed screw of the Lateral Adjuster until the inter

section of the cross-wires of the telescope and both plumbing wires are contained in

the same vertical plane. When Trivets and Lateral Adjusters are ordered for old

instruments the serial number must be given.

Weight

Lateral Adjuster for transit No. 4 with four leveling

screws, see large cut above . . . 1^ lbs.
This lateral adjuster provideil with detachable trivet

Topadil, see page 160a 2 lbs.

This lateral adjuster provided "with detachable trivet

Topalate 4J lbs.

Lateral Adjuster for transits No. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 11,

see large cut above 2 lbs. 7 oz

This lateral adjuster provided with detachable trivet

Topana, see page 109a 4 lbs. 7 oz

This lateral adjuster provided with detachable trivet

Topalis 4 lbs. 7 oz.

This lateral adjuster provided with detachable trivet

Topaxset 6 lbs.

This lateral adjuster provided with detachable trivet

Topazula 8 lbs. 7oz

Lateral Adjuster and Trivet Combined f see small cut

above — for transits Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 11

i.when latter is provided with four leveling screws.). .

Lateral Adjuster and Trivet Combined, same as To-

pixdil but with an adapter for use with transit

No. 4

Lateral Adjuster and Trivet Combiued,t same as To-

pixdiL but with instrument fastener for transits

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 11 with three* leveling

screws

4 lbs. 5 oz

4 lbs. 5 oz.

5 lbs.

Price Code Name

$25.00

30.00

31.50

25.00

31.50

31.50

33.00

33.75

30.00

33.80

36.00

Topexura

Topibus

Toplcomus

Topilera

Topimot

Topiris

Topisine

Topltel

Topixdil

Topodillo

Topogony

* For transits with three leveling screws, see Tunnel Tripod with centering and aligning de
vice, page 178.

tThis device is to be placed upon the regular tripod head of our transits Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6
and 11, when these are ordered to be provided with THREE leveling screws, or it may be
used independently on a bracket. As will be seen above there is also provided on top the instru
ment thread forattaching transits Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 11 having four leveling screws, so thatall
the above styles and sizes of instruments having either three or four leveling screws may be used
interchangeably on this three-screw tripod. It is of great advantage when a variety of instru
ments are to be used on the same work.
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The Lateral Adjuster screwed to a Trivet

For Transits with FOUR levelingw screws.

For use in Tunnels and Underground Work of all

kinds; also useful in the erection of long

Bridges, Factories and their

machinery equipment, etc.

For Prices and Particulars of these auxiliaries,

gee pages 109 a and 109 b.
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with Centering and Aligning Device for moving Transit with three leveling screws

under or above a given point or onto a given line — see cut of No. 10 h.

The above tripod has been designed to facilitate the placing of our Transits with three
leveling screws in the axis of a tunnel or onto a given line of sight. For this reason, in addition
to our centering device, a lateral motion has been provided, which allows the Transit to be moved
with ease and precision and without disturbing the position of the level bubbles mentioned in de
scribing the Lateral Adjuster for transits with FOUR leveling screws, page 169 b.

This centering and aligning device is very simple to manipulate, but increases the weight of
the tripod-head, particularly when the latter is wholly made of brass Thus the tripod-head for size
No. 1 and No. 11 Transits is heavier by about 2J-6 to 3 lbs., that for No. % about 2 to 2% lbs., and
for No. 4 about \y2 to 2 lbs., and in the case of No. 10 and 12 about 5 lbs.

TO USE. — First place the uppermost triangular shifting piece, upon which the instrument
rests, in the center of its motion, which is indicated by equal spaces all around it, and also place
the lateral adjuster, which is the lower slide, in the center of its range, indicated by two small
projections on the tripod head and slow motion piece of the lateral adjuster.

Then place the tripod head in such a position that the motion of the Lateral Adjuster is
about at right angles to the line of sight; after which level up, and center over or below the given
point ; then clamp the large winged central nut in the usual manner and apply a slight pressure
by turning milled headed nut which acts against the spring of the instrument fastener. The in
strument is now ready for angle work.

TO USE THE LATERAL ADJUSTER FOR ALIGNMENT. — Clamp the milled
headed screw on top, bearing in mind that, in order to enable the feed screw to move the instru
ment during this lateral motion, both the large winged central clamping nut on top of tripod and fastener
spring below must first be released.

Inasmuch as the pitch of the feed screw corresponds to tenths of a foot, each motion of a
tooth of the star indicating wheel corresponds to a thousandth of a foot. Thus it will be seen that
if the pointing of the telescope on a distant scale requires the instrument to be moved 1/ 1000th or
5/1000ths of a foot, as the case may be, that the manipulator turns 1 or 5 teeth around the index
mark and the object will be attained. When the line of sight of the telescope is in the given line
in the tunnel then slightly clamp the large winged central clamping nut on top of tripod and again slightly
apply the spring of the instrument fastener.

If in the course of operations the line of sight must be moved laterally, then the central
clamping nut and spring nut must again be first slightly released from the shifting piece before
any lateral motion should be attempted.

To use the tripod head as a trivet, unscrew the extension legs and screw the three 4-inch iron
legs in the places assigned them. It can then he used on brackets or any other special device
rigged up to receive it in the axis of the tunnel.

To obviate the removing of the legs so that attachment can be used as a trivet, a special
tripod head, having centering and lateral adjuster devices, but without wooden legs, may be or
dered. This extra head complete would have the three 4-inch irjn legs heretofore mentioned.

After the Lateral Adjuster has been used, before putting it away, it will be well to clean it,
placing the triangular shifting piece, as well as the lower slow motion slide of the Lateral Ad
juster, again in a normal position, and then clamp both by the central clamping nut and small
knurled nut.

The tripod is made with fine mechanical nicety and should be well taken care of in order to
preserve it in good condition.

This device (for instruments with THREE leveling screws only) is made in four sizes as
follows : —

For Transits No. 1, 5 and 11, . . . . Code Name Topoltum

" Transits No. 2, 3 and 0, " " Topomara

" Transit No. 4 " " Toponia

" Transits No. lO and 12 " <' Toposmus

The price of this lateral adjuster over the regular centering device furnished with our tran
sit tripods will be given upon application.
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Mining Transit.

Interchangeable with Lamp Targets above Leveling- Screws.

Telescope is mounted on rtandards as shown In cut of No. 3, with a double vernier be

tween the legs of the standard, and is provided with a striding-level, see cut, page 148.

Compass Needle 3j inch.

The leading feature possessed by this instrument, as made by us, is, that it can be interchanged with the
lamp targets above the leveling screws (see opposite page) so that after they have been set up their relative posi
tion as to height and location will remain exactly the same upon being transferred from one tripod to another.
It is an instrument especially adapted to the work of an engineer in mines, and as such involves a great deal of
apparatus not possessed by instruments intended for surface work. Viewed in is entirety, as a surveying instru
ment, it is more complicated to handle than the more customary styles, and with the attachment of a side or top
telescope it grows still more so, and is then difficult to manage in cramped places. The advantages derived from
its use may, however, compensate for the more cumbersome features of this instrument. Two lamp targets are
commonly supplied with an instrument jf this kind, but frequently one only is ordered, according to the charac

ter of the work for which it is intended. The vertical centers of the lamp targets have to be weil fitted into the
sockets of the leveling heads, and in consequence they cannot be furnished separately. The engineer will there
fore decide whether one or two lamp targets are necessary for this work. The tamp targets are of the same
height as the transi measured from the base above the leveling screws to the line of sight, and eacn is provided
with two spirit ievels. The targets can be revolved in the vertical and horizontal planes. By means of a tubular
sight, situated on top of the target, the latter can be readily set in the direction of the instrument so that its face
will lie at right angles to the line of sight. The lamps can oe raised or lowered at will, and can be detached
whenever necessary. It is of the bulls-eye pattern, and the best lard-oil only should be burned in it. A disc of
milk-glass placed between it and the target furnishes an illuminated background, against which the intersection
and outlines of the target are seen sharply defined. Made to order only

3
m

Weight of Mining Transit No. 7, abcut 11 lbs.
one lamp, " . . 6} "

" Mahogany box containing instrument and one lamp- iaiyev etc, about 32 "
" one Extension Tripod, about oj lbs. ; two Tripods, . . . " 19 "

Gross weight of this instrument, complete, packed securely i"o:a chinment in two boxes, about 70 lbs.

J. r Weight of Mahogany box, containing instrument only, about . • . . • 22 lbs.
SI " " " 2 lamps, targets, etc. . " 26 "

all " three Tripods, " 28* "
"g1^ [ Gross weight of instrument, complete, packed securely for shipment in 3 boxes, . . about 120 lbs.

No. 7 Mining' Transit, size as in Transit No. 6, but with one lamp target as shown

on opposite page; graduations on solid silver; verniers reading to minutes are provided

with ground glass shades; 5-inch full vertical circle; aluminum guard; spirit level, clamp

and gradienter screw to telescope; illuminator shade; striding level and fixed stadia wires,

telescope mounted as shown on page 148, 2 extension tripods, two plumb bobs, etc. Lamp

target packed in instrument-box. Price, $380.00

No. 7a. Mining Transit, as above, but with 2 lamp targets, both packed in

separate box, three extension tripods, 3 plumb-bobs, etc. Price, $460.00

Mining Transit No. 7b. with Yoke Standards.

No. 7b Mining Transit, as shown in cut, with yoke standards, compass with 2| inch

needle; 5 inch fully protected vertical circle with face graduation; double opposite verniers

reading to minutes, glass covered ; interchangeable auxiliary telescope, Style I ; striding level ;

stadia wires; illuminator shade; gradienter; adjustable center for accurately centering instru

ment from a pointabove; one lamp target packed with instrument in one box; two extension

tripods; two plumb bobs. Weight, size, etc., as above in Transit No. 7. Price, $500.00

No. 7b. Mining Transit as above, but with two lamp targets both packed in

separate box, three extension tripods, three plumb bobs, etc., Price, $580.00

For price of extra attachments, see Extras to Mining Transits, page 162.

Note. —To interchange the instrument and the lamp target proceed as follows : — First withdraw the spring
bolt of the lewer clamp for the outer center by means of the small milled-headed nut at the end of the clamp opposite
the tangent-screw. Then loosen the clamp screw immediately above the leveling head. Now upon pulling back
the*5pnng bolt, situated at the side of the clamp, the instrument or the lamp can be detached by lining it out of the
socket in the leveling head. These sockets as well as the clamps, which rerve to fasten the instrument or lamp
target to the leveling head, should be kept free from dirt cr grit After clamping the instrument to the leveling
head, to prevent any motion in its socket, and then releasing the small milled-headed nut from its fastening on the
spring bolt of the lower tangent-screw, the transit is read) Xcr work and can be manipulated the same as other
instruments of our construction.

For adjustment of the transverse striding level, see page so.
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C. £. Berger & Sons' Universal Mining Transit with Duplex

Telescope Bearings.

This instrument, represented by the annexed cuts, was designed by us June 10,

1889, in response to an urgent demand upon us to construct an instrument which

could be depended upon to give the closest results under the most trying circum

stances. It was designed to do accurate work in measuring horizontal angles

between points, one of which maybe depressed as much as eighty or ninety degrees

below the horizon, while the other may be as much elevated above the horizon ; and

also to measure with equal accuracy angles of elevation or depression above of

below the horizon. It was planned to meet the requirements of the Mining Engi

neer, who must have the exact location of every shaft and tunnel in a mine, the

length of which may aggregate a number of miles, and necessarily the instrument

must be so constructed, that it may be portable, as light in weight as consistent

with the end to be accomplished, adjustable by the engineer at the bottom of a

mine, and its delicate parts so protected from the dripping of water from roof of

tunnel or from the shafts, that they may not be injured. The instrument having

but one telescope, is as simple in construction as one with a universal adaptation

can be made. It is necessarily a little crowded in order to be as strong, as com

pact, and as light as possible. To produce the last result, lightness, not only the

frame of the standards, the vertical circle, its verniers and vernier frame, etc., but

also all the detached parts are made of aluminum (see article " Aluminum for Instru

ments of Precision," page 27). No attempt at elaborate finish of the exterior sur

faces of these parts has been made, as it would require a different design at the

expense of simplicity, lightness, strength and general efficiency. For the most

part they are treated with our cloth finish, or they will be bronzed in black or green.

The form of standard is of a unique design : two arms reach out from its base and

from the usual bearings, and offer an excentric bearing for the support of the tele

scope when it may become necessary for the engineer to direct the line of sight

down or up a shaft, thus affording two bearings for the horizontal axis of revolution.

One of these may be called the normal, the other the excentric bearings. To accom

plish the best results in stiffness and solidity these standards are cast in one piece.

There are protection clasps over the bearings of both the normal and excentric stand

ard. Those over the excentric bearings may be omitted if so desired. A counterpoise

is to be used when the telescope is in the excentric bearings. The striding level

furnished with this instrument is of a most sensitive character. In cases, however,

where this instrument is intended for ordinary good work only, such as could be ac

complished with Mining Transits Nos. 5 of 6 when provided with a side telescope,

a striding level as described on page 56, resting on special collars between the

standards, can be supplied. /

In order to afford increased steadiness, the extension tripotj furnished with this

Instrument is larger than usual for its size, and the vertical centers are of the

same length and diameter as those in our transits No. 1. The lamp targets (if any

are ordered) are of the pattern shown in the cut. They are interchangeable with

the transit on the tripods. The telescope should be inverting for best results.

Weight of instrument, standard frame of aluminum, about ir lbs.
" counterpoises . . . . . " 4 "
" compass, frame of aluminum, " li "
" striding level, " " " " 3 "
" one lamp target " 4 "

" one tripod about 12 lbs. ; two tripods " 24 "
" mahogany box, containing instrument and its attachments, etc., . about 30 lbs.
" " " " one lamp target and one plumb . . " 8 "

Gross weight of instrument, complete, packed securely for shipment in three boxes " 100 "

No. 8. Universal Miiiing'Transit,as incuts.—Horizontal and vertical circles,

5 inches ; graduations on solid silver, double opposite verniers reading to minutes,

etc. ; 5-inch level to telescope ; 3-inch level to vertical circle ; 5-inch striding level ;

two plate levels. Telescope 9 inches, aperture 1£ inches if erecting, andlj inches if

Inverting; power 18 diameters ; fixed stadia wires; illuminator shade; prism. Mag

netic needle 3f inches. One lamp target, packed in separate box. Two extension

tripods, two plumb bobs, etc. Price> complete as above> $620.00

Price of this instrument, without lamp target, tripod, and plumb-bob, $90.00 lass.

" " " " detachable compass, . . . 40.00 "

" " " " protection clasps to excentric bearings, 10.00 "

« « " with striding level resting on special collars between

the standards, see page 148, . . . 20.00 "

No. 8a. Universal Mining Transit as in No. 8, but with 2 lamp

targets (packed in one box), 3 extension tripods, and 3 plumb liobs. Price $710.00
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Instructions for using1 our Universal Mining Transit.

Instrument and lamp target attach to their tripods in the manner described on page 46. To secure an
equal height of lamp target and instrument above tripods a slotted disk, provided with the instrument, must be
placed and tightly screwed between the head of the leveling screw and tne leg of the instrument's stand on the
side where the lowertangent screw is situated. This is done to afford a fixed leg, so that when the instrument is

leveled up, it be always of the same height. The lamp also has a fixed leg and two leveling screws and when
leveled up is of the same height as the transit. When interchanging, care must be taken not to disturb the
tripods, and to place the fixed legs of both instrument and lamp in the circular shaped receptacle provided for
them in the sliding piece of each tripod. Instrument and lamp will then be leveled up, each with 2 leveling
screws, after which their relative height and position above ground will be again the same as before they were
interchanged on their tripods. Lamps and targets must be manipulated as explained under Mining Transit No. 7.

A concentric groove is provided near the bottom of the center part of the trivet of the instrument and lamp,
around which a fine wire may be fastened whenever their distance apart must be measured.

All horizontal angles measure from the center of the instrument, whether the telescope is in the normal
or in the excentric bearings. All vertical angles measure from the center of the telescope's axis of revolution
respectively. The distance between the centers of both bearings must be determined and correction must be
applied whenever, in measuring vertical angles, the telescope is in the excentric bearings. A small hole drilled
in center on top of the transverse axis serves for centering the instrument under a given point by means of a
plumb bob suspended from the roof when the telescope is placed horizontal.

The brass counterpoise permanently fastened to the instrument in front of the main vernier serves to
balance the weight of the excentric bearings.

The large counterpoise of lead is to be fastened against the brass counterpoise by means of the milled
headed screws, whenever the telescope and its attachments are used in the excentric bearings. The small
counterpoise of lead is to be placed on the instrument when the striding level is to be used over the excentric
bearings. Both weights are slotted to facilitate this operation.

The large counterpoise shown in the cut is not quite sufficient to balance the weight of the telescope in
the excentric bearings, but as the vertical plane of the telescope, in measuring horizontal angles, is controlled
by the front plate level or by the striding level, which are not affected by this deficiency in the weight of the
counterpoise, and inasmuch as vertical angles are controlled by the Level attached to the vertical circle, i twas
deemed best, not to add unnecessarily to the weight of the instrument. A true equipoise of the instrument
can be obtained, however, by simply lengthening out the milled headed screws by which the counterpoises are
secured to the instrument.

As a rule for the more ordinary purposes the plate levels alone can be depended on, but for very close
work in running l'nes down or up a deep shaft, etc., or when horizontal angles must be measured with the
telescope in the excentric bearings, the striding level should be depended on only, and then, in order to elimi
nate all errors of collimation and inequality, if any, in the pivots of the horizontal axis of revolution, the tele
scope should also be reversed over its bearings. The telescope can be reversed through the standards in both
bearings, or it may be reversed over the bearings, as the case may be. Ordinarily, when in the normal bearings,
it should be reversed only through the standards as being more convenient and more accurate.

Both, the normal and the excentric wye adjustment of the telescope should be made with the striding
level alone. The latter being very sensitive (r div. of level=io"of arc), there need be no uneasiness on
the part of the engineer should the adjustment under ordinary circumstances be not completed within one or
two divisions of its graduated tube, but, of course, as the sights are longer and approach a vertical line, it is of
great importance to pay the strictest attention to the adjustments of the striding level and wye bearings of the

telescope.
To lift the telescope out of its bearings, the spring bolts situated on tow of the protection clasps must first

be withdrawn, when the latter can be turned aside. Next withdraw about one-tenth inch the spring bolt of
the telescope's clamp and also that of the vernier frame's tangent screw by means of the milled headed nut at
the end of each spring box. Now lift the telescope out of its bearings and either reverse over the bearings or
insert it in the excentric bearings, as the case may be, and again rel-ase to the fullest extent the spring bolts of
the tangent screws under operation. This being accomplished, all settings of the telescope in the vertical
plane must be made by its clamp and tangent screw alone, and no attention need be paid to the clamp of the
vernier frame. It is only when vertical angles must be measured that the bubble of the level situated on the
vernier frame must be brought to the center of the tube by means of its tangent screw. Good results for verti
cal angles may be obtained with this instrument, although the plates may not be leveled up accurately, if due
regard is paid only to the fact that the bubble of this level must be placed in the center of its tube before a

reading can be made.
To make the adjustment of this level proceed thus: — Place the telescope in the horizontal plane by

means of its tangent screw, then move the vernier framesw tangent screw until the zero line of the double

verniers, marked A, is in coincidence with the zero line of the vertical circle, and now raise or lower the adjusting
screw of this level, as the case may be, until the bubble is in the center of its tube.

It is now supposed that the zero line of the double opposite verniers, marked B, are also in coincidence
with that of the vertical circle. If not, the verniers marked B can be moved after releasing the capstan-
headed screws, until both zero lines on that side of the vertical circle are also in coincidence. However, this
is a very laborious proceeding for sthose uninitiated in this work, and as it cannot always be made quite

exact, owing to the mode of mounting the telescope on its axis, it will be found easiest to eliminate errors of
excentricity in the graduation of the vertical circle and verniers by reversing the telescope and taking the mean
of the readings. The vertical circle is graduated from o° to oo° and back, and the verniers are double, so that
angles of e'evation and depression can be read with ease and dispatch. For further information see page 147.
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Tunnel Transits.

No. lOa Tunnel Transit with four leveling screws and without lateral

adjuster, otherwise as enumerated below and shown on opposite page.

SPECIFICATION : —

Horizontal circle 6^-inch, graduated on solid silver, double opposite verniers reading to 20",

two rows of figures from 0°-360°.
Telescope 12-inch inverting, aperture 1^-ineh, power 28 dia., telescope reversible over the bearings

as well as through the standard frame, reversible clamp and tangent screw.
Spirit level to telescope, 6-inch.
Striding level resting on special collars, 4J£-inch.
Stadia wires fixed.
Reflector.
Shifting; center.
Standard frame of aluminum.
Extension tripod Made to order only.

Code word, Mobaco. Price, $292

No, lOb. Tunnel Transit as in cut, with three leveling screws ; tunnel tripod

with centering and aligning device.

SPECIFICATION : —

Horizontal circle 6^-incli, graduated on solid silver, double opposite verniers reading to 20",

two rows of figures from 0°-360°.
Telescope 12-ineh inverting, aperture 1^6-incb, power 28 dia.. telescope reversible over tbe bearings

as well as through the standard frame, reversible clamp and tangent screw.
Spirit level to telescope. 6-inch.
Striding. level resting on special collars, 4 -inch.
Stadia wires fixed.
Reflector.
Shifting. center.
Standard frame of aluminum.

Extension tripod. Made to order only.

Code word Mobalis. Price, $342

No. lOc Tunnel Transit as in cut on opposite page and as described in No,

lOb, but having an extension tripod with shifting center only as shown

in No. 1 1 f.

Made to order only.

Code word, Mobntony. Price, $307

Extras to Tunnel Transit No. lOa and No. lOb.

Lateral adjuster for transit No. 10 a with four leveling screws . . $25.00

7-inch horizontal circle, double opposite verniers reading to 10 sec.,* extra. 80.00

5-inch full vertical circle, solid silver graduation, double opposite verniers

reading to minutes, as in cut, page 182 f . . 50.00

Reading glasses to horizontal circle . . 15.00

Striding level resting at points of contact in Y's (instead of resting on spe

cial collars as in cut) extra . 10.00

Aperture, l!4-inch instead of 1^-inch, length of telescope 12 or lS'/i inch

long, powers respectively 28 or 34 dia. ....... 10.00

Gradienter attachment ........... 5.00

Steel center running in cast-iron socket ........ 20.00

Extra extension tripod, with shifting center only, for transit having 3 level

ing screws 32.50

•Detachable reading glasses should always he ordered for a 10 sec. graduation.

For additional Extras to Tunnel Transits, see Extras to Mining Transits.



No. 10 b

Tunnel Transit

With three leveling screws mounted on tunnel tripod with Shifting Center and

Aligning Device. See page 169d.

For Price and description of the above instrument, as well as list of extras,

see preceding page.

Codeword — Mobalis.
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Triangulation Transit-Theodolites.

For use in Cities and in Bridge and Tunnel Construction, etc.

Since the introduction by us in 1875 of this style Transit with Yoke standard franie

cast in one piece and mounted directly on the top flange of the inner center, the de

mand for them in all lines of engineering requiring high accuracy lias attained so great

a magnitude, on account of their excellence, as could not be foreseen at that time.

Many of these instruments are in use in the survey and triangulation of our largest

cities, and are giving great satisfaction. Many also have been supplied to Colleges and

are in use in State and Boundary Line surveys.

The great lateral stiffness attained by this form of standard frame enables to make

the trunnions of the telescope's axis cylindrical and to mount them in wye-bearings,

thereby securing to the telescope the most accurate movement in the vertical plane

known. The telescope reverses through the standards as usual and over the bearings.

The trunnions are protected by dust-caps, and wherever possible capstan headed

screws will take up any looseness between these dust-caps and the trunnions.

These Transit-Theodolites are made with three or four leveling screws.

No. 11. Plain Transit-Theodolite, with four leveling screws, as in cut,

on opposite page, but without level, clamp and tangent screw, vertical arc, or strid

ing level to telescope ; in all other respects as in cut of No. 11c. Specifications :

horizontal circle Q% inches, single opposite verniers, as in fig. 5 page 36b, read

ing to 20", glass protected graduation and verniers, one row of figures 0 to 360

clockwise ; 12-inch inverting telescope, aperture \)i inch, power 28 diameters,

achromatic eyepiece ; telescope is reversible over the bearings, as well as through

the standards ; long compound centers of hard bell-metal ; shifting center ; split-

leg tripod ; aluminum standard frame — cloth or japan finished ; mahogany box

with screwdriver, reading glass, adjusting pins, etc.

Made to order only.

Code word, Mobax

If instrument is desired with an erecting telescope of 24 diameters, add to code

word "erect."

Weight of instrument, about 14 lbs. Weight of tripod, about 10 lbs.

Gross weight packed in two boxes, ready for shipment, about 60 lbs.

Price of Plain Transit-Theodolite No. 11, as above, with four

leveling screws $225.00

Extras to Plain Transit-Theodolite No. 11.

Three leveling screws with shifting center (see page 46) .... 15.00

7-inch horizontal circle reading to 10" by single opposite verniers, single

row of figures 0° to 300° clockwise 35.00

Reading glasses to horizontal circle (should always be ordered with instru

ment reading to 10") 15.00

Reversible clamp and tangent screw to telescope, but without level to

latter 15.00

6-inch spirit level with reversible clamp and tangent screw to telescope . 30.00

3-inch striding level, as in cut, to rest on special collars to revolve through

the standards 20.00

5-inch striding level resting at points of contact in wyes, see page 182 . 30.00

5-inch vertical arc, as in cut on opposite page 20.00

5-inch full vertical circle, (as in cut page 182) but with only one double

vernier reading to minutes at eye-end ; reversible tangent screw . . 45.00

5-inch vertical circle, see cut page 182, double opposite verniers reading

to minutes, reversible tangent screw 50.00

3-inch level to vernier frame of vertical circle, see cut page 182 . . . 8.00

Two reading glasses to vertical circle, see cut page 182 . . . .10.00

Stadia wires, fixed, ratio 1:100 3.00

Gradienter screw ............ 5.00

Center of instrument of steel running in a socket of cast iron, for instrument
with three leveling screws, having no compass 20.00

Oblong compass mounted on vernier plate at side of standard, with motion for
setting off the variation ithree-inch needle reads only a few degrees each way
from zero) [For instruments with bell-metal centers only] 15.00



No. 11C, Complete Transit-Theodolite with four leveling screws, (size

and particulars as described in Plain Transit-Theodolite No. 1 1 ) but with level,

clamp, and tangent screw, 5-inch vertical arc, striding level, and

fixed stadia wires to telescope, as shown above.

Made to order only.

Code word, Mobaya. Price, $300

For Extras see list of Extras to Transit-Theodolite No. 11.
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Complete Double Opposite Vernier Attachment to 5-inch Vertical

Circle, with Level, Reading Glasses and reversible

Tangent Screw to vernier frame.

Attachable to Plain Transit-Theodolites No. 11, page 180 and lid.

Note.— The telescope in the above cut has no level attached to it, as is frequently the case in
these instruments, and in consequence the vernier frame of vertical circle carries a 3-inch level by
which a complete control of the position of its verniers is assured when vertical angles are measured.

For price and particulars see Extras to Plain Transit-Theodolite No. 11,

page 180.

Triangulation Transit-Theodolite.

For use in Cities, by Colleges, and in ISridge and Tunnel Construction.

No. lid. Plain Transit-Theodolite with three leveling screws, as in

cut on opposite page, but without reading glasses to horizontal circle, also with

out level, clamp, tangent screw, vertical arc and striding level to telescope. Yoke

standard frame is of aluminum and of pattern shown in No. llg.

Specifications : —

Horizontal circle 6^-inch, single opposite verniers (as in fig. 5, page 36b) reading

to 20", glass protected graduation and verniers, one row of figures 0° to 360° clockwise;
12-inch invertingw telescope, aperture l^-inch, power 28 diameters, achromatic eye

piece ; telescope is reversible over the bearings and through the standards ; long com

pound centers of hard bell and phosphor bronze metal; shifting center (see page 46).

Mahogany box contains reading glass, screwdriver, wrench, adjusting pins, etc.

Made to order only.

Code word, Mobeda.

Weight of instrument about 14 lbs.

" " tripod about 13 y2 lbs.

Gross weight, securely packed in two boxes for shipment, about 60 lbs.

Price of Plain Transit-Theodolite No. lid, with three leveling screws,

as described above $245.00

For Extras to Plain Transit-Theodolite No. lid see Extras to Plain

Transit-Theodolite No. 1 1, page 180.



No. 11 f.

Complete Transit-Theodolite.

For use in Cities, in Tunnels, and for Triangulation.

As made by C. I.. Berger & Sons.

No. 1 1 f. Size and particulars are in all respects like those described under No.

11, page 180, and No. lid, page 182, but having three leveling screws, reading glass

es to horizontal circle, level, clamp, and tangent screw, five-inch vertical arc, gradien-

ter, fixed stadia wires, and striding level to telescope as shown above.

Made to order only.

Codeword, Mobekia

Price, $343.00

For Extras see Extras to Plain Transit-Theodolite, page 180.

(For Code Words for Transit-Theodolite and Extras and changes see page J,

Complete Code at back. )
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No. 11m.

7-inch Complete Transit-Theodolite.

SPECIFICATIONS : -

No. 11m Transit-Theodolite as in cut on opposite page.

Horizontal circle 7-inch, single opposite verniers reading to 10", one row of

figures 0°-360° clock-wise, reading glasses to horizontal circle.

Vertical circle 5-inch, with one double vernier at eye end reading to single min

utes, one row of figures from 0°-90°-0°.

Level to vernier frame with reversible tangent screw.

Telescope 12-inch inverting, aperture 1^-inch, achromatic eye-piece, power 28 dia.,

telescope reversible over the bearings as well as through the standard frame and

provided with reversible clamp and tangent screw.

Striding level at points of contact in wyes.

Stadia wires fixed.

Long compound centers of hard bell-metal.

Shifting center.

Standard frame of aluminum, cloth or japan finish.

Split-leg tripod.

Instrument packs in one box of mahogany.

made to order only.

Weight of instrument about 14 lbs.

" " tripod about 13<4 lbs.

Gross weight packed in 2 boxes ready for shipment, about 60 lbs.

Code word, Mobeky Price, $385.00

Extras to Transit-Theodolite No. 11m.

Steel center running in a socket of cast iron $20.00

Two double opposite verniers to vertical circle (as in cut page 182, in

place of one double vernier only at eye end) ...... 10.00

Two reading glasses to vertical circle 10.00

6-inch spirit level to telescope 15.00



No. 11m.

7-inch Complete Transit-Theodolite.

For use in Cities, Colleges, State and Boundary-Line Surveys.

For Size, Price and Particulars, see preceding page.
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No. J l g.

7-inch Complete Triangulation Transit-Tlieodolite.

SPECIFICATIONS : —

No. llg Transit-Theodolite, as in cut.

Horizontal circle 7-inch, one row of figures 0° to 360° clockwise, single opposite

verniers reading to lO".

Vertical circle 5-inch, open-form face graduation, glass protected verniers, one row

of figures 0° to 360° clockwise, single opposite verniers reading to 30".

Level to vernier arm with reversible tangent screw.

Beading glasses to horizontal and vertical circles.

Telescope 12-inch inverting, aperture \y% inch, power 29 diameters, telescope re

versible over the bearings as well as through the standards and provided with

reversible clamp and tangent screw.

Spirit level to telescope, 6-inch.

Striding level at points of contact in wyes.

Stadia wires fixed.

Gradienter.

Shifting center.

Standard frame of aluminum, cloth or japan finished.

Made to order only.

Codeword, Mobello.

Price as above, %466.00

This instrument with steel center running in a cast-iron socket, extra 20.QO

Weight of instrument about 16 lbs.

" " tripod about 14 lbs.

Gross weight of instrument, complete, packed securely for shipment in 2 boxes,

about 60 lbs.
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No. 12.

. 8-inch Transit for Triangulation.

As made by C. L. Berger & Sons.

No. 1 2. The form of frame chosen for mounting the telescope is similar to that in the

cut, which permits the reversal of the telescope through the standards as well as over the

bearings. It is of improved design and somewhat resembles that shown on page 182a. It is very

stiff and very steady in strong winds, and being of aluminum, very light.

The inverting telescope has a clear aperture of 1J inches, focal length of 13J inches, power

28 to 32 diameters, reversible clamp and tangent; six-inch vertical arc graduated to read to

30" by a double vernier between the legs of the standard frame, figures run from 0° to about

45° each way. The horizontal axis of the telescope is provided with a 4J-inch striding level

resting at points of contact in wyes. The horizontal circle is 8 inches in diameter, single op

posite glass-covered verniers reading to 10", one row of figures 0° to 360° clockwise, with

reading glasses. The radius of the three leveling screw-base is larger than usual, and as the

head of the tripod is proportionately larger, the instrument has great stability. It is provided

with a shifting center. The Yoke standard frame will be japanned or cloth finished, as we

deem it best. In this, as in all our instruments, the fine appearance and general character

depends principally on simplicity of design, coupled with fine workmanship, and a high state

of efficiency of every part. Other parts that cannot easily be finished and lacquered in the

usual — but mostly antiquated — manner, are therefore also treated in japan or cloth finish.

This is in line with good taste and modern thought and improvements, to enable us to unite

as many pieces as possible in one to secure great stability and steadiness under all conditions

in order to arrive at quick and thoroughly reliable results. Made to order only.

Weight of instrument, 16 lbs.; weight of tripod, 12 lbs.

Price as above, $405.00

This instrument without arc and clamp to telescope, less $50.00.

No. 12a Transit with a six-inch full vertical circle (instead of with arc as shown in

cut) vernier frame all open as in style No. 1 1I> page 182, single opposite verniers

reading to 30", one row of figures 0° to 360° clockwise, reading glasses, level to vernier

arm $443.00

No. 12b Transit with a six-inch vertical circle with protected open-form vernier frame,

face-graduation, single opposite verniers glass-covered, as shown in cut page 182a, reading

to 20", one row of figures 0° to 360° clockwise, reading glasses, level to vernier arm,

$473.00



No. 12.

8-inch Transit for Triangulation.

As made by C. L. Berger & Sons.
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No. 15.

8-inch Alt.-Azimuth.

As made by C. L. Berber & Sous.

Kepeating horizontal circle eight , non-repeating vertical circle 6 inches in di

ameter. The loruier can be provided with 2, 3 or 4 verniers reading to 10", the lat

ter is provided with 2 verniers reading to 20". The telescope has a clear aperture

of 1)4 inches, focus llyi inches ; striding level. Mahogany box, etc.

Price, all complete as in cut, $550.00

Code word Oacus

This instrument with patented vertical circle, face graduation, glass covered

as in cut, page 182a, extra $20.00
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No. 15 a.*

Alt.-Azimuth.

Alt.-Azimuth, as in cut. Graduations of 5% inch circles on solid silver, twn

opposite micrometer-microscopes for each circle reading to 10", and by estimation

lo 2". Botii circles can be shifted, so as to bring different parts of the graduation

under the micrometer-microscopes. The telescope is10 inches long, has an aperture

of 1'4 inch and a power of 24 diameters. Telescope is provided with a level on top

and with 3 horizontal wires for leveling and for stadia measurements, and if desired

with 5 vertical wires for star observation. The telescope must bo reversed in its

bearings hy hand. Telescope axis is of hardened steel. The striding and microscope

levels read to 5" of arc. Two ordinary small levels attached to the instrument

serve to place it in an approximate horizontal position. Complete in box.Price, as above, $580.00

• See Preface.
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Alt.-Azimutb, as in cut. Circles inches diameter, micrometer-microscopee

Teading to 5 seconds direct, and by estimation to single seconds. Telescope, 1.6 in.

aperture; focal length, 161 inches; power, 32 and 48. Telescope axis is of hardened

steel and balanced by friction rollers. Reversing apparatus. Complete in one box.

Price, as above, $920.00

This instrument without reversing apparatus, .... less, $100.00

No. 15 c,* Alt.-Azimuth, as in cut above. Circles 10J inches diameter, mic

rometer-microscopes reading to single seconds direct. Every single degree figured.

Telescope, lf-inch aperture ; focal length, 20J inches ; power, 40 and 60. Telescope

axis is of hardened steel and balanced by friction rollers. Complete in two boxes.Price, as above, $1300.00

• See Preface.



Portable Transit Instrument for Latitude Observations.

As made by G. L. Berber A Sons.

No. 16. Aperture of object-glass 3 in. ; focus 28 In. ; spider-line or glass

micrometer ; micrometer screw reads to seconds of arc ; spirit-levels read to seconds

of arc ; diagonal eye-piece 80 dia. ; Ramsden eye-piece 40 dia. ; vertical circle 8 in.

in dia. ; bell-metal pivots, two lamps and arms, adjustable reflector ; reversing

apparatus ; two cases, etc.

Price $980.
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Portable Astronomical Transit Instrument.

So. 1 7. Aperture of otject-glass 3 in. ; focus 39 in. ; spider-line or glass mi

crometer; diagonal eye-piece magnifies from 90 to 120 dia.; Ramsden eye-piece

magnifies 75 dia. ; striding level reads to seconds of arc ; adjustable mirror to read

the level from below : reserve level ; pivots of hardened steel ; small adjustable

plane reflector; two lamps and arms; reversing apparatus; two finding circles

each provided with double verniers ; cast-iron frame rests on three leveling screws

of steel, which are provided with foot-plates— one of them is adjustable to set

instrument in the meridian ; two cases, etc.

Price $1300,

(.Notice of this Instrument, with full description, in Johnson*s New Universal Cycloftedia, under
article " Transit")



[91

Astronomical Transit Instrument.

As made for U. S. Lake Surrey.
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Equatorials.*

No. 1. Portable Equatorial Telescope, as in cut. Cast iron pillar;

clock ; prismatic illuminating arrangement ; tangent screw motion brought down

to the eye-end. The telescope rests in a cradle-piece to which it is firmly attached

by two brass clasps. The telescope-tube is of brass, polished, and provided with

l ack and pinion adjustment to focus ; finder ; five astronomical eye-pieces 60, 120.

200, 300 and 400 ; one solar eye-piece and one terrestrial pancratic eye-piece. The

declination circle is graduated on silver, two opposite verniers reading to minutes.

The hour circle is graduated on silver and has two sets of graduations and verniers.

Price, as above, $1350.00

No. 2. Fixed .Equatorial Telescope. Aperture, 5 inches. Cast iroc

pillar. Telescope is made of brass, tapering towards both ends. Rack and pinicn

motion to eye-end; finder; five astronomical eye-pieces 60, 120, 200, 300 and 400;

first surface reflecting prism for viewing the sun ; diagonal eye-piece ; transit eye

piece ; position micrometer at eye-end of telescope, graduated on silver and reading

to minutes, with quick and slow motion clamp and tangent screws ; large declina

tion circle graduated on solid silver and read by microscope from eye-end, with

coarse graduation on edge for rough setting ; hour-circle graduated on silver with

two sets of graduations ; driving clock, which can be changed from sidereal to

lunar rate, and additional slow motion in right ascension and declination by means

of rods and handles brought down to the eye-end ; striding level to determine the

horizontal position of the declinatior axis in order to use the instrument as a

transit ; prismatic illumination arrangement for micrometer, declination and posi

tion circles. Best qualiiy.

Price, as above, $2150.00

No. 3. Fixed Equatorial Telescope, as In No. 2, best quality, but with

1-inch aperture and 6 eye-pieces 35 85, 155, 240, 360 and 490.

Price, $3150.00

•SetMw,



No. i.

Portable Equatorial Telescope.

Aperture, 6 inches
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Angle Mirror or Optical Square, ... . . $6.00

See Preface.

Sextant.*

Sextant. Eadius, 7 Inches, 145° ; four sun-glasses between tba large and the

small reflecting mirror, and three sun-glasses behind the small reflecting mirror, all

of which can be turned on their axis 180° ; graduation on solid silver, reading to 10"

telescope J inch aperture ; two astronomical eye-pieces with powers of 6 and 10 dia.

One Galilean telescope with extra large objective, power 3 dia. ; one fixed i aading

glass ; two sights for examination and correction of the large reflecting mirror. All

complete In box. Best quality, imported. . . Price, as above, $130.00

Sextant, as above. Eadius 10 inches, all complete in box. . Price, 150.00

Pocket Sextant, best quality ...... * 43.00

* See Preface
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Current Meters,

The types of current meters, as shown in Figs. I, II, and III, in our former Catalogues, have been
omitted, owing to the many improvements made and embodied in the Meter, as shown in Figs. IV, V, and
VI, this Catalogue. We are, however, prepared to make to order Current Meter No. Ill, as designed by
Mr. Clemens Herschel, if so desired.

Current Meter No. IV.

The electric form of meter shown in Fig IV is especially adapted for observations

upon large rivers, arms of the sea, etc. It has its registering apparatus above the sur

face of the water, or on the bank of a river, and current measurements may be made

with it at any depth, and may be continued for a week, or longer, without stopping, if

desired. Half a dozen or more of these meters may be strung on one and the same ver

tical rod or wire, and simultaneous observations then taken of the velocities at different

depths below the surface.

This form Was used upon the gauging of the Connecticut River* by General Ellis,

and was designed particularly to avoid the catching of floating substances, such as

leaves and grass, upon either the vanes or the axis, and to render the record of the

instrument independent of the position of its axis with respect to the line of the current,

also, to get less friction upon the axis so as to measure low velocities accurately.

This current meter is constructed upon the principle of Robinson's Anemometer, turning by the difference
of pressure upon opposie vaiies of the wheel. The varies of this meter, however, instead of being hemispher
ical cups with a straight stem, are made conical at the ends, and are hollow and taper to the central hub, so as
to offer no obstruction to the slipping off of straws, leaves, or grass, as the wheel revolves. The central hub
is made tapering, so that any object can slide off easily, and it extends over the joints at the ends of the axis,

so as to enclose and protect them from floating substances. The axis runs in iridium bearings. The forward
end of the frame which carries the wheel can be turned and secured in any position, so that the wheel can be
horizontal, vertical, or at any desired angle.

The electrical connection is made by carrying an insulated wire from near the center of the instrument,
where the insulated wire from the battery is attached to it by a binding screw when in use, out to the end of
one arm of the wheel frame, where it ends in a fine platinum wire resting upon a ring in the hub of the whee*.
This ring is made of alternate interchangeable sections of silver and hard rubber, secured in place by screws,
so that their position can be changed to register whnle or part revolutions as desired. There is also a socket
and set-screw in the body of the frame near the center, for the return current, which can be carried through a
plain wire slightly twisted around the Insulated wire so as to form one cord. If the instrument is run upon a
wire, or has a metallic connection with the surface, the return current can be made through that. A better
method now in vogue is to use a " twin " insulated wire.

The universal motion at the center of the frame and the tail are of the usual construction. This meter
can be used in connection with any apparatus for registering the revolutions of the wheel by the breaks in the
electric circuit.

Price complete, as in Tig IV, with electric register and one battery

etc., packed in three cases, $195.00

Price of this instrument without electric register and battery . . . 135.00

* For further information on this point, see Gen'l G. K. Warren's Report of Surveys and Examinations
of Connecticut River.

We can have this meter, as •well as Nos. V and VI, carefully rated at an additional expense offrom

$15.00 to $25.00. Unless ordered otherwise, the instruments will be sent unrated.

Current Meter No. V, and No. VI.t

An illustration of this instrument will be found on page 198.

This form of Current Meter is specially adapted for observations upon smaller

rivers, streams, conduits, flumes, etc. It is provided with a registering apparatus.

For more extended observation upon rivers, etc., an electric register and battery similar

to those used with No. IV can be supplied with this instrument. The dial wheels

are completely protected by a glass cover, as shown by cut of meters V and VI. The

counting mechanism is operated by a string, by means of which the dial wheels are

thrown in and out of gear. One short pull on the string throws them in gear, and the

succeeding pull will throw them out again ; the next one in, and so on.

Price of Current Meter No. V, supplied only with the ordinary

registering apparatus, as shown in the main cut on page 198, and with

12 feet of brass tubing, made in sections of four feet, and graduated in

feet and tenths. Complete in two cases, $135.00

Price of Current Meter No. VI, in all respects similar to that above,

but in addition to the ordinary registering apparatus this instrument is

provided with an electric register, one battery and copper wire, as

shown in the smaller cuts on page 198. Complete in four cases, . . $220.00

+ For further information on this Current Meter, read " Description of some experiments on the Flow
of Water, made during the Construction of Works for Conveying the Water of Sudbury River to Boston,'' by
A. Fteley and F. P. Stearns (Transactions of the Society of Civil Engineers, Jan.-March, 1883J. Also, " On
the Current Meter, together with a Reason why the Maximum Velocity of Water Flowing in Open Channels
is Below the Surface," by F. P. Stearns; a paper read at the Annual Convention of the American Society of
Civil Engineers, St. Paul, Minn., June 21, 1883. (Transactions, etc., Vol. XII., August, 1883).



Current Meter No. IV.

A* made by C. L. Berger & Sons.
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For the conrenlence of our customers we append a list of miscellaneous articles kept in
:k, bat most of them are not of our manufacture. Those not made by us are of the beet

fnality obtainable, and the prices quoted are identical with those in the market.

Precision Pantographs.

The arms of these Panto- /-"a^*^^^^^' graphs, to avoid friction on the paper, are suspended
from a solid iron support (as will %j^[iS3? Jt£@ be seen incut), the latter being supplied with levels
and leveling screws. Theinstru- / I J mentis capable of enlarging or reducing in all ratios,

and is very useful for copying. J The brass arms are hollow and square in cross-
section, and are divided to millimeters with verniers reading to mm. For the accurate setting of the

verniers slow motion screws are provided. All swivel joints turn upon center points. The disengaging mech"

anism is a special convenience. The ratios from f to are set with pole at end, those from ^ to 4" to $

are set in the middle. The pole and pencil-holder are therefore interchangeable.

No. 99. Suspended Pantograph, arms about 24 inches long, in wooden case.

Price, as above, -$150.00.

No. 100. Suspended Pantograph, arms about 38 inches long, in wooden case.

Price, as above $180.00.

Note. — The Pantograph with 24-inch arms when set at 5 can circumscribe a 19-inch square, or an

oblong 153 x 24 inches, approximately.
The Pantograph with 38-inch arms can circumscribe a 31-inch square, or an oblong 273 x 39 inches,

approximately.

Compensation Planimeter.

See pages 82 and 83

The compensation Planimeter illustrated above consists of two parts, which pack separately in the cast*
the tracing frame and the pole arm. The tracing frame rests on 3 points, the measuring wheel, the tracer
point and the roller. A finely polished steel ball, fixed at one end of the pole arm, rests in an opening of the
tracer arm, forming a ball and socket joint. This joint forms the axis of rotation of the tracer arm, which by
means of the pole arm moves on a circle as guide line ; at the same time it enables the tracing frame always to
rest with its three points on the plan. The length of tracer arm is about 9 1-2 inches and pole arm 7 1-2 inches.

The pole consists of a brass cylinder attached at one end of the pole arm. Its lower surface forms an
edge at right angles to the pole arm, which by the rocking motion provided by this edge can be lowered until
its other end, which carries the ball, is firmly secured in the socket. In the center of this brass cylinder a
small steel pin is inserted and kept in place by a set screw. This pin terminates at both ends in a finely
hardened point, one of which projects slightly under the lower edge of the cylinder. The tracer arm is pro
vided with a vernier and micrometer screw by which it can be placed at any division mark on the tracer arm,
which is graduated throughout in 1-2 mm. The axle of the measuring wheel, ending in finely made pivots, is
of the be"*; hardened steel working in cylindrical steel point bearings. With the Planimeter is supplied a
proving bar, which enables by its graduations to describe several circles of known radii.

In using, place the Planimeter approximately in the center of the area to be measured, so that the plane of
the measuring wheel, if extended, passes through the pole. After obtaining the measurement by using the
Planimeter with the pole arm on one side of the tracer arm, the pole arm may be placed on the other side and
another measurement made. The mean of these two readings will eliminate any error oi the measuring wheel,
thus this form of instrument is a compensation Planimeter.

If the area to be measured is too large for the scope of the instrument it should be subdivided into smaller
areas. According to the importance of results to be obtained, one measurement may be sufficient around the
plan, but when very accurate results are desired it will be good practice to make 2 or 3 consecutive measure
ments with the pole arm on one side of the tracer arm and afterward the same number of consecutive read
ings with the pole arm on the other side of tracer arm, and by taking the mean of the averages of readings
obtained, very close results will be obtained.

The Compensation Planimeter is made of German silver and bronzed brass.

The tracer arm is adjustable and graduated to the end, pole weight of improved pat

tern. Instrument complete in velvet-lined case, with table of constants for U. S.

standard measure, adapting it to any scale.

30.00No. 107. Price complete as above

No' 108. ' " when specially rated 34.00
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Plain Polar Planimeter.

This Planimeter is of German silver, with adjustable tracer arm fully gradu

ated, about 9 inches long, in polished mahogany box with proving bar.

Price of instrument when rated as explained on page 82 . . $31.00

" " " not rated but with all the improvements . 27.00

Precision Planimeters.

These Planimeters are very much more accurate than the ordinary Polar Plani

meters. The graduated rollers do not touch the paper at all, but roll, instead, on a

hard, highly polished surface of steel, thus eliminating all errors due to the irregu

larities of the paper surface.

No. 109. Large Suspended Ball Planimeter.

This instrument is capable of doing very accurate work. The tracer arm is llf

inches long, the pole arm is 6J inches long, and the diameter of the toothed circle on

the pole is 6i inches. The angular motion of the tracer arm is about 90°.

Surfaces from 2£ x 4 inches to 7 x 10 inches can be measured without moving the

pole'

Price of instrument complete packed in morocco box . . . $75.00

No. 110. Large Rolling Ball Planimeter.

The Planimeter illustrated above is made of German silver and
bronzed brass, and enables to obtain results of greater accuracy than
any other Planimeter yet made, both on large and small surfaces. The
tracer arm is graduated throughout and has a length of 12 inches which can
be increased by a lengthener to 22 inches. Its angular motion is about 90°.
The two rollers are made of exactly equal diameters, ensuring a motion of the
instrument, as a whole, in a straight line. A surface of any length and a width of
2o inches can be measured with the 22 inch tracer arm.

Price of instrument, with testing bar enabling to check areas

of known radii, and table of settings, in velvet-lined morocco box

with lock
$90.00
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Surveyors' Pocket and Marine Compasses.

No. 111. Burt's Solar Compass, with adjusting socket and leveling tripod, 9230.00

No. 112. Pocket Compass, with folding sights, 2}4 inch needle, . . . $8.00

" 113. " " 2% inch needle, Jacob Staff mountings, . . . 10.00

" 114. " " Z% " " "... 12.00

" 115. " " with level, folding sights, 4-inch needle, with ball and

socket joint, 13.50

" 116. Vernier Pocket Compass, 4^ inch needle, " Tripod " and 2 levels . 23.00

" 117. Prismatic Compass, complete, with azimuth glasses, and divided alumi

num ring, 3 inch Leather Sling Case. Best kind 30.00

" 117a. Hutchinson's Prismatic Compass bronzed, of improved pattern nearly

enclosed top, floating card dial, 2 inch, in morocco case . . 11.00

" 118. Pocket Compass, watch pattern, brass, 1}4 inches in diameter with

hinged cover and stop to needle, ... ... 1.75

" 119. Pocket Compass, gilt, watch pattern, with stop, enamelled dial and

agate centre ; 1 or 2 inches in diameter, 5.00

" 120. Ritchie's Patent Liquid Compasses, of all sizes, from $33.00 to $35.00,

$45.00 and $55.00.

Miners' Compasses.

No.125.

Ko. 1S6. Miners' Compass, provided with stop and glass covers, for tracing

iron ore, 3 inch Norwegian needle, $16.00

'* li6. Miners' Compass, provided with stop and glass covers, 4 in. Nop.

wegian needle 20.00
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Leveling Rods

No. 145 No. 146 No. 147 Nota 150
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Leveling Rods

^3

I

^7

No. 149

The leveling rods illustrated

are of best make and are

always carried in stock.

No. 145. New York Rod. 6^

ft. extending to 12 ft., reading by vernier

to 10OOths of a foot, with improved

mountings . . . $14.00

No. 145 a. Extra Target for

N. Y. Rod for use with gradienter or

stadia measurements . . 5.00

No. 146. Philadelphia Rod,

self reading, ft. extending to 13 ft.,

reading by vernier to 10OOths of a foot.

14.00

No. 146 a. Extra Target for

Philadelphia Rod . . 5.0O

No. 147. Boston Rod. 6 ft.

extending to 11 ft., reading by vernier

to 10OOths of a foot . . 14.00

No. 148. Mining Rod. Philadelphia pattern

like No. 146, 5ft 12.00

No. 148 a. Mining Rod. Philadelphia pattern

like No. 146, 3^ ft 12.00

No. 148 b. Mining Rod.

No. 145, 5 ft

No. 148 c. Mining Rod. N. Y. Pattern like

No. 146, 3Ht. 12.00

No. 149. Flexible Self-reading Level Rod.

10 ft. long, 3 inches wide. This rod is graduated on

canvas and can be rolled up. When used it is fastened

upon a board with thumb-tacks . . . 3.25

No. 150. Metric Level Rod. Philadelphia

pattern, 2.2 meters to 4 meters . . 14.00

No. 151. Metric Level Rod. N. Y. pattern,

2 meters to 3.7 meters .... 14.00

No. 151a. Rod Level for plumbing rod 3.00

Ranging Poles

Painted red and white alternately

each foot.

No. 152. Range Pole. Solid steel octagon,

6 ft., i inch dia 3.00

No. 153. Range Pole, iron tube round,

6 ft., { inch dia 2.75

No. 154. Range Pole of wood, 8 ft., steel

shoe 2.25

No. 155. Range Pole, like No. 154 but 10 ft.

2.50

N. Y. pattern like

12.00

Ranging Poles

Nos. 152 153

T

154
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Paine's Steel Tape Measures.

H inch wide. In Leather Cases, with Hush handles.

No. 160. 100 feet Paine's Steel Tape, divided in 10ths $11.00

" 161. 50 " " " » " » 6.00

44 162.100 " " " " " " on one side, on the other

in centimeters, 15.00

Chesterman's Steel Tape Measures.

% inch wide. In Leather Boxes.

Ko. 163. 100 feet Chesterman's Steel Tape, divided in 10ths,

" 164. 66 " " " " " .

" 165. 50 " " " " "

" 166. 33 " " " " " .

111.00

8.00

, 6.00

5.0U

Pocket Steel Tape Measures.

In German Silver Cases, with spring and stop.

Ko. 167. 3 feet long, divided in lOths .80
" 168. 5 " " " •' 1.10

•* 169.5 " " " " on one side, and in centimeters and mil

limeters on the other side, 1-25
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Steel Tape Measures.

y, lock wide. Patent Brass Frame with Handle.

No. 170. 100 feet Steel Tape, divided in lOths, $11.50

" 171. 50 " " " " " i 6.60

Steel Tape Measures.

Vt Inch wide. In Leather Boxes.

No. 172. 100 feet Steel Tape, divided in lOths, §11.50

" 173. 66 " " " 8.00

" 174. 50 " " " " " 6.50

Lufkin Steel Tape Measures.

% inch wide. In leather case.

No. 206. D. 100 feet Lufkin Steel Tape, divided in lOths, . . . . SI 1.00

No. 203. D. 50 " " " " " 6 00

No. 103. D. 50 " <' " " " " i inch wide; 2}

inchdia.; 5 oz. in weight; can be carried in vest pocket . . . 4.00
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Surveyors' Chain Tapes.

Heavy %-inch Steel Tapes.

Graduations etched on bright raised surfaces.

Graduated to single feet, end feet to tenths (one side only).

No. 175,

No. 175a. 100 feet, complete with reel

" 175b. 200 " " " "

" 175c. 500 " " " " .

87.50

10.50

21.50

No. 176.

No. 176a. 100 feet, complete with reel

" 176b. 200 " " " "

" 176c. 500 " " " " .

$7.50

10.50

21.50
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Lucas's Improved Steel Tapes.

% inch wide.

All tapes of this manufacture are made from the best quality of clock-spring steel,

one-fourth of an inch wide, and of thickness best adapted to strength and flexibility,

tempered straight, and graduated under tension, being drawn on steel bars made to

correspond with U.S. standard, and are guaranteed to be as accurate as any tapes made

in this country. The graduations are made each

five feet or links, according to the style of tape,

by brass or german silver bands firmly soldered

to the tape, and marked each side with plain

figures in such a manner as to be conveniently

read from either end without liability of error

in count. The intermediate points of feet or

links are marked by a small brass rivet through

the tape, with raised head on each side so as to

be easily seen. Each end foot on Engineers'

tapes is graduated to tenths of a foot. The ad

justments for taking measure are so arranged

that no difference is made by the use of large

or small marking pins, the measurement being made and taken from tho same side of

the pin. Soldering of the number bands secures them from peeling up or rusting

underneath. The method of numbering avoids the necessity of changing ends of

tape, it works same with either end forward.

No. 178 D. 100 feet, Engineer's, graduated to feet, each five feet by soldered

bands marked with figures, end feet to tenths of a foot $i 00

No. 178 K. 66 feet, Surveyor's, graduated to links, with figured bands every five

links 3.50

Metal Reel, $2.00 extra. Ring handles included in price of tape.

Tension and Temperature sent with each tape when sold

Roe's Steel Tapes on Brass Keel.

inch wide.

These tapes aremade of superior steel,

% inch wide, graduated every foot by a

brassrivet, end feetin tenths. Every five

feet has a brass plate with the numbers,

and every ten feet has a copper plate

with numbers.

They are graduated from a standard

tape certified to by an official of the

U. S. Coast Survey Department as cor

rect at a temperature of 62° F.

,179 1 k. 100 feet long, graduated every foot, end feet in tenths, . $5.00
7A. 50 " " " s' " " " " " . 4.00

Prices above include a Patent Piras8 Reel and pair of Patent Brass Detachable

Handles.

Brass Reel, without Tape, $1-50

Detachable Handlss, per pair, 0.30

Tape Repairer

No. 179 P. Tape Repairer $2.75

1000 Eyelets 1.25

Complete Outfit .... (postage 17 cents extra) 4.00

Note. — This repairer cuts a clean hole one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter through two thicknesses
of the ordinary engineer's tapes, such as Lufkin's, Chesterman's, etc. No filing is required except to round
the rough corners of the break. Place the tape on the rubber pad and punch the hole in the required place.
Next place an eyelet on the pivot provided for it, insert it in the hole and rivet it. The first rivet holds the
tape in position for cutting and riveting the rest. Repairs can be made quickly, without any danger of split
ting the tape, thus avoiding any chance of dirt collecting under the splices, of cutting the fingers when draw
ing the tape through the hands, or catching in rags, etc., when cleaning.
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Standard Steel Tape Measures.

For city and bridge engineering, in lengths from 100 to 1000 feet.

No. 180.

These tapes are of exact United States Standard and have no joints. They are

(jenerally made in lengths of 300 feet with graduations at every 10 feet, the last 10

feet graduated in single feet, and the last foot into 10ths. For railroad and under

ground work we frequently furnish them in lengths of 400 and 500 feet. A clamping

handle can be furnished to attach to the tape at any desired length, if shorter

measures than the whole length are intended to be made. We also can furnish a

small brass clamp to fasten on the tape in order to mark lengths that are used re

peatedly.

Price of tape 100 feet, graduated at every 10 feet, the last 10 feet graduated

in single feet, the last foot in 10ths, $6.30

Price of tape 200 feet, graduated as above 9.45
1' <n ft 3oo tn a 12.60

" " " 400 " " •' " ....... 15.75

" " " 500 " " " " 18-90

Extras to Standard Steel Tape Measures.

Each additional graduation and figuring, $0.20

Reel, handle and stop to wind up tape 3.50

2 large brass handles to unship, 2.50

Clamping handles, each, 1.50

Small brass clamp to fasten on tape, .75

Metric Steel and Metallic Tape Measures.

in Leather Boxes.

No. 191 20 Meter Steel Tape, divided in meters and centimeters, 9 mm. wide $11.00

« 192 10 " " " " " " 9 » 6.00

11 193 20 " Metallic Tape, divided in meters and centimeters, 17 mm. wide 3.50

** 194 10 " Metallic Tape, divided in meters and centimeters, 17 mm. wide 2.75
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Chains.

No. 195. Surveyors' Chain, 2 poles, 50 links, No. 12 best steel wire, brazed

links and rings, $5.5t

" 196. Surveyors' Cham, 4 poles, 100 links, No. 12 best steel wire, brazed

links and rings, 9.00

" 197. Engineers' Chain, 50 feet, 50 links, No. 12 best steel wire, brazed

links and rings, 6.00

" 198. Engineers' Chain, 100 feet, 100 links, No. 12 best steel wire, brazed

links and rings, 10.00

Metric Chains.

No. 199. 20 Meter Chain, 100 lmks.No. 12 best steel wire, brazed links and rings, 10.00

" 200. 10 " " 50 " " " " " " " 5.50

Extras to Tapes and Chains.

No. 201. Pocket Thermometer, fl.50

* 202. Spring Balance and Level, 6.00

Marking Pins,

No. 203. Set of Marking Pins, eleven in a set, steel wire, No. 6, . . $1.50

Odometer.

No. 204. An instrumentfor measuring distances traveled by carriage, . $15.00

Pedometer.

No. 205. An instrument for measuring distances walked, in german silver

case, of the size of a watch, $6 .00
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Plummet Lamp. Lamp for Illuminating Cross Wires.

No. 209. Lamp for illuminating cross wires through the axis of the
telescope when mounled at the side, for use in underground
work, of brass and nickel-plated, with ground lens, . $7.00

" 210. Small Plummet Lamp, of brass, steel point, 16 oz., . 8.00

" 211. Large Plummet Lamp, of brass, steel point, 24 oz., . 10.00
Box with shoulder straps, for pair of Plummet Lamps, Ot00

Plumb Bobs of Precision.

tfo. 212

214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.

No. 214. No. V 216. J No. 220.

Plumb Bob of Brass, steel point, shape as in cut, 8 oz $1.75
" " r' " " No. 212, 11 oz., 2.25

" " " " " in cut, 6 oz 1.75
" " •• '• " No. 214, 9 oz 2.25

" '1 u patent reel adjustment, 8 oz., 1.75

» " " " " " 12 oz 2.25
" " with steel shank passing through the body for shaft work, 3 lb., . 6.00

« 4ib| _ 7.50
Mercury Plumb Bob (body of steel) 12 oz., 5^6 inches long Y% inch diameter . . . 2.25

" " " 16 oz., 6 " 1 " " ... 2.75
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Pocket Magnifiers.

em^^^^^^^^

No. 221. Zylonite Case, as in cut. size of lens 1 inch diameter, . . . |o.60

222. ' 221, " " IX " " ... .90
" 223. " " " 221, " " l}i " •• ... 1.15

" 224. " " ki cut " of lenses, I'yi and 1% in diameter, . 1.30

Gossamer, Cravenette and Silk Bags.

No. 225. Gossamer or Waterproof Bag, to cover Level in case of rain or dust, $1.00

" 226. Silk Bag, to cover Transit with solid silver graduations . . . 1.00

" 226a. Cravenette Bag to cover Transit, . . . . . ] .00

Lubricants.

No. 227. Bottle of Fine Watch Oil, for lubricating Transit Centers, etc. . . $0.3J

Utensils for Cleaning Instruments.

No 228. Camel's Hair Brush . " $0.40

" 229. Stiff Brush for cleaning screw-threads ...... .40

" 230. Chamois-skin for cleaning lenses, centers, etc .50

" 231. Stick for cleaning centers .30

Spirit Levels.

No. 232. Engineers' Spirit Levels of all sizes and grades of sensitiveness, accu

rately ground and tested by us.

Per inch, according to length and diameter .... from $0.80 to $1.00
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Portable Anemometers.

These instruments are extensively used in

studying and controlling the ventilation of

dwellings, public buildings, factories, mines,

etc.

The velocity of the air current is measured

by means of a very light fan wheel, whose

revolutions are recorded on a dial.

This fan wheel is very delicate, the vanes

being made of aluminum, and the axis of hard

steel runs in jewel bearings.

The counting mechanism is enclosed in a

dust-procf case, and can readily be thrown

Into or out of action by a disconnecting lever.

The instrument is provided with a thumb

screw for attaching it to a rod for use in meas

uring the velocity of air currents at any point

on the surface of the earth, mine shafts, in

pipes, conduits or narrow channels. In this

case the counting mechanism is thrown in or

out of gear by pulling on cords of different

colors.

This Anemometer is carefully rated and sup

plied WITH A CORRECTION NUMBER.

Anemometer, Counting up to 10,000,000

ft. ; diameter of fan, 6 in. ; complete, packed in

polished wooden box, $30.00.

The Brunton Patent Pocket Mine Transit.

A pocket instrument which takes the place of a sighting compass, clinometer, pris

matic compass, and an Abney level or Locke's lepel. Weight 8 ounces. Price, $25.OO

Brunton Mine Transit with leather sling case, 27.00

Code Words.

Xwiuleaf.

Xwilum.
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Focalimeter 119

General Construction 9
Gossamer and Silk liags 209
Gradienter Screw 7, 39

" Tables .... 42-45
Graduations 5, 35

Care of 13
Half-length Tripod 162, 163
Hand Levels 127
Horizon, Artificial . .... 194
Hydrographer's Wye Level . . . 134, 135
Illumination of Cross-wires .... 9
Improved Prism and Colored Glass Attach

ment 156, 157
Instrument Adjustments . . 24, 31-56, 93-108

'• Care of 13-24

" Repairs of 29
" Transportation of . . . .22

Interchangeable Auxiliary Telescope, 104-108, 166
Lamp Targets 171, 172, 177
Lamps, Mining, Engineering and Plummet . 20S
Lateral Adjuster, patented 162
Latitude Level Attachment . . 60, 78, 154, 155
Latitude Observations, Portable Instruments

for 189
Lenses, Care of 14, 15
Level Triers 125
Levels, Dumpy 128-131

" " Adjustments of . . 51,55
" Engineers' Precise . . . 137-139

Wye .... 132-133
" " " Adjustments of 51-53

Hand 127
'* Hydrographers' .... 134, 135
11 Reversion 136
" Spirit on metal base .... 127
" Striding 56

Leveling Attachment, Quick . . 9, 39, 126

" Rods
" Screws

Line of Collimation
Locke's Hand Level

. 202

. as
93, 127

Lubricants 17,209
Lucas' Steel Tapes 205
Lufkin's Steel Tapes 204
Magnetic Needles, Balancing .... 8

Variations . . 8, 37, 113
" " Why They Vary . . .113

Magnifying Glasses 209
Marine Compass 201
Marking Pins *)7
Measurements by Fixed Stadia Wires . 87-91
Meridian, to Una from Equal Altitudes . 61, 63

" " " Polaris . . . .70
211
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PAGE

Meridian, Tables, Inclination of . . .69
" Inclination ... . . 63

Metric Chains 207
" Steel and Metallic Tapes . . .206

Miners' Compass 201
Lamp 208

Mining Transits 160-170
Auxiliary Telescope of . . . .104
Universal with Duplex Telescope Bear
ings 172-177

Mirror, A ngle 195

" Metal 134
Mountain Transits 158-160
Object-Slide, Protection to 9
Odometer 207
Offsetting, Arrangement for . . . 9,47
Optical Adjustment of Instruments . . . 31

" Principles of Engineers' Telescope . 31
" Squares 195

Packing of Instruments .... 11,22
Paine'sTapes 203

Pantograph 199
" Precision 199

Parts of Instruments as made by C. L. Ber-
ger & Sons 122-124

Parts of Instruments which can be made of
Aluminum 123

Pedometer 207
Pins 207
Plain Transit 143, 152
Plane Table 140, 141
Planimeters . .... 82, 199, 200

Theory of 83
Plumb-Bobs 8, 208
Plumbing and Centering Arrangement . . 46

Plumbing Device for Carrying a Line down a
Shaft 162

Plummet Lamp 208
Pocket Compass 201

" Magnifiers .209

" Sextant 195
" Tapes 203
" Thermometer 210

Polaris, to find Meridian from . . . .70
Portable Anemometer 210

" Astronomical Instruments . . 189-193

Precise Level, Engineers' .... 137-139
Precision Pantographs 199

" Planimeters 200
Prevention better than Cure . . . .21

Price List .121
Prism and Colored Glass Attachment . . 157
Prismatic Compass 201

Stadia, New 142
Protection of Instruments 17

" " ObjcctSlide 9
Onlck Leveling Attachment... 9, 39, 126
Railroad Transits 142-153

Ranging Poles 202
Reconnoissance Transits . . . - 160, 161
Repair of Instruments 29
Replacing Wires 19
Reversion Levels 136, 152
Road- Builders' Dumpy Level . . . .129
Roe's Tape 205
Rolling Ball Planimeter 200
Setting up Transits 47

Sextants 195
Shifting Center for Transits .... 46

" Tripod I

Short Focus Lens 1™
Side Telescopes to Transits 104

Silk Bags 209
Solar Attachment, C. L. Berger & Sons'

57, 58, 73, 74, 154
Adjustments and Use .... 58
Reduction of Declination and Refrac

tion 59
Form of Daily Declination Table . . 60
Use of Nautical Almanac . . . 59-76
To find the Latitude .... 60-78

To find the Meridian 61
Degree of Precision Required . . 62
Inclination of Meridian .... 63

FAQB

Solar Attachment.
Mean Refraction Tables . . . 65-67
Coefficients of Refraction, Table . . 68
Inclination and Convergence of Meri
dian, Table 69

Reducing Observation . . . 77, 80
To correct Watch 79
Davis's 156
General Remarks . . .61, 73, 79, 80
Directions and Use .... 73-77
Finding Latitude by the Sun . . .78
To find Meridian from Polaris. . 70

ea< " Equal Altitudes . 71

Hourly Motion of Sun's Declination . 72
Solar Telescopes 108
Spider Lines of various Diaphragms 19, 45,

Spirit Levels 7, 38, 93, 126
Care of 18
Mounting 18
On Metal Base 127

Spring Balance and Level 207
stadia Lines 7, 45, 81

" " Measurement . . . .7, 87-91
" " Richard's Prismatic . . 85

Standard Steel Tapes 206

Steel Tapes 203-206
Straight Line Instrument .... 178, 179
Striding Level, its Use and Adjustment 60, 95, 102
Surveyors' Chains 207

" Compasses 201
•- Transits 142-153

Suspended Ball Planimeter . . . .200
Pantograph

Tachymeters
Tangent Screws
Tapes, Steel and Metallic
Telescopes, Description of .

" Auxiliary Side and Top
Equatorial

147-
199
151

. 8
. 203-206
.5, 31-33

104-108, 165
192, 192Solar . . w. \ w. ' '. i08

" Spider-line Diaphragms of . 45, 81
11 Erecting or Inverting . . .34

Theodolite 180, 181, 184
Thermometer 210
Time Observation 79

Top Telescope 106
Transits.

Adjustments of . 48-51, 94-108
Astronomical 185-191
City 142-153
Directions for Use of .... 48
For Triangulation 181
Engineers and Surveyors' . . 142-144
Mining 160-177
Mountain 158-160

Plain 143
Railroad 142-153
Reconnoissance 160-161
Setting up 47
Small 152
Solar Attachments . . 57, 73, 154-157

Surveyors' 142-144
With Level Attachment to Telescope . 144
Theodolite 178-179, K2
Tunnels 178
Universal Mining 172

Transportation of Instruments . . . 22
Transverse Striding Level, Adjustment of . 102
Tripods J

Extension , see note 158
Half-length 162
Split Leg 162

Tunnel Transit }«
Universal Mining Transit . . . .172

Tariation Plate i
Variations of Compass. . . . 8,37,110
Vernier Attachment, Double Opposite . .147
Verniers
Vertical Circle, Adiustments.of . . .103
Watch, Correcting by Sun . 79

Wye Levels . «;«
Adjustments of 182-135
Directions for Adjusting . . . 132-135
Engineers' Hydrographic . . . .134



ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We do not exchange new, or keep second-hand instruments of any kind.

We do not sell instruments on the installment plan.

Styles and sizes of the many kinds of instruments enumerated in this catalogue

cannot be varied from, since all the standard patterns from which the different parts

are cast are made of brass to insure best and uniform results. Any change from

them often would entail only extra expense, and lead to the sacrifice of other and
equally important advantages, without securing to the cuswtomer any material

benefit.

The combinations possible with each particular type of instrument are printed

on the page opposite its cut, and as a rule are so complete as to meet special and

general requirements.

We especially invite a careful perusal of those parts giving directions how to

clean the lenses of a telescope, and how to take care of and to adjust instruments, in

asmuch as a correct understanding of these matters will result in a more permanent

efficiency of the instrument, and the saving of much valuable time.



CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES

OF OUR INSTRUMENTS

1. Simplicity in Manipulation.

2. Lightness, combined with strength.

3. Accuracy of division.

4. Achromatic telescope, with high power.

5. Steadiness of adjustments under varying tempera

tures.

6. Stiffness; to avoid any tremor even in a strong

wind.

7. Fine workmanship throughout.

8. Adapted to tropical and arctic conditions.

9. Prices — EQUITABLE 1
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The Berber Complete Engineers' and Surveyors' Transit No. lc.

For description and prices see Engineers' and Surveyors' Transit.





Testimonials.

New Rochelie, N. V., April 10, iSqq.

Messrs. C. L. Bergkr & Sons, 9 Province Court, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen: — Your favor of April 6 at hand. In reply will say that the light field transit (special),
of the number 2 class, instrument number 2940, has been used in my field work and tested thoroughly with

results as follows:
Instrument, light but very steady.
Plates, good. Reading to 30" and not too close with the magnifiers attached. Inverting telescope, all

that could be desired. Decidedly prefer it to my other erecting transit telescope, the field being clearer and

more brilliant.
Bearings smooth and seemingly perfect.

Vertical circle, with double opposite Terniers, a fine piece of work, which I hardly expected would show
such perfect centering.

Level on vertical circle, a great convenience in topography with stadia.

Reversion level. Could hardly part with this now, as when vertical circle is not in use, I use the level
reversed, bringing it to the top of telescope and directly under the eye. I am unable to discover any error
in its use either above or below the telescope. The bubble is very sensitive and admits of the best of work.

Fixed stadia wires. Under repeated tests fail to show any errors in spacing.
Davis solar. Quite necessary on some work. Easy to attach and no extra weight.
Striding level. Have twice purposely thrown the axis out of adjustment to test whether striding level

would bring same absolutely horizontal, as well as to test the rings. Each time, after bringing into adjust
ment with the level, the ordinary test by sights failed to show any discrepancy. This makes the adjustment
simple and easy and the matter of a few minutes only.

In the first work done with this instrument on an extended survey, twelve angles were taken and five in
strument points were occupied and straight lines extended over very hilly country. Angles were all taken
and read on A and B verniers. Were then repeated and read on both verniers. One repetition only. A
vernier single angles gives ten seconds too much. Mean of A and B verniers on one repetition gave six sec
onds too much. Why use larger and heavier instruments?

Yours truly, L. E. VAN ETTEN, Civil Engineer and Surveyor.

Angie A Vernier Mean of A and B
(one repetition)

1 1800 41' 00" 1800 41' 00"

2 *43 34 30 143 34 23
3 161 56 45 161 56 48
4 . 86 53 00 86 52 52
5 10 45 158 10 45
6 169 57 30 169 57 30

180 58 30 180 58 15
90 14 30 90 14 23

26 489 T79 26 30 179
10 o 115 20 10 115 20 15
" 153 43 00 153 43 00
12 179 04 00 179 04 07

18000 oc/ 10" 18000 oc/ 06"

28 Court Street, Boston, Mass.,

Jan. 10, 1899.

Messrs. C. L. Berger & Sons.—It lately became necessary for me to bisect the angle at

Powderhorn 20 between Boston State House and Governor's Island 30. I had the six-

inch transit, No. 1655, lately constructed by your firm. I give you the resultant

figures : —

P. M. B.

Ames 0 I

Ames ©

State House Q

State House G

Governor's Island 8G

00 360 00 00 00 00 00
R.
1 4a 12 45
6 — »53 11 30 II 30 11
6 — 146 92 30 22 30 22
6 - 39 33 30 33 3<J 33
6 — 293 44 30 44 35

1 — 396 5« 30
6 — 317 33 30 33 30 33
6 — 342 21 30 21 30 21
6 — 7 08 45 08 45 08
6 — 3< 56 30 5« 30 56

1 — 345 36 30
6 — i'3 57 00 57 00 57
6 — ■95 57 30 57 30 57
6 — 277 00 58 00 58
6 — 379 58 3° 58 30 58

Mean of
Verniers. Angle

50.0 {

50.0 f
5°-4 J

Mean of Correction
Seconds, to fill Circle.

30 4 08 09.6
30 00.0
45 10-0
30 07 57.5

51.35 — .21

Angle, 42' u' |i//.i4

04.28 — 21

Angle, 40 08' o4".o7

05-
05

°5 j
Angle, 3! 3° 4o'o4".79

The apparent discrepancy was found to be caused by the fact that the pole at Gover

nor's Island 3© was three inches off the centre in a line towards Karney O, and the true

angle was computed. This result was produced by careful manipulation of the transit,

shading it with an umbrella, and protecting its adjustments from all jars by the most

delicate handling after it left your shop.

Yours truly,

John N. McClintock, A. M.

Note. — Read from left to right. Subtract down. The reading of the first set of six angles, viz. , 253° n' 30",

6)253 " 30ng
divide by six: 42 j, 55) continue this method. The single angle is recorded to give the number of d«.

grees and minutes, and is called the rough angle.



Specimen of Results of Latitude Observations

With Astronomical Transit*

(•ILLUSTRATED ON PAGE 180.)

No. of
Dates (1874).

0TAK8 September Means September Means

B.A.C.
20 21 22 20 21 22

0495

58*48

#

57'.50 57?98

7103

58A6 eo"6i 59"l3 59*40G520 7120

6556 7166

C5G6 58.24 58.43 58.34 7194 59.57 60.14 59.30 59.67

G603 7233

6651 55.09 57.21 58.02 56.77 7260 58.26 57.61 57.94

G687 7301

6698 57.33 58.47 56.54 57.45 7313 58.65 56.92 57.52 57.70

G731 7345

G769 59.64 59.04 60.06 59.58 7398 57.97 58.56 60.16 58.90

6799 7431

6813 59.42 60,24 59.58 59.75 7462 57.63 60.80 61.02 59.82

6851 7496

6881 59.43 58.84 58.23 58.83 7505 59.60 59.89 59.50 59.66

6962 756G

6986 58.27 58.69 58.80 58.59 7598 57.89 57.76 58.92 58.19

7029

7055 61.11 59.17 58.55 . 59.61 means 58.53 59.02 58.76

Resulting Latitude 42° 59' 58" 76 J 0".12.

Probable error of a single result t0".83. E. P. AUSTIN, Observer.

Plymouth, Mass., Oct. ib, iSSS.
Gentlemen : — It gives me pleasure to call your attention to some unexpected results obtained Aug. 29,

18S8 with the4-inch transit * lately made by you for the Massachusetts Topographical Survey Commission. A
triangle lying across Herring Pond—on the line of Plymouth and Barnstable Cos.— was selected, all the angler
were measured under nearly the same conditions of light and temperature. The instrument was protected fron

sun with a large white carriage umbrella.
The method followed in observing, was to set the instrument at o° and then repeat the angle 6 times —

repeating from left to right. Then the outside angle was measured in the same direction with same number of
repetitions - thus filling the circle. The inside angle was then corrected by one-half the error of the filling ot
me circle — giving the weight to the angle of 12 pointings. I then set at 900 and repeated the operation — set
accompanying sketch. The other two angles of the triangle were treated in the same manner.

AT NOTICE.

Setting at 0° Parker and Old Board (6 Reps.l

90°

Old Board and Parker (

Parker and Old Board (
Old Board and Parker (

33 0 23' 22".9 + 0".4 = 23".l
] 326 36 36 .7

59" 6

) S3 0 23' 22".l +- 1".4 «■ 23" 1

) 326 36 35 8

57".9
Noncr.

AT PARKER.

Setting at 0° Old Board and Notice (6 Reps. J 68° 27' S7".5 —0".4

90'

Notice and Old Board (

Old Board and Notice f
Notice and Old Board (

) 291

« 1

87". 1
32 23 .3

U0".8

° 27' 37".l — 0/.4"»=S6".7
32 23 .8

00".9

AT OLD BOARD.

Setting at 0° Notice and Parker (6 Reps.) 78°09'02".l-
Parker and Notice ( ) 281 51 01 .2

1".6~00".5

" 90<

letting at 0°

90

Notice and Parker
Parker and Notice

S".3

( " ) 78°09'00".8 — 0".8 = 00*.0
00 .7

01".5

PARKER

Triangle.

Notice S3°23'23".l

Parker 68 27 36 .9
Old Board 78 09 00 .2

180° 00' 00".2

The mean difference of the two sets at each station was o".3o— the greatest difference being o".so. The
Mean corr. for the three circles was —o".33. The triangle filled 180° 00' oo".2. I had no difficulty in reading
the limb to 20". Heretofore, I have looked for sucn results from a 10-inch Gambey. This is the only t w

I have examined, but we have repeatedly cbtained results of combined angles equally gratifying.

. Very respectfully, C. H. VAN ORDEN

• The Instrument referred to is the No. 4. Transit, described on pp. 160 and 161.



Aubuhndale, Mass., Jan. 9, 1889.

Dear Sirs : — For many years I have been of the opinion, reasoning a priori, that

the limit of precision attainable in the ordinary field operations of the civil en

gineer might be attained, other things equal, as well with a small as with a large

instrument.

This opinion is confirmed by the results of some recent experiments with in

struments of your make, to which I shall now call your attention.

For several weeks I have been engaged in the design and construction of an ap

paratus for determining the exact equivalent foci of lenses. This apparatus in

cludes a collimating telescope, in the principal focus of which are two vertical lines ;

and the accuracy of the results obtained with it depends upon the accuracy of the

measurement of the angular distance between these lines as viewed through the

collimator objective.

The first series of measurements of this angle was made with my 4-in. theodolite

built by you several years ago. This instrument, described in your catalogue as

" No. 4a," has a horizontal circle graduated to be read to V of arc by two equidis

tant verniers; but it is easily read to 30" by estimation. As to its general design

and workmanship, there are no changes I should wish to have made.

The first series of measurements of the "collimator angle" were made in the

following manner: vernier A was set at the 0° graduation of the limb, and twenty

sets of twelve repetitions each (six direct and six reversed) were taken in the direc

tion of increasing readings. This covered the limb up to 298°, and the resulting

mean angle was 1° 14' 27.49"

By the second series, the collimator angle was again determined by precisely

similar measurements using the 8-in. theodolite built by you for the Massachusetts

Board of Harbor Commissioners in 1877.

The horizontal circle of this instrument is graduated to be read to 10" of arc by

two equidistant verniers; but it is easily read to 5" by estimation. The resulting

mean angle is 1° 14' 27.66", differing only 0.17" from the mean angle obtained with

the 4-in. theodolite.

The angles resulting from each set with both instruments are arranged side by

side in the following table :

RESULTS FOB COLLIMATOR ANGLE.

Sect. 4-in. instrument. Page 161. 8-in. instrument. Page 183.
No. 4 b. No. 12.

I 1° 14' 26.3" 1° 14' 28.3"
II 27.5 27.7

III 27.5 27 3
IV 27.5 28.5

V 25.0 27.7
VI 27.5 26.0
VII . 28.7 27.9
VIII 27.5 26.7
IX 27 5 26.5
X 25.0 28.5
XI 30.0 28.6

XII 25.0 25.4
XIII 28.7 28.3
XIV 28.7 27.1
XV ., 27.5 28.1
XVI 27.5 27.7
XVII 27.5 29.4
XVIII 30.0 27.1
XIX 27.5 28.7
XX 27.5 27.7

Mean : 1° 14' 27.49" 1° 14' 27.66"

The probable error of the mean angle with No. 154, as computed by the method

of least squares, is ± 0.15". After the observations were finished as above, Sect.

VI. was repeated with No. 154, the resulting angle being exactly the same. I am

inclined to think that the small variations between the angular values resulting

from each set are due to the graduation rather than to errors in pointing. In any

case, they are certainly well inside of what might reasonably be looked for in the

best instrument of its size. Very truly,

Francis Blake,

Late Assistant U. S. Coast Survey.

New Rochelle, N. Y., October 17, 1903.
Messrs. C. I-, Berger & Sons, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sirs :— In order to show that I appreciate the care used in every detail of my special 4-inch
Transit No. 4,14s. I desire to sav that the instrument has now been in use nearly a year. Without a
single exception I consider it PERFECT. However many you may make in the future, you will never
make a better one. It was first used on topographical and rough work, but as one found, that although
small, light and very steady, its accurate results gradually gave great confidence and to-day it does
80 per cent, of my work. Am glad I took your advice as against a four and a half inch plate.

The one fault with it is that no one wants to use my 30 second transit.
Yours truly, L. E. VAN ETTKN





CABLEADD,ESS:

Bo,Go,,BOSTON,MASS.

COPYRs,GHTED1

MAs,LADD,ESS:

37Ws,LLs,AMS8T.,BOSTON,MASS.,U.S.A.
C.L-BERGER&SONS'CODEFORTHEIRENGINEERINGAND

SURVEYINGINSTRUMENTS.

1904.

Explanation.

Inordertoshortenthetimebetwesnorderingandreceivinganinstrumentandalsetolessentheexpenseoftelegraphingwehavepre
paredthisesde,knowingthatitisverydiffinslttoprovdeforall

combinationsofinstrumentsandaccesseriesmanufacturedbyus.
Whilesememanufacturesegiveacertaininstrumentaesdewordlike"Rose"forTransn,itdoesnotmestrequiremento,asitisstillneces sarytoenumeratetheessentialfeaturesandextrasbesides,andthe expenseisasgreat.Insahacasenwouldbeaswelltousetheword

"Transit"or"Level,"astheesdeword.

Inusingthecode,fisetesnsultoarcatalogueanddmiideuponsize,styleandextrafeaturesdesired,makeanoteofthemandturnto ourcodetofindthesameenumeration.Supposingtheesdewordis
Bonesettelegraphusthisway:—"BEEGEB,BOSTON,MASS.,

SENDONE(oranysemberofinstrumentodesired)Boneset(thenyourfuUaddress)JOHNBROWN,MELBOURNE."Wewillthenundesetandwearetoshipyouthefd3winginstrument:—OneEngi
neer'stoansnNo.lb,asinnstpage,5,wnhverticalarc,level,clamp,tangentscrewandfixedstadiawirestotelescope,allgraduationsonldidsilver,horizontalcirclereadingto30*,erecttelesespe,variationriate,gradienter,glassshadestovuaiers,latterplacedat35°tolineof

sglhe,standards3lothfinished,andfulllengthtritod.

NowifyouwishsemespecialfeatureforthisInstrumentdifferent
fromthoseesemeratedunderBonesetsayinplaesoftheerecttele sespeonethatisinvertengyouwouldthentelegraphus:—"BERGER,BOSTON,MASS.,SENDONE(oranynumberofinstrumentodesired)

BonesetINVERTING,JOHNBROWN,MELBOURNE,"andwewouldunderstandthatyouwishtheTransnNo.lbasenumeratedin

codebettohaveaninvertingtelesespe.

Ifyoucannotreadilyicdtheesdewordforaesmbinationcoveringyourneedsanddonotmindalittleextraexpense,thenitwillbe
welltotelegraphusthisway:—"BERGER,BOSTON,MASS.,SENDTRANSITNo.lb,INVERTING,SILVER,THIRTYSECONDS,

STADIA,GRADIENTER,ETC.,ETC.,"thuswiringalltheessential
features.ThiswilltellustomakeandsendyouonetoansnNo.lb,

wnhinvertingtelntespe,allgraduationsonselidsilver,horizontalcirclereadingtothirtyseconds,fixedstadiawires,clothfi«shed

standards,gradienter,et3.

Inallcaseswhereyoudonotfindaesdewordforaesmbinationwithanextrafeaturedesiredaddtotheesdewordthenameofthe

featureoretsra.

I«eteryicseale«ers.ouldsiaerowbymailgiti«gsiuer3umera
tionandexplipots.ippi«gdirectiontsotlattheremaybeno

mistakes.

Telegramsshouldalwaysbeaddressedthus:

C.L.Berger&Sons,37WilliamsSt.,Boston,Mass.



c.L.orRCnt&alo,ooOlaerreS.s,

CODE.

'flecatalogueshouldaluaysbeconsultedinregardtoSIns,LISTOF«XTRLuandPuaoeSbeforeordering

toavddmistaketa.t„«_..,

Codenamesctderlinedindicatecustomaryenstrumenluusuallycarriedinstock.

«eLevel,page■Ii tiI""i

LEVELINGIreTRUMENTS.

DumpyLevel,page181,16inchInteetingtelesespe

u««♦«««""sameasAbardo,butwnhfixedstadiawires

DumpyLevel,page■1b,17J"ere3ti«gtelesespe

"»"»»"""sameasAcnia,butwnhfixedstadiawires

ereAtingteleseope(usualStyle)

""sameasAdlumia,butwnhfixedstadiawires....

«t""""steelcenter

"""""""andfixedstadiawires

ioueeti«gtelesespe(usesualstale).w

""sameasAgrostis,butwnhfixedstadiawires.

"""""steslesnter

,ii«"•'•''•andfixedstadiawires

ere3ti«gtelesespe..............

""sameasAlyssum,butwithfixedstadiawires

"""""steslcenter....

"•i•i""""andfixedstadiawires.

Ifaninvertingtelesespeisdesiredinplaesoftheetocting,addest.eesdeacordInvert.

HydrographersiinchtoeLevelwnhthreslevelingserewsandinvertengtelesespe

ExtrastoLevels:—

OneShortFocusLensenablingtofonssfromabout9to6feetfromesnterofinstrument(usuallysufficient)

ShortFocusLenses,onepair

fBstadewiRecuallAetrtureforiin3htoeesvel...

EnginenrTProriseLzevel,page■7,,nhsteelesnter

GeodeticLevel,pagu■rc........

WyeLevel,page■I

I,it,

,I,,
Iit,,

WyeLevel,page1i,
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,
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1■.00
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1■.00
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15i.00

140.00 ,43.00 ,55.00

,5i.00

■0.00 ■3.00

145.00

14t.00 15i.00 i.50

16.00 1.50

s30.00
st0.00

Abardo
Abella

Acnia Actus

Adlumia
Aesculus Ageratum

Agrimony

AgrostisAilanthu9

Alfalfa
Almond Alyssum

Amaranth Amaryllis Ambrosia

Andromeda

Aquilegia

Aralia

Arbutus
Arethusa Artemisia



C.L.dERCER&SONS'cODE.-cONTINUED

c

TRANSITSem.I-NO.IgINCLUseVE.

Foru.tthEArSo,andSdarA«a3un3t.,prits,esloredglasses,e,estoTransnsKo.l-igseepagesFandH.

MOTE;Ifaninvertingtelescopeisdesired,whetothecata3gueesemerationcallsforoneerecting,»ddtot.eesde

Ifverniersaredesiredat90°tolineofsgl«
Ifnodothfinishedstandardsaredesired

(MineTransnsas.4andNo.6havenoclothfi«sh)

Ifanoffsettingarrangementisdesired

Ifanextensiontripodisdesiredinplaceofregultofulllenwh

Ifoneofthetworowsoffigurestothehorizontal3ircleisdesiredfrom0°to90°and

backto0°insteadofbeingesntincousasusual

(Inthislattercasetheotherrowoffiguveswillalwaysbefrom0°to360°clockwise.)

Bagandoilwillbesentwnheachinstrument.

TheTransnsintheesdebe3wareallenumeratedwnhgraduationsonheavyinlaidringofsolid silverasitisnsstomarytofur«shtheseinstrumentown«hisfeature.Ifnotdesired

I I I I I ■,

I I M I
•I I

•f
I

t•
I I I

11 •I
I CI I I

Invert BightFinish Offset

Extension
Quadrants

WithoutSilver

ic,E

TransitNo.1Plain,asinwitpage,3,wnhsdossiluargradamtiontomisetes,glasssngdestoreuatase,l"terplaesdat85*

tolineofsglhe,ere3tengtelenespe,stasdaussc3thfinished,fulllenwhtritodBabiana

Abotei«stomse3tsameasBabiana,butwnhvariationplateBaccmaris

""""graduat«nreadingto30'Ballota

""""""""andwnhvariationplateBalinony

TransitNo.la,asin«tpage,4,wnhlevel,clamp,tangentserewandfixedstadiawirestotelesespe,sdossilvergraduoion tomisetes,glassshadestorer«ese,latterplacedat3Sotoleneofsgl«,ermitingtelesespe,standaussc3thfinished,ficllenwh

tripodBalsam

Abotei«str3m3tsameasBalsam,butwnhvariationplateBaptisia
""""""andgradienter......Barberry

""""gradienter.Barley

""""graduationreadingto30*..Bartonia
"*'""""""andvariationplate.....Begonia

,,,>i■■t•a,i,,an(jgradienter...Berberis

"'«"""""""gradienterBergamot

(Ifas0*gradamtionforNo.1sizetoansnisdesired,addesesdewordtwentysecondta)

(Wlendetachablereadingglassesareorderedtsrthe20sgradamtion,nis«stomarytoplaesthevernieseat98*toleneof

sightunlessadvisedtotheesntrary.)

ForesntinuationExTra«sit.No.,—No.acintusitesesnextpas,.

$1.35

H
ir
an, n, 43.S, g

»—■
0
§•

o"p«) e» s

190.00

s00.00 s00.00 s10.00
ss3.00

s33.00

s3i.00 ssi.00

s33.00 s43.00

24i.00 23i.00



C.L.BERCER&SONS'CODE.-CONTINUED.D

TRANSITSNO.1—KO.lgCONCLUDKD.

TransitNo.lb,asincutpage,5,witharc,level,clamp,tangentserewandfixedstadiawirestotelesespe,solidsilvergradu-h
ationsreadingtominutes,glassshadestover«ese,la«erplacedat35°toltseofsgl«,erectingtelesespe,standaussclothic,ogs

fi«shed,ficllengthtripod,Betonlca$s43.00•

Aboteinstrum3tsameasBetouica,butwnhvariationplateBetonys53003.

""andgradienter..,Bignonias5i005

gradienterBirthroots4t.00JL

graduationofhorizontal3irclereadingto30*Bloodroots53.00%

"""""""andvariationplate..Bocconias6300i

"""""""""";gradienterBonesets6t.00,""""""""gradienter...Borages5i.00£.

(Ifas0'gradamtionforNo.1sizetoansitisdesired,addto3odeword"twentyseconds".)g.

(Whendeta3hablereadingglassesareorderedforthe20»graduat«n,nis«stomarytoplacethevernieseat90°tolineof

sightunlntsadvisedtotheesntrary.)

AansitNo.lIasinnstpage,f,fullverticalcircleprotsetedbyaluminumguard,wnhlevel,clamp,tangentscrewandfixed3

stadiawirestotelesespe,sdidsilvergradamtionforbothcirclesreadingtomisetre,glassshadestoveuaienc,latterplacedf

A35°tolineofsgl«,ermitengtelenespe,standardsc3thfi«shed,fthllengthtritodBouvardia255.008

Aboctinstomm3tsameasBouvardia,butwnhvariationplateBrambles65.00o «t"""""andgradienter..Brasenias70.00B

i""""gradienterBrewerlas60.00

it"""graduationofhorizontalcirclereadingto30s.....Bromuss65.00-5r

«•"""""""""""andvariationplate..Brunellasi.00 i■t—«.tt»«i»««"«;gradienterBuchnerasi0.00
«•««»»""""""""gradienter...Buckthorns70.00

(Ifas0sgradamtionforNo.1sizetoansnisdesired,add10esdewomo"twentysecondta")

(Wlendetachablereadingglassesareorderedforthe20»graduationitis«stomarytoplacethevernieseat90°toleneof

sightunlessadtisedtothe3ontrary.)

TransitNo.1Intyleirasinnstpage,tBuckwheat806.00

TransitNo.1d,asincutpage149Bumelia31s.00

Aboteinsomume«tsameasBumeliabutwnhfullverticalcircleandguardBurtoni1.00

TransitNo.1f,asinnstpageta0Burdockis.00 TransitNo.1ir""tota1Buttercup35s.00

NOTE:IfTransnsas.1d,1for1gareorderedandthetelecoupeiswantedere3tinginsteadofinteetingas

enumeratedinc35a3gue,ans"ernct"totheesdeword;sedRcori35ionplateisdesiredans"variation."

TransitNo.1m,asincutpage151bBuxana265.00

TransitNo.1re"""tose1cBuxotat00.00

TransitNo.cts,"deseribedonpage151cBuylis300.00



C.L.hEsoER&SOteIerlvE.-nssecesED.rr

TRANSITSNO.2.?

■a AtrEdxtofofacta«,andAtmaAaahemeno.,isi"t,s«orhtemcool,eta.,toTran.it.um.iitespanerFandH.i horpartidiarshaseetfismthedrtomaryeneveratinofthevarionsatyar,rSha.invertinnteleiope,potitidev§ veraeis,elothvais,mtentiontriesd,et.,,tesunponslranritrao.1,paneC.g. c

han.itNo.ATrairepane15,vasesttov«totetoiopeoavartialans esdtofAtminTran.itSo.1-pane-«tvthsehd°

silpareraoiationreadinntoarinoter,nm—.rndertoperaeis,maerpia$atttitohanoftintt,areminnteieiope,stasaard.PRi.fi

elothvniabed,fellaneastriesdCaladium$190.00&

AhoveinataumeecttaseearCaladium-botwithpariationpiateCalamint200.00§■
a a"m TrantnNo.2,pareaumwiastoenlat«shphnttotetoiopi esdtofTran.itNo.di,pane1«"nasp,tee6ntscap,alseS. dheedatadiacirernsteacoope,sehd.ilverrradeationreadinntoariioter,tmorrhadertovarnieon,la"arpmsedat«°nshnee$ vEdnt,eremineteansope,ttsaardreloasdathed,felilennastriesd.Calamu.223.00f AboveinataumenttasearCalamu.,betwithpariatiurplateCalendula233.00S """""""anderadienterCalopogon2t8.00o

"""""eradienter..ii,,-,.Caltha228.00(=

CO

Tran.itNo.iia.indtparea'vasvexiCoans,tovep,nasp,taseentiaewasaeredttadiawirertotetoiope,hecd silvereradeationreadinntominoter,nm—isadertoperaeop,maerpiaredatttitocanof.intt,ecominntetoiope,atandardt

sloasfia.hed,felltonrastripod■Calyp.o243.00 Ahoveiaataurnecttasea.Calyp.o,betcithvariationpmteCamella253.00

"""""""andnradienterCampanula258.00

"""rradienterCap.ella248.00

Tran.itNp,Aparea.,vasnoAtvartiaisfrstopistemCovahemiimi"S. esaotofTrantiti.bd,pane1",vas tome,smmp.,teegeatiaecandered'adiawirettoteleiope,sehdti3ernndeationforboasdrele.readinntominotet,
rmorisadertoperaeis,mtterplaredatttitohanofralt,ereminnteaiope,ttandard.sloasdarhed,felllennastriesd.

Ahoveinataumenttasea.Cali.icum,betvntpariationpiate

iii"""""andnradienter

«•ii"""eradienter

Cap.imum Caraway
Carpinu.

Caorandra

252.00 262.00 267.00 257.00

NOTE:Ifosaa.ionallyaSO"nradeatiuri.wantedfmNo.A.izeTrantitaarheasesodewaad"thirtytemond.".



C.L.dERCER&SONS'cODE.-cONTINUED.

SOLARATTACHMENTS.

(Inorderingpritandes3redgla35es,etc.,forddinstrumentopleasementionnumberofInstrumentand

whetherinvertingorere3ttelesespe.)

ic,E

Plrismandcolouedglassulglainlund)Fgl.3,page157Daffodil$i.00 wirismandcoloredglasses,aiprovedmountinleFgl.o,pagese7Dahlia,s.00

DavisSolarScreen(exceptforho.4)Fgls.1andIpagesse6,se7(notapplicabletoNo.4toansn)....Daisy6.00

DavisCompleteSolarAttachmentsidarscresicplainpritandes3redglassesmbined,Fig.,,page157)...Dalibarda,4.00

PlaincoloredglassattachableonlytoeyereeesFgl.4,pagese7Dandelions.00

PatentInclinedSquare,diaphragm"G",pagei,,(iforderedforddtransnswenesdtoknowtheexactfocallengthof

telesespeandwhethererectorinverting)Daphne4.00

Solarandtoptelescopecombined,pagesse4t5,attachableonlytoinstrumentoofourmakehavingafullverticalcircle

andlBveltotelesespeDatura70.00

Solarattachmentwithsralltelescope,pagese4Dianthus6s.00

LatitudeLevel,suppliedonlytonewinstrumento,ortoddinstrumentowhenhavingscrewextensionsofthetelntespeis

axisbeghndthestandausstoreesivesame,pagesse4,,55Dicentra15.00 Solarequatorialadaptee,page,6iDigitalis60.00
LISTOFEXTRASTOTRANSITSNO.I,2,3,4,5,6,6D,6H3reII.

Reversionleveltoteleseope,page1bl.•..»..Ebony

Exubleopposipo7ernintstovertitlcir«e,szenstofTransitNo.1Istyleppage,7EglatinePeAtsylvaniaactattachableonlytoTransitsNota1and2inplaceofregulararc,page"7aEleusine
MovwileactathchableonlytoNota1andctinplaceofrwularar3,page167aElodine

Oneshortfocuslens,focussingfromabout6^to3£feetfromcenterofinstrument(usuallysufficient)Emiliat.50

TwoshortfocuslensesEndive16.00

QuicklevelingattachmentforNo.4TransitEntrobas0.00 toto""allothBrsizesEpilobiumse.00

Extensiontripodinplaceoffulllength..Extension Extraregularfulllengthtripod(splitleg).Inorderingforddinstrumentoseepa"I7aandgiveinstrumentnumber.ErianthllS

Extaadlflengchtripod(gllielegf""""to""«" .Erigenia
Eac«artensantipod""I""s,""» .Erodium

LeathercoverovercaseEulali

""""wnhshoulderstrapsEuonymn*



C.L.BERCER&SONS'CODE.-CONTINUED.

MOUNTAINTRANSreNO.3.

Forpartinslarchangesfromthensstomaryenumerationofthevariousstales,sahasinvertingtelesespe,nocloth

fi«shtostasdards,tosnionofver«ese,e,essesNOTEtoTransnsNo.1,pageC.

forLi—fEArasandSdarA«a3ac3B,su3hasprits,cdoredglacses,e,estoTransnWo.3seepagesFandH.

MountainTransitNo.3,asperpage15t,wnhfullverticalcircleprotectedbyalumisemgc.us,wnhlevel,clamp,tangent serew,fixedstadiawiresandgradientertotelesespe,selidsilvergraduationforbothcirclesreadingtominutes,glassshades

tover«ese,latterplctedat35°tolineofsgl«,erectengtelenespe,standardsc3thfi«s,extensiontripod....Forsythia$s60.00 Abotei«strum3tsameasForsythia,butwnhvariationplateFoxgloves70.00 """""verticalar3(Inplaesoffullverticalcir3leseenstMo.lb,page,5).Fuchsias5,.00

"""Fuchsia,"variationplate.Fumarias  0

(FormetalfinishseeNotetotoansnpageC.■Finish)5.00

MOUNTAIN.MININGANDRECONNOISSANCETRANSITNO.4.

ForFlntthEAAtsandSdarA«a3un3B,prits,es3redglacses,eenestotransnsNo.4,seepagesFandH.

ExcttficMiningandRecoAtdssanndTransitNo.-ptwe161,wnhverticalarc,level,clIp,

tangentserewandfixedstadiawirestotelesespe,sddsilvergradamtionsrerdingtomisetes,glassshadestover«ese,latter

wia3edat35"tolineofsglhe,invertingtelntespe,standaussmetalfi«shed,eAensiontripodGalanthtlg23t.00

Ifafulllengthstifflegtripodisdesiredinplaesoftheextensiontripodadd.Longtrlpod

Aboteinstomm3tsameas«alanthurebutwnhvariationplate...Galeopsis24t.00

i«"""fullverticalcircle,asinupper«e,page161,protectedbyaluminumguardGenistas47.00

■•»"Genista,"variationplateGentianMJ.OO

■■iiit",•t,style1i«terc.ang.aux.icle..,page165a...Geranium80s.00 ,,••Isi■••t ,t"";.darequaesrialadapter,p.165bGerardia35s.00

ll,••••llstyle1inicrc.ang.auxiliarytelesespeGladlolUSs92.00

II•I"""";soiarequaesrialadapter..GlAtXlnla84s.00

NOTE:—occasioanllyanermitingtelesespeisdesiredfortheNo.4siz"addestleesd*womo«ernct".

Ifaheavieretsensiontritodisdesired(whichwestronglyreesmmendonesesuntofincreasedsteadiness)

addest.eesdewordiaextenheavy".



C.L.orRCER&SONSaCODE-CONTINUED.H

SoESoSoEntRASFomaoNGTRANseTSemS.4,5,lanc,6H3reII.

Inadditio«tothoseenumeratedonsageE.PR,E

Edgegraduationtoverticalcirclewnhadoublevernierateyetendwhichisglassesvered,page167bHeliotrope

Edgegraduationtoverticalcirclewnhdoubleoppositeverniers,whichareglassesvered,ptwe167b....HepaticagBergerBeadingGlassandreflectorforehegraduation(onedoublever«er),page167bHeraliaa BergerBeadingGlassandrefle3torforedgegraduation(twodoubleopposneverniese),pa"167bHestana■

"BracketforTransitNo.-wnhfourlevelingsevews(page169)Hibiscus-5

""to»«•«««••t«Hildineg""""wnhtbreelevelingserews,sizeNo.5and6(page169)Hilgrim$s5.00■
**"sameasHilgrimbutforTransnsizeNo.4and4j£inchHilitoss4.00§•

Plumbingdevice,onepair,page165bHollyhock$t.000

Lateralad35s«rfortoiosn,ptwe1654,1blb"S
Extrahalflengthtripod(splnleg),sespage1stErigenia5s

MININGTRANSITNO.5.|

Forpartinslarchangesfromthensstomaryenmaerationofthevariousstalen,sahasoffsoutinga"angemene,figuringofhorizontal»

circle,etcesseeNotetoTransnsNo.1pageC.~

ForJAmtthEthAthsahasExgegradamtions,SdarAta«m3to,prit,es3redglass,e,.,totoansnNo.5,seeaboveandpageF.-1

9 MiningTransit,No.5,(usesuallargesize),page16Iwnhfullverticalcircleprotectedbyaluminumguard,wnhlevel,§:

clamp,tangentserewandfixedstadiawirestotelesespe,sdossireergraduationreadingtominutesforbothcircles,glass£

shadestoverniese,latterplaesdat35°tolineofsgl«,erectengtelesespe,stass,rdsmetalfinished,etsassiontripod..Iberias60.008 Abotetn.trnelntsameasIberis,butwnhvariationplateIlysanchess70.00
,»««""andgradienterImmortelle2i.00

,t•t•»t«gradienter..Impatiens265.00

n■•tt•Style1Interclangeauir.tSoesespe.Ipecac305.00

,,ii,"""t;tariationplateJpomopsis3,5.00

,Ii,i""""""andgradienterIresinei0.00

I,ii«""";gradienterIronwood310.00
tiii,,I••I■t";equatorialadapter....IsanthllS355.00

utiI,I,""""";variationplate..Isatis365.00

I.,I•■II•■"""""";gradienterIsolepis370.00
m«••I•«t«"""""andgradienter.Isopyrum360.00

(Forinvertingtelesespeinpleseoferecting,sesNotetoTransitNre1pageCIn7ert*)



c.L.orRnsR&SON.CODE-CONTINUED.

I

MININGTRANSITNO.6.

Fctpartitalarchangesfromthe«stoedryenumerationofthevariousstalessahasofc.ettenga"angemene,figuringof

horizontalcir3le,etc.,sesattetotoansnsNo.4,pageC.

Forul1tExEAAttsahasEhegraacat«icSdarA«a3ac3to,prits,es3redglasses,e,.,totoansnNo.,sespIesFandH.

chExing1Transit1.i(nsstoitresiz1,page16Iwnhficlverticalcircleprotatedbyaluzesemgc.rd,wnhlevel,c,mp,

tangentscrewandfixedstadiawirestotelesespe,sddsireergradamtionreadingtominutruforbothcircles,glas,shadestoic,o

ver«ese,latterplaesdat3Extolineofsglhe,erectingtelenespe,standaussmetalicished,etsensic.tripod....Lawornum$s60.00 s70.00
si.00

s65.00

305.00 31500

i0.00

Abotei«omum3tsameasLaburnum,butwnhvariationplateLantana
andgradienterLarkspur

Laurel

Lavender

CI •«

I

gradienter

Style1lnter3.a«g.anx.teles.

""""andvariationplate

"andgradienter

gradienter

equaesrialadapter

"";variationplate

Lentil

Lespedeza Ligustrnm3,0.00

Lilium
-Linden ",gradienterLobelia andgradienter..Lovage

355.00 365.00 370.00 360.00

ifhaiiSouhimeswearea.tedtoplaceafflinstntdoftheExnuteesaduatncnreonixhngTrac.iesc..4andi,acowc.lewecando

«stomeseweadtisetheminutegraduatncn.

MININGTRANSITNO.nc.AND6H.

ForlstfEArSo,sahasEheg«acoioiSd«A«a3un3to,prits,es3redglasses,e,estotoansitio.i3,andI,sespa"s,andH.

MiningTransitNo.GD,asinnstpage167,wnhoutcompass,wnhntyle1,interc.a«s,ableauiriliaryteleseope,fullver tical3ircleprotmitedbyalAtinumguard,wnhlevel,3lamp,tangentscrewandfixedstadiawirestotesenespe,gradienter, silluminatarshades,sdirsilvergraduationreadingtominutesforbothcir3les,glassshahestover«enc,latterplaesdin

lineofsglhe,invertingmainandaasilitoytelesespes,tshapedstandards,etsensiontritod......Magnolia335.00 stoctinstommentsameasMagnoliIbutwnhermitingmainandaasili.0ytelesesc.s....Marigold336.00

MiningTransitNo.6H,asdeseribedandenumeratedonpage167a,wnhonedoubleterniertotheverticalcircleateyetend(shown

innstonpage167aawnhtwodoubleoptosnevernierstotheverticalcircle)andhavinginvertingmainandaasiliaryteleseopesMemolis360.00 Abotei«strume«tsameasMemolisbutwnherectingmainandauxiliaryteses3opesMipotum360.00

Ifdoubleoptosneverniesearedeolredinplaceofthedoublevernierateyeend,priceetsra$10.00.



C.L.dERCER&SONS'cODE.cONTINUED.

£3

TRANSIT-THEODOLITENO.II.

Foriii.tthEthAt1andSdSoAtacac3to,prits,cdoredglacso,e,.,toTransniheod,nec..,ysespndsc.andH.

PlainTransit-TheodoliteNo.11,pagei0(withoutesmpass,verticalarc,levelorclamptotelesespe,)wnhhorizontal

3irclegraduatAtonsddsilverreadingtoExh,gla35shadestover«ese,la«erplctedat35°tolineofsgl«,fourlm,lingM"e,

serews,erectingtelesespe,fulllenwhtritod.....Nasturtium$s40.0(

CO

stoteinstomm3tsameasNasturtnsm,butwnhlevel,rrncttleclcop,tangentscrewandfixedstadiawirm,totelenespe

"""""""""",gradienterandfixedstadiawires.

«""«'"""t""«t,fixedstadiaandverticalarc

»"""»t«"»"",fixedstadiaandverticalarc.

i"««"""""««i"",verticalarcandregular

,stridinglevelasonp.i1

Neckweed27i.0C

Nectarinest3.00

Nicandra303.00

Nightshades9i.00

Nolana

P.O p.a a-P 8

3,i.00

NotetoTransit-TheodoliteNo.11:

Ifaninvertingtelenespeisdesiredinplaesoftheerecting,

"Ushapedstaglardframeistobec3thfi«shed,

'«averticalcircleprotatedbyanalumincmguausisdesiredinplaceoftheverticalarc,

"readingglassesforhorizontalcirclearedesired,
*•threelevelingserewsaredesiredinplaesoffour,

"anob3ngesmpassisdesired,

"astridinglevelpedlleltolineofes3aiatioicsesNo.11twpageis,isdesired,

inplaesoftheregulartelesespelevelfixed,showninnstonpagei1,

—astridinglevelrestingontopofrendtoatcir3leofesntactinwyes,No.1lb,

pageiIerdesiredInplaceofregicarstridinglevelpagei1,

"the6J£inchhorizontalcirclegraduatedto20sisdesired,

«the7inchhorizontalcirclegraacatedto10"isdesired,

addestleesdewomo

Invert

Cloth

Vertcir«e
Magnifiers Threescrew

Oblong
Nuphar

Nyssa

Twentyseconds

Tenseconds

15.00 ,5.00

s0.00

40.00



C~L.BERCER&SONS'CODE-CONTINUED.

Locke'sHandLevel,page127...Oakesia
AbneyLevelandClinometer,page1s7.Oleander

RoadBuilder'sDumpyLievel,page1s9.Oleaster

Sartant,7s,page,95Olive
"10s,page,95Onion

CURRENTMETERS.

CurrentMeter,No.IV,completewithelectric

registerandbattery,page,96....Orchis

Asabovebutwnhoutelmitricregisterandbattery,

page196Origanum

CurrentMeter,No.V,pages196and,9i.Ostrya

•«"No-VI,wnhelectricregister

andbattery,pages196and19iOxalis
(SeeNotetoTransnpageO..Offset)

PANTOGRAPHSAND

No.99

SUPPLIES.

PR,E

PLANIerETERS.

arFosze,

100. 107. 10i. 110. 116. 117.
1i.

1,9.

SuspendedPantograph,

page,99

SuspendedPantograph,arms3t',

page199

CompensationPlanimeter,page199

"'tspe3ially

rated,page199Plantain

PlainPolarPlanimeter,specially

rated,pages00....

PlainPolarPlanimeter,notrated,LargeRollingBallPlanimeter,

pages00

Petunia

Pimpernel

Planera
PolygalaPopulus

Primrose

cOMPASSES.

VernierPocketCompass,pages01

PrismaticCompass,pages0,.

PocketCompass,pages01 ""pages01

(SesNotetoTransitpag«C

$i.00

14.00

i.00

130.00 150.00 195.00

■5.00 ■5.00
2s0.00

,50.00

,i0.00

30.00 34.00 31.00

s7.00

90.00

Qnamash

Quamoclit

Quercus

Quince

Quadrants)

s3.00

30.00
1.i

5.00

No.145.

",6. «,7. ",i. ,9. 150. 151. 15s. 153. 162.
"s06D. «s03D. "103D.

"160.

«i161.

"162 "163. «164. «165. "166.

LEVELRODS.P,1i

NewYorkRodRaphanns$,4.00

««""wnhetsratarget.Reseda19.00

PhiladelphiaRod....Rhamnns14.00

i"wnhextratargetRharia,9.00

BostonRodRhubarb14.00

MiningRod,Phil,patteua,5ft..Ricadrdia1s.00

""""3".Ricinus12.00

""N.V."5".Rivina1s.00"'«""3".Robinla1s.00

FlexibleLevelRod...Romneya3.s5

MetricRod,PhiladelphiapatternRosebay14.00

""NewYorkpa«ern.Rosemary14.00

RANCEPOLES.

Steel,sdir,6ftRndbeckia3.00

IronTube,6ftRuellias.75

Wood,iftRussellia2.25

SesNotetopagetoansitC.Right

STEELTAPES.

looft.Lufkinsteeltape,dividedinlOths

inleathercase,pages04..Sabbatia11.00
bo«AsaboveSaffron6.00

bo»Asabove,vestpocketsize}£".Sainfoin4.00

loot•Paine'ssteeltape,dividedIn

lOths,pages03,inleathercaseSalsify,1.00

bottAsaboveSaltwort6.00

lOO"idividedInlOthsononesire

andesntimetencontheother.Salvia15.00

lootChesterman'ssteeltape,

dividedinlOths,inleather3aseSamolus11.00

ii«AsaboveSamphiret.00

bo«iSandwort6.00

33««•Sanicle6-00



icL.dERCER&SOataatnd-seseoemED.

L

SUPPLIES.—CONCLCDED.

pomiLTAPmi-COseLuaio.

sire1tt.,00ft.lacelsiorsteeltape,patentbrass framewnhhandle,dividedinlOths

«i7i.50"Asabovepages04

"ttct.iou"Lucatsereltape,dividedinfeee, each5feetbysddetodbands markedwnhfigures,endfestto

lilthspages05....

«17sa.•«"Lmaassteeltape,graduatedto li's,wnhfiguredbandsevery

fiveltsks

»179at.»oft.Roesteeltape,gradhatedevery footbybrassriuae,endfootin lOths,mduedevery5feetby brassplateandevery10fest
wnhespperplatewnhtheNos.

onreelwnhpairofhandles

*1797A.5»"Roestesltape,asabove.

mBoBotnStanserdsteeltape,gicu
atedevery10fese,lact,0feet graduatedinsinglefeee,last

footinlOthspages06

aootStandardsteeltape,gradamted

asabove. 300"Asabove

400««.

I,,E

Sassafras$,,.50

Savory6.60

Saxifrage4.00
Scabiosa3.50

Sequda Sesame Setarla

5.00 4.00 6.30

500'tt«

Shepherdia9.45

Sllene1s.60

Smartweed,5.i
Smilax1t.90

EctrastoStanserdsteeltapeNo.1se.

Regh,Handleandluoutowinduptape

2LargeBrassHandlestounship

elauningHandlac....

SmallRramsClamptofastasontape.

,191.35MeterSteeltape,divdedinmetese

andcentimetese

'19s.,OAsabove

i1siia«oMeterMetallictape,diridedin

meteseandesntimetese

'194.,0Asabove.....

Soapwort

Solanum
Solidago Sonchus Sophora Sorghum

Spearmint Spikenard

3.50

s.50

1.60 .75 11.00 6.00 $3.50

s.75

Tamarisk
Tangerine

Taxodium

Teasel
Tecoma

Tetragonia Theobroma Thermopsis

Thistle

Chitins,MarkingPins,Etc.

ulre193cundisors*cmaiicopdnt,aclenks,No.
1ibeststeslwire,brazedli'sandrings

"196.Asabove,«pden100lenks,e,.

"1ul.Retaneerglchaiicndft.,reli's,No.
1sbeststeelwire,brazedlenksandrings

"19t.Asabove,,00fese,100li's,e,..

19hctMetercmaiicnd0li's,to.sebest

steslwire,brazedli'sandchains

"te0.,0aeterchmiicreli's,asabove

"201.PocketThermometer

"s0s.SpringbalanndandLevel.

«'s03.Setofmarkingpins

PlamantLames.Plambdobs.

"210.Smallplummetlampofbrass,steel

pofne,,6ozThunbergla

—211.Largeplummetlampofbrass,stesl

toine,s4ozToadflax

Boxwithshoulderstrapsforpairof

plummetlamps

.ts1BPlumbbobofbrass,steelpoine,toz. As■."""""11oz. ffs,."•«""tw6oz. Asse."""""9oz.
«216.""""patent

reela«achmene,toz..

••s17.SameasNo.216,12ozTuberose

.tsi.Plumbbobofbrass,stesltoine,for

shaftuse3lbTupelo "s1BSameasspo.sve,but4lto...Turnip

"isiaecturyPlumbboiaicoz...Ttwsilago

""16oz...Typha

BrcttonPocketMineTransit.Twinleaf

«>i,,,,wnn

leatherstsgcase....Twilum

ic,E

Toothwort

Trefoil

Trientalis
Trifolium

Trillium Tritonia

5.50 10.00 6.00 10.00 10.00 5.50 1.50 5.00 1.50

i.00

10.00 3.00
1.i s.s5 i.i s.s5

1.75
s.s5

5.00 7.60
s.s5 s.i

s5.00 s7.00



CODEFORINQUIRIESANDREPLIES.

TIMB.Canyousendfollowinginstrumentoimmediately?Ifnoe,howseon?Ulemo

Howsooncanyondeliver?•-TTlex

Isinstrumentinstock,ifnotwhatinstrumentonearestinfeaturescanbeshipped

immediately?Ulmus

ANSWERStoabove:

WecanshipyourinquirydaysafterrseeiptoforderUrtica
sWeexpe3ttoshipyourorders,ysTJsota «"iit""wesks....Ustila

ThefdlowinginstrumenleareinstockandcanbesentatonceUtarum

IforderedatoneswecanshipUvularia
WeshallhavetomaketheinstrumentVaccinium

Wehavenotinstocktheinstrumentyouinquireforbutcanshipitindays.•Valerian

Wehavenotinstocktheinstrumentyouorderbutcanshipnindays...Valeriana

YourinquiryisinstockandcanbesentimmediatelyVallota

Tourinquiry(ororder)nearlyesmpletedandcanbeshippedinabout1weskVeratrum
(i>>u»u«""»"""iwesksVerbascum<

it.i,,uu"u,unn3nVerbena

,it,n,i»»""to"4"Verbesina
,it,u,,",,,,n5,Vernonia ,,un,nsi,"a,,e,......Veronica

InstrumentmustbemadeandwilltakeaboutsmonthsVeropta""""toto"3toVerosca

"""""""4»Veroticum
"""""""5"Versaria

ThefdlowinginstrumentoarethenearestinfeaturestoyourinquirythatcanbesentquickestVervain

Yourorderistakeninhandto-dayandwilltakeaboutwesks.Nearestinstrumentothatcan

besentatanesareVervex

TheothersuppliencanbesentatonesVesca

PAYMENTS.

Howerpaymentsmiured?Vetch

Pleaseadvisetotalesstofgoods?(forCorporations,BoardsofPublicWorks,PurchasingAgento)Viburnum

PleaseadvisetotalesstofgoodssethatIcanesversamebyBankdraftbeforeshipment.(In

caseofindivdualswhoarenotknowntous)Vigrna

ANSWERStoabove:

ShipgoodsC.O.DVinca
PaymentissensredbyBankdraftonBostonViola

"""""""NewYorkViolet
"""""""LondonVIrgilia

Amountesveringbillofgoodshasbesnsentbymail.Vipox """""""""expressmoneyorderVitis



c.L.dERCER&SONS'CODE.

CODEFomINQUIRIESANDREPLIES-Continued.

SHIPMENT.

Haveyoushipped?Volkameria

Whenddyouship?sWalnut

Bywhatexpressorsteamshipltsehaveyoushipped?Waxwork

SendtracerforWeigela WhencanyoufillourorderofWhahoo

Howshallweship?Wheat

ANSWERStoabove:

WewillshipWhitlavia WehopetoshipaboutWigandia

WecannotshipuntilfundsarermieiuadWillow

ShippedasperyourinstructionsWistaria

Weshippeds,ysagoWolfsbane Wearedoingallwecantohurryyourorder,hopetosendn....Woodbine

MISCELLANEOUS.

Sendlatestcata3gueWoodsia

Enterorderforthefollowinginstrument*andhddsubjecttoinstructionsWoodwardia

Orderreesivedandinstrumentoaretakeninhandtos,y.Sesle«er.....Xanthium

Addtoorderthefd3wingXiphion

'Acknowlehereceiptofle«er,telegramorcableXyris
Acknowledgereceiptofletter,telegramorcablebytelegramorcableYarrow

ReplybyletterYastris AnswerbycableortelegraphYaupon

Yourletterhasbesnre3eivedandcontentoaresatisfactore.......Yellowroot

PleaserefertoyourletterofYucca PleaserefertoourletterofYulan WehavewrntenyouonthesubjectZamia

Youwillreesivele«erofinstructionsZebrina
PleasereplytoourletterofZinnia

WedonotknowwhatyourefertoZizania
Thefdlowingwordisnotundesetood,pleaserepeatnZizica
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